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Abstract 
Mireya Dávila Avendaño 
Governing Together: The Concertación Administrations in Chile (1990-2009) 
Under the direction of Jonathan Hartlyn    
Achieving stability in government coalitions within presidential systems is not a common political 
phenomenon. On March 11, 2010, the  Coalition of Parties for Democracy (CPD – Concertación 
de Partidos por la Democracia), a coalition created in Chile to defeat Pinochet, ended twenty years 
in power. Its continuity is particularly surprising if we consider that this coalition was formed by 
parties and political leaders who, in the sixties and at the beginning of the seventies, were political 
enemies. Why was the Concertación one of the most successful coalitions in Latin American 
political history? From a political science point of view, the most common explanations provided 
to understand this phenomenon have mainly been external, focused on institutions and context. We 
argue that the success of the Concertación was also due to its ability to sustain coalition 
governability, in itself understood as the maintaining of coalitions and cabinet stability. We analyze 
two dependent variables: one at a party level (maintaining coalitions) and the other at an individual 
level (cabinet stability).  We have two sets of explanations or independent variables for coalition 
and cabinet stability: long-term ones, related to political learning, and short-term contextual ones, 
related to presidential autonomy (suprapartidismo), the informal rules of power sharing and the 
political use of technocrats. In developing our argument, we build on hypotheses drawn from the 
literature on technocrats as well as different findings regarding coalition theory and informal rules. 
Using descriptive statistics, we  analyze all the Concertación cabinets as a  single case study, 
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contrasting it to earlier periods. We also explore variation across the four Concertación 
administrations. Our main finding is  that, in comparison to pre-1973 democracy, the Concertación 
administrations were more stable, with the Aylwin administration the most stable. We also observe 
that the patterns of power distribution and cabinet administration in the other Concertación 
administrations vary in relation to how Presidents administer their autonomy (suprapartidismo), 
apply informal rules of power sharing and appoint technocrats. Suprapartidismo is the independent 
variable that most explains change.  
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Nos reunimos esta tarde con esperanza y alegría. Con esperanza, porque iniciamos, 
por fin, con espíritu fraterno y anhelante de libertad y de justicia, una nueva etapa en la 
vida nacional. Con alegría, porque –por primera vez al cabo de veinte años- emprendemos 
una ruta que ha sido elegida consciente y voluntariamente por nosotros mismos; no nos ha 
sido impuesta, sino que corresponde a la decisión libre y soberana del Pueblo de Chile. 
President Patricio Aylwin speaking at the National Stadium on March 12, 1990.  
 
 Quisiera decir con la misma fuerza. Esta coalición que ha gobernado  a Chile durante 20 
años deja ahora el poder con la frente en alto por lo que fuimos capaces de construir. Recibimos un 
Chile, como lo dijo el Cardenal Raúl Silva Henríquez, con el Alma de Chile quebrada, y que 
después de 20 años Chile recobró su alma, fuimos capaces de ser una gran comunidad. 
Former President Ricardo Lagos speaking at the Plaza San Francisco Hotel on 
March 17, 2010. 
 
We meet this afternoon with hope and happiness; with hope because we are finally beginning, with 
a spirit of liberty and justice, a new period in the history of this nation and with happiness because 
– for the first time in twenty years- we are taking a path that we ourselves have consciously and 
voluntarily chosen; it has not been imposed on us, but is the free and sovereign decision of the 
people of Chile. 
President Patricio Aylwin speaking at the National Stadium on March 12, 1990.  
 
I would like to highlight just as strongly that the coalition that has governed Chile for the last 
twenty years leaves power proudly because of what we have done. We received a Chile, as 
Cardinal Raúl Silva Henríquez said, with a broken soul and, after twenty years, Chile has recovered 
its soul. We were capable of constructing a great community. 
Former President Ricardo Lagos speaking at the Plaza San Francisco Hotel on 
March 17, 2010. 
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1. Introduction 
In September of 2010, Chile celebrated 200 years of independent life. Six months before, on 
March 11th, another anniversary was celebrated. Coalition of Parties for Democracy (CDP-
Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia), the coalition created to defeat Pinochet under his own 
rules, had been in power for 20 years, winning four presidential elections and developing four 
successful administrations.
1
 This continuance is even more surprising when we consider that the 
governing coalition was made up of parties and political leaders who in the 60‟s and beginning of the 
70‟s were political enemies; who, from opposing trenches, participated in the last democratic 
government before military force interrupted one the most stable democracies in Latin America. In 
fact, Christian Democrats were fierce opponents of the socialist government headed by Salvador 
Allende. Less obviously, these same parties continued together after democracy returned in 1990, 
although they had significant policy differences that divide them to this day.
2
  
So, the question that inevitably comes to mind is: how and why did Concertación become one 
of the most successful coalitions in Latin America political history? This question applies not only 
because the coalition has won 4 presidential elections and several parliamentary and local ones, but 
also because it was able to make Chile governable. At the same time, this translated into economic 
growth, poverty reduction and consolidation of democracy.
3
 Chile entered its bicentennial year 
                                                          
1This celebration had a bitter taste because the anniversary coincided with the end of Concertación administrations. As I 
finish reviewing this dissertation, Concertación faces defeat. On January 17, 2010, the Concertación presidential candidate 
lost the ballotage (48.3%) to the right-wing candidate, Sebastián Piñera (51.6%). 
 
2 During the nineties there was an internal discussion among the Concertación elite about how to assess their government 
experience beginning in 1990. A pessimistic view (auto-flagelantes) sustained that Concertación needed additional change 
and a reorientation of policies towards a more inclusive society. On the other hand, the optimistic view (auto-complacientes) 
sustained that Concertación had achieved important goals that must be maintained. 
 
3
For details about changes in economic and social conditions see: Vega, Humberto (2007). En Vez de la Injusticia. Un 
Camino para el Desarrollo de Chile en el Siglo XXI. Santiago, Chile. Random House Mondadori, SA. 446pp.   
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looking very different from the country that the coalition inherited from the military in 1990. How and 
why did Concertación become one of the most successful (stable) government coalitions in Latin 
American political history?  
From the political science point of view, the most common explanation given to understand 
this success story has been external: institutions and context seem to be the most relevant arguments 
developed to explain stability after Pinochet‟s dictatorship. Institutions have been used to underline 
instability before 1973 and stability after Pinochet‟s dictatorship.  Specifically, it has been alleged that 
the main factor that explains democratic and coalition government instability is “presidentialism.” The 
institutions that created this type of regime seemed to cause chronic coalition instability (Linz, 1994). 
Although this argument was afterwards questioned by relating instability in presidential democracies 
with other factors like militarism (Cheibub, 2007), academics and politicians still often criticize 
presidential institutions and demand reforms leading to some kind of parliamentary system. In the 
same vein, after 1990, it has been sustained that institutional incentives helped Concertación stay 
united (Siavelis, 1997, 2000, 2006; Garretón, 2001; Carey, 2006). It has been argued that the 1980 
Constitution establishes a pattern of political behavior characterized by moderation and cooperation 
(Siavelis, 2000). This institutional framework, which established presidential control of the legislative 
process, a majority electoral law designed to control the number of parties with access to Congress, 
and additional checks to ensure military tutelage and veto power over the decisions of civilian 
authorities, created incentives for stability and cooperation.  
It has also been argued that it is precisely the binominal electoral system that helps explain 
stability and governability during the last 20 years. This electoral system has  reduced the number of 
parties in competition, thus establishing incentives for maintaining the coalition, and avoiding the 
creation of administrations supported by parliamentary minorities, which was the situation in Chile 
before 1973 (Carey, 2006). For example, Carey (2006) asserts that the binominal system allows for an 
adequate dose of representation, governability and individual responsibility for the legislator, 
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producing identifiable coalitions that, in general terms, developed policies and programs that had 
already been announced. It is also argued that the binominal electoral system was created to block the 
possibility of Concertación reforming the 1980 Constitution, by giving veto power to the right 
(Huneeus, 2002; Pastor, 2004).  
The second explanation is context.  Concertación was a broad coalition of a type common to 
other societies that have undergone a transition from dictatorship to democracy (Huneeus, 2005).  
Moreover, the democratic transition makes Executive – Legislative relations cooperative because it 
moderates the potential problems of a strong presidency (Siavelis, 1997a).  In general terms, the 
context of transition explains the coalition‟s willingness to cooperate. Does this transition context 
explain twenty years of Concertación administrations? By what mechanism did coalition leaders 
manage to share power for all these years? This dissertation addresses these questions. 
Social and political phenomena like the creation of a coalition in a context of transition from 
dictatorship to democracy, and later its transformation into a governing coalition, cannot be explained 
by one or two factors. Causality often involves several of them. This dissertation focuses on a 
complementary argument which is related to the dynamics of the coalition, and more precisely to how 
Concertación found a way to govern together for these 20 years. To be a governing coalition means 
sharing power, which also implies dividing appointments and policies among coalition partners. 
Understanding these political phenomena is especially important when we consider that one of the 
characteristics of pre-1973 government coalitions was instability in terms of maintaining the coalition 
and keeping a cabinet for any length of time. How did the context of transition influence political 
actors‟ strategic decisions? 
How and why did Concertación become one of the most successful governing coalitions in 
Latin American political history? We have two sets of explanations. Long term historical and 
contextual variables (political learning in a context of dictatorship and transition to democracy) and 
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more proximate variables related to actors‟ strategic decisions. Concertación leaders had as an 
objective the achievement of governability and that element of governability meant coalition stability, 
which would be attained if power was properly administrated (divided) among coalition partners. This 
objective was achieved thanks to factors such as a more autonomous relationship between the 
President and the parties in terms of appointments and policies, the application of informal rules of 
power-sharing and the incorporation of technocrats to key financial appointments. In other words, for 
Concertación leaders, the management of a government coalition should be more of an advantage than 
a liability.  
This dissertation studies the cooperation among coalition members. Political cooperation was 
successful in terms of maintaining and stabilizing the coalition. Specifically, this dissertation examines 
complementary arguments related first, to the need for maintaining coalition and administration 
governability, in contrast with the experience of Popular Unity, and second, to the political use of 
technocrats, for the purpose of combining political and technical expertise. The fear of repeating the 
experience of the ungovernable UP led to Concertación leaders developing informal rules to diminish 
potential conflict in the assignment of political positions, in addition to the proportionality rule of 
dividing government positions (in Congress and the cabinet), thus contributing to coalition stability 
(Siavelis, 2006). To these informal rules intended to increase coalition cooperation, Concertación 
added a new balance between the Executive Branch, the Office of the President, and coalition party 
members. The former gained more autonomy from the latter in cabinet appointments and the 
development of policies. However, this new relationship has not led to divisions in the relationship 
between the Executive Branch and the coalition parties, because the latter continue to control the most 
important cabinet appointments. On the other hand, political use of technocrats by coalition parties not 
only allowed for improving the administration of government (particularly its finances), but did so 
without creating conflict between expertise and political control. Concertación‟s success seems to lie 
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not in the technocratic management of the state, but quite the contrary: in the balance between both 
technical and political expertise in the highest levels of government administration.  
Extended presidential autonomy or what we have called suprapartidismo gave Concertación 
presidents, and especially President Aylwin, the independence necessary to build their cabinet and sub-
cabinet positions without the pressure of coalition parties‟ demands. At the same time, it made 
presidents more responsible than before (pre-1973) in terms of building cabinets (creating a balance 
between political parties and their own policy strategies at the same time). On the other hand, internal 
power sharing mechanisms were also useful incentives for political cooperation within the coalition. 
For party members there was certainty surrounding the continuity of these mechanisms. This is 
especially true in the case of the last two Concertación administrations, when two center-left 
candidates won the presidency, meaning that the Christian Democrats, traditionally the largest party 
and the axis of the coalition, lost the privileged position of having a president of its own party. As we 
will see afterwards, power sharing patterns and informal rules did not substantially change when the 
party affiliation of the president changed. Christian Democrats‟ loss of influence in cabinet 
appointments was due more to their lesser electoral weight than to changes in the President‟s party 
affiliation. Despite the foregoing, Christian Democrats continued to influence these administrations, 
especially qualitatively.  Internal mechanisms developed by this government coalition helped to 
reduce the potential for part of the Christian Democratic Party splitting to search for another 
alternative, such as going over to the right, because it guaranteed the party certain quantitative rules of 
access, but especially qualitative sharing of appointments. In general terms,  they had at least the same 
number of appointments as the center left of the coalition, the PPD and the PS. 
In this dissertation we introduce an additional explanation, related to technocracy. We argue 
that the presence of technocrats was fundamental to coalition governability. This was so because their 
presence did not interrupt political control of state. Most technocrats tended to be party members.  
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Before we move on it is necessary to explain what we mean by success. In this dissertation we 
define success primarily as stability. Stability is essential to political and policy development. At the 
same time, stability is the expression of the capacity to administer government, manage policies, 
conflict, etc. We are aware that this is the positive side of stability. A stable administration can also 
mean conservatism and democratic weakness. But what we want to underline with stability is the need 
for continuity that government administration and policies demand. Also, we want to underline the 
difference between the Concertación administration and previous coalitions before 1973, when 
coalition and cabinet stability commonly characterized Chilean politics.  
In this vein we define success by two simple measures: coalition maintenance and cabinet 
stability. Why? Because maintenance of the coalition means things are going well enough to keep the 
incentives to stay together; and cabinet stability is the expression, among other things, of coalition 
governability. A government coalition cannot offer governability if it does not have governability in 
the behavior of its own coalition.  
Of course there are other definitions of success (policy development, various economic and 
social indicators, and executive–legislative relations, among others). But, with this definition we want 
to underline the importance of the political capacity that governments must have to administer power.  
If institutions influence political rules and establish incentives, political coalitions are a type of 
political behavior centered on cooperation. Political coalitions have been a focus of attention for 
political scientists since at least the sixties. Formal and empirical studies have generated a fair amount 
of understanding of coalition size, duration and termination in parliamentary democracies. As has been 
argued extensively, research on coalitions in presidential systems has been notoriously less productive 
than it has in parliamentary democracies. Some authors explain this lack of study by the inherent 
characteristics of presidentialism.  Altman (2000) affirms that research on coalition building in 
presidential regimes is rare because coalitions are not institutionally necessary in a system that has no 
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incentives for cooperation. In this context, what has been extensively analyzed is the relationship 
between presidentialism and democratic instability from the perspective of institutionality. This lack 
of academic interest in the coalitions of presidential systems in general has also translated into lack of 
research on coalition governments, or in other words, how political partners govern together. This 
dissertation tries to reduce this gap through in-depth analysis of how this government coalition divided 
and administered power.  
Like most government coalition studies, this dissertation focuses on the analysis of cabinets 
(Amorim Neto, 2003; 2006). Cabinets are the fundamental dimension of coalition governments 
because in them, coalition partners must relate and cooperate in order to govern. The President is 
responsible for the administration of public affairs while simultaneously acting as leader of the 
coalition. In parliamentary democracies, cabinets are the expression of the balance of power in the 
Parliament and are the ones who embark on negotiations to form the governing coalition. In 
presidential systems it is the elected president who is in charge of balancing the various political actors 
that are part of the coalition.  
The hypothesis and arguments used to explain Concertación‟s first administration are applied 
to the next three administrations, developing concepts and their operationalization for the purpose of 
establishing the relation between our variables.
4
 There are four reasons for studying the Cabinet.  First, 
to enhance knowledge of this government coalition. Second, to improve the analysis of coalitions in 
presidential systems, an issue far less studied than parliamentary systems. Third, this research helps 
improve coalition theory because it develops a discussion about the duration and end of a cabinet, 
comparing the definitions of cabinets in parliamentary system literature with the ones developed for 
our case study. Fourth, it relates technocratic studies with coalition ones, which has not been done 
until now. In addition, this dissertation contributes to the knowledge of Concertación administrations 
not only by analyzing cabinets, but also the level immediately below the cabinet: the undersecretaries. 
                                                          
4
Considered through 12/31/ 2009. 
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This is necessary for progress in understanding how a government coalition works in a presidential 
system.  
We argue that the rules of the game, institutions and context explain part of the puzzle, but not 
all of it. The binominal electoral system can explain how and who wins elections, but not how a 
coalition government governs. In the same vein, context can explain the first administration but not 
necessarily the ones that followed. Thus, we focus our analysis on political actors‟ strategic decisions, 
on the process they faced and how they resolved to govern in this specific context and with these rules 
of the game. Although the institutional and historical factors mentioned above are important, and 
undoubtedly help us understand Concertación‟s exceptional quality, they do not fully explain the 
creation of this coalition (coalition building) or its maintenance. These factors also do not explain the 
mechanisms by which the pre-1973 experience marked political leaders and how and why they 
influenced them. Although some authors (Siavelis, Garretón, 1996; Huneeus, 2005) have underlined 
the capacity of Concertación administrations to manage government, including some of the 
characteristics of Concertación coalition dynamics, they have not analyzed in depth the internal 
factors of the coalition government that can help explain governability. No analysis of the four 
Concertación administrations has been made.  
To develop our argument we take several hypotheses and findings from the literature. One of 
the main objectives of collective and individual actors is to garner power, which in political life means 
winning the government. Actors in parliamentary and presidential systems need to form coalitions 
when they cannot win government alone. From the point of view of government formation, coalition 
theories are fundamental to understand who gets in, why, and how much time that will coalition last. 
From this theory, we take some general arguments that help to understand Concertación success.  
First, ideological proximity which helps explain coalition formation (Axelrod, 1970). Second, 
informal power sharing rules: it is one thing to win power and another very different thing to 
administer it. In this sense, proportionality between congressional representation and sharing cabinet 
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power seems useful as an argument that can help us explain Concertación‟s ability to administer 
power. We will use coalition theory, particularly as developed from the analysis of parliamentary 
democracies, as well as the reasoning behind power sharing distribution after coalition formation. In 
other words, how power is distributed among coalition member parties once they are in government. 
Proportionality in congressional representation and cabinet sharing will be tested in the four 
Concertación administrations. We should expect the use of this proportionality rule will decrease 
potential partners‟ conflict for appointments. Also, we will test the importance of the formateur party, 
so discussed in coalition theory in relation to its representation in cabinet. 
We examine arguments drawn from the informal rules literature regarding their importance in 
explaining coalition governability since 1990. In fact, informal rules have been mentioned by other 
scholars to explain certain political behavior, especially in Latin America (Helmke and Levitsky, 
2006). For the case of Chile after 1990, scholars have mentioned the existence of informal rules to 
explain coalition administration of power (Garretón, 1996; Siavelis, 2006; Altman, 2008) but its 
operation and measurement has not been extended to the four Concertación administrations, or used to 
explain cabinet stability. This investigation takes these arguments, defines an informal rule, 
operationalizes it and applies it to the cabinets of the four Concertación administrations. This rule, 
called transversalidad (transversality), has the objective of diminishing any potential monopoly by 
parties of specific areas of the state and in this way increases coalition governability. Transversalidad 
is part of several informal rules created to enhance political cooperation within government 
administration. 
Finally, we present the technocratic literature and its discussion about how technocrats relate 
to politicians and the alleged tension between these two decision-makers. We provide our own  
concept definition and operationalization of concepts for the purpose of measuring technocratic 
presence. The literature on technocracy sees a  tension between politicians and technocrats given that 
occasionally the influence of the latter is in opposition to the influence of the former (Fischer, 1990). 
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Technocrats can increase efficiency without destroying party links. This tension needs to be managed 
and this has been extremely well done in Chile.  
In fact, Concertación governments combined both political and technical expertise without 
stressing political control of the state. Although technocratic literature has underlined the importance 
of technocrats in the Chilean state (Huneuss, 2001; Silva 2009), it has not offered a clear definition 
(nor has it been operationalized) to demonstrate the real nature of the technocratic phenomenon in 
Chile. Less research has been done on the role of technocrats in cabinets. This dissertation specifically 
advances the analysis of the role of technocrats in coalition dynamics in the four Concertación 
administrations. 
The dependent variables that this dissertation tries to explain are the following:  
Stability (reviews three dependent variables):  
1) Party level variable: coalition maintenance. It is operationalized in two ways: a) showing 
party composition of the four Concertación administrations since 1990. This is done 
quantitatively and qualitatively and; b) proportionality of party representation in Congress 
compared to ministries and undersecretaries. 
 
2) Individual level variables:  
 
a. Cabinet stability. Measured in two different ways: a) any change in the most 
important ministries: Interior, Finance or Foreign Relations (Laver and Hunt, 1992) 
and b) any change in one of the three political ministers (SEGPRES, SEGEGOB and 
Interior) and/or more than two changes in any other ministry. 
b. Portfolio experience. This variable shows another measurement of stability which is 
the permanence of ministries during each presidential term (Huber and Martínez 
Gallardo, 2008). It is measured by a Portfolio Experience Index, which is the 
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percentage of time each minister stayed in office in comparison to the total time of 
each presidential term.  
 
 
The independent variables are: 
      To a certain extent, Concertación success as a government coalition since 1990 can also be 
understood as the capacity to develop coalitional governability (measured in stability). This can be 
explained by three factors, our independent variables. These factors that are part of internal coalition 
dynamics help to explain coalition maintenance and cabinet stability. Under the first Concertación 
administration, during the Aylwin Administration, three fundamental aspects were decided:  
 
1) Expanded presidential autonomy (suprapartidismo). Coalition party leaders gave the elected 
president autonomy to appoint his cabinet and the other appointments available to the 
president. This autonomy also gave the President independence in policy design. These were 
operationalized by presenting the mechanism by which each Concertación president 
established his cabinet and how parties responded when cabinet changes were introduced. In 
contrast to pre-1973 democracy, when parties held great influence over government 
appointments, beginning in 1990 the same political parties delegated this authority to the 
President. This is known as suprapartidismo. In terms of appointments, presidents had veto 
power over party proposals, but parties did not have the authority to veto presidential 
decisions. Presidents, at the same time, were responsible for articulating the balance among 
coalition partners in terms of appointments, and thus, responsibility for policies. Presidents 
achieve this (or not) depending on their own leadership. 
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2) Informal rules of power sharing (insurance policy). The literature suggests the application of 
the proportionality rule to split power among coalition party members. We also trace and 
explain the existence of other patterns of power distribution called transversalidad (in contrast 
to the dominance of one party), created for the purpose of limiting the control of any one party 
in the administration. Although this has been mentioned in the literature (Siavelis, 2006), there 
is no single definition (in fact some authors define this as a cross-cutting Partido Transversal), 
nor has it been operationalized or tested for the four Concertación administrations. We 
operationalize transversalidad and show that this informal rule was a very effective 
mechanism for limiting conflict among coalition party members over cabinet appointments.  
 
3) Political Use of Technocrats. In Chile we did not find technocratic parties and parties based 
only on clientelism. Concertación parties, and especially their leaders, recognize the value of 
technical decision-makers. The literature mentions the technocrats as decision-makers mostly 
independent from politics and concentrated on certain ways of administering state business 
(mainly policies) to ensure certain criteria of rationality and efficiency. Although in the 
Chilean case the technocratic presence is mentioned, there is no comparable definition or 
operationalization of how to measure technocratic presence. For the purpose of measuring the 
technocratic phenomenon in the four Concertación administrations, we develop a double 
profile of each cabinet member and undersecretary that consists of a political and technocratic 
dimension. This allows us to measure technocratic presence by identifying decision-makers 
with certain professional characteristics (PhD or PhD candidate in economics) and certain 
political ones (militancy). This will allow us to establish the link with parties and their role in 
coalition government. 
           Most studies about government coalitions in presidential systems have been large N 
quantitative ones (Amorim Neto, 2003, 2006; Altman, 2008). This dissertation takes a different tack 
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by using qualitative analysis to study Concertación administrations.  Specifically, as Back and 
Dumont (2007) argue, both approaches are needed to understand coalition politics. We introduce 
descriptive statistics to present data about cabinet party representation, proportionality, and 
transversalidad, among others. Case study allows us to understand processes and complement the 
more general perspective that large n studies have. The causal mechanisms, which link our dependent 
variables with our independent variables, were obtained through several interviews that allowed us to 
understand and explain them.  
         The case study method is an excellent methodology to generate in-depth knowledge of each case 
and at the same time, to generate hypotheses that can be tested in other cases or larger-N studies. This 
dissertation is developed as a large case study of Concertación by itself, and two smaller case studies, 
one specifically dedicated to the Aylwin administration and the other to the other three Concertación 
administrations. Also, to emphasize variation, we provide a general comparison with the last 
democratic government before the military coup of September 1973. The experiences of the Allende 
administration (1970 – 1973) and of the dictatorship (1973 – 1990) contrast with and influence 
coalition governability in the new democracy. Considering Concertación as a large case study allows 
us to test whether we can find patterns of behavior in terms of cabinet administration, power sharing 
and technocratic presence. Meanwhile, the analysis of the other three administrations enables us to 
detail the mechanisms by which our independent variables explain patterns observed in our dependent 
variables. It also facilitates the analysis of the effect of time on coalition behavior.  
          The first Concertación administration, headed by President Patricio Aylwin (1990 – 1994), can 
be established as a baseline for studying the rest of Concertación administrations. This comparison of 
the Aylwin administration with the other three Concertación administrations permits us to examine the 
effect of the context of transition on coalition behavior. 
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         This dissertation is organized in the following way.  Chapter 2 presents the general arguments 
and hypotheses on which this research is based. Chapter 3 presents a general overview of coalition 
politics in 20
th
 Century Chilean politics, emphasizing elements of continuity and change in coalition 
politics. Chapter 4 details the origins of Concertación, and how this coalition came about in 
extraordinary times. Chapter 5 presents a general overview of our dependent variables from 1990 until 
2009. The next chapter examines the Aylwin administration (1990 – 1994). Finally, Chapter 7 
analyzes the Frei, Lagos and Bachelet administrations together (1994 – 2009). The objective of these 
last two chapters is to present a detailed review of the evolution of our dependent variables, and to 
analyze the impact of our independent variables.  
         From the arguments presented above, we can clearly understand why it is valuable to carry out 
this type of research on the Concertación administrations. As we said, this coalition is an extreme 
outlier in relation to other coalitions in presidential systems, in terms of duration and stability.   
          With regard to these features,  the Concertación experience confirms expectations regarding 
what makes a coalition more likely. These include the proportionality rule in cabinet appointments, 
ideological proximity, and the under-representation of the formateur.  But,  additional factors are 
identified and examined – some are external and have been emphasized by others (institutions, 
context)- and the ones focused on here relate to dynamics inside the presidential coalition, such as 
presidential autonomy, informal rules of power sharing, and political-technocratic balance.  
          This dissertation contributes to coalition literature because it broadens understanding of cabinets 
in governing presidential coalitions, discussing the applicability of definitions created from the 
analysis of parliamentary systems; it also includes an analysis of the second level of decision-makers, 
the undersecretaries. There are no investigations that have a comprehensive analysis of both levels: 
ministers and undersecretaries. Finally, this dissertation provides new operationalizations of concepts 
like technocrats, politicians, informal rules, cuoteo, transversalidad, and cabinet change, among 
others.  
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           The conclusion of this dissertation is that the Concertación administration was stable in terms 
of cabinet administrations. The Aylwin administration was exceptionally stable, while the other three 
have a certain pattern of cabinet administration. The other three Concertación presidents continued to 
apply informal rules of power sharing: the proportionality rule and transversalidad. We also observed 
not only quantitative but also qualitative power distribution. The Concertación also developed other 
informal rules of power sharing that increased coalition cooperation. There was also evidence of the 
political use of technocrats as a way to guarantee the careful administration of resources.  
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2. Explaining Coalition Survival in Presidential Regimes 
 
a) Introduction 
For many decades, social sciences in general and political science in particular have dedicated a 
lot of effort to the study of political coalitions (Riker, 1962). This interest arises from the need to 
understand how and why political actors competing to obtain power (the government, Congress or 
municipalities) decide to cooperate and, thus, do exactly the opposite and share this power. It is also 
interesting to  understand how coalition members administer these relationships of cooperation, how 
their incentives and strategic decisions influence politics and, most of all, what self-restrictions these 
actors have imposed on themselves to maintain these relations.  
Although it is true that political coalitions are influenced by the institutional and historical context 
in which they are created and developed, the same political actors, parties and political leaders take 
strategic decisions in those contexts and conditions. Politicians‟ decisions play a role in how politics in 
general and coalitions in particular evolve and are resolved.  Following this particular argument, what 
is more surprising is how the Concertación, the government coalition that is the subject of this 
dissertation, survived united for twenty years. It is interesting to analyze the strategic decisions taken 
by the political actors in this particular historical and institutional context.  
Literature has emphasized coalitional analysis in parliamentary systems (Riker, 1962; Laver and 
Shepsle, 1996; Muller and Strom, 2000). Much less research has been done about coalitions in 
presidential systems, although, as Shugart and Samuels (2009) argue, since the end of the last century, 
the majority of democracies have had Presidents who have been directly elected.
5
 As we will see later, 
several authors (Altman, 2000 and Godoy, 1992 among others) have underlined a kind of original sin 
in presidential systems in terms of government and coalition stability. Thus, it is much more 
                                                          
5
These authors argue that democracies with semi-presidential and presidential systems make up 65.4% of the total number of 
democracies.  
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paradoxical and, at the same time, puzzling to study Concertación administrations. No other 
government coalition has continuously managed to maintain control of the Executive from when it 
was first elected through four successive presidential terms
6
 (Huneeus, 2005).  
To the lack of analysis about government coalitions in presidential systems, we need to add 
that the most common arguments used to explain the Concertación‟s success and stability have been 
mostly institutional and historical (Siavelis, 2000). In other words, institutional change - change in the 
rules of the game - was what facilitated Concertación continuity and stability as a government 
coalition. Arguments about the Concertación‟s government capacity, about the informal rules of 
power sharing, presidential leadership and even the strategic reaction to the historical context have 
been mentioned, but, at the same time, they are characterized by a generality and having been only 
partially analyzed (Rehren, 1998). In addition, these arguments lack empirical evidence on the 
Concertación in general and each administration in particular.  
In this dissertation, we will consider the long-term and proximate factors that detail how and 
why this strategy was used. We will also use technocratic literature to develop our hypothesis that part 
of the Concertación´s success in terms of stability and longevity was related to the balance of political 
and technical expertise supported and accepted by political leaders. However, this literature features 
the same problem found in our analysis of coalition dynamics in Concertación administrations - a lack 
of clear definitions and measurements to compare the role of technocracy in governments‟ political 
coalitions (Silva, 2006; Silva 2009).  
Along the above lines, our argument analyzes and explains internal coalition dynamics in 
order to understand a coalition‟s success, as well as considering the contributions of different literature 
and research projects, with the aim of developing several working hypotheses that will allow us to 
obtain detailed and comparable knowledge of this singular government coalition.  
                                                          
6
Huneeus (2005) maintains that the Czech Republic is the other similar case, although there are other cases where second 
democratic governments have retained power in three consecutive elections, for example ARENA in El Salvador. ARENA 
was the previous administration‟s main opponent.   
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  First, we will present the institutional argument. This maintains that presidentialism is the 
principal cause for instability in democracies and coalitions. Next, we will add the main criticisms of 
this argument. Secondly, we will present the literature on the Chilean case, divided into pre- and post-
1973. This literature focuses on institutional analysis, although other historical and contextual 
arguments are presented as well. It also emphasizes the capacity of political elites to develop 
agreements and negotiate to diminish the negative effects of presidential rigidity. Next, we will present 
research about informal institutions. In general, this theoretical perspective and, in particular, the 
Chilean case has several hypotheses and arguments from which we will develop our own hypotheses 
about politicians‟ conduct. Thirdly, we will continue by studying coalition theory developed for 
parliamentary and presidential systems. Finally, we will concentrate on technocratic literature and the 
aspects of it that are useful for our argument. We will pay special attention to definitions and the 
measuring of concepts. 
Our argument does not oppose the institutional or historical arguments in themselves, but, on the 
contrary, is intended to complement them. We think it is important to provide an additional 
perspective that we believe is crucial to understand the success of this particular government coalition 
in a comparative perspective.  
 
b) The Institutional Argument and Additional Explanations 
The institutional argument is based on the assumption that the rules of the game, established by 
institutions, create incentives for political actors‟ conduct. In terms of democracy and government 
coalitions, it is argued that the rules of the game established by presidentialism are a cause of 
instability (Linz, 1978). In the case of Chile, this approach says that democratic political institutions 
explain the Concertación‟s stability since 1990. As we will see later, some authors also argue that, 
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before 1973, the elite‟s negotiating capacity explained the limited negative effects of presidential 
institutions on democratic and government stability (Valenzuela, 1990; Moulian, 1992). 
 
1) Institutions and Presidentialism  
Scholars who follow this approach say that presidentialism negatively influences democratic 
stability, coalition formation and the maintaining of coalitions in particular. This general instability 
translates into cabinet instability as well (Valenzuela, 1992). In other words, there is a negative 
relation between presidentialism and the maintaining of coalitions. The reason is that presidential 
institutions do not offer proper incentives for political actors to maintain coalitions. If we subscribe to 
this argument, the Concertación‟s trajectory is even more surprising. 
More people subscribed to this argument during the process of the transition to democracy in 
Latin America at the end of the eighties and beginning of the nineties. Several policymakers and 
intellectuals defended the need to change presidentialism for a parliamentary system in the countries 
that were transitioning to democracy (Godoy, 1992; Valenzuela, 1992).  
In his seminal work, The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes: Crisis, Breakdown and Re-
equilibrium, Linz (1978) started a debate on the virtues of parliamentarism and the sins of 
presidentialism in relation to democratic stability. Linz and Valenzuela (1994) argued that the majority 
of stable democracies had parliamentary forms of government and that, in Latin America, only a few 
presidential regimes had had long periods of democratic continuity. Most of these arguments focused 
on the fact that presidential democracies are based on the separation of Executive powers, whereas 
parliamentary democracies are based on their fusion.  This argument underlined three aspects of this 
type of regime: that the fixed term of the President‟s mandate introduces rigidity, generating 
difficulties in handling majority crises; that presidentialism has a winner-takes-all logic that is 
unfavorable to democratic stability and that Presidents are elected by popular vote, which facilitates 
the appearance of outsiders. Linz (1978; 1990; 1994) sustained that the main difference between the 
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parliamentary and presidential system is the rigidity of presidentialism against the flexibility of 
parliamentarism (Lijphhart, 1990).  The President in a presidential system has a double role: first, they 
represent the coalition that won the elections and, secondly, they represent the people. They are both 
head of the state and head of the coalition.  
These authors made the point that this empirical evidence confirmed the influence of 
institutions when generating incentives for political action. The essence of parliamentarism is in its 
mutual dependency. This definition creates a series of rules involving incentives and decisions to help 
create and maintain the single-party nature of coalitional majorities, minimizing legislative impasses, 
preventing the Executive from flouting the constitution and discouraging political society support for 
military coups. On the contrary, the essence of presidentialism is in its mutual independence, which 
creates incentives that generate minority governments, discourages the formation of durable coalitions, 
maximes legislative impasses and stimulates civilian society to call upon the military. This 
relationship of mutual dependency in parliaments is a device used to break deadlocks. In parliaments, 
a government crisis does not mean a crisis in the regime because there are ways of avoiding a general 
crisis, while in presidentialism, this is very difficult. In parliamentarism, parties have incentives to 
cooperate because, if not, the government will fall from power. In presidentialism, Presidents select 
ministers, but these do not represent the coalition and are individual members (Stepan and Skaach, 
1994). 
Others relate presidentialism directly to government and cabinet instability (Godoy, 1992; 
Valenzuela, 1984). Linz (1990) argued that presidentialism negatively influences political cooperation 
among cabinet members. In presidentialism, he argued, the President has the right to choose his 
collaborators and the right to ask them to leave the cabinet whenever they want. These political leaders 
cannot return to parliament and have the right to criticize the policies of the Prime Minister. Linz 
argues that this situation probably causes an absence of strong political leaders in the cabinet. As we 
will see later, this argument will be put to the test in the Concertación‟s administrations. We will 
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hypothesize that this is not true in the case of the Concertación administrations because one of the 
Presidents‟ assets is having strong political figures in their cabinets. In fact, two Concertación 
Presidents (Lagos and Bachelet) were ministers before running in the presidential elections.
7
  
Other authors, who relate ministerial stability to government capacity, also argue against 
presidentialism when comparing ministers‟ stability in presidential regimes with their stability in 
parliamentary ones (Stepan and Skaach, 1994). These authors examined every ministerial appointment 
during the years of democratic rule between 1950 and 1980 in Western Europe, the United States and 
Latin America. They came up with two relevant conclusions: the return ratio (the percentage who 
served more than once in their careers) was almost three times higher in parliamentary democracies 
than in presidential ones. Secondly, the average length of a minister‟s position is almost twice as long 
in parliamentary democracies than in presidential ones. These authors concluded that ministers in 
presidential democracies have far less experience than their counterparts in parliamentary ones. In 
other words, ministerial continuity (another way of defining stability) and prior ministerial experience 
are positively related to government capacity (which is indirectly related to the success of a 
government coalition). In other words, it is expected that coalition governments under presidentialism 
are ministerially unstable or have a high degree of ministerial rotation and a low percentage of 
ministers who served more than once in their careers. We will check this and analyze the case of the 
four Concertación administrations to see if this argument can be confirmed or not. Also, we will add 
another measure of stability - cabinet stability - which, at the same time, is also considered as another 
expression of coalition governability. We hypothesize that, in comparison to previous administrations, 
the Concertación was more stable.
8
   
                                                          
7In fact, several Chilean Presidents before 1973 were ministers before they assumed the presidency: Alessandri, Frei 
Montalva and Allende.  
 
 
8
Rehren (1998) analyzes ministerial recruitment during the Alessandri (1958-1964), Frei (1964-1970) and Allende 
administrations (1970-1973). He distinguished public and private previous experience in the posts that these ministers had 
immediately before assuming office. These three Presidents preferred people with public experience.  
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Different perspectives have criticized the alleged failure of presidential institutions to 
guarantee stability. First, it is said that democratic breakdowns occur in both political regimes 
(Lanzaro, 2001). Mainwaring and Shugart (1997) argue that the anti-presidential position is weaker 
than assumed because empirical evidence against presidentialism is mostly based on cases in Latin 
America, making it difficult to separate the type of regime from other socioeconomic and historical 
variables. Secondly, parliamentary democracies mostly exist in European and British colonies, making 
it difficult again to isolate variables.  
In this vein, several authors, especially Cheibub (2001, 2002, 2007), have developed 
arguments that question the relationship between presidentialism, instability and a lack of incentives 
for political cooperation. Cheibub et al (2001) argue that, although possible under certain specific 
circumstances, the structure of presidentialism‟s incentives does not necessarily produce a generalized 
lack of cooperation between the Executive and the Legislature. It is concluded that, except for the 
cases in which one party holds more than 50% of the seats in the Legislature, the frequency of 
coalition governments is higher under parliamentarism than under presidentialism.  However, the 
difference is not as great as expected if presidential regimes do not provide any incentives for coalition 
formation. For these authors, the reason majority coalitions are not always formed under presidential 
regimes is connected to the electoral benefits the opposition calculates it will gain if it opposes the 
President: if it believes that its share of the votes will increase in the next election, it will probably be 
willing to stay out of government.  
Cheibub (2002) adds that the causal mechanism relating presidentialism and regime instability 
in Latin America must be reconsidered.
9
 Cheibub demonstrates that deadlock situations - in which the 
President does not have a majority - make no difference to the survival of presidential regimes. He 
gives two possible explanations for variations in the performance of presidential regimes. Presidencies 
                                                          
9
With data analysis from all the presidential and mixed regimes between 1946 and 1996, the author proved that the expected 
life of parliamentarism was 73 years versus 21 for presidentialism. 
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rarely change because they are defeated in elections. Most of them leave office because they are 
required to do so by constitutionally imposed term limits, whether or not voters want them to stay. 
What may therefore happen is that either the incumbent President uses their advantage to stay in office 
despite voters‟ dissatisfaction with their performance or they are legally forced to leave office, despite 
having a high degree of support. In either case, the temptation is to stay in power without legal 
backing: groups of civilians either turn to the military to throw the President out of office or the 
President, counting on the people‟s support, illegally retains office. The second possible 
explanationhas nothing to do with whether the President controls Congress or not, but rather the 
presence or absence of certain factors that allow the President to approve legislation. Cheibub et al 
(2001, 2004) argue that the reason why majority coalitions are not always formed under presidential 
regimes is connected to how much the opposition believes it will gain electorally from opposing the 
President. If the majority of legislators oppose the President, this does not mean that a deadlock will 
occur. Presidential democracies are more likely to die out whatever the circumstances, rather than 
under coalition governments specifically. Cheibub and Limongi (2002) argue that, in terms of 
incentives for cooperation, institutional differences are not enough to create different incentives for 
coalition formation.  
Cheibub (2007) continues this line of argument saying that what causes presidential 
democracies‟ brittleness is the fact that presidential institutions have been adopted in countries where 
any form of democracy is likely to perish. Thus, the reason for the instability of presidential 
democracies lies in the fact that presidential institutions tend to exist in countries that are also more 
likely to have a military-led dictatorship. For Cheibub, the nexus between militarism and 
presidentialism explains presidential democracies‟ higher level of instability. As Cheibub argues: 
There is nothing wrong with presidential institutions per se. Presidential institutions do not 
cause the instability of presidential democracies.” (2007:6)…”Whatever makes presidential 
democracies vulnerable has nothing to do with the alleged structures of incentives that follow 
the separation of the Executive and Legislative powers that define these regimes.  (2007:69) 
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From the source just reviewed but with a different emphasis, it can be highlighted that 
presidentialism is considered more unstable in terms of democratic breakdown and the maintaining of 
coalitions than parliamentary systems. For some authors, instability is provoked by the incentives that 
presidentialism generates for political actors; for others, presidentialism is related to factors that 
influence stability, with militarism being one of these. Also, we can conclude that coalition instability 
related to presidentialism has consequences for the government‟s administration and especially for 
cabinet stability (Godoy, 1992; Stepan and Skaach, 1994).  An institutional approach highlights the 
fact that presidentialism does not generate incentives to form cabinets made up of powerful politicians 
or, as a consequence, to generate government capacity (Cheibub, 2004). In terms of the maintaining of 
coalitions and cabinet stability, both the argument that blames presidentialism for instability and the 
one that says that this instability is caused by the incentives created for politicians to leave government 
make the claim that presidential democracies seem to be instable in terms of their political regime, the 
maintaining of their coalitions and cabinet performance.  
In this respect, it could be thought that Chilean governments would be more prone to democratic and 
government instability. However, what has happened since 1990 is precisely the opposite, making the 
analysis of Concertación administrations even more necessary and attractive. From the arguments 
above (Linz, 1994; Godoy, 1992) and due to the inherent characteristics of presidentialism and its 
effect on coalition politics, we would not expect the Concertación to have endured in time and 
especially not involving almost exactly the same parties that created it. Nor would we expect it to 
show the cabinet stability it has done. On the contrary, we hypothesize that the Concertación achieved 
coalition governability (stability) because it defined a new relationship between its Presidents and 
coalition parties (it expanded presidential autonomy), developed informal rules of power sharing and 
used technocrats politically. 
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2) Explaining Chilean Politics Pre-1973:  Institutions, Incentives and Agreements 
In the case of Chile, incentives created by institutions have been used as a plausible way of 
understanding Chilean politics before and after the dictatorship. Government coalition politics have 
also been related to the institutional features of presidentialism, as well as to an elite negotiating 
capacity in response to this institutional structure. This is true for pre-1973 and post-dictatorship 
Chilean democracy.  
Chilean presidentialism has been classified as hyper-presidentialism. In other words, the 
Chilean President has always, throughout their political history, had important legislative and non-
legislative attributions (Shugart and Carey, 1992). The central role of Presidents in Latin American 
politics is a common characteristic of this continent (Smith, 2005). Some of these non-legislative 
attributions have been their power over cabinet formation and dismissals and the impossibility of their 
assemblies to censure ministers (Shugart and Carey, 1992). In terms of presidential authority over 
cabinets, Chile is again defined as presidential, because its Presidents have total control over them. 
What is surprising about Shugart and Carey‟s (1992) typology of presidential regimes is that, in the 
first typology, which groups together the countries with the most presidential regimes, including Chile, 
half of them have had problems. 
The analysis of the breakdown of Chilean democracy and comparative work on other Latin 
American presidencies have demonstrated that the configuration of Executive and Legislative 
institutions have been a crucial variable in determining incentives for political cooperation among 
elites (Siavelis, 1997). One of the problems of Chilean presidentialism prior to 1973 was that the 
President had only minority Congress support (Fernández, 1987; Godoy, 1992). In this vein, the 
democratic breakdown of 1973 was caused by the difficulty of combining presidentialism with a 
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multiparty, polarized political system, since no party could generate a majority to elect the President 
and give them a majority in Congress (Valenzuela, 1990, 1994; Garretón, 1992).  
Institutional incentives favored the formation of pre-electoral coalitions with the purpose of 
maximizing electoral possibilities and not maintaining coalitions. This lack of incentives for 
maintaining coalitions created a political climate that went against democratic governability. Often, 
ideological conflict was at the root of coalition changes and the parties of one coalition resisted policy 
proposals from other members. Another problem was that the President could not be reelected, so 
political leaders soon realized that the best way to increase their participation in local and 
parliamentary elections was to distance themselves from the government. Parties criticized 
government officials and used every rise in inflation, case of police repression or allegation of 
corruption to achieve a better electoral result.  Center parties moved from supporting the government 
to supporting the opposition (Valenzuela, 1994). These arguments seem to agree with what Cheibub 
(2002) said - that the main difference in coalition incentives between presidentialism and 
parliamentarism depended exactly on whether the parties‟ decided to stay in the government or not.  
In the same vein and to complement this institutional context, the Chilean elite‟s capacity for 
negotiation has been emphasized (Valenzuela, 1990; Moulian, 1992). Policies of agreement, a 
characteristic of Chilean center parties, were essential for structuring government coalitions in a 
context of multipartyism and severe social divisions. As Valenzuela (1994) argues:  
Chilean presidentialism was feasible to a great extent because the party system developed 
clientelist politics, the formation of alliances on issues of little importance and, on the other 
hand, an important ideological and programmatic stance. (Valenzuela, 1994: 66).  
 
Moulian (1992) has emphasized that Chilean political stability was not the result of 
institutional design but was due to a combination of different political forces that weakened as time 
went by. Moulian (1992) says that, although proportionality rule made it very difficult to obtain 
majority support in a multiparty system and that there were different ideological experiments, the 
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Chilean presidential system was stable and efficient. He agreed that, until the seventies, the President 
had absolute power. He describes three periods: from 1938 to 1952, with a high propensity towards 
coalition formation and government continuity; between 1952 and 1964, highly disposed towards 
coalitions but with government discontinuity and, finally, from 1964 to 1973, with hardly any 
incentives for coalitions and governmental discontinuity. The tension between the Executive and 
Congress was due to minority support for the President. This was accentuated by negotiation and 
agreements among specific actors: the Radical Party, Liberals and Socialists.  The elite‟s extensive 
capacity for negotiation and their tolerance diminished the system‟s tendency towards rigidity, which 
prevented differences between the Executive and the Legislative majorities in parliamentary elections 
from being solved. In the sixties, the system became more rigid because of the increasing ideological 
dispute between the elites and political organizations.  
In terms of government coalition dynamics, Valenzuela (1990) accurately describes the 
process of cabinet formation in Chilean governments. He maintains that the erosion of pre-electoral 
coalitions produced new temporary alliances between parties or groups that agreed to support the 
Executive in exchange for presidential benefits. The President was obliged to offer these benefits 
because he could not dissolve Congress. In practical terms, this was intended to modify the cabinet to 
create new practical alliances, not only in the Chamber of Deputies but also in the Senate. The 1925 
constitution allowed for constitutional accusations, providing an incentive to appoint ministers with 
impeccable political careers. Parties made sure of their influence in government by offering the 
President cabinet members with a “pase” or official party authorization (from central committees). In 
critical moments, Presidents appointed political technocrats or people from the military. Valenzuela 
argues that, between 1932 and 1973, the majority of coalition governments broke up in the middle of 
presidential terms, due to great cabinet instability. In this period, with the exception of Alessandri 
(1958-1964) and Frei Montalva (1964-1970), the average length of cabinets was less than a year and 
ministers, for their part, were only in office for four months. According to Valenzuela, the strength of 
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the Chilean political system lay in the fact that a large majority of political transactions were 
characterized by agreements and a deep respect for constitutional institutions and procedures. In fact, 
says Valenzuela, Chilean democracy would not have lasted as long if the political system had not been 
able to structure tactical agreements as an answer to the requirements of highly demanding and 
competitive political forces.  
As we will see later, in the case of the Concertación, these forces change dramatically. There 
is great variation in terms of government coalition stability between the pre-1973 democracy and the 
post-authoritarian one. In this sense, we can argue that one of our explanations (regarding independent 
variables) for the change in the way the Concertación administered government coalitions was due to a 
change in the relationship between the President and the coalition parties in relation to the influence of 
political parties over appointments and policies. Our hypothesis is that the relationship between the 
President and party coalition members changed because Concertación leaders wanted to increase 
governability by reducing the influence of parties over the appointment of top officials and policy 
design. 
Along these lines, we maintain that ministerial recruitment and the President‟s political 
projects are related. If Allende‟s project was radical reformism, the Concertación‟s was stability and 
incrementalism. This implied the appointment of ministries that favored stability through loyalty 
towards the President and that policy options that did not generate conflict or differences in a 
transition context. This did not mean that parties were not considered (for example, more independents 
could have been appointed). As Altman (2008) argues, the Concertación has governed with militants. 
We will test this later. The transitional government model was created with parties, not without them, 
at least in terms of appointments. Further research on policies will be carried out later.  
To sum up, while some authors emphasize the institutional factor as a determining one for Chilean 
instability, others, like Valenzuela (1990) and Moulian (1992) develop additional arguments and 
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maintain that there are other factors that help explain Chilean democratic instability and, at the same 
time, democratic breakdown before 1973. This dissertation uses this kind of argument. Although 
institutions tell a large part of the story, other factors explain and complement it.  
 
3) Explaining the Concertación‟s Success: Institutions, Context and Leadership 
There are three explanations which detail Chilean democratic and government stability after 
Pinochet‟s dictatorship: institutions, context and leadership. 
The first maintains that institutional incentives have helped the Concertación stay united (Siavelis, 
1997, 2000). Siavelis (2000) argues that the 1980 Constitution established a pattern of political 
behavior characterized by moderation and cooperation. This institutional framework was based on the 
control of key aspects like presidential control of the legislative process, a majority electoral law 
designed to control the number of parties with access to Congress and additional checks to ensure 
military tutelage and veto power over decisions made by civilian authorities.  
On the other hand, it is argued that, although the Concertación is a solid center-left coalition 
that has been successful in government administration, there are no institutional mechanisms that 
guarantee the formation of majority coalitions (Garretón, 1996). Garretón (2001) maintains that, 
although the system made it necessary to form coalitions for these same coalitions to maintain their 
representation, institutional incentives existed purely for specific moments. The reinforced 
presidentialism developed since 1990 has also been weakened because Congress has become a place 
for minority veto, without real presidential control and legislative power. In other words, the political 
system is blocked in two ways: by a majority coalition that cannot effectively govern and by certain 
minorities with no representation (for example, the Communist Party), producing a perverse situation 
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within coalitions.
10
 Given that it is probable that only one seat in Congress will be won, the worst 
enemies of a candidate from any party during nomination time are other potential candidates from the 
same party and, in elections, candidates from the party that is their ally. In parliamentary systems, 
coalition leadership is taken on by the winner of the elections, but, in the Chilean system, which is 
characterized by un-institutionalized and forced coalitions, the coalition candidate and potential new 
president takes all the prizes for a long, fixed period of time. Compensation for their coalitions 
partners (appointments) are only for the party elite. This does not stimulate internal party competition, 
but rather centrifugal forces that generate continuous risks of division. The only possible relationship 
is the subordination of parties to the President. Governments have social and political majorities but 
not institutional ones and problems of intra-coalition leadership are not resolved. In relation to the 
problems of governmental leadership, we have observed different informal strategies and the 
substitution of formal mechanisms to resolve them. For example, during Aylwin‟s term, we can 
observe the so-called Partido Transversal, with state management and policy formulation and 
administration based on informal teams, with people belonging to different parties appointed by the 
President to different posts. During Frei Ruiz Tagle‟s administration (1994-2000), the initial option 
was a multiparty government, much more like the informal “cuoteo”,11  in which the government team 
was formed by coalition political leaders whose leadership has no institutional support, thus generating 
problems. This strategy failed and was replaced by the predominance of the majority party, the 
Christian Democrats (Garretón, 1996). 
We will analyze informal rules in the next section, but it is useful to point out here that we will 
use Garretón‟s (1996) argument about the informal strategies used by politicians. We will argue that,  
to increase coalition governability, the Concertación‟s first government, led by Patricio Aylwin, 
developed a set of informal rules aimed at diminishing conflict over the distribution of appointments. 
                                                          
10The exclusion of the Communists from Congress changed in the December 2009 parliamentary elections. In fact, the 
Communist Party obtained three deputies in these elections.  
 
11
Informal institutions appointing party members to government posts.  
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We will see that these transformed the way of administering government coalitions and were 
transferred to the next Concertación administrations. These mechanisms increase coalition 
governability, meaning that government administration differs from the UP experience.  
The second explanation is related to historical context. The Concertación is a broad coalition, 
common to other societies that have undergone the change from dictatorship to democracy (Huneeus, 
2005).  Political leaders, according to this author, generated relations of trust that made certain 
agreements possible. Huneeus (2005) underlines the fact that presidential democracies are  difficult for 
parties because ministers and undersecretaries are independent, they have little or no experience in 
politics and are técnicos. Huneeus sustains that the historical legitimacy gained by the Concertación in 
its struggle against dictatorship is a powerful basis for public support. Later, we will study Huneeus‟s 
argument about the relationship of presidentialism with appointments and test whether ministers and 
undersecretaries have expertise or not. We will define political and technical experience and argue that 
one of the explanations for the Concertación governments‟ success was precisely its ability to combine 
both.  
Also, it is maintained that the democratic transition made the Executive-Congress relationship 
cooperative because it moderated the potential problems of strong presidentialism (Siavelis, 1997). 
Good Executive-Legislative relations were also due to other two aspects:  the Executive‟s structure, in 
which each ministry was staffed with an undersecretary from a different party and the development of 
close Executive-Legislative coordination through the MINSEGPRES (Siavelis, 1997). As we can see, 
other informal rules are added to the institutional argument that helps maintain coalition governments. 
In the next section, we will specifically refer to informal rules. 
If these are the external factors of coalition dynamics, our research focuses on the internal 
ones in this context, like those mentioned by Siavelis (1997) and Garretón (1996). How does this 
scenario of compromise and cooperation translate to government coalition dynamics? Was this 
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compromise and cooperation extensive through all the Concertación administrations? To analyze this, 
we will focus specifically on the Executive‟s structure.  
Siavelis (2004) synthesizes both the institutional and historical arguments. He argues that the 
effects of the electoral binominal system on coalition formation and maintenance are influenced by 
context.  
Presidential leadership is also a variable that explains a successful multiparty system in a 
context of transition (Rehren, 1991, 1993, 1998). This author analyzes transitions in Argentina, 
Uruguay and Chile and argues that the political democratic composition depends on the leadership 
style and management capacity demonstrated by Presidents Alfonsín, Sanguinetti and Aylwin 
respectively to solve conflicts in three key transition areas: military control, economic policy 
formulation and the adjustment of policies that diminish the costs of neoliberal reforms without being 
populist. The strength of these political leaders was based on their reformist style, combined with their 
strong disposition towards transactions. In Chile, President Aylwin (1990 – 1994) was able to develop 
a competitive multiparty system in a cooperative style. He developed good Executive-Legislative 
relations, good relations with the opposition and cooperation within the coalition. In terms of 
government, Aylwin developed certain rules. First, he organized a cabinet based on “horizontal 
integration” and not on the “vertical feudalism” according to which cabinets were organized during the 
UP. This produced cooperation and cohesion within the political-administrative elite, diminishing the 
risk of political clientelism in the ministries. Second, political ministries were in the hands of the PDC 
(Rehren, 1993). 
Presidential leadership and strategies are fundamental in order to minimize the impact of the 
socioeconomic transformations of these times, which connect the presidency with the rest of the 
political system (Rehren, 1998). During the Allende government, political parties occupied ministries 
and the state in general. This President accepted a system of dividing up the posts among coalition 
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parties that effectively weakened presidential leadership. The Comité de la Unidad Popular (UP 
Committee) - a committee formed by coalition party members - failed to provide an opportunity for 
decision-making. This committee had a rotative presidency and party leaders had to consult their own 
parties when they needed to make a decision. Rehren sustains that Allende had to play the role of 
mediator, more than leader, between the coalition party members. 
Rehren (1998) analyzed the cabinet appointments of Alessandri, Frei and Allende and argued 
that the nature and intensity of cabinet changes was different in each administration, according to their 
different political logics. This author explains the intensity in cabinet change during the Allende 
administration by mentioning three reasons: PDC and National Party opposition in Congress acted as a 
basis for constitutional accusations, which obliged Allende to used administrative strategies; the 
existence of extra-parliamentary opposition, which forced Allende to incorporate the military and  
thirdly, the necessity to maintain internal equilibrium in the UP, maintaining a primacy of socialist 
reformist sectors in each cabinet. Rehren argues that cabinet changes influenced continuity in policy 
implementation. Data about ministerial elite recruitment tends to confirm that there are differences 
related to the different political projects.  
  We will follow this last line of analysis and argue that the Concertación‟s political project was 
different and characterized by the need to reaffirm governability, which in terms of government 
administration meant stability. As opposed to the UP‟s differences within the coalition, including 
within the PS, the Concertación chose to diminish these differences in favor of the need to guarantee 
stability. If the UP called on the military, the Concertación called on the technocrats and 
entrepreneurs.   
Using Rehren‟s argument, we will analyze the governmental factors that favor coalition 
cooperation. We will particularly test “horizontal integration” in the four Concertación administrations 
to find out if these mechanisms continued to exist and became a pattern in the Concertación‟s 
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government administrations. This “horizontal integration” is what we have named transversalidad. 
We expect horizontal cooperation and inter-party checks to be present in the four Concertación 
administrations. We will argue that, in comparison to the Allende administration, the Concertación‟s 
Presidents were more autonomous in terms of appointments and policies and that this autonomy 
implied that Presidents had the responsibility to structure political relations within the coalition and 
administer policies and politics. In other words, this extended presidential autonomy, as we define our 
first independent variable, is also influenced by presidential leadership.  
Summing up, the most common arguments in a post-authoritarian Chile in relation to 
government coalitions are that context and institutions favored cooperation and presidential leadership 
and helped explain government capacity. For several reasons, authors note informal rules like the 
Partido Transversal (Garretón, 2001) or horizontal integration (Rehren, 1998) as formulas used by 
government coalitions as an answer to certain historical and institutional contexts. In other words, the 
Concertación developed rules that helped settle actors‟ strategic behavior with the aim of increasing 
government governability. 
This is precisely what we are trying to analyze in this dissertation: those informal rules of 
power-sharing that helped the Concertación‟s Presidents solve appointments among coalition party 
members. This research advances and tests these arguments in the four Concertación administrations. 
We will argue that the informal rules created by President Aylwin helped explain the coalition‟s 
stability and will also establish the causal mechanisms that explain why these rules were created.  
In the next section, we refer in detail to the literature about informal rules that has developed 
arguments and hypotheses for Latin American cases in general and Chile in particular.  
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c) Informal Institutions 
As we have seen in the previous discussion, different authors have mentioned informal rules as a 
way of dealing with specific institutional and systemic characteristics in general and with Chilean 
post-authoritarian democracy in particular (Garretón, 2001; Rehren, 1993, 1998; Huneeus, 2005). We 
will use informal rules of power-sharing as our second independent variable. 
These informal rules have been mentioned in literature as an essential factor for understanding 
how Latin American democracies and, in particular, the dynamics of presidentialism (Helmke and 
Levitsky, 2006), function. These institutions are made up of socially shared rules, usually unwritten, 
that are created, communicated and enforced outside officially sanctioned channels. The difference 
they have to formal rules is that they are accepted as official.  These informal rules must be sanctioned 
in some way (they can be socially disapproved of).  Helmke and Levistky (2006) argue that one of the 
effects of informal institutions is their governability. They argue that the informal norms of 
accommodation, power sharing and the building of coalitions have helped prevent many of the 
problems associated with multiparty presidentialism.  
In the case of Chile, authors define informal institutions as accommodating ones
12
 because they 
help to diminish the pressure on formal institutions by balancing out the effects of formal ones:
13
  
Where informal power sharing arrangements have helped attenuate the effects of the Pinochet-era 
constitution… (Helmke and Levitsky, 2006:18).  
 
                                                          
12
The authors developed a typology of informal institutions based on two dimensions (the degree of convergence of formal 
and informal institutions and the effectiveness of informal institutions): complementary, accommodating, competing and 
substitutive.  
13
In other cases, politicians agreed formal rules that favored governability. As Hartlyn (1994) argues in the case of Colombia 
in the fifties, the governing coalition, the Frente Nacional, established an inter-party agreement as a response to the 
Colombian presidential system‟s constant fear of exclusion and violence. The agreement between the two parties was based 
on criteria of parity and party combinations to design state appointments. The chief executive, responsible for sub-national 
appointments, was from a different party to that of the President and from the same one as the Attorney (procurador) and the 
Controler General. Ministers and undersecretaries were also from different parties and a constitutional agreement established 
presidential rotation. 
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Chile‟s success story can be explained by the application of informal rules (Siavelis, 2003, 2006). 
Informal institutions attenuate the potential problems of an awkward institutional arrangement and 
also moderate strong presidentialism. Informal institutions were formed by political elites with the 
goal of maintaining the coalition and effective government. The success of Concertación governments 
contributed to reinforcing this dynamic. Informal institutions were primarily successful because they 
reconciled the collective and individual goals of politicians, parties and governing coalitions. Informal 
institutions are therefore a response to context. 
As well as the Partido Transversal (defined as an inter-party core of elites within the 
governing coalitions) mentioned by other authors, Siavelis (2006) adds two other informal institutions: 
cuoteo (a formula to allocate government and parliamentary positions) and democracia de los 
acuerdos (democracy by agreements).  According to Siavelis, cuoteo is related to the distribution of 
Executive-appointed positions based on partisan colors and the quota of parliamentary candidates 
allotted to each individual party within the Concertación. Siavelis also mentions another rule 
established by the Concertación: 1) in terms of cabinet appointments, Presidents have assigned cabinet 
posts: vice-ministers are usually from a different party to the minister; 2) the whole constellation of 
parties are represented with political ministers (SEGPRES, the Interior, Government, Defense and 
Foreign Relations).  
To analyze the Concertación governments‟ informal rules, we will use one of the mechanisms 
proposed by Helmke and Levitsky (2006)
14
, which analyzes behavioral patterns that are only found in 
informal institutions. We will complement this information with our interviews. As mentioned before, 
the informal rules of power sharing are our second independent variable. These rules help explain the 
                                                          
14
There are three mechanisms for analyzing informal institutions: 1) a hypothesis about behavioral patterns consistent with 
the existence of certain informal institutions, which, through this mechanism, are tested empirically (Siavelis and Carey, 
2006); 2) a focus on actors‟ expectations and; 3) a focus on enforcement mechanisms.  
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Concertación‟s capacity to divide power and increase coalition cooperation in their administrative 
duties.   
We will test two informal rules of power sharing: the proportionality rule (to be discussed in 
the next section) and transversalidad or inter-party checks.  
We will take the informal rules mentioned by Siavelis (2006), Garretón (1996) and Rehren 
(1998) and explain how power was divided among coalition members and how these informal rules 
helped maintain coalition and cabinet stability. We can advance by arguing that this process was the 
result of the UP experience and was not only related to the context of transition or to the institutional 
rules of the game, but also to the UP experience and total control of the state by political parties. In 
other ways, we agree with other authors regarding the existence of these informal rules related to 
transversalidad, but we disagree with their definition and the causal mechanism from which they 
emerged. What explains this informal rule is a fear of repeating the UP experience. In this sense, the 
political knowledge gained from the UP experience is a long-term factor that explains the emphasis on 
coalition governability.  
We will work with other definitions of political ministries. We will consider the Interior, 
SEGPRES and the government as political ministries because we think they are the most important 
political ministries that, in fact, have residence in the Executive building, La Moneda. We will argue 
that not all parties are represented through political ministers, although the three most important ones - 
the PS, the PDC and the PPD - are. We will also add another informal rule: the Interior Ministry (that 
includes two undersecretaries) cannot not be in the hands of one party. A single party cannot hold 
more than two posts.  
On the other hand, the parties in power since 1990 have developed several mechanisms that 
have allowed them to resolve conflicts inherent to a coalition that administers the government. In this 
dissertation, we propose that, in the case of Chile, what we might call a “coalition logic” was adopted 
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by the Concertación parties. As Carey (2006) shows, this logic does not end in an electoral pact, but 
continues through all the legislative period. We especially include the central government in this.  
The Venezuelan case in the fifties, when the country was emerging from a dictatorship, was 
similar to what can be argued for the case of the Concertación administrations. Specifically, Coppedge 
(1994) argues that in 1958, when the dictator was overthrown, the political leaders of the two most 
important parties (the AD, led by Betancourt and the COPEI, led by Caldera, among others) negotiated 
an agreement in which they decided not to repeat the polarizing experience of 1945 and gave 
guarantees to the Catholic Church and the military that they would abide by this agreement. This 
included three key aspects: first, the three candidates (from the AD, COPEI and URD) agreed to 
respect the results of the 1958 presidential elections and allow the winner to form a nationaly united 
government and make appointments of responsibility in Congress. All appointments depending on the 
President (including ministers and governors) would be divided between the three parties. Secondly, a 
program was established with common minimums for the first administration. Finally, the reduction of 
the use of violent language and the effort to avoid violence as a way to solve conflicts was agreed 
upon. 
We can argue that the case of the Concertación administration is similar to the Venezuelan 
case in the fifties. The Concertación leaders did not only agree to divide appointments in a certain 
way, but, at least during the Aylwin administration, they also developed a common strategic aim of 
achieving stability (especially government stability) during the transition. Their success in committing 
to this strategic aim meant that the following Concertación Presidents had an incentive to continue 
administering coalition politics within the government in a certain way. As in the Venezuelan case, the 
Concertación political leaders agreed to give the President autonomy to structure his cabinet. They 
agreed (informally and tacitly) that achieving stability was the most important thing. The UP 
experience determined the generation that assumed power in 1990, since a large number of the 
political leaders that assumed office in 1990 had lived through the this and the dictatorship. They 
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valued democracy, stability and incrementalism. Also, the Concertación that assumed office in 1990 
accepted the current economic model and the need to maintain it. Economic growth was a key aspect 
for development.  
Informal mechanisms compensated for the effects of institutions like the Chilean electoral 
system on coalition behavior, for example incentives for cooperating with the President in the 
appointings of cabinets (Carey and Siavelis, 2003). This argument is as follows: due to the electoral 
system, coalitions in Chile, in order to obtain a majority in Congress, need powerful candidates. 
Coalitions compensate the “sacrifice” that these strong candidates make by giving them government 
appointments if they do not win a seat in Congress. The authors argue that this kind of insurance for 
runners up has been a cohesive factor for coalitions.  Evidence shows that 70% of their defined “most 
probable” runners up were appointed to interesting posts. Carey and Siavelis (2003) add that this 
informal mechanism has been weakened over time. In our research of the cabinets, we will test this 
hypothesis.
15
  
Until now, we have developed the institutional argument and the importance of context and 
leadership, as well as explaining instability and stability in government coalitions. Also, we have 
mentioned the arguments that highlight the development of informal rules to complement the 
explanation of the Concertación‟s ability to govern as a coalition. However, it is impossible to analyze 
the Concertación administrations without considering the arguments and hypotheses developed by 
coalition theory. In this vein, it is also necessary to briefly present the aspects of government coalitions 
in parliamentary and presidential democracies that are useful to our argument; especially those such as 
the forming and maintaining of coalitions and, in the analysis of cabinets, stability and power sharing. 
                                                          
15
Garrido and Navia (2005) suggest that the argument based on “insurance” for runners up is not necessary or sufficient to 
explain the pairing of two strong candidates in the Concertación. These authors argue that there are other historical and 
empirical variables that explain why the Concertacion was more capable of having strong candidates than its opponents, the 
Alianza. In fact, the number of parties forming the coalition and the characteristics of these parties as representatives of the 
political center and left can explain the two strong candidates in each electoral district. 
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d) Coalition Theory and Government Coalitions  
Political coalitions are a political conduit focused on cooperation. They have been the subject of 
research since the second half of the twentieth century (Gamson, 1961; Riker, 1963; Axelrod, 1970; 
Brown and Franklin, 1973; De Swaan, 1973; Muller and Strom, 2000; Huber and Pérez Gallardo, 
2008). Formal and empirical research has provided plenty of hypotheses and findings about the size, 
duration and termination of coalitions in parliamentary democracies. Research on coalitions in 
presidential systems has been notoriously less productive than that on parliamentary democracies. 
Some authors blame this lack of studies on the inherent characteristics of presidentialism. Altman 
(2000) maintains that research on the building of coalitions in presidential regimes is rare because 
coalitions are not institutionally necessary in a system were incentives for cooperation are lacking. 
This absence of academic interest has also translated into a lack of research on coalition governments, 
or, in other words, how political partners govern together. For the purpose of our research, we will 
take the main idea of this debate - the argument that presidentialism does not generate incentives for 
political cooperation - and examine how the Concertación seems to go against these arguments and 
findings.  
Methodologically speaking, this literature tends to concentrate on empirical studies rather than 
formal models. Research is often comparative and based on case studies.
16
 Recently, several studies 
                                                          
16
One of the few studies about coalitions in presidential systems deals with the case of Uruguay from 1989 to 1999, when this 
country had a multiparty presidential regime. With a quantitative approach, this research shows that “coalitions are more 
likely to form immediately after a presidential election and that the probability of a political group remaining in an Executive 
coalition decreases as the presidential term elapses” (Altman, 2000:259). “Mainwaring´s tenet that in presidential systems 
„parties are less committed to supporting the government (and that) incentives for parties to break coalitions are generally 
stronger than in parliamentary systems‟ could be embraced in as much as we recognize that supporting the government and 
incentives to break coalitions depends on a complex interaction between ideological affinity, the president´s faction and other 
factions, the proximity of the forthcoming election, the fairness of the coalition agreement, the presidential approval rating 
and whether other factions belong to the same party as the President.” (Altman, 2000:276). Altman (2000) argues that 
“differences among multiparty presidential regimes are at least as deep as differences between Western parliamentary 
regimes. Theories of coalition formation under presidential regimes must be tested on both a general and a country-by-
country basis.” (Altman, 2000:276). 
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have analyzed government coalitions in presidential systems, focusing on comparative and 
quantitative analysis where the n is a large number (Amorim Neto, 2003, 2006; Altman, 2001, 2008) 
 
1) Coalition Theory and Government Formation 
One of the first questions that coalition research tries to answer is who gets in, or, in other 
words, coalition membership. A first approach focused on the number of coalition members needed to 
form a coalition. Gamson (1961) and Riker (1962)
17
 applied Von Neumann and Morgenstein‟s 
(1953)
18
 minimal winning hypothesis
19
 in game theory to political coalitions in parliamentary systems. 
They argued that if parties seek office to get a fixed amount of portfolios, they will form a winning 
coalition (defined as the majority of seats in the Legislature) that will only include the members 
needed to obtain a governmental majority, thus guaranteeing their members the maximum number of 
benefits in office. These have been known as Minimal Winning Coalitions (MWC). The MWC is a 
winning coalition until the defection of any member implies that the coalition is no longer a winning 
one. This approach has been called office-oriented, because the focus of the explanation centers on the 
number of members. On empirical grounds, one of the results of a priori office-seeking models of 
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Riker (1962) argued that the conditions of game theory were almost impossible to replicate in society. He defined politics 
as the imperative assignation of value, in which assignation is an action. Consequently, politics is the study of social 
behavior. The process of value assignation is social, so the decision-making process has to be studied. Politics is related to 
imperative decisions, made self-consciously by groups. This is the process of coalition formation. Riker argues that part of 
the group that has authority unites to produce a decision that is mandatory for the rest of the group and for everyone that 
recognizes their authority. The process of aceepting decisions in a group consists of the formation of a sub-group that, thanks 
to the rules accepted by everyone, can make decisions in the name of others. This sub-group is a coalition. Like Gamson, 
Riker used Von Neumann and Morgensten‟s model (1944) and their theory of games of n person17. For Riker, players are 
rational, so they will choose the best strategy possible to maximize their utility.  In relation to the zero-sum conditions of 
social situations, only situations which imply direct conflict among participants and not common advantages must be 
considered.  In relation to the problem of size, Riker also sustained that in n person games, in zero-sum situations and with 
rational players (who have perfect information), only minimum winning coalitions (MWCs) will form.  
18
Von Neumann and Morgenstein published their Theory of Games and Economic Behavior in 1944 and it soon became the 
“bible” of game theory. Other contemporary research tendencies were, for example, analysis centered on the three-person 
group game.  These authors started from a theoretic premise of constant-sum cooperative games and argued that equilibrium 
coalitions should be “minimal winning” coalitions, in which each member is essential in order to win.  
 
19
Cooperation will be established among the least number of players needed to win, not the most.  
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government formation is that these minimal winning coalitions are less common that expected 
(Browne, 1973; De Swaan, 1973; Taylor and Laver, 1973). 
To the office-oriented approach, other authors have added the role of policy and ideology. 
They argue that politicians are not only or exclusively focused on gaining office, but also on 
developing policy goals. In this sense, Axelrod (1970) argues that politicians are not only interested in 
maximizing office benefits but also on minimizing the costs of negotiations between different policy-
oriented actors. Actors want to minimize the transaction costs generated by the necessary policy 
bargaining. This author predicted that they would form the winning coalitions that grouped together 
ideologically adjacent parties - the so-called minimal connected winning coalitions (MCWCs). In the 
same vein of policy-oriented approaches, De Swaan (1973) added that parties will form a MWC with 
parties from smallest ideological range (Swaan, 1973). This author analyzed nine parliaments after 
1918 and contrasted the “principle of size” formal model that predicts the formation of a MWC with 
other models, proposing the policy-distance theory. This argues that parties are rational actors who 
will try to be part of the coalition they expect to favor a policy the closest to their own. He tested 
several coalition theories statistically and established that the theories influenced by the closest 
coalition proposition were statistically significant.
20
  
If these two coalition formation approaches focus on coalitions as a unit of analysis, a third 
approach focuses on political parties and their probability of entering government (Wawick, 1996). 
Laver and Shepsle (1996) developed a model of government formation based on the assumption that, 
to be credible, a coalition formation proposal must include a specific allocation of cabinet portfolios. 
They linked (the most important) portfolios to policy dimensions defined by average party ratings on 
                                                          
20Both Axelrod and De Swaan predicted MWCs in a single-policy dimension. In this sense, it is assumed that the winning 
coalition will include the median legislator on a left-right scale.  Afterwards, Grofman (1982, 1996) considered government 
formation in a multidimensional space.  
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relevant policy items. The policies of the proposed coalition for each policy area must be those the 
party allocated to the portfolio that controls that area. Thus, it is possible to find a balance using this 
assumption, in that the cabinet includes median parties in all relevant areas. This creates the concept of 
a strong party, whose size and placement in the policy arena is such that one of two conditions holds: 
either no other cabinet is preferred and this party occupies all the positions or any cabinet preferred 
includes the strong party. The first situation produces a strong party (VPS); in the second, a merely 
strong party is created (MPS). Very strong parties may accept other partners in non-key portfolios.  
In the eighties, the institutional approach also entered into the debate about coalition formation 
and the role of institutions (the rules of the game) in government formation (Laver, 2000).  
Patterns of coalition membership, formation and governance vary from country to country and 
from period to period (Muller and Strom, 2000). For example, in the case of Portugal, which went 
through two periods of transition, from 1976 to 1987 and after 1987, is mentioned. As in Chile, there 
were institutional constraints in Portugal (a new constitution considered some of the institutions 
created during the revolution - that put the military in politics - and the dominance of the President in 
the first six years of democracy). Since 1976, Portugal has had six coalition cabinets, four single party 
cabinets and three caretaker cabinets. These coalitions have not included more than three parties and 
the MWC has been highly unstable (Muller and Strom, 2000).  
From the above discussion, we can argue that the Concertación was formed around a clear 
ideological division in Chilean society, centered on a new cleavage between democracy and 
dictatorship. As we will see in the following chapters, there was discussion about how to structure this 
coalition and which parties were going to be either in or out. As we will see in Chapter 4, the PDC was 
highly influential in the non-incorporation of the Communists, since they rejected any possibility of 
including them in the newly born Concertación.  
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2) Payoff Distribution – Cabinet Appointments 
What follows on from the question about how and why government coalitions are formed is 
that of how cabinet distribution is carried out. In other words, the rewards each party expects in terms 
of portfolio allocation (Warwick and Druckman, 2001). 
State apparatus (posts, resources and influence) can be seen as the reward - the payoff - for 
being in government. In terms of definition, payoffs are resources which are distributed among 
coalition partners and which they use to satisfy individual goals (Browne and Franklin, 1973). As we 
said, there are different payoffs, some of which are more intangible than others, such as policy 
influence and some that are more concrete, like public offices, which are the most important kind of 
policy payoff. These payoffs give coalition members an institutional basis for exerting influence, as 
well as a bargaining capacity.  
In parliamentary democracies, parties spend much of their time negotiating the formation of 
governments. These negotiations imply agreements on how resources will be distributed (Drukman 
and Roberts, 2005) - in other words, what rewards each party coalition member expects to gain 
(particularly cabinet portfolios).  
Initial coalition theories were vague as far as the analysis of coalition payoffs was concerned. 
Riker (1962) suggested that payoffs function according to the influence of the coalition partners. As 
we have already said, we have adopted Gamson‟s (1961) general hypothesis that, making certain 
assumptions, coalition partners will expect a share of the payoff, proportional to the amount of 
resources they contribute to the coalition.  
Browne and Franklin (1973) tested Gamson´s (1961) proportional payoff distribution 
proposal. With data from thirteen parliamentary democracies and information about the proportion of 
seats contributed by 63 parties to 114 coalitions between 1945 and 1969 in thirteen multiparty 
democracies, together with the proportion of ministries they received in return, the authors concluded 
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that the percentage of ministries gained by parties in government coalitions was, in the cases analyzed, 
directly proportional to the percentage of seats they contributed to the coalition. They also concluded 
that there were a number of factors that limited this proportionality. One of these was the size of the 
party. Larger parties in small coalitions (less than four partners) were undercompensated and small 
parties in small coalitions overcompensated, while medium-sized parties in small coalitions tended to 
receive a proportional number of ministries and every party in a large coalition tended to receive a 
proportional amount of posts. The “small party bias” suggests that small parties might have greater 
bargaining power than indicated solely by their size.  
Schofield and Laver (1985) also tested Gamson‟s proportionality hypothesis. They tested two 
bargaining theories: the kernel
21
 and the bargaining set
22
 in twelve post-war European systems.  They 
concluded that Gamson´s theory is the best in a certain set of European political systems characterized 
by a small number of parties and connected coalitions. In countries like Austria, Germany, Ireland, 
Luxemburg and Norway, political games center on a one-policy dimension, with a median party 
tending to be stable. In the second group of countries (Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Iceland and 
Sweden), the distributional aspects of political bargaining are more important and coalitions tend to be 
more unstable.  
Different portfolio theories have been developed, derived basically from two different 
approaches: one centered on the proportionality rule developed by Gamson (1961) and the other that 
assumes that, in the bargaining process, payoffs can differ from the strict proportionality rules. These 
theories are known as bargaining theories.  
                                                          
21
The distribution of payoffs is such that each party‟s surplus is identical to that of every other party. For example, if the X 
party wants to form a new coalition excluding Y, then Y may use their surplus to bribe X‟s new partners and form their own 
coalition.  
 
22A winning coalition, in which two parties can threaten each other, arguing that they will form another coalition excluding 
the other party, which the other party then counter-objects (saying that they will form a different coalition excluding the first 
party).  
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Also, it has been argued by several formal theories that the party in charge of coalition 
negotiation (a formateur) is able to use its leadership to extract non-proportional coalition payoffs 
(Warwick and Druckman, 2001). Baron and Ferejohn (1987, 1989) developed a game theory model of 
legislative bargaining in which several members of a Legislature bargain over how to distribute 
benefits. One of these parties is recognized as a formateur. This means that this party proposes a 
government coalition and portfolio distribution. The results suggest that the party in charge of 
coalition negotiations ought to be able to use their position of leadership to obtain a disproportionately 
large share of coalition payoffs. This is called the formateur bonus. In these theories, parties are 
mostly office-seekers, so the payoffs are mainly cabinet portfolios.  
The argument about the role of the formateur and the benefits they obtain has been questioned 
by several authors. Warwick (1996) suggests governments emerge through a process of inter-party 
bargaining, in which electoral outcomes only influence the initial bargaining power of coalition 
partners. He says that there are several characteristics that can influence a party´s chance to be 
formateur or not, like their proportion of parliamentary seats, prior experience in government, certain 
party orientations and ideological stance. Warwick (1996) concludes that formateurs do not emerge 
based on criteria and that the belief that the largest party will, inevitably, form the government is not 
valid. In fact, the argument of Laver and Shepsle (1990) of the idea of the strong party has had limited 
success.  
Empirical evidence shows Brown and Franklin‟s (1973) findings about proportionality to be 
true, and moreover, that deviations from proportionality tend to go against the arguments of Baron and 
Ferejohn. In fact, researchers have improved on Browne and Franklin‟s findings (Warwick, 2001). In 
the same vein, Warwick (1996) analyzes whether the party enters the government as a formateur (the 
party whose leader officially forms the government) or through accompanying this formateur. The 
chances of being a formateur, argues Warwick (1996) depend on party size (in parliament), previous 
experience in government, ideological position and centrality. In the same vein, the chances of not 
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entering the government as a formateur party are also related to size, experience, success, party 
orientations, ideological stance and context. Ideology is related to policy dimension, whether 
individual or multidimensional. The one policy median voter theory establishes that the median 
legislator occupies the strongest bargaining position (Black, 1958). In the multidimensional policy 
dimension, this author builds upon the work of Laver and Shepsle (1996). He concludes that a 
government formateur does not emerge according to any particular criteria; the attempt of Laver and 
Shepsle to relate this to size and ideological centrality has had little success and formateurs have a 
major influence over the composition of coalition governments. Ideological closeness to a formateur 
increases the odds of getting a place in government. Formateurs tend to be larger and their coalition 
partners smaller. The formateur occupies a privileged position in the coalition formation process 
because the parties that finally build coalitions are expected to adopt policies that they can live with 
and that benefit them in terms of cabinet positions.  
What Warwick and Druckman (2001) change, by introducing the notion that parties see some 
portfolios as having a different value and consequently a higher payoff, is the traditional view that 
each portfolio has equal value. For example, the position of Prime Minister is seen to be more valuable 
than other portfolios. From their data, which covered governments in twelve Western European 
parliamentary democracies from World War Two to the end of 1989 and considering 607 parties 
belonging to 200 coalition governments, these authors concluded that Browne and Franklin‟s results 
had been replicated. Small party bias was clear. Moreover, they found that portfolio allocations were 
balanced regarding quality and quantity, so proportionality prevailed in cabinet allocation. In relation 
to the ranking and ordering of portfolios, the authors used the ones created by Laver and Hunt (1992) 
to establish key portfolios.  Their data seems to support a different idea to that of Baron and Ferejohn 
(1987, 1989) regarding the overcompensation of formateurs, confirming instead that these parties tend 
to be undercompensated. However, there is also the matter of the quality of portfolios. Not all parties 
rate portfolios the same. For example, the formateur always keeps the position of Prime Minister. 
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Their conclusions are that, quantitatively, formateurs are under-compensated in terms of cabinet 
assignation but obtain qualitative compensation. Small party bias is confirmed. We will test this 
hypothesis for the Concertación governments. 
We will consider the party of the President
23
 as the formateur party. We hypothesize that the 
formateur situation (in terms of under or overcompensation) depends on whether the formateur is the 
biggest party or not. In the case of the first two Concertación administrations, the formateur coincided 
with the biggest party, the PDC. The biggest party was under-represented despite having the role of 
formateur because it could not obtain the amount of cabinets that it would have through simple 
proportionality, since smaller parties would have had little share of the cabinet portfolios. Also, the 
nature of the Concertación coalition, built upon the parties that went through the UP experience and 
its polarization, is especially prone to limiting the excess power of one party and fostering inter-
coalition cooperation. We will also test medium-sized party proportionality and small party bias.  
Warwick and Druckman (2006) used a new expert survey in fourteen Western European 
countries that related Gamson´s proportionality to the salience of different portfolios. Their basic 
conclusion was that salience-weighted portfolio payoffs overwhelmingly mirrored seat contributions 
compared to other models based on bargaining power.  
Continuing with the idea that not all ministries are the same, Austen-Smith and Banks (1990) 
and Laver and Shepsle (1996) proposed the portfolio allocation model of government formation. This 
approach assumes that almost all policy making is done in the Executive. Cabinet ministers have two 
roles: they are members of the cabinet that takes collective responsibility for government policy and 
they also hold portfolios that make them individually responsible for policies. This model has two 
concepts of equilibrium: one that gives each key portfolio to a median party in that policy and the 
other that gives them to strong parties (that take all the key portfolios). Laver and Shepsle (1996) 
proved that if a strong party exists, it is a member of the coalition. Another empirical policy-seeking 
                                                          
23In presidential systems, Presidents are responsible for portfolio allocation.  
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approach was developed by Budge and Kenan (1990) and set out a series of conjectures about which 
type of party prefers which portfolio. For example, it assumes that agrarian parties will prefer the  
Ministry of Agriculture (Laver, 1998).,                                                                         
Moreover, cabinet formation, which refers to the distribution of decision-making power 
among coalition partners, can be expressed in a small set of key portfolios (Carmignani, 2001).
24
 This 
author tested thirteen Western European countries between 1950 and 1995.  It appears that the delay in 
formation increases in proportion to the degree of the coalition partners‟ ideological heterogeneity. 
The share of portfolios secured by the formateur is larger the stronger its bargaining position 
(expressed in parliamentary size and position in the policy area) and smaller the more complex the 
bargaining environment. It shows that, for the control of key portfolios, size is not a decisive factor.  
As we travel outside European parliamentary democracies, new issues, as well as similarities, 
are found in the study of government formation and portfolio allocation. For example, Pridham (2002) 
analyzes coalition behavior in the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe and says that there 
are historical and systemic factors that influence coalition behavior, for example the transition from 
non-democratic regimes to democratic regimes, inexperienced political elites, the instability of party 
systems and, finally, economic transformation. Druckman and Roberts (2003) explored the strength of 
the proportional correlation between a coalition party´s share of the portfolios and its coalitional share 
of legislative seats in fifteen Eastern European countries and fourteen Western European countries. 
They confirmed proportionality, although, in the Eastern European countries, successive Communist 
parties were penalized, receiving less than their proportional share.  
Also, Druckman and Roberts (2005) maintain that the economic and cultural situation in less 
advanced Eastern European countries has a profound effect on coalition bargaining over portfolios. 
                                                          
24
Key portfolios are those in the most important areas of policy according to voters and politicians. Here, the author considers 
Laver and Hunt‟s (1992) ranking of key portfolios.  
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The more advanced Eastern European countries exhibit patterns similar to Western European 
countries.  
Protsyk (2004), who analyzes Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, 
advances a patronage-based theory of cabinet formation. The central claims are that the client-based 
structure of the party system, the parliamentary/semi-presidential constitutional divide and the 
character of a governing coalition have a systematic effect on politicians‟ willingness to hold cabinet 
ministerial positions or to maintain already oversized cabinets. The evidence suggests that 
constitutional design and the client-based party system have a significant impact on changes in cabinet 
organization and size. 
There is a set of arguments and hypotheses from the coalition theory that we will consider and 
test in our investigation of the Concertación administrations - firstly, the role of ideology and policy 
options in coalition formation. Secondly, we will consider cabinet portfolio distribution patterns 
(proportionality and its deviations, like formateur under-representation, small party bias and 
proportionality in medium-sized parties) and findings about cabinet duration and the maintaining of 
coalitions. In relation to the formateur party, in the case of the Concertación administrations, a 
distinction must be made between the first two administrations, where the formateur party - defined as 
the that of the President - coincided with the biggest party, the PDC and the last two administrations, 
where the formateur party was not the biggest (in the Lagos administration, this party was the PPD 
and, in the Bachelet administration, the PS).  
On the other hand, research on the presidential system has mostly been focused on the 
relationship between the presidential policy-making strategies and patterns of cabinet appointments 
(Amorim Neto, 2003, 2006). This research is also mostly quantitative with large-N studies. Amorim 
Neto (2003) used data from presidential regimes from the late 1970s to the year 2000 and considered 
thirteen regimes (including Chile between 1990 and 2000). His sample includes 59 Presidents and 106 
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cabinets.
25
 Amorim Neto (2002, 2003) developed a cabinet coalescence rate based on Rose‟s 
Deviation Proportionality Index, which related seats and votes (Rose, 1984). Amorim Neto replaced 
votes by ministries and calculated the relationship between seats and ministries (making the 
calculation only when the government is formed, in other words, once). He defines cabinet change as 
changes in coalition partisan membership. The argument goes as follows: Presidents maximize the 
probability of implementing their policy goals and choosing decrees or statutes depending on several 
variables. Three important conclusions can be drawn fom his analysis: the size of the President‟s 
party, extremist Presidents and economic crises are the only explanatory variables that have a 
significant impact on all three dependent variables: the criteria for selecting ministers (partisan or non-
partisan), proportionality in portfolio allocation and cabinet legislative (majority or minority) status.  
Amorim Neto (2006) argues that the main difference between parliamentarism and 
presidentialism in relation to cabinet formation is the weighting of legislative parties in parliamentary 
regimes, as opposed to the variable weighting of parties in presidential regimes. In presidential 
cabinets, the presence of partisan ministers varies.  Presidential cabinets do not necessarily have to 
follow a norm of proportionality because Presidents do not need legislative confidence to remain in 
office. Thus, the proportionality norm will be employed here as a proxy to identify cabinets whose 
underlying policy-making strategy is statutory. Ministerial allocation deviating from proportionality 
can thus be seen as a characteristic of presidential cabinets. The same logic applies to the selection of 
partisan ministers. If the President opts for a statutory strategy, then a majority cabinet will be 
appointed. To build such a cabinet, the President will need to draft in partisans to the ministries to 
solidify legislative support. Conversely, should the President decide to govern using his Executive 
prerogative, a minority cabinet is more likely to be appointed, indicates that the President is not 
interested in obtaining solid legislative support, thus leading to fewer partisans in the cabinet (Amorim 
Neto, 2006: 424). The findings about the size of the presidential party variable and its influence on 
                                                          
25Cabinet definition: inauguration of a new President and/or a change in the cabinet‟s party composition. 
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dependent variables confirm Cheibub‟s (2002) findings that legislative fragmentation is positively 
associated with the formation of minority governments in presidential regimes.  
We use the proportionality rule as one of our independent variables. We follow Amorim 
Neto‟s (2006) argument that ministerial allocation deviating from proportionality is a characteristic of 
presidential cabinets. This was especially true in the case of the Concertación administration, where 
there were incentives to maintain coalition cooperation. The biggest party tended to be under-
represented and the smallest one overly so. Proportionality rule was used by politicians to distribute 
cabinet appointments. This was used with certain particularities whose aim was to protect coalition 
stability. 
Altman (2008) adds that, in the case of the Concertación administrations, cabinet distribution 
depended on proportionality in elections, the level of horizontal integration (what we call 
transversalidad or inter-party checks) and the type of candidate selection. This author argues that 
proportionality has been the rule for the four Concertación administrations. Using a bivariate 
correlation between votes and the appointment of ministers, undersecretaries and mayors, he 
concludes that there is a high level of correlation. He defines party congruence as the minister and 
undersecretary having the same party affiliation and party incongruence when they do not. He argues 
that there will be a low level of congruence if they want to maintain coalition relations and a high level 
of congruence if this is not their main incentive. We disagree with Altman in relation to the inclusion 
of mayors‟ votes for calculating proportionality because, in terms of politicians‟ calculations, local 
elections are not considered when calculating parties‟ “electoral weight”. Local “electoral weight” is 
not useful for a President‟s legislative agenda or for cabinet representation. Moreover, local elections 
are not held simultaneously with parliamentary and presidential elections. We will consider Altman‟s 
findings about proportionality and test them on the Concertación administrations.  
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There are different methodologies to measure proportionality (Roses, 1984; Gamson, 1961; 
Browne and Franklin, 1973; Amorin Neto, 2003, 2006; Altman, 2008). Most analyses are based on 
large-n data. In the case of Chile, Altman (2008) argues that Concertación Presidents have also used 
proportionality to assign cabinet appointments and undersecretaries. We will test the proportionality 
hypothesis on Concertación administrations, as well as others related to formateur party under-
representation and small party bias. Generally, these are based on large-n data. In our case, the n is 
small, so we are going to develop a methodology that will allow us to estimate proportionality (Soto, 
2008).  
In our case, with a much smaller N, we can create a measurement that shows if party 
representation in the cabinet is within the range of party representation in Congress. We considered 
three hypotheses: 1) that the Concertación has also used proportionality rule to give coalition payoffs 
to party members; 2) that the “small party bias” is also present in Concertación administrations; 3) that 
medium-sized parties in medium-sized coalitions tend to perfect proportionality and; 4) finally, that 
the formateur party (in this case, the President‟s party) is under-represented. In the first two 
Concertación administrations, the formateur party coincided with the biggest party, the PDC. We will 
argue that the PDC has been negatively affected by this and, therefore, has been under-represented in 
coalition cabinets. We will test the same hypothesis for the next two administrations, in which the 
Presidents‟ parties were the PPD and the PS respectively.  
The proportionality relationship (Gamson, 1960; Browne and Franklin, 1973; Amorim Neto, 
2002, 2003 and 2006; Altman, 2008) will be developed using the methodology developed by Soto 
(2008), which compares the percentage of seats obtained by the coalition party to the percentage of 
ministries and undersecretaries obtained by each. According to this logic, party distribution of 
ministries and undersecretaries must be within the range of proportionality based on the party‟s 
distribution of seats in Congress, with the percentage of seats each party has in the Senate and in the 
Chamber being the upper and lower limits (depending on the percentage). It is worth noting that the 
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percentage of seats each party has directly relates to the coalition (in other words, the coalition is the 
universe) and not to their total amount of seats in Congress. Institutional senators are also considered 
in the analysis if they belong to one of the coalition parties.
26
 Each measurement will be made twice a 
year. If the percentage of ministries and undersecretaries are within the range of party representation in 
Congress, we will find perfect proportionality and a score of 0. If one of the cabinet appointments is 
over the range, the difference between the range‟s (upper or lower) limit and the cabinet appointment 
percentage will be known as the proportionality difference. If this proportionality index is over the 
range, this over-representation will be indicated by a plus sign (+). If the ministries‟ or 
undersecretaries‟ percentage is below the rank limit, this proportional difference will be preceded by a 
minus sign (-). 
On the other hand, we must consider that, between 1989 and 1999, Chile had five 
parliamentary elections in which the Chamber of Deputies was completely and the Senate partially 
renovated (with the even-numbered regions participating in one election and odd-numbered regions in 
the following). We will now present the proportionality index for the Concertación‟s ministers 
between 1990 and 2009.  
 
3) Maintaining Coalitions and Cabinet Change 
The third concern for coalition scholars is maintaining coalitions and cabinet change. In 
general, there is agreement about the concept of maintaining coalitions. There is less agreement about 
cabinet stability and the nature of the events that put an end to cabinets.  
In parliamentary systems, government formation is understood as cabinet formation. 
Sometimes, the words government and cabinet are used indistinctly (Laver and Shepsle, 1996). In this 
                                                          
26Institutional or designated senators: established in the 1980 constitution. These senators were not elected, as established in 
the constitution. These were a former Commanders-in-Chief of the armed forces, the former Director of the Police 
(Carabineros), a former Controller General and a former Director of Education. In 2005, they were eliminated by 
constitutional reforms.  
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sense, government formation implies that parties organize and negotiate the selection of a Prime 
Minister. This Prime Minister has to win a majority vote in the Legislature and is the one who  
appoints cabinet members afterwards, as well as having to win a vote of confidence. Thus, cabinets in 
parliamentary systems represent the balance of power of the parties in Congress. Cabinet ministers are 
responsible for public policy (Laver and Shepsle, 1996). In the majority of cases, cabinet ministers 
belong to a ministry, but sometimes they do not.  
The origins of government coalitions are different in presidential and parliamentary systems, 
but the starting point for the cabinet is the same for both. Muller and Strom (2000) define the cabinet 
as “…a set of politically appointed Executive officers involved in top-level national policymaking…a 
cabinet consists of a set of individuals (typically perhaps 15 to 25) with voting rights in this peak 
Executive organism.” (Muller and Strom, 2000:11). Although this definition can be applied to cabinets 
in parliamentary and presidential democracies, it cannot be applied to the definition that the same 
authors use to define cabinet change and, by these means, cabinet duration. Muller and Strom (2000) 
define cabinet change as the occurrence of any of the following: a change in the parties with cabinet 
membership; a change in the identity of the Prime Minister or any general election.  
The events that put an end to cabinets and government coalitions in both systems differ. 
Unlike the presidential system, parliamentary democracies do not have a fixed period after which their 
government and cabinets end  
On the other hand, maintaining coalitions in both systems can be defined in the same way as 
the permanence of coalition party members in the cabinet. Although the formal procedure of coalition 
termination is different (in parliamentary systems, coalitions are terminated when confidence in them 
is lost, while in presidential systems, a government coalition can end in two ways: at the end of a 
presidential term or when a coalition party member leaves government, an event that will necessarily 
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coincide with cabinet change), in both systems coalitions are terminated when one of the coalition 
party members leaves the government (or cabinet).
27
 
Cabinet duration, instability and stability are all concepts that are related to the same 
phenomenon - how long the cabinet lasts. Thus, in this analysis, the definition used for change is 
fundamental. There is no unique definition of cabinet duration or termination and different authors 
privilege different aspects. In this sense, one definition of cabinet duration is the length of time 
cabinets survive in office (Warwick, 1992). In comparative terms, there must be a trade-off between a 
definition that is adequate for each case and a more rigorous one which allows for comparisons to be 
made. Literature has developed several alternatives: one structural,
28
 another that focuses on events
29
 
and a third based on the strategic interaction between and within parties (Austen-Smith and Banks, 
1988, 1990; Baron, 1989; Schofield, 1992). Obviously, when governments announce new elections, 
government coalitions end (and the cabinet as well). However, there is another definition that 
complements the one based on the clear fact of the termination of a coalition government.  
For example, Muller and Strom‟s (2000) definition of cabinet change is based on three 
aspects: any change in cabinet party composition; a change of Prime Minister or a general election. 
These authors maintain that this definition is standard and the most widely used. On the other hand, 
other researchers have focused exclusively on the analysis of changes in party composition and on the 
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In parliamentary democracies, cabinets are terminated when new elections are held or a new cabinet formation is necessary 
(Grofman and Van Roozendal, 1997). The issue is that there is no unique definition of this last event. In general, it is related 
to a change of Prime Minister and/or a change in cabinet party composition. Literature has focused on terminal events to 
identify the endings of governments, such as formal defeats in votes of confidence, voluntary resignations, changes in party 
composition and sometimes elections (Huber and Martinez-Martinez Gallardo, 2008). For example, Browne and his partners 
(Browne and Gleiber, 1984; Browne, Frendreis and Gleiber, 1986; Browne, Frendreis and Gleiber, 1988; King et al, 1990) 
proposed an “events” approach to studying cabinet duration, using a mathematical model of governmental dissolution. 
According to their approach, cabinet duration is a function of the occurence of unpredictable events which trigger 
governmental collapse. The structural factors approach is oriented to what they call time-independent co-variates, such as the 
ideological diversity of the cabinet. There are three types: those tied to overall party strength or party balance within the 
cabinet, those linked to parties‟ ideological positions, those tied to institutional features and finally one named expectational 
(Grofman and Van Roozendal, 1997).   
 
28One perspective relates coalition termination to the structural factors of the coalition itself (Warwick, 1979; Strom, 1985). 
 
29A critical events or events approach: Browne and Frendreis and Gleiber, 1986; King et al., 1990; Warwick, 1990). 
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loss of a majority in Congress (Lijphart, 1984; Huber, 1998). Likewise, other authors emphasize that 
cabinet change in parliamentary systems is produced when at least one of the cabinet ministers enters 
or leave office (Chambers, 2008).  
Compared to parliamentary systems, cabinets in presidential systems have other 
characteristics. First, although similar to parliamentary democracies - in that cabinets represent a group 
of collaborators at their peak and in influential appointments - in presidential democracies they does 
not necessarily represent the balance of forces in Congress (Amorim Neto, 2006). In cabinets in 
presidential systems like the Chilean one, all the appointed Executive officers depend exclusively on 
the President. It is the President‟s responsibility to translate party representation in Congress into 
cabinets. Appointments can be made with either more or less correlation to party representation in 
Congress. In fact, research has established that Presidents in presidential systems appoint party 
members or independents depending on the legislative strategy they want to develop: party members if 
they work with statutes and independents if they work with decrees (Amorim Neto, 2006). 
As we have already said, there is no unique definition of cabinet change in presidential 
systems. For example, Amorim Neto (2003, 2006) defines cabinet change in the same way as some 
authors do parliamentary democracies: as any change in coalition party composition.  
It must also be considered that, although the term cabinet is used to describe the whole group 
of ministers appointed by a President in parliamentarism and presidentialism, their characteristics 
differ from one system to another.  
First, although similar to parliamentary democracies - in that cabinets represent a group of 
collaborators at their peak and in influential appointments - in presidential democracies they does not 
necessarily represent the balance of forces in Congress (Amorim Neto, 2006). In cabinets in 
presidential systems like the Chilean one, all the appointed Executive officers depend exclusively on 
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the President. It is the President‟s responsibility to translate party representation in Congress into 
cabinets.  
Appointments can be made with either more or less correlation to party representation in 
Congress. In fact, research has established that Presidents in presidential systems appoint party 
members or independents depending on the legislative strategy they want to develop: party members if 
they work with statutes and independents if they work with decrees (Amorim Neto, 2006). 
As we have already said, there is no unique definition of cabinet change in presidential 
systems. For example, Amorim Neto (2003, 2006) defines cabinet change in the same way as some 
authors do parliamentary democracies: as any change in coalition party composition.  
For this dissertation, we have developed a definition of cabinet change that we think is most 
suitable for the Concertación cases and for Chilean politics in general. In the case of Chile, there is no 
Prime Minister. As is obvious, cabinets end when there are elections and new ones start when a new 
President assumes office. Apart from these definitive events, there are other moments in which 
Presidents introduce cabinet changes, in other words, change their team of collaborators. The different 
definitions relate to the number of changes in ministers (the quantitative dimension) or, as with the 
definitions that consider changes in the Prime Minister in parliamentary democracies, with specific 
changes (the qualitative dimension). 
The concept of cabinet and cabinet change has been used before (Valenzuela, 1984; Moulian, 
1992; Garretón, (1992), Rehren (1998), but there is no single definition for the Chilean or 
Concertación case(s) of cabinet and cabinet change. For example, Valenzuela (1984) comparatively 
analyzes cabinets in government coalitions from 1932 onwards. He argues that these were highly 
unstable because of ministerial rotation. For this author, cabinet change (and its attribute of stability 
and instability) is related to a specific event with a change of minister. Valenzuela (1984) establishes 
two types of cabinet change - major cabinet changes and partial cabinet changes - but does not define 
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these categories. This author also adds the number of Interior ministers as a measure of 
instability/stability.  
Rehren (1998) also analyzes cabinet change during the Alessandri (1958-1964), Frei Montalva 
(1964-1970) and Allende (1970-1973) administrations, but he does not give an explicit definition of 
cabinet or cabinet change. This author relates the concept of cabinet change to a ministerial rotation in 
which more than one minister changes.   
In the case of the Concertación, we could not find a single definition of cabinet change (in 
fact, there are very few studies about the Concertación). Thus, we developed a definition of cabinet 
change that we think is most suitable for the Concertación cases and for Chilean politics in general. In 
the case of Chile, there is no Prime Minister. As is obvious, cabinets end when there are elections and 
new ones start when a new President assumes office. Apart from these definitive events, there are 
other moments in which Presidents introduce cabinet changes, in other words, change their team of 
collaborators. The different definitions relate to the number of changes in ministers (the quantitative 
dimension) or, as with the definitions that consider changes in the Prime Minister in parliamentary 
democracies, with specific changes (the qualitative dimension).  
As our aim is to analyze how the Concertación has governed in terms of coalition dynamics 
since 1990, we will analyze two aspects: cabinet changes in order to study stability and the continuity 
of individual ministers.  
We will work with two different definitions of cabinet change with the aim of: 1) advancing 
our knowledge and analysis of cabinet changes and how these changes test the President´s capacity to 
manage the coalition and; 2) facilitating the comparison of cases, in other words, Concertación 
administrations. In this vein, we will work with two definitions of cabinet change between presidential 
elections (in other words, within administrations). One of these definitions is taken from literature 
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about parliamentary democracies and the second one has been created specifically for the analysis of 
the Concertación in particular and Chilean politics in general. The two definitions are the following: 
 
1) Change in any of the most important ministers, as defined by literature (the Interior, Finance 
and Foreign Relations Ministers) (Laver and Hunt, 1992).  
2) Change in at least one political minister (the Interior, SEGEGOB and/or SEGPRES Ministers) 
and/or any change in two or more ministers.  
 
The first definition facilitates comparison with further research. The most important ministers 
considered come from the list proposed by Laver and Hunt (1992) in a comparative study edited by 
Muller and Strom (2000). The Prime Minister also appears on this list, but, since this position does not 
exist in the Chilean government, we have not considered it. We have replaced the Prime Minister with 
the Interior Minister. Although we know it is not the same, in Chile the Interior Minister has a 
different status because they are designed Vice-President when the President is out of the country. 
Our second definition is the one that, in our opinion, is most suitable for Chilean politics and 
government administration. Let us explain why. First, in Chile, apart from the Ministry of the Interior, 
there are two other ministries considered “political” by parties and public opinion in general alike: the 
Ministerio Secretaría General de la Presidencia (SEGPRES) and the Ministerio Secretaría General 
de Gobierno (SEGEGOB). The first is in charge of government coordination, which includes the 
coordination of the legislative agenda. The second is in charge of government communications.
30
 
These ministries are very valuable to parties because they are responsible for the political aspects of 
government administration, as well as having a close relationship with the President because of the 
different areas of coordination they are in charge of. The three of them have residence in the 
                                                          
30
SEGEGOB was officially established as a ministry in 1976. Before that, it was only a service in charge of communications 
and cabinet coordination. SEGPRES was created in 1990 from the previous group established during the dictatorship, the 
Ballerino Committee (Ballerino was the name of the general in charge of this committee). Its aim was to coordinate the 
government agenda.   
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presidential building, the Palacio de La Moneda. The Concertación administrations have been very 
rigorous in the political distribution of these ministries. In addition, in our definition we will include 
the numerical aspect of this distribution.  
We think that the change of only one minister can be the consequence of a particular, causal event 
and that a single change influences a particular range of policies and a specific party more than 
coalition relations in general. On the contrary, if the President decides to change more than two 
ministers, this implies that they are introducing a different political design which will necessarily 
consider intra-coalition relations and political equilibrium among the coalition party‟s members. More 
changes of ministers are, from our perspective, where coalition dynamics and President-party relations 
and intra-party relations are tested. In cabinet changes, the president‟s political capacity is also tested. 
In this definition, we combine quantitative and qualitative criterion. The rest of the changes will be 
considered adjustments (Valenzuela, 1984). 
In this chapter we also include changes in the Interior Minister, not as a definition of cabinet 
change in itself, but as a way of generating comparable data. We agree with Valenzuela (1984), who 
mentions this change but does not define cabinet change through changes in this ministry. Although, 
in the case of the Concertación in particular and in Chile in general, the position of Interior Minister is 
one of the most important and recognized ones, it is not the same in parliamentary democracies. In 
Chile, the Interior Minister has important legal attributions like replacing the President when they are 
out of the country. In these cases, the Interior Minister is appointed Vice-President. Traditionally, the 
political system has recognized this position as one of the most important for politicians. Before the 
other two political ministers were created, the Interior Minister was the only one specifically 
“political”.  Nowadays, the Interior Minister controls the administration of the country, public security 
and the relationship between the central government and government at sub-national levels (regions 
and local governments). This minister administers an important budget and policies (for example, 
migration policies).  
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Moreover, this dissertation does not only consider cabinet and minister analysis, but also studies 
the lower, undersecretary level. Firstly, a qualitative analysis of undersecretaries has never been 
carried out. Secondly, this study is important for several reasons: to allow us to establish whether 
patterns do or do not exist in terms of power distribution at this second level; also to test other 
informal rules of power sharing and also the political-technocratic balance. Up to now, this has been 
assumed rather than determined. Thirdly, we will analyze the existence of pattern changes that relate 
to changes in undersecretaries in cabinet changes.   
Many analyses of coalition dynamics refer exclusively to cabinet formation. We will also examine 
the evolution of coalition dynamics at undersecretary level because it is evident that key strategies 
regarding coalitional dynamics may be implemented at this level. Are ministries controlled by 
individual parties or are checks and balances instituted by ensuring that vice-ministers from other 
parties are named?  Are inequalities of partisan balance at the ministry level potentially corrected at 
the undersecretary level?  These, among others, are questions that we will answer in this research.  
From the discussions in prior chapters regarding Chilean political history prior to and after 1973, 
we would expect cabinet data to show a greater number of unstable government coalitions, cabinet 
instability, ministerial rotation, a much less careful method of limiting party control of ministries and a 
more unstable technocratic presence. In the first section, we will, in fact, provide data that shows 
precisely the opposite: the maintaining of coalitions, cabinet stability and a continuous technocratic 
presence.  We will show that the first democratic administration after the Pinochet dictatorship was 
outstanding in terms of stability.  
The analysis presented before is focused on cabinets from a collective perspective. This analysis 
does not consider the individual perspective or, in other words, how adjustments influence stability. 
As we argued in Chapter 2, we follow Huber and Martínez Gallardo‟s (2004) argument that portfolio 
experience is the assumption that tenure in a specific post will allow the minister to gain expertise in 
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that policy area and build better relations with other cabinet members and the ministry‟s bureaucracy. 
This will make them more effective in pursuing policy objectives. On the other hand, political 
experience measures cumulative experience in the government, whether they switch from one 
portfolio to another or not.  In our view, portfolio experience is also an expression of the stability of 
the cabinet itself. Our hypothesis is that the Concertación administrations have certain patterns of 
portfolio experience, especially the first Concertación administration.  
Also, recent literature on cabinet instability has developed a new approach that centers on 
individual minister turnover (Huber and Martínez Gallardo, 2008). These authors argue that the 
relationship between the events that end governments and the events that mean the end for individuals 
is weak. Individual ministers are key to policymaking. Their turnover can be seen as instability that 
affects policymaking or as a sign of renovation and innovation. Thus, the relation of ministerial 
turnover and performance rely on the causes of this turnover and it becomes necessary to study cabinet 
and minister instability separately. These authors develop an analysis of individual termination events. 
We have followed these arguments and developed a Portfolio Experience Index to analyze whether the 
Concertación administrations are unstable or not in terms of ministerial rotation. In Chile, ministerial 
turnover is seen as negative for the government, so we will hypothesize that Concertación 
administrations will try to minimize ministerial turnover to increase government stability.  
We also develop a typology about the causes of cabinet change. The purpose of this is to generate 
a comparative classification of the causes of cabinet change with the aim of relating certain kinds of 
causes with the first Concertación administration and then comparing them to the rest of this 
coalition‟s administrations. Our argument is that stability is related to changes in mostly certain in 
elections and personnel. 
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e) The Role of Technocracy in Chile‟s Government Coalition 
In this last section, we refer to the technocratic presence at the upper levels of the state. We argue 
that, contrary to expectations, this presence did not cause political conflict among Concertación 
parties. The Political Use of Technocrats, our third independent variable, explains that technocrats 
were present within government coalitions but did not disrupt political control of the state because 
they were party members. 
Generally, technocratic presence has been seen in two dimensions: as opposed to politics and also 
as a defense against populist recipes for state policy administration. We will see that in the case of the 
Concertación administrations, technocrats helped to administrate the state with a certain financial 
strictness and, at the same time, were not opposed to politics because they were mostly members of 
the Concertación‟s political parties. 
This research also wants to contribute operational definitions of what technocrats and those who 
have traditionally been seen as their opponents – politicians – are. As a consequence, we will start 
with a brief discussion about technocracy and afterwards we will develop our profiles of technocrats, 
politicians and the hypotheses we are going to test. Concept definition is not trivial, because it helps us 
be precise in terms of its placement, importance (quantitatively and qualitatively-speaking) and role in 
contemporary decision-making.  
 
1) Technocrats and Politicians 
Generally, literature maintains that technocracy has an influence over policy decision-making.
31
 It 
also says that this influence varies from one country to another.
32
 This influence has been viewed as 
                                                          
31A different posture is argued by Grindle (1977), who maintains that technocracy is an actor that is independent from 
politics.   
 
32Contrary to the cases in Chile and Mexico, research on the case in Peru maintains that technocrats have been less 
influential. This phenomenon has made them less visible as political actors. In comparison to Chile, this weaker influence is 
explained because technocrats in Peru are not ideologically homogeneous (Cohaghan, 1998). In the last decades, in the case 
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opposing traditional politicians who are subject to democratic control (Meynaud, 1964; Fischer, 1990, 
Centeno, 1993). Technocracy debate and research was developed in the sixties in the USA
33
 and 
France especially (Silva, 1994). According to Meynaud (1964), the term was officially established in 
the scientific field in 1949, but coined in the USA after the First World War to describe a system of 
economic thought inspired by rational analysis and based on physical sciences.  
What is enhanced in the technocratic phenomenon is the nature of its influence - expert knowledge 
of economics or public management. In particular, Fischer (1990) proposes that the main difference 
between a technocrat and a politician is that the former bases their influence on expert knowledge and 
the latter on their political trajectory in elected posts or within party organizations. Centeno and Silva 
(1998) define technocratic experts as personnel who use knowledge (as opposed to representation or 
authoritarian control) to affirm their right to rule. Collier (1979) defines technocrats as individuals 
with a high level of specialized academic training, selected to occupy key decision-making or advisory 
roles in large complex organizations, both public and private.  
From a public policy perspective, it is difficult to quantify or specify the influence of technocrats 
and politicians. It is difficult to measure which part of a policy is technocratic or political. This is why 
it is normal to analyze different types of decision-makers when determining the role and influence of 
technocrats in contemporary decision-making. Generally, literature tries to differentiate technocrats 
from politicians by analyzing the nature of their influence (measured by their academic trajectory) and 
by their relation to politics (elections). Another way is to identify the profile and influence of 
technocrats by characterizing individual technocrats (Silva, 1998; Domínguez, 1997).  On the other 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
of Argentina, technocratic influence has not been uniform. During the Menem administration, technocrats were very 
influential in comparison to previous administrations because, in the former, they had more political support than in the latter 
(Huneeus, 1998). 
 
33Technocracy literature has also been developed in the United States and Europe. In the USA, literature analyzes the 
technocratic movement of the first half of the twentieth century (1900-1940) (Akin, 1977)33. Akin argues that technocracy in 
the thirties was anti-capitalist and anti-democratic; it was believed that engineers should rule the world.  
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hand, one of the characteristics of this literature is that the concept of technocrats has no unique 
definition, as do other social science concepts; it has been normal to use the concept without defining 
it (Centeno, 1998; Silva, 1991).  
In this research, we will define the technocrats‟ and politicians‟ trajectories with the aim, firstly, of 
differentiating them clearly and secondly, of placing them within the upper level of state apparatus. 
Secondly, we will use these concepts with the purpose of developing the part of our argument related 
to how the Concertación has shared power among its coalition partners. The inclusion of technocratic 
analysis in this government coalition is an original contribution to the analysis of coalition 
governments in general and in presidential systems in particular.  
 
2) Characterizing Technocrats 
If there is agreement on highlighting the influence of technocrats in decision-making, there has 
been much less agreement in relation to the definition of what a technocrat is. As we said before, the 
definition of technocracy and technocrats has been developed from the need to distinguish these 
decision-makers from traditional politicians (Ai Camp, 1995; Domínguez, 1997; Silva, 1998; 
Montecinos, 1993; Huneeus 1998). This distinction is used to differentiate their leadership from 
traditional politicians (Ai Camp, 1985), to characterize their skills (types of careers and level of 
studies) and also to relate technocratic presence to different economic models of development and, as 
a consequence, to policy options as neoliberal reforms. For example, Centeno (1993) argues that 
technocrats may share a cognitive framework and a way of analyzing social problems and dealing with 
solutions. For Centeno (1993), technocrats assume that rationality and scientific methods are beyond 
pragmatism.  
In the case of Mexico, Ai Camp (1985) notes that, although all the top decision-makers are 
politicians, it is possible to distinguish certain types on the basis of education, career, recruitment 
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patterns and sources of influence. Ai Camp (1985) analyses cabinet secretaries and undersecretaries 
between 1935 and 1983 and notes that, although most are lawyers, there has been an increase in the 
numbers of economists, engineers and architects. For this author, the best definition of technocracy is 
related to graduate education. Ai Camp (1993) defines Mexican political technocrats as college-
educated leaders, trained in economics with education abroad,
34
 knowledge of the North American 
Model, a national executive career and professional experience related to economic agencies.
35
 The 
explanation of how they reach the apex of state power is explained by their ability to reach the 
commanding heights of economic policy-making bureaucracy. This is different from the politician of 
the sixties and seventies whose lack of party experience meant they never held elected office. Ai Camp 
(1995) argues that political technocrats are not a new phenomenon in Mexican politics, but what is 
unique is that they dominate top-level positions and the presidency itself. These educational changes, 
for this author, are related to a change in values:  
Expertise may be more important in solving social and economic problems than political skills. 
Indeed, expertise is viewed as an asset to maintaining the stability of the political system and as 
the most important quality for all establishment politicians. (Ai Camp, 1983: 103).  
 
For this author, it is better to talk about political technocrats in the case of Mexico (1985, 1993).
36
  
Madrid‟s (2004) analysis about the influential role of technocrats in the pension systems‟ 
privatization policies introduced in Mexico during the eighties and nineties confirms what is argued by 
Ai Camp (1995) in terms of the characterization of technocrats as professionals with an academic 
career and graduate studies in universities in the USA, normally in economics or administration. These 
technocrats promoted economic reforms based on the assumption that the market is more efficient than 
                                                          
34
Ai Camp mentions Yale, Harvard, Stanford, Pennsylvania University and the Iberoamerican University in the USA and 
ITAM and UNAM in Mexico.  
 
 
35
In Mexico, there are three main economic institutions: the Secretaría del Tesoro, Programación y Presupuesto 
and the Banco de México. 
 
 
36
As we will see later, Domínguez (1997) defines this hybrid version of technocrats as technopols. 
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the state in the assignation of public goods. Moreover, these experts had little or no party experience. 
Madrid (2004) sustains that technocratic influence has not been the same within the state, because, in 
the case of Mexico, technocrats have mainly been placed in the Ministries of Finance and Planning 
and the Central Bank. It is interesting to highlight what Madrid argues for the Mexican case in terms 
of technocratic presence in the state, which has not been the same across all the Mexican states. We 
will take this argument and expect the same to be true for the Concertación administrations in which 
technocrats were more likely to be found in the Finance and Economy Ministries.  
Another aspect that technocratic literature seems to emphasize is the technocrats‟ scant political 
experience, defined by some authors like Ross Schneider (1998) as the absence of electoral experience 
(Madrid, 2004).  We will take this definition of the technocrats‟ political experience and add their 
party trajectory. We will also add electoral experience and party experience in terms of leadership 
responsibilities (President, Vice-President and Secretary General) to this. We will argue that 
technocrats have only the most minimal relationship with politics and parties (party affiliation).  
Technocratic literature agrees on the professional expertise and academic degrees that characterize 
technocrats. The most extended definition calls them professionals with PhDs in hard sciences like 
economics or engineering (Ai Camp, 1993, 1995). Others mention administration or law (Ross 
Schneider, 1998). Some authors specifically mention that these PhDs are from North American 
universities (Ai Camp, 1993; 1995). Silva (2009) sustains that, although most technocrats are 
engineers, economists, financial experts or managers, individuals with formal training in sociology 
and political science can become technocratized, accepting that decisions have to be made by experts.  
Another approach relates technocrats to economics and refers to economists in particular as having 
a political role (Montecinos, 1993). This new role crosses the North-South divide, as well as the 
boundary between authoritarian and democratic regimes. In South America today, for example, 
Executive bodies lacking a parliamentary majority may use the ostensible technical need for 
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economists to bypass party structures (Conaghan, 1998). This transition from technical advisers to 
positions of formal power cannot be explained by new technical prerequisites. The belief that 
economic affairs are central to government action and relations within governments has made the 
placing of highly trained economists in ministries part of a new kind of claim of legitimacy. The 
professional language of economists is like a new political lingua franca (Markoff and Montecinos, 
1993). In the case of Chile, it is argued that the importance of the role of economists in decision-
making has increased in Chile since the first economist occupied the post of Budget Director under the 
Alessandri Government (Markoff and Montecinos, 1993).  
 
3) Technocracy, Democracy and Economic Reforms 
Another issue in the debate about technocracy in Latin America relates to the type of regime type 
and to a particular ideology, which, in the case of Latin America, would be neoliberal. It is argued that 
there is a certain affinity between technocracy and market capitalism, because both put emphasis on 
productive efficiency (Centeno, 1993). Technocrats have been related to the introduction of neoliberal 
reforms in the region, especially orthodox versions (Ross Schneider, 1998; Domínguez, 1997; Silva, 
1997; Teichman, 2001; Huneeus, 1998; Silva, 2008).
37
  
The term technopol is proposed to define a particular decision-maker who combines both expertise 
and political capacity and is related to the implementation of economic reforms in Latin America 
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The relationship between technocrats and economic reforms was analyzed in the case of the Salinas de Gortari 
Administration in Mexico (Centeno, 1998). Policy change under his presidency was a technocratic revolution: it was directed 
by an elite committed to an exclusive policy paradigm based on the application of rational techniques (Centeno, 1998). With 
Salinas and De la Madrid, a new type of decision-maker arrived. In Mexico, técnicos and politicians are said to be different 
according to their career patterns (bureaucratic versus electoral experience), qualifications for entry (expertise versus loyal 
service to party), basis for legitimacy (professional administration versus continuation of revolutionary heritage) and 
ideology (technical versus political rationales). Geographical, generational and possible racial and class differences may also 
be reflected. Centeno distinguishes between four groups in the Mexican elite: técnicos, technocrats, political bureaucrats and 
politicians (each with different backgrounds, professional profiles and political functions). Politicians are the PRI dinosaurs, 
while political bureaucrats belong to the national office of the party but have no constituency. Técnicos are middle-class 
engineers and economists, who do not play dirty political games and are especially present in some institutions. A hybrid 
type is the technocrat, who combines the expertise of the técnico and the political influence of the politician. In the case of 
Mexico, they dominate large parts of the state.  
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(Domínguez, 1997). This author defines technopols as highly technically trained, politically engaged 
public figures who have made “economics „political‟” and have made their political allies govern more 
effectively. He argues that these policymakers have made economic policies acceptable to the public at 
large in democratic or authoritarian settings. Domínguez (1997) argues that technocrats can operate in 
both democratic and authoritarian regimes, because they offer a methodology for understanding social 
problems that rests on a belief in the ability to arrive at the optimal answer to any problem. Their key 
criteria for action are realism and efficiency. These technopols are a variant on technocrats because 
they are technocrats, but they are also political leaders.
38
  Technocrats often come from bureaucracy 
while technopols are outsiders.  
There is a match between technocrats and neoliberalism (Centeno, 1998). This author analyzes 
Hayek´s work as an example of one of the most constant lines of contemporary technocratic thought in 
the region: faith in markets and consumer distrust of democracy, as well as a distrust of the voters‟ 
choice. Hayek has three principles: there are superior forms of knowledge and higher truths than 
political debate will allow; the market is the best means to achieve knowledge and political and social 
conflict must not interfere with the market. Examples of the application of these principles are 
observed in Latin America. The technocratic mentality has an ambivalent relationship with 
democracy: it seeks to protect the population from its worst political instincts and, at the same time, 
trusts them to make the right economic choices.  
A different perspective is maintained by Whitehead (1997), who argues that the delegation of 
political authority to experts is not only related to neoliberalism, nor is it a new phenomenon in Latin 
America. What is new is the fact that, with the economic crisis of the eighties, the type of experts 
present has changed (before they were intellectuals and generalists). Now reforms are inspired by 
economics and implemented by professional economists.  
                                                          
38(1) at or near the top of their country´s governmental and political life (including the opposition), who (2) go beyond their 
specialized expertise to draw on various different streams of knowledge  and who (3) participate in the nation´s political life 
(4) for the purpose of affecting policies. 
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The relationship between technocrats and authoritarianism is as an aspect also evidenced by 
Mauceri (1997) in the case of Fujimori‟s Peru and the introduction of neoliberal reforms. Mauceri 
(1997) argues that President Fujimori governed with two groups: the technocrats and an informal 
network of loyalists. The author sustains that the technocrats had a role in reforming state structure, 
especially privatization. They had a key role in bringing together the government, international 
financial institutions and the local private sector. Technocrats were found at all levels of Fujirmori´s 
government, from ministers to agency directors.  
Technocrats are associated with unpopular reforms because they do not consider representation as 
a means to an end. Technocrats have few sources of independent support. There are four causal 
mechanisms for technocratic ascendancy: 1) modernization; 2) pluralism (technocrats as networks); 3) 
delegation (politicians delegate power to control uncertainty and 4) investor confidence. Economic 
crises gave power to neoliberal technocrats because Presidents designed technocrats in order to restore 
and maintain investors´ confidence (Ross Schneider, 1998)  
The relation between technocracy and neoliberal reforms is also explained by the level of 
autonomy from the politics that technocrats have usually had (Silva, 1997; Loureiro, 1997; 
Montecinos, 1997; Centeno, 1997; Ross Schneider, 1997). This has been facilitated by the weakening 
of political parties by labor and student organizations, especially left wing ones.
39
  
Dictatorships were a hard lesson to populist politics, because leaders realized that increasing, 
uncontrolled offerings and social demands could lead to an unmanageable situation that would bring 
back authoritarianism. As Silva (1997) says, this situation has provoked an increase in the number of 
leaders not related to politics. For some authors, like Silva (1997), there is a relationship between 
                                                          
39
As Corrales (1997) exemplifies with the Carlos Andrés Pérez (1989 – 1993) administration in Venezuela, relations between 
technocrats and politicians are not always good. According to this author, the técnicos‟ initiative to foster economic market 
reforms was not well received by politicians. In a pro-reform cabinet, técnicos were worried about efficiency and politicians 
about how to reduce the political costs of those reforms. In the case of the AD, politicians were opposed to the reforms 
promoted by the técnicos and the AD became an opposition party.  
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democracy and technocracy: less democracy implies more technocracy. Economic decision-making 
during dictatorships was isolated and democratization did not change technocratic decision-making in 
general in Latin America (Loureiro, 1997; Teichman, 2001).  
  A third argument that relates technocrats to neoliberal reforms is the greater visibility given to 
these decision-makers as a signal to the world that their financial and economic management is 
satisfactory. Technocrats have been transformed into the counterparts of international financial experts 
(Ross Schneider, 1998). 
In other words, the ascendancy of the technocratic elite (decision makers with PhDs in 
economics) in policy decision-making is seen as a key ingredient for the successful implementation of 
market reform (Haggard and Webb, 1994; Haggard and Kauffman, 1995; Pastor and Wise, 1992; 
Teichman, 1997; Teichman, 2001).  
As we will see later, in the case of Chile during the dictatorship, neoliberal reforms were 
introduced first (Huneeus, 1998; 2002). During the post-authoritarian democracy, technocrats in 
government coalitions maintained the same model, with extreme fiscal discipline and an increase in 
social spending.  
 
4) Technocracy Studies About Chile 
Since the beginning of the twentieth century in Chile, technocrats have been legitimate actors in 
politics, although, during the Frei and Allende administrations, they were ignored because of extreme 
political radicalization (Silva, 2009). 
There are few studies about technocracy prior to 1990. Silva (1994) analyzed technocracy between 
1927 and 1941 in Chile. First, he described the role of the technocrats in the Ibáñez government and 
later, their role in the creation of CORFO, during Aguirre Cerda´s government (1938-41).  He argues 
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that technocracy preceded the industrialization process. He maintains that technocracy played a role in 
the political system because it was a mediator between the middle class-led government and industrial 
and landed interests. Also, technocracy stood up to the remains of an oligarchic order under the 
direction of the Minister of Finance, Pablo Ramírez, who installed engineers in the administration. 
Afterwards, CORFO was created and technocrats were validated. The radical President, Pedro Aguirre 
Cerda (1938 – 1942), enjoyed autonomy because of their capacities. Rehren (1998) argues that 
President Alessandri (1958 – 1962) incorporated independent technicians into his cabinet (Rehren, 
1998). 
It is argued that technocratical influence has been stimulated by the modernization process and 
that they have occupied strategic positions as mediators between social and political actors.
40
 In this 
mediation, technocrats guarantee the proper administration of resources (Silva, 2009). This situation 
gives technocrats autonomy from politics (Silva, 1996). The case of Chile is different from that of 
Mexico, where technocratic ascendancy occurred among the decreasing importance of politics and loss 
of strength of political actors (Silva, 1996). 
Studies have demonstrated that technocrats played a central role in the introduction of neoliberal 
reforms during dictatorships (Silva, 1998; Huneuss, 2000; Teichman, 2001). Although technocrats did 
not belong to political parties, they belonged to right-wing political and social networks (gremialismo) 
(Huneeus, 1998). The technocrats‟ ideological homogeneity came from their common educational 
                                                          
40
To understand the relationship between technocracy and politics, we need to look at the institutional context in which this 
relationship is produced. Centeno (1993) suggests three measurements or characteristics to classify technocratic states: the 
penetration of technocratic elites in upper state administration; the extent to which institutions where there are technocrats 
become dominant decision-making organizations and the degree to which policies have a technocratic bias. The development 
of technocracy depends on the integration of all three. This author mentions Chile as an example of technocratic states. 
Technocratic control, according to this author, is fostered by five factors: the complexity of the tasks undertaken by the 
regime; the legimitation of the regime with reference to performance criteria; the institutional autonomy of state 
organizations associated with experts; regime stability and their position within a world system. In terms of stability, 
technocracy needs stability, either by consensus or repression. Someone has to do the dirty work, so they make alliances with 
other politicians. Centeno argues that democracy and technocracy do not go together well. Empirical evidence is pessimistic: 
the isolation of policymakers. Centeno defines technocratic democracies as the ones where elected representatives have 
nominal control over final decision-making, but the framing of decision-making is in the hands of experts. The majority of 
the population cannot understand all of the debate and, simultaneously, politicians need to know about some aspects of 
economics. In extreme cases, the distinction between experts and politicians disappears. There has to be consensus in order 
for technocrats to operate. 
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background at Chicago University‟s Graduate School. From this comes their nickname, the Chicago 
Boys (Huneeus, 1998).
41
 
In comparison to the view of Silva (1995), Huneeus (1998) argues that technocrats did search for 
political influence, demonstrated by their ties to political organizations at the Catholic University, like 
the Movimiento Gremial. The Chicago Boys and the gremialistas were not two separates groups, but a 
single one that followed a long-term strategy, led by the gremialista group and incorporating the 
Chicago Boys. In the opinion of Huneeus (1998), cohesion comes from politics, not from the 
economy.  
These actors gained influence with party members (Montecinos, 1998). Political discussion based 
on economic arguments was developed in several center-left think tanks. These influenced the first 
Concertación administration (Montecinos, 1998).  
It has also been suggested that the influence of technocrats after the dictatorship came from their 
role in the process of ideological renovation that the leftist parties went through (Silva, 1996; 
Montecinos, 1998). Thus, during the first years of democracy, technocrats maintained their influence 
on the state. Moreover, economists reinforced their influence over the state and political parties 
(Montecinos, 1998, 2003). This author suggests that during the Aylwin administration, a transversal 
network functioned in the state that gave coherence and continuity to policies (Montecinos, 1998). 
This network was autonomous from the political parties. Technocratic influence was fostered because 
Presidents Aylwin and Frei privileged technical skills over political parties (Silva, 1996). Strategic 
continuity and the role of technocrats could explain good economic results, which, at the same time, 
made their influence legitimate (Montecinos, 1994).  
The marked technocratic outlook of the Aylwin government (Silva, 2006) has been noted. Most of 
the holders of top governmental positions were experts in the specific field to which they were 
                                                          
41Between 1955 and 1963, 30 economists from the Universidad Católica (Catholic University) went to Chicago to study 
neoliberal policies (Silva, 1991). 
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appointed. The technocratic character of the Aylwin government was stimulated by three factors: the 
government coalition‟s need for a modus operandis that would not be subject to party quotas 
(Allende‟s criticized distribution of appointments based on party membership and not professional 
skills). The democratic government accepted the principle introduced by the neoliberal technocracy 
that technical and not political skills should be the main selection criteria; secondly, they accepted the 
academic upgrade of political leaders in exile and, thirdly, the need for economic stability. Aylwin‟s 
economic team was formed mostly by professionals with graduate studies abroad, who belonged to 
think tanks and had been members of CIEPLAN (Silva, 2006).
42
 
Silva (2006) argues that since the return to democracy, the role of technocrats in the four 
Concertación administrations has grown, with economist technopols like Foxley, Aninat, Eyzaguirre 
and Velasco
43
 as key figures. 
One of the characteristics of technocrats has been their continuous presence in the state, providing 
stability at moments of political instability (1931-1938), fostering agreements (1988-19909 and 
strengthening democracy and economic development (1990 – 2006). (Silva, 2006: 177).  
 
Silva (2009) argues that democracy can coexist with technocratic groups, as seen in the 
Concertación. The presence of technocrats in the Concertación was due to the promise of change in 
the economic model, but also to the process of political learning: a technocratic presence was due to 
necessity and conviction. Silva focuses on the economic teams of the four Concertación 
                                                          
42
Ministry of Finance, Minister Alejandro Foxley (University of Wisconsin); Undersecretary Pablo Piñera (University of 
Boston); Chief of Staff Andrés Velasco (Columbia University); Budget Director, José Pablo Arellano (Harvard University); 
Internal Revenue Service Director, Javier Etcheberry (Michigan University); Macroeconomic Policy Coordinator,  Manuel 
Marfán (Yale University); Ministry of Economy, Minister Carlos Ominami (Université de París); Undersecretary Jorge 
Marshall (Harvard University); Policy Coordinator Director, Alejandro Jadresic (Harvard University); Secretary of Foreign 
Investment, Fernán Ibáñez (MIT). Other institutions: Andrés Sanfuentes, President of the Banco Estado, (Chicago 
University); Coordinator of Foreign Debt, Eduardo Aninat (Harvard University); Director of Corfo, Ernesto Tironi ( MIT); 
Supervisor of the Stock Market, Hugo Lavados (Boston University); Central Bank Adviser, Roberto Zahler ( Chicago 
University); Central Bank Director of Studies, Ricardo French Davis (Chicago University); Operations Manager of CORFO, 
Alvaro Briones (Universidad Autónoma de Mexico); Banco Estado Vice-President, Ernesto Edwards (Boston University); 
Vice-Director of Odeplan, Alvaro García (California State University); Director of Fosis, Nicolás Flaño (Yale University); 
Director of INE, Alex Guardia (Université de París).  
 
 
43
The three of them were Finance Ministers.  
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administrations.
44
 The different categories of public officials used in his research make it difficult to 
compare how the presence of technocrats has evolved in post-authoritarian Chilean governmental 
politics. For Silva (2009), technocratic regimes emerge for political reasons, rather than through an 
inherent need for modernization. We have considered this author‟s argument and maintain that 
technocratic presence is used by politicians to strengthen their administrative capacity and, as a 
consequence, gain stability. 
In Chile, technocratic presence during the Concertación administrations was considered a way to 
improve state administration and increase investors‟ confidence and that of international institutions 
(Montecinos, 1997; Silva, 2006). In this dissertation, we will define politics and technocrats and then 
we will locate the former within state administration (ministers and undersecretaries). We will argue 
that, in the case of the Concertación administrations, a technocratic presence did not cause tension 
between parties because the technocrats belonged to the very same political parties. We will maintain 
that it is precisely this combination of political and technocratic expertise that has helped coalition 
governability. 
It can be observed that technocracy and technocrats have been used as an independent variable to 
explain state modernization, political control and the coalition‟s capacity to administrate the first 
transition government, among others. In this investigation, we will do the same. Our third independent 
variable is the political use of technocrats, which claims that a technocratic presence within the 
Concertación coalition helped its stability (since the technocrats did not interrupt the political control 
of the state because they belonged to the political parties) and government stability (by developing 
mostly macroeconomic policies).  
                                                          
44Minister of Finance, Economic Affairs and others institutions like the Central Bank, Banco del Estado and Odeplan. For 
Aylwin, he counted 21 members, their position and their university, not their formal education; nineteen for the Frei 
administration, where he lists their university and their master and graduate studies. For Lagos, Silva listed the members of 
President Lagos‟ first cabinet and their professional training. For Bachelet, Silva enumerated the members of Expansiva, a 
liberal technocratic think tank. 
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We will define this independent variable by creating a way of measuring technocrats and 
politicians that will allow us to quantify the nature of the technocratic phenomenon in Chile. We will 
use Silva‟s (2009) argument that technocracy can exist with democracy, but we will specify that the 
influence of technocrats in the Concertación is more qualitatively than quantitatively important. Along 
these lines, I will define technocrats as decision-makers at the upper level of the government 
(ministers and undersecretaries) with a high level of formal education (PhDs or PhDs © in economics) 
and no political career. This is an ideal type. In practice, it is more common to find technocrats with 
some relationship to politics, like militancy - in other words, political technocrats as defined by Ai 
Camp in the case of Mexico (Ai Camp, 1985). I will also create a definition for politicians, based on 
their political experience, defined as electoral experience and party leadership. Having no party 
affiliation will be the lowest category and both electoral experience and party leadership the highest.  
Level Type of Education 
1 No formal education, secondary education, incomplete undergraduate education 
2 Complete undergraduate education, Masters ©, Masters Soc. Sciences and others (except 
Economics and Engineering) 
3 Uncompleted undergraduate education in  Economics or Engineering, Masters © and 
Masters in Economics or Engineering 
4 PhD © and PhD in Soc. Sciences and others (except Economics and Engineering) 
5 PhD © and PhD in Economics or Engineering 
 
We have also constructed a profile for politicians.  This ranked between 0, which means no 
militancy and, and 4, which corresponds to a politician with a political trajectory defined as both 
having held elected posts (whether or not they were elected) and having been political leaders in their 
party (President, Vice-President or Secretary General). 
Level Type of political career 
0 No militancy 
1 Militancy 
2 Candidate to electoral posts (winner or loser) 
3 Party leader  
4 Electoral posts (winner or loser) and party leader 
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We will argue that, from the perspective of government coalitions, the Concertación combined 
political and technical expertise in a way that created stability rather than conflict (which translated 
into coalition maintenance and cabinet stability). 
f) Summing Up 
 The dependent variables and hypotheses of this investigation measure stability. They are: 
1) Maintaining coalitions. It is expected that, in general terms, the Concertación maintained the 
same party composition from the beginning;  
2) Cabinet stability. It is expected that the Concertación administrations had a certain pattern of 
cabinet change, with the Aylwin administration being outstanding in terms of stability. In this 
variable, we also consider portfolio experience. It is expected that, as with cabinet stability, a 
certain pattern of portfolio experience will be observed, with the Aylwin administration being the 
one with the most portfolio experience. It is expected that all the Concertación indicators will 
show more stability than the pre-1973 democratic administrations. Coalition dynamics help to 
provide overall stability. 
 The factors or independent variables that explain the dependent variables are: 
1) Suprapartidismo. The President has the right to decide their cabinet. This independent variable 
is presented by describing and explaining the process of cabinet appointments in each 
administration. This autonomy or extended presidential autonomy came about because of the 
need to change what was considered the negative influence of the parties over the state, as 
characterized by pre-1973 democracy, especially the UP. The party leaders accepted that the 
President had the liberty to structure his cabinet, but, at the same, the President was 
responsible for balancing party presence in the cabinet. Cabinet members were loyal to the 
President first and then to their party. 
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2) The Informal Rules of Power Sharing (Insurance Policy). These were developed by 
Concertación Presidents to increase coalition governability. There were two rules: one whose 
aim was to share appointments among coalition partners based on the proportionality rule, one 
of the most used informal rules to divide power. The other, that we have named 
transversalidad, was created with the aim of limiting the party monopoly in State areas by 
increasing the inter-party presence in Ministries. Our hypothesis is that these informal rules 
(proportionality and transversalidad) reduced uncertainty regarding how power 
(appointments) wase shared among coalition parties by establishing the rules of the game in 
relation to power-sharing. Also, these rules prevened the President from favoring their own 
party. The success of these informal rules during the Aylwin administration meant that they 
continued to be applied in the other three Concertación administrations.  
In relation to the power sharing rules: 1) the Concertación developed certain informal rules to 
share power among coalition party members with the aim of diminishing potential conflicts 
over power sharing (appointments). 2) Starting with what is argued by several authors 
(Siavelis, 2006; Garretón, 1992), we maintain that: a) President Aylwin developed several 
informal rules to divide up power, based on several criteria like cuoteo (based on 
proportionality) and transversalidad; b) the sustaining of these informal rules in the last three 
administrations can be explained by the success of the first time they were implemented; c) the 
Concertación administrations structured portfolio allocation based on the proportionality 
between party representation in Congress and cabinet party representation; d) as in the 
parliamentary system, the biggest party tends to be under-represented and smallest tends to be 
over-represented; e) contrary to what Siavelis (1997a) argues in relation to the Executive‟s 
structure, in which each ministry had an undersecretary from a different party, from our point 
of view the purpose of this organization was not the improvement of Executive-Legislative 
relations but of internal coalition relations by preventing the excessive influence of parties in 
the state, as occurred during the Allende government.  
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3) Political Use of Technocrats. This variable explains the role of technocrats in coalition 
dynamics during the Concertación administrations. The technocratic presence in the 
Concertación did not interrupt political control of the state. There are no technocratic or 
clientelist parties. All the coalition parties recognized technocratic expertise and proposed 
them for cabinet (with the exception of the PR that did not have any technocrats). This makes 
the insurance policy possible in terms of the administration of resources. We define the 
technocratic and politician profiles that allow us to measure technocratic presence in the 
cabinet. Our hypothesis is that technocratic presence in the Concertación administrations does 
not break with political control of appointments because the majority of technocrats belong to 
a party. Technocrats are not autonomous from politics. We hypothesize that technocratic 
influence is more qualitative than quantitative.  
 
We have defined a politician‟s and technocrat‟s profile that can be applied to every minister 
and undersecretary in the four Concertación administrations. We expect to discover: a) the 
technocratic and politicians‟ profiles; b) the technocrats in financial and economic 
appointments; c) that the technocratic presence does not interrupt political control of 
appointments because the large majority of technocrats are party members and d) that 
technocratic influence is more qualitative than quantitative.  
 
We have now finished the presentation of the literature that we will use in this dissertation. In 
the following chapters, we will give a brief overview of the main characteristics of Chilean and 
especially coalition politics. Secondly, we will describe how and why the Concertación was created 
during the dictatorship.   
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3. Coalition Politics in Chile 
a) Introduction 
The previous chapter presented those aspects of the literature that can be  used to analyze 
Concertación administrations. This Chapter focuses on an overview of Chilean politics providing  a 
brief background of Chilean party and coalition dynamics. Key historical legacies or “constants” from 
the pre-Allende period are not the same as those faced by Concertacion administrations. 
Coalition dynamics are not new in Chilean politics, of course. Political coalitions have been 
part of this country‟s politics since the 19th century. These coalitions have been developed in a context 
of a  stable democracy, where parties have been part of  coalitions  characterized by elite negotiation. 
In the 20
th
 century, with the exception of the military dictatorship (1973 – 1990) and the authoritarian 
administration of General Ibáñez in 1927, the military have never held  power.  
In general, coalition politics in Chile have been influenced by three factors: first, strong 
presidentialism, where presidents have dominated politics and the state (Collier and Sater, 2004). 
Second, party control of the  state (Cleaves, 1974). This control has influenced the the rewards each 
party expects to receive when a coalition winst the Presidency. And finally, a consolidated party 
system characterized by the division in three thirds, left, center and right.  
We will follow Muller and Strom´s (2000) characterization of coalition politics: coalition 
politics are institutionally conditioned; they are expressed as a game among parties; they are strategic; 
and these are governed by anticipation (decided before). As noted, coalitions are affected  by the 
institutional political framework and by the relation among strategic actors, primarliy, political parties. 
This relation is what is called a party system. This Chapter analyzes these first two features that have 
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influenced coalition politics in Chile since the second third of the 20
th
  century: institutions and party 
system. Chapter 4 examines  other two aspects, strategic actors and coalition formation.  
As  is  the Pinochet military dictatorship sought to make a profound change in Chilean 
political and institutional system (Huneeus, 2002). The military and its civilian allies introduced 
economic and political reforms that changed Chile. The 1980 Constitution expressed their view of 
politics and society, an is characterized as a protected democracy.
45
 Did the military and their reforms 
changed coalition politics in Chile? In this chapter we briefly summarize the main institutional and 
strategic aspects of coalitions in contemporary Chile.  
This chapter is divided in two sections: first, a general characterization of Chilean politics before 
the military coup of 1973 and then a short term analysis that might help to understand and dimension 
of the nature of Concertación, in terms of its capacity to unify former political enemies.  
 
b) Coalition Politics Before 1973 
1) Institutional and historical context 
With the exception of the so called Parliamentary Republic between 1891 and 1924 (which really 
was a semi-presidential system), Chile has had a presidential  political regime . In Chile the President 
has been a key actor since the origins of the Republic. The 1980 Constitution reinforced this role (De 
Ramón, 2010).  
Institutionally speaking, in Chile there have been eight constitutions all of which established a 
presidential form of government. In the constitutions of 1818, 1822 and 1833 the president was clearly 
the dominant actor. The ones of 1823 and 1828 and the original of 1925 (before the reforms of 1943 
                                                          
45
For details of 1980 Constitution see: Huneeus, Carlos (without date), Reforma Electoral en Chile. www.juridicas.unam.mx. 
Also see: www.congreso.cl; Cristi and Ruiz Tagle (2006).  
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and 1970) tended to be more balanced with a more powerful Congress, although still clearly 
presidential.  
The 1833 Constitution set up the rules that lasted for almost a century (1833 – 1925). In it, the 
President had wide control  over the bureaucracy, the armed forces, the judiciary and the making of 
laws.  The norm has been for the President  to appoint and remove ministers, intendentes (regional 
authorities) and gobernadores (governors).
46
 In this Constitution Congress could not supervise and 
remove (through acusaciones constitucionales) ministers.  
Since 1871 several constitutional reforms have given more power to Congress. One of the most 
important was the one that facilitated Congress‟ constitutional right to censure  ministers (1874). 
During the Parliamentary Republic (1891 – 1924), Congress could dissolve cabinets, but the President 
could not dissolve the Chamber of Deputies and call for new elections. With this rare formula, 
instability was a fundamental characteristic of this period: 489 cabinet positions were vacated and 
filled between 1891 and 1925, with an average  cabinet lasting  133 days (Siavelis, 2000). In 1924 
another reform was introduced and authorized deputies to censure  ministers. 
The constitutional framework that guided the period between 1932
47
 and 1973 was established in 
the 1925 Constitution. The 1925 Constitution created a strong Executive power with important 
administrative rights. In this legal framework the President was the leader of the government and of 
the Executive. He had the right to appoint and dismiss ministers, undersecretaries and all public 
personnel. The President also appointed judges of Ordinary Courts (from a list proposed by the 
Supreme Court), of Appeal Courts and even from the Supreme Court. The President‟s in office was 
                                                          
46
19
th
 century cabinets were small: four ministers ( Internal-External Relations, Finance, War-Navy and Justice-
Education). In 1871 the first one was divided and  the Ministry of Foreign Relations was created (Collier and 
Sater, 2004).  
 
 
47
The year 1932 is the beginning of a political period that lasted until 1973. That year ended a period of political 
instability characterized by different political experiments. See: for example, Valenzuela, 1996; Correa et. Al, 
2001; Moulian, 1992). 
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elected by direct universal suffrage,
48
 and members of the Congress could not be ministers at the same 
time.
49
 The 1925 Constitution put an endeto periodic laws by which Congress pressured the President, 
and if  Congress did not approve a budget  within a fixed term established by the Constitution, the 
President‟s budget  was  automatically approved.50  
But Congress retained the ability to censure ministers. Censure could  be initiated with 10 
deputies,
51
 and a simple  majority of the Senate was needed for censure. The 1980 Constituction  
preserved censure  but with more requirements than before.  
One of the crucial aspects in coalition governments which is especially important for the study , is 
the influence of political parties in the State. The institutional features of parliamentarism regulated 
this influence by giving the parties with majority of legislative representation the right to form the 
government, which in practical terms meant  cabinet formation. In presidentialism, this relation is 
indirect, because the President has the right to appoint cabinet members. In practice it is the president 
who negotiates with parties (or party) to form cabinets.  
The influence of political parties over the state is also related to state structure and bureaucratic 
characteristics, especially its autonomy from political control. In general, and independent of Chilean 
state capacity to administer policies, political control of bureaucracy has been very important (Cleaves, 
1974; Valenzuela 1984). There is a civil service, but for the lower levels of the administration. The 
upper level consist of appointees  controlled by political parties. The period between 1932 and 1973 
was characterized by a strong influence of political parties on the state and the government. Although 
the 1925 Constitution ended congressional responsibility over ministers,  President still needed parties 
                                                          
 
 
48
In the 1833 Constitution presidential election became indirect. 
49Before 1925, ministers could be also members of Congress. 
 
50Periodic Laws were the bills that needed annual approval by Congress. Congress can pressure the government by not 
approving them.  
 
51 A minister can be accused of  several crimes like judicial treason, bribery and the misuse of public resources, among 
others. 
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to negotiate  cabinet appointments. This political control of bureaucracy has meant , In todays  
presidential system Presidents have the constitutional right to appoint his/her cabinet, undersecretaries 
and any other confidence post within state apparatus. Although the legal framework gives presidents 
total freedom to exert this right, in practice presidents have to balance party representation to avoid to 
create conflict within his/her coalition.  
This influence was expressed in the need of the President to have a “pase” ( informal 
authorization) from the party of the candidate selected by the President to occupy confidence posts like 
ministers or undersecretaries. Presidents had to bargain with parties‟ central committees to obtain their 
approval. In this sense, appointed ministers and other civil service appointees had  two loyalties,  one 
to the President, and one to the party. As Siavelis argues: 
Given the historical party context, and the exigencies of cabinet formation, the president‟s need to 
secure legislative and party approval produced a politics of give and take” (2000:7). 
 
2) Party System 
 As  Muller and Strom (2000) note coalition politics are influenced by the relation among 
parties. This relation is what is called party system. One of the first characteristics of Chilean politics  
has been the early institutionalization, during the 19
th
 century, of party system (Scully, 1995; 
Valenzuela, 1995; Valenzuela, 1996; Luna, 2008). Another characteristic has been the existence of 
ideological blocs in a multiparty system (Scully, 1995; Valenzuela, 1995; Valenzuela, 1996).  
 Historians, political scientists and sociologists have underlined the importance of political 
parties in the development of politics and democracy in Chile (Valenzuela, 1996). This, literature has 
also underlined that Chilean parties have been also characterized by non-programmatic linkages with 
citizens; by electoral bases that seem to be more heterogeneous and volatile that what common sense 
suggests, and by an electoral participation in the pre 1973 period  that tended to be low (Valenzuela, 
1977; Luna, 2008). 
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Parties in Chile developed from two cleveages  that have divided society since its 
independence from Spanish rule in 1810: The first, based on religious matters, and the second, based 
on socioeconomic differences (Scully, 1995; Valenzuela, 1996; Luna, 2008). The first cleveage 
originated in the 19
th
 century, and was related to a conflict over the role of the Catholic Church in 
society and its influence on the state. From this cleveage, two groups were created,  one that defended 
Church interests and the other which defended a secular state. From this cleveage came the 
Conservative Party (Church defenders), and the National, Liberal and Radical parties wich favored a 
secular state. 
In the 20
th
 century the Chilean party system changed toward the incorporation of different 
groups and a focus on problems  related to economic issues. It was in the Parliamentary Republic 
(1891 – 1925), characterized by a highly competitive political system and the expansion of political 
organizations that a cleveage based in class conflict was created. The growing number of  workers in 
the nitrate industry and the increasing urbanization of cities, especially Santiago, generated a mass of 
workers that organized to fight for their interests. The first party to represent workers was  the 
Democratic Party (1887), which split in 1912 to create the Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores 
(Workers‟ Socialist Party), predecesor of  the Communist Party, which was created in 1922.  
In 1933 the  Socialist Party (PS) was created. The PS was especially popular among labor 
leaders who were not Communists. So in the first third of the 20thcentury the two most important left 
parties, the Communist and Socialist were created.  During this period the Radicals weretransformed 
in a center party.  Among the conservatives, another split took place into the Conservative Party and 
Traditionalist Conservative Party. Also young conservatives split to create the Falange Nacional, 
which later became the  the Christian Democratic Party.  
Thus the party system before 1973 was characterized by three ideological groups:  Right, 
Center and Left. Diverse political parties expressed this division. Between 1932 and 1973 each of 
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these political blocs generally obtained between one-fourth and one-third of the votes. No individual 
party obtained more than the 30% of the votes in the Chamber of Deputies, excepting the Christian 
Democrats in 1964. As Siavelis and Valenzuela argue (1991),  
The fact that Chilean individual parties did not reach the necessarily majority in the Chamber 
of Deputies implied that the government had to be a coalition. During this period, Chilean 
party system was really a multiparty one, and to be more exact, a multiparty system with three 
blocs, and with a strong dependence from coalitions. 
 
Since no party received more than a quarter of the vote,  they needed coalitions to win the 
Presidency and obtain legislative governability. In this scenario, party alliances continued to be 
dominated by the short term formation of electoral coalitions that did not last the period of 
government.  Cabinet and legislative coalitions changed frequently. Near  the end of the presidential 
period, party coalitions were thinking more in the next presidential coalitions than in congressional 
majorities or in government policymaking.  The reaffirmation of a full presidential regime in the 1925 
Constitution should have increased cabinet stability, but the need to create  viable legislative coalitions 
and the elections (congressional and presidential) lead to a  decrease in cabinet stability. The change to 
direct elections allowed independents to emerge in presidential elections, such as Ibáñez in 1952 – 
1958. In this sense, electoral coalitions that could win presidency were easy to form, but coalitions that 
will last  were more difficult to maintain. While there was a  left, center and right, but within these was 
also divisions  A complicating factor in the formation of alliances was that parties with proximate 
positions, or factions that had split were often engage in a fierce competition as they tried to win 
similar voters.   
Later in the 1950‟s  the PDC (1957) replaced the Radicals in the center.  
This highly competitive  Chilean party system before 1973 was increased with polarization 
produced during the second half of the 20thcentury, when the  Cold War and Cuban Revolution 
affected Chile‟s center-left (Valenzuela, 1996; Siavelis y Valenzuela, 1991). During this period most 
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agreements were reached in negotiations (Valenzuela, 1996, 1999; Moulian, 1992). There were three 
reinforcing factors that encouraged this give-and-take: a pragmatic center (radicals), viability of 
representative arenas of decision making (like the Congress) and legitimacy of public institutions 
(Valenzuela, 1999).  
Another issue about  Chilean politics was presidential electoral intervention. The  the general 
purpose for  electoral reforms to limit state intervention in electoral processes and guarantee 
transparency and neutrality in elections 
In Chile several reforms tried to limit this intervention. In 1871 presidential reelection was 
prohibited. Toward 1890 the first national electoral register was established and it was established 
guarantees to the secrecy of the vote. In 1891 it was established the organization and control of 
electoral process was transferred to local governments. Electoral laws of 1925 established an 
independent electoral register and a more neutral mechanism to count the votes through the Elections 
Tribunal. In 1958 the electoral law reform created a unique register which decreased fraud. In relation 
to the electoral system, the 1925 Constitution established a proportional electoral system with 
D‟Hondt formula. If we consider the congressional elections from 1945 to 1973, Chile had a 
proportional electoral system (Siavelis and Valenzuela, 1991). 
The secularization of the entire party system also ocurred in these years so the  Radicals lost 
their principal attraction.
52
 In the 1950
th
  the Christian Democratic Party was created with the intention 
of capturing the political center. The PDC captured the electorate that was Catholic but did not agree 
entirely with the principles of the Conservative Party. The PDC was also successful among urban 
labor movement and in organizations of rural workers. The PDC won  presidential elections of 1964 
by attracting small and center left parties and, center-right parties. The Socialists  also retained an 
electoral force around 10% and the Communist Party around that percentage. The PDC victory  
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produced the restructuring of the party system and influenced the composition of the right and the 
center and the PDC has been a key protagonist of Chilean politics, even since (Huneeus, 2003).  
As in other countries, Chile‟s Christian Democrat parties was founded by Catholic leaders with 
support from progressive elements  of the Catholic Church. This party was created by the merge of the 
Falange Nacional with other social Christian parties in 1957. Soon the Christian Democrats increased 
their electoral base in Congressional elections of 1961 and municipal elections of 1963. In the1964 
presidential election,the PDC‟s Eduardo Frei with no coalition. In fouryears the PDC increased its vote 
from 16% in congressional elections to 43.6% in 1968 (Huneeus, 2003). In 1969 the first important 
PDC split was produced when the “rebels” (congressmen with support of young members) criticized 
government performance and decided to found the MAPU (Movimiento Acción Popular Unitario). 
Later in 1971 another group, the terceristas, a more moderate dissident group, split and created the IC.  
 
3) Government coalitions  
During the 20
th
 century in Chile two left-leaning government coalitions stand out: the Frente 
Popular (Popular Front, 1938 – 1952) and the Unidad Popular (Popular Unity, 1970 – 1973). The 
other  governments between 1932 and 1973 were formed by different party combinations andin the 
case of the Frei Montalva‟s administration, by a single party.  
 
a) Frente Popular 
In comparison to the Concertación, which united center – left parties such as  the Christian 
Democrats and the socialists, the Frente Popular united radicals, socialists and communists. This 
coalition took the experience from other similar coalitions in Spain and France that got together in an 
antifascist axis in times of world division into blocs.  
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The axis of this coalition was the Radical Party, who governed between 1938 and 1952. The 
electoral coalition of communists, radicals and socialists and began to weakened in 1941, because of  
conflict between Socialists and Communists. In 1946 another radical was elected President,  Gabriel 
González Videla, also supported by the Liberals. Soon the communists left the government and 
Congress at the request of President González Videla passed  a law that outlawed them. As Correa et 
al. (2001) argue:  
The Radical  administrations made different political combinations: started with a left 
coalition that excluded Conservative and Lberals and ended with the Radicals allied with 
Right wing parties, and simultaneously persecuting the Communists. Since  1942, party 
system opened to different government formulas that included from Marxist parties to the 
Liberal Party. So, it is mistaken to consider the Frente Popular administrations as a center left 
coalition, because what we are observing was a complete network of political negotiations that 
had as result the most varied ministerial combinations. All these had in common the central 
influence of the Radical Party. (2001: 130) 
 
These authors also argue that this fluid relationship  between the Left and the Right in the 
1940‟s  is explained by World War II   
In 1952 General Ibáñez won the presidency, and his administration was characterized as an 
authoritarian type of populism. His administration had high cabinet instability also (Correa et. Al, 
2001). General Ibáñez governed first with a Socialist faction, and then with the Partido Agrario 
Laborista. At the end of 1957 the Ley de Defensa de la Democracia (that outlawed the communists) 
was abolished. In 1958 was elected an independent entrepreneur, Jorge Alessandri. 
53
Alesssandri (son 
of former President Alessandri, 1920 -  1924 and 1932 -  1938) formed his first cabinet with 
independents,with  technical expertise. This cabinet was later replaced  by traditional politicians.  
 
 
                                                          
53In the 1958 elections the FRAP (Frente Amplio de Acción Popular), a coalition formed by Left parties (communists, 
socialists and other smaller groups), obtained  second place,  and the Radicals, the third. 
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b) Unidad Popular 
In August 22   1973, 19 days before the military coup, the Chamber of Deputies approved a 
statement which declared that the government had acted against the Constitution and had violated the 
law. This is an example of the tense situation that existed in Chile during 1973 and indeed, since 
Allende assumed office. Three years before, on September 4
t
 1970, Allende had not obtained the 
necessary majority to win the Presidency, winning  the 36.6% of the votes against 34.9% of the 
Conservative  candidate, former President Alessandri, and 27.8% of the PDC candidate, Radomiro 
Tomic. With no majority,  the Congress had to  choose one of the candidates. Allende won with 153 
votes, against 35 of Alessandri and 7 from Tomic. During the Allende administration the PDC firmly 
opposed the government.  
The experience of the UP (1969 - 1973) deeply influenced contemporary Chilean politics. 
From this experience, which tragically ended with a military coup , Concertación leaders learned the 
importance of governability. 
In many ways, the UP was the end of an époque. First, it was the end point of a decade of 
ideological radicalization that represented the clash of different ideologies. The UP represented a part 
of the same world ideological confrontation that symbolized the struggle between Marxism and what 
was called the Free World. The UP was the expression of the Cold War, and Chile‟s left parties 
defined themselves as being part of the anti- imperialist axis.
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Second, the UP reflected  a period of radicalism and intense struggle. From the point of view 
of coalition politics, the UP represented the first coalition government that grouped the majority of the 
center left. It was based on two strong parties, the communists and the socialists. It differed  from the  
left coalition formed at the end of the 1950s fifties, the FRAP in that the UP incorporated the Radicals 
and some members of the PDC. UP was led by socialist Salvador Allende, who had been a presidential 
                                                          
54Interview with President Lagos‟ adviser. 
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candidate in  1952, 1958 and 1964.. UP was  an electoral coalition formed by left parties: communists, 
socialists, radicals, social democrats, the Acción Popular Independiente (API) and the MAPU 
(Movimiento Acción Popular Unitario).  
Two features of UP  must be underlined: first, in general, UP‟s political leaders believed that 
democracy was a step toward socialism, but they demanded an increase in the pace of change.  UP 
leaders believed in rapid “revolutionary” changes. Also, UP‟s main goal was to increase public 
ownership of  means of production. The idea was to promote a state-led development strategy.
55
 Once 
in office, UP therefore initiated a process of economic reform that included the nationalization of 
diverse industries and an agrarian reform. Also, the UP administration increased public spending on 
social programs. All these created economic problems, especially high inflation  and generated the 
strong rejection from entrepreneurs who felt threatened by these policies.
56
.   
Most important for our research is  the relationship between parties and the State. Parties can 
foster or inhibit policy decision making, , especially if they are joined in coalitions (Valenzuela, 2008). 
As  already argued, to a certain extent the UP was the extreme opposite of the Concertación‟s 
autonomy from parties, since the role of  political parties within the UP government was characterized 
by the strong influence of the former of  the later. Although the President had the same formal right to 
appoint government members as it has had in Chile‟s post-Pinochet era, political parties had a stronger 
influence in comparison to post authoritarian democracy. As one of  responded said:  
During the UP, parties were much more important in the State than today, and even were more 
important that the State itself. It was not important to be in the State. The action was in 
political parties. Parties were very important. Parties looked upon the State with no respect. If 
the party sent you to the State it was like a punishment, because the revolution was been 
creating in the parties.
57
 
                                                          
55Interview with UP member.  
 
56
For a complete analysis of economic policies during Allende see: Bitar, Sergio. 1995.  Chile 1970 – 1973. Asumir la 
historia para construir el future. Santiago, Chile. Pehuén ediciones.  
 
57Interview with President Lagos adviser. 
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If the party-state relationship  was complicated, internal coalition dynamics were not  easy 
either, because political and strategic differences  grew inside the coalition (Oppenheimer, 2007). One 
position was represented by the Communists, and was generally followed by the radicals and the 
MAPU. This faction proposed a broad alliance, including the Christian Democrats. The objective of 
this Alliance was deep anti-oligarchical reforms that would allow for the construction of socialism. 
The other faction represented by the Socialists (Altamirano faction, Christian Left and part of MAPU) 
rejected alliances with other parties.
58
 Socialists were deeply influenced by the Cuban Revolution and 
had opted for radical changes that included the arm way as an alternative.
59
 
Also, there was internal conflict in the President´s own party, the PS. PS leader Carlos 
Altamirano had a more  radical position in policy options than the President itself. Allende had to 
make alliances with the communists to diminish the radical positions of its own party.
60
 Allende had 
learn from the experience of the Frente Popular, the Radical governments ofthe 1940‟s in which 
Radical presidents faced  opposition within their own party.  
Although the purpose of this dissertation is not the comparison of the UP and Concertación, 
the brief characterization of coalition dynamics during Allende administration is necessary to 
understand the nature of the changes introduced by Concertación governments in terms of government 
coalition dynamics, especially regarding the relation of the parties and the state. As the Concertación 
would do in the 1990‟s, political leaders in the 1970‟s made several agreements over the division of 
Executive branch positions, as the UP developed ways  to increase cooperation among coalition 
parties.  To avoid the establishment of pockets of influence in the bureaucracy, the various UP parties 
were to be represented in each area of state administration. The logic beneath was that  different  in a 
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In their Political Congress of 1967 the PS declared itself as a Marxist-leninist party. Two years before, in 1965 at the 
University of Concepción, it was created de Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionario (MIR). This revolutionary group was 
formed by former socialists who promoted guerrilla.  
59One of ours interviewed told us that in the Presidency were Cubans. He added that Allende‟s inner circle rejected radicals 
and communists. Interview with President Lagos adviser. 
 
60Interview with UP member.   
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policy area would bring consensus. In practice, the result was the opposite. The political pact set up a 
vertical quota system to allocate ministerial positions among the UP parties by a fixed formula, with 
threeministers for the socialists, communists and radicals, two for the MAPU and the remaining three 
positions to be divided bythe PSD and the API. But then another party entered the  coalition, the 
Izquierda Cristiana, and the Radical party loss support from the citizens, and in any event this system 
was too rigid for the president. (Oppenheim, 2007).  
The cuoteo had problems because of the quality of the personnel. What changed with 
Concertación was not the principle, but its application:  
During Allende the „cuoteo‟ was strictly a numerical cuoteo. The cuoteo was not necessarily 
by ministry: for example in the Ministry of Finance, Américo Zorrilla, was from the 
Communist Party, the undersecretary was from the Radical Party, and I, who was Revenue 
Director, was from the Socialist Party. Parties did not have a clear idea of what was 
management and what they have to give and take.During Concertación administrations this 
informal rule has been applied in a similar way, but it has functioned properly. Concertación 
has better personnel, has more capable people. People have a detailed knowledge of the state. 
We learn from the defeat. Concertación has had the capacity to think, to organize, to prepare. 
They were more talented and capable. There are better ministers. Concertación elite is better. 
Allende did not have it. With Concertación the „cuoteo‟ has not been so brutal. The need to 
present a viable alternative to the country was more important than anything. Concertación 
leaders made a declaration in which they committed to not decide based in the cuoteo. In the 
management of the economy it has not been the cuoteo criteria, or party influence. Ministers in 
the economic area are not appointed because of their political career but because they studied 
in Harvard. The IMF requires us  to have Finance Ministers that they  trust. For example, 
Mexican Finance Minister was first IMF director, had no party affiliation. 
 
Third, another problem in relation to the coalition governability was the government decision 
making structure. Formally, this coalition agreed to  a decision making structure called Political 
Committee of the UP. In theory, all the parties and movements that participated in this coalition had 
the same weight. But in practice, this did not happen, because the three larger parties, the Socialists, 
Communists and Radicals were crucial in the decision making process, and this generated tension with 
the  smaller parties. In the case of the Concertación, this  tension has been resolved  by  agreements in 
terms of the importance of the biggest party, the PDC, followed by the Socialists and the PPD. The 
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Radicals did not complain because it was generally over-represented.  As we will see in the following 
chapters, most important Concertación parties have been represented in the most important political 
ministers.  
c) Coalition Politics After 1973 
Coalition dynamics after 1973 changed due to significant changes in  constitutional and electoral 
rules of the game, whenbecame centered   on a new cleaveage, democracy-dictatorship. The 
fundamental aspect of this redesign was the 1980, which  was submitted to a plebiscite and approved 
by a majority. This plebiscite called to vote SI (yes) if you want to approve the Constitution and NO if 
you want to reject it. The SI won with the 67% of the votes. The opposition calledthis process  illegal, 
because there was no electoral register and there were no freedom of  the  press and other forms of free 
expressionr.  
As in 1925, the 1980 Constitution gave the  formal right to appoint cabinet members. And  in 1925 
Constitution, the 1980 Constitution established the ministers‟ censureship, but the formal requisites to 
approve them were increased, so decreased the possibility of using it as a political tool against the 
government..   
The 1980 Constitution was characterized as  a protected and authoritarian vision of democracy 
(Huneeus, no date). It established the autonomy of the armed forces (the military commander in chief 
could not be removed) and included the military in the Consejo de Seguridad Nacional (National 
Security Council), composed  mostly by the armed forces which appointed two of the seven members 
of the Constitutional Tribunal. Also, this Constitution established the  the designated senators which 
again included the retired commander in chief for the armed forces and the police and that clearly 
favored the Right. It further established a 3/5
th
  quorum of the Chamber of Deputies to introduce 
constitutional reforms and  a binominal electoral system that also favored right wing-parties. This 
electoral system has its purpose to prohibit that the Concertación  introduce changes to the 
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Constitution (Pastor, 2004). Finally, the 1980 Constitution established a schedule for the transition to 
democracy in Chile which clearly favored Pinochet and positioned him in a comfortable position to 
continue in power, as President or as a senator.  
In the negotiations opened between the right-wing party, National Renovation, and the opposition 
after the October  1988 plebiscite, political leaders agreed to reform  the Constitution. These were 
approved in a plebiscite on July 30   1989. By  85.7% of the voters. The main aspects of these reforms 
were: make easier  constitutional reform mechanisms; the shortening to four years of the first 
presidential period; the modification of  constitutional aspects that proscribed some political parties;
61
 
the increase of the number of elected senators; and the modification of National Security Council 
composition. 
In 2005 another important set of reforms were approved by Congress. Among them was the 
elimination of designated senators, the end with the inamovilidad of armed forces commanders in 
chief, the reduction of the presidential term from 6 years to 4.
62
  
There are elements of continuity and change in today‟s part system (Huneeus, 2005). Since 1990 
the Left has been divided, with part in Concertación and part  out of government and of Congress until 
December of 2009.
63
 In the center are the PDC and the Radicals. On the right are two parties, 
Renovación Nacional, RN, (National Renovation) and Unión Demócrata Independiente, UDI, 
(Independent Democratic Union). 
Hunneus (2005) argues that there old and new parties whenCongress was inaugurated in 1990. 
The Radicals were founded in the 19th century, the PS in 1933 and the PDC in 1957. New parties 
                                                          
61All UP parties were forbidden.  
 
62For details see: www.bcn.cl  
 
63In 2004 local elections the PC elected4 mayors from the 115 they presented (2.99%). In the elections for concejales 
(members of the local council) the PC won the 4.88% of the votes, electing 38 of the 466 presented. In 2008 local elections, 
the PC won the 2.47% of the votes, electing 4 mayors of the 76 that presented.  Also, the PC obtained the 5% of the 45 
concejales  in the 2008 election. www.elecciones.gov.cl  
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were the PPD (1987) and two right wing parties, the UDI (1983) and RN (1983). Continuity of 
historical parties was possible because they changed their in terms of programs, strategies and 
leadership. 
Although today‟s party politics  tends to maintain the division in three political segments (right, 
center and left. Scully  observes that the Right and Left have now a more flexible disposition towards 
coalition making. Siavelis (1997b) argues  that there are important elements of continuity within the 
Chilean party system in terms of the number of significant political parties, underlying ideological 
divisions, and the pattern of coalition formation. Siavelis also argues that Chilean binomial system has 
not  transformed the party system as some authors have suggested, nor is it likely to do so in the 
future.    
A different perspective is argued by Montes, Mainwaring and Ortega (2000) who sustain that the 
Chilean party system between 1932 and 1973 differs from the one between 1989 and today. For 
example, some evidence suggests that voters are not attached to parties (the emergence of independent 
candidates) and that they share some anti-party opinion. Also, party impact  in electorate is not as 
strong as suggested. Third, the idea of an electorate divided in three thirds, Left, Center and Right is 
somewhat in odds to the bipolar structure of competition in presidential elections (Concertación 
candidates and right-wing presidential candidates). 
To conclude,  coalition politics has developed in a context of  strong presidentialism within a 
multi-party system. This  characteristic of Chilean political system went through a phase of 
polarization during the 1970‟s that ended in the military coup of 1973. The military force not only 
governed for 17 years, but also changed Chilean society and its politics.  Now we turn to describe and 
explain how Concertación was formed.  
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4. Building Coalition in Extraordinary Times: From Opposition to Government 
In the case of the Concertación, the process of rapprochement was caused by 
ideological changes. The Socialist Party went from Leninism to a social 
Socialist Democratic Party and then towards the acceptance of capitalism. On 
the other hand, the Christian Democrats went from a utopian approach to 
politics, from the „camino propio‟ (own path or road) option, from 
comunitarism and the rejection of profit to the acceptance of a changing 
world. In relation to the ideological changes that came about during Pinochet‟s 
dictatorship, we cannot carry on believing in utopia. For the sake of realism, 
we had to accept that we needed partners, that a majority was needed. This is 
related to a certain way of doing politics: building personal confidence and 
solidarity built in habeas corpus (writs).
64
 For example, 95% of the lawyers 
who defended human rights [during the dictatorship] were Christian 
Democrats. This generated an intense complicity. This has to do with bonds of 
trust. 
Former Aylwin Minister  
a) Introduction 
As we saw in the previous chapter, while the UP grouped moderate and radicalized Leftist parties, 
the Concertación de Partidos por la Democracia - the coalition born in February of 1989, sixteen 
years after the military coup of September 1973-  initially grouped together seventeen parties, ranging 
from Socialists to Center-Right parties. In this chapter, we will tackle how and why the Concertación 
de Partidos por la Democracia was formed; how it evolved from a group of parties who opposed 
Pinochet in the 1988 plebiscite to an electoral and then successful government coalition. There are 
long-term contextual variables related to legacies from the UP experience that, through the process of 
political learning, made political leaders more likely to cooperate within this coalition.  
                                                          
64Recursos de amparo or habeas corpus are legal actions established in the Constitution and guaranteed to every person 
arrested or whose personal freedom or security is threatened. They allow a judge to review the legality of the process by 
which the individual was arrested.  
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We will focus on contextual variables that are related to the origin and nature of this coalition and 
which help explain the greater disposition towards cooperation demonstrated by these political leaders. 
The origin of this coalition, as a group of parties that opposed General Pinochet‟s dictatorship, 
influenced the nature of the coalition in two ways: through the intensity of incentives for cooperation 
among party members and in the amount of time these political and social actors had to establish 
mutual trust and generate agreements.  
Fear of repeating the UP experience - characterized by an absence of government and coalition 
governability during the Allende administration - made political leaders develop several informal rules 
that allowed them to maintain the coalition and administer power successfully (Siavelis, 2006). To 
these informal rules, which were created to increase coalition cooperation, a new balance of power 
between the Executive and the coalition parties was added. As part of this new relationship, the former 
gained more autonomy from the latter in terms of appointments and policies. Despite the above, this 
new balance of power between the President and party leaders was not a turning point, because 
coalition parties continued being in control of the most important cabinet appointments. On the other 
hand, the political use of technocrats from coalition parties allowed them to improve the 
administration of state resources without generating conflicts with these coalition party members, 
since they mainly belonged to the same parties. Technocrats seemed to guarantee the correct 
administration of the model. In this vein, the Concertación‟s success seems to lie not in a certain 
technocratic style of managing state affairs, but, on the contrary, in the balance between both political 
and technical expertise. As we said before, the cause of this balance was part of the origin of this 
coalition.  
We need to emphasize that the context in which this coalition was formed was completely 
foreign to the democratic rules of the game and the incentives that the leaders of political coalitions 
normally agreed on. This is true even if we consider Muller and Strom‟s (2000) argument about 
coalition politics and how they are carried out with anticipation, because the context in which the 
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Concertación was founded was authoritarian. Firstly, powerful incentives existed for coalition 
formation because of the common goal of defeating a dictatorship that has caused a high level of 
human and social suffering among Chileans. This fight provided a sense of emergency and 
significance and, most of the time, involved concrete and personal risks, aspects which are generally 
not found in regular democracies. Secondly, the political actors and parties and their leaders who 
grouped together to oppose Pinochet in general and the Concertación in particular were roughly the 
same, politically-speaking, as they were before the military coup of September 1973.  If democracy 
and specifically elections, which are the best way of determining the weight of each party, did not 
exist, party leaders made their calculations based on the historical electoral weight of their parties and 
on other tools that allowed them to obtain information related to public opinion and party support (like 
surveys).
65
  
It is true, as literature mentions (Muller and Strom, 2000), that coalition politics are expressed 
as a game among parties. However, it is just as true that these parties are unitary actors (Back, 2008). 
Literature tends to forget the role of party leaders in the games that make up the process of coalition 
formation. Party structure does not always account for the informal arrangements that can be settled by 
party leaders. This is especially true for the Concertación, because this coalition was formed during a 
dictatorship, where negotiations were concentrated on a small group of leaders (mostly party 
presidents). In the case of the Socialist Party, this number was even more reduced because its members 
had been persecuted during the dictatorship or were in exile.
66
 
The Concertación seems to have resolved the essential aspects of coalition formation: 
ideological proximity, strategic agreements related to candidates and electoral strategy. As we will see 
later, ideological proximity was centered on the democratic-authoritarian cleavage. If there was 
disagreement with the economic model (and the neoliberal reforms introduced by Pinochet), this was 
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See La Campaña del No, Vista por sus Creadores. Santiago, Chile. Editorial Melquiades.  
 
66Literature about transitions to democracy highlights the Chilean transition as a pact between the armed forces and the 
opposition‟s elite (Linz and Stepan, 1996). 
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not publicly debated. The Concertación‟s political leaders accepted the economic model as a reality 
they could not change. Strategic agreements were resolved by the presidential candidate who chose the 
leader of the center party (the Christian Democrats), whereas electoral strategy tried to diminish 
potential conflicts. 
In the following sections, we will present the main aspects that, in our opinion, characterize the 
nature of the coalition.  
 
b) Political Learning 
A second indirect factor that helps to explain Concertación stability was the process of political 
learning that parties and their leaders went through. This political learning process refers to ideological 
matters as well as to a way of administering the government and deeply influenced the first 
Concertación administration, as well as the rest. Political cooperation was facilitated because there 
was certain agreement about the ideological changes within the parties since 1973 and by the tragic 
experience of the dictatorship (Roberts, 1998; Garretón, 1992; Weyland, 2001).  
In summary, the political learning process was a way of including past experiences and referred to 
ideological and strategic aspects and those related to the way of administering the government and the 
relationship between parties and the government, which is a subject that has been much less analyzed. 
In relation to ideological political learning, both literature and political actors themselves mention that 
democracy and human rights were valued as key aspects in the formation and maintenance of the 
Concertación (Valle, 2009). The ideological convergence of Socialists and Christian Democrats was 
decisive for coalition cooperation. One of the Concertación intellectuals (who was also an 
undersecretary on several occasions) argued that parliamentary and local elections were subordinated 
to the main aim of conquering and maintaining the presidency (Flisfisch, Solari and Villar, 2009). 
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As we have already argued, the process of political learning was characterized by democracy once 
again being valued as indispensable for the defence of human rights to be able to exist (Barros, 2009). 
If the Left previously criticized democracy, with the drama that the dictatorship involved and with the 
passing of time, they understood that the democratic rules of the game were necessary for living in 
society and for respecting human rights. The second ideological change was acceptance, by some 
political leaders, of the neoliberal economic model and, finally, criticism from an important part of the 
Left of the experience of the so-called socialismos reales (real socialisms) in Eastern Europe and Asia. 
Technocrats played a role in this last process of political learning. It is worth noting that the 
acceptance of the neoliberal model was not homogeneous.  
The process of political learning was helped by the socialization produced during the dictatorship 
through the meetings organized by several NGOs in Chile and in exile (Boye, 2009).
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In relation to the process of political learning and strategy, the critical analysis of the UP and the 
experience of repression during the dictatorship made the renewed Left realize the importance of 
incrementalism and how unfeasible radical changes were. This faction of the Left accepted that 
democracy was the opportunity for reform. For the Christian Democrats, the process of political 
learning meant accepting the need to form coalitions in order to win and maintain power. As former 
Education Minister, Jorge Arrate, argued in 1990:  
I think that the PDC has a test to take in this administration: to demonstrate to the country that it is 
capable of governing with other political forces. Sometimes I perceive that the Christian 
Democrats‟ natural tendency is to act as if they were alone, a Christian Democratic administration, 
although I also see a great effort to build a coalition with the Socialists.
68
  
 
Incrementalism and stability in public policy became a dogma.  
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Socialization of the value of democracy and human rights was produced - particularly in exile - during meetings organized 
by NGOs and financed by foreign solidarity. Some of these were: the Centro de Estudios y Documentación Chile-América 
(Rome, Italy), the Instituto para el Nuevo Chile (Rotterdam, Holland),  the Centro de Investigaciones sobre América Latina y 
el Tercer Mundo (Paris, France) and the Casa de Chile en México (Mexico) among others. 
 
68Revista Análisis, April 30 to May 6, 1990, p. 26. 
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Weyland (2001) argues that, in the case of Chile, political learning also explains President Aylwin‟s 
decision to implement gradual reforms oriented at satisfying the multiple demands generated during 
the dictatorship. The Finance Minister and the SEGPRES Minister were especially concerned about 
avoiding the “populist cycle” in Latin America.  
It is worth noting that the process of political learning was different for the Socialists, Communists 
and Christian Democrats. In ideological terms, for an important part of the Left (especially those that 
went into exile and had contact with European countries and socialismos reales), the dictatorship 
made them value democracy. Also, the Left changed its opinion about the pace of the changes. They 
went from radicalism and determinism to the value of incrementalism and the need for majorities. 
Regarding the economic model, there was no unique way of dealing with the changes introduced 
during the dictatorship and, on this issue, there were differences between the political elite, who 
headed up the transition and the Socialist Left. Meanwhile, the Left tended to be more critical of the 
neoliberal model and it was the Concertación technocratic elite (from the PS and the PDC) that 
changed, accepted and promoted a market economy. In practical terms, these changes allowed the 
transition to be more feasible. As a former Economy Minister during the Aylwin administration said:  
The principal recipe for the union of the Concertación is the lesson learnt from the break-up of 
democracy and the political world‟s perception that we need to govern with a majority. Also, we 
learn of the need for Center-Left understanding. 
 
The process of political learning the Chilean Left went through led to the Communists and 
Socialists drawing different conclusions. As Roberts (1998) argues: 
The collapse of the Allende experiment and the trauma of military repression created a dynamic 
of political learning for both parties; however, the two parties ultimately learned very different 
lessons from their defeat and their efforts to rectify their errors created divergent evolutionary 
trajectories that would eventually bifurcate the Left and profoundly influence the characteristics of 
Chile‟s democratic transition (1998:98). 
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Political learning translated into incentives for cooperation, greater ideological proximity and, 
particularly, agreement about the need for the President to have autonomy from political parties to 
appoint members of their closest team (ministers and undersecretaries).  
Summing up, the process of political learning that political leaders went through in the last few 
decades of Chilean political history, especially during the UP and the dictatorship, influenced how 
they perceived the government during the transition. This process of political learning was extremely 
hard for the Left. Their world radically changed from one day to the next. As Roberts (1998) argues:  
The Chilean Left provides an example of „catastrophic‟ political learning that has few parallels in 
the modern world. The lessons derived from the experience of winning, losing and trying to regain 
power profoundly influenced the evolution of political roles and strategies in the post-1973 period 
(1998:169). 
 
This dissertation analyzes how this form of political learning translated into Concertación 
administrations and especially into the political elites who decided to administer power during those 
twenty years.  
Now we will present three sections that will allow us to study the process of Concertación 
formation. The first section refers to the first period of the dictatorship that was marked by cruel 
repression. The second section shows how opposition to Pinochet changed from scattered initiatives to 
a more organized effort. Finally, the third section presents the process of coalition formation.   
 
c) The Nature of the Coalition 
 
This coalition emerged from the military government, from 
the vision of having an enemy. 
 
Former SEGPRES Minister, Edgardo Boeninger 
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In consolidated democracies, political coalitions are common. Literature has offered two basic 
explanations for the creation of these instances of political cooperation: size and ideology. In the case 
of the Concertación‟s ideological coalition, we can also add another element that helped in its creation 
- the powerful incentive of having a common enemy in the military regime. As we said before, the 
dictatorship led by Augusto Pinochet created a new cleavage in Chilean politics based on the division 
between democracy and authoritarianism. This clear division facilitated political cooperation among 
those opposed to Pinochet. This common vision of the dictatorship concentrated mostly on the defense 
of human rights and the value of democracy. There was also a common critique of the way neoliberal 
economic reforms were implemented during the military regime.  
Following this argument‟s logic in a broad sense, the first factor that explains the 
Concertación‟s coalitional governability is the origin and nature of the very coalition, which created a 
certain disposition towards cooperation. Firstly, the Concertación emerged as an opposition coalition 
to Pinochet‟s dictatorship in response to the first point of the transition schedule set up by the military 
- the 1988 plebiscite. This anti-dictatorial method influenced the Concertación in two ways:  the 
intensity of the incentives towards political cooperation and the time that party members and their 
leaders had to generate confidence and establish agreements. Politicians‟ rationale made them 
understand the need for cooperation in order to generate a viable alternative to the dictatorship. 
Working together during the dark times of military persecution created networks, loyalty and expertise 
that allowed future Concertación leaders to build up a store of human capital that was used when they 
came to government. As we will see afterwards, this will translate into what we will analyze as our 
independent variables, such as the different relationship between the President and coalition parties, 
informal rules of power sharing and the political use of technocrats. 
The enemy had too much power, so the opposition also needed to be well organized. From the 
politicians‟ perspective, the fact that the government was a dictatorship created much more uncertainty 
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about the rules of the game and about the military government‟s response - whether they would 
respect the transition‟s schedule or not and uncertainty about people´s reactions. In this sense, the 
plebiscite on October
 
5, 1988 was fundamental because it made opposition politicians realize that 
people supported the NO option and that electoral support for a transition government was not 
irrelevant.  
During the dictatorship, there were different opportunities and initiatives for political 
cooperation, with the aim of ending the military regime. These efforts created complicity among 
political and social leaders. This was especially true in relation to the formation of this coalition. 
Between the creation of the Concertación de Partidos por el NO and its victory in the presidential 
elections in December 1989, more than two years passed. This was a time for government teams to 
prepare themselves. Moreover, the work of the technical teams for the 1988 plebiscite and the 
presidential elections of 1989 also created networks. For example, in the team formed for the 1989 
presidential elections, the future ministers Correa (PS), Enrique (PS), Foxley (PDC), Krauss (PDC) 
and Boeninger (PDC) were involved. Trust was also generated in educational networks (in the 
University of Chile), in parties and in personal relationships like the one between Aylwin and 
Almeyda, the leader of the Socialists.  
What we have considered about coalition formation does not mean that the creation of the 
Concertación was a process that was free of problems. On the contrary, during the process of the 
coalition‟s formation, political leaders had to solve several issues. These issues, like discussion of the 
economic model and coalition size (whether to include the Communists or not) were aspects that 
would emerge afterwards. As we will argue later, the seventies were years of survival and of criticism 
of the political role of each individual and political actor in the 1973 crisis. The eighties were years 
when there were more political and social openings. During those years, the dictatorship opened up 
certain spheres of debate and social and political organizations simultaneously started to reorganize 
themselves and look for opportunities for political cooperation.  
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Which factors explain the divisions among the parties that finally made up the Concertación 
and those that did not? The first issue up for debate was related to the way in which the opposition 
fought against the dictatorship. For years, the left-wing sectors related to the Communist Party and 
some of the Socialists argued that all forms or ways of fighting were legitimate. Other sectors, from 
which the Concertación would eventually emerge, proposed opposing the dictatorship but rejected the 
use of violence and tried to organize the opposition so that it could obtain a negotiated transition to 
democracy. In other words, the idea was that the opposition would be so strong that Pinochet would be 
forced to negotiate. These differences on the use of violence were especially clear after the discovery 
of the secret introduction of arms by the FPMR (the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez - the armed 
faction of the Communist Party) on the beach at Carrizal Bajo in northern Chile. The same year, the 
FPMR tried to assassinate Pinochet. The cruel repression that emerged as a result of this attempt - 
since Pinochet could have been killed - was a huge shock for the opposition.  
Widespread public participation in protests and the subsequent increase in military 
repression
69
  forced the opposition‟s political leaders to react and consider the eventual consequences 
that an intensification of social protests would imply. As part of this widespread public response, there 
were not only political and humanitarian demands against the dictatorship, but also claims against the 
neoliberal economic reforms introduced during the dictatorship.
70
 
The second aspect that caused controversy among the opposition was the acceptance or 
rejection of the 1980 Constitution. This legal framework established the schedule for transition. In this 
sense, the president of the PDC, Patricio Aylwin, was the first to maintain the need to accept the 
Constitution and its schedule, irrespective of whether the origin of this Constitution was legitimate or 
not. Consequently, the PDC was the first opposition party to end up accepting the timing proposed by 
                                                          
69
In the Informe sobre Prisión Política y Tortura (the Political Prison and Torture Report) published in 2004, statistics show 
an increase in torture and the number of arrests since 1983, the year the protests began.   
 
70During 1982, Chile suffered a huge economic crisis that caused unemployment and poverty to rise. This crisis was one of 
the factors that explained the widespread citizen response to the calls made by the labor leaders who organized the first 
protests in 1983.  
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Pinochet and his allies and register under the new law of political parties (in 1987), calling upon 
people to register and vote in the 1988 plebiscite. For the Left, the Radicals and Moderates, the 
process of accepting this Constitution was harder, as it was difficult for them to accept the rules of the 
game imposed by the military. The smallest parties, like the Radicals, ended up accepting the 
definitions of the biggest party, the Christian Democrats.  
A third aspect that generated debate within the opposition to Pinochet was anti-Communism, 
which was an important part of the PDC. This position restricted the possibility of extending this 
coalition and making electoral pacts with the more radical sectors of the Left. The renovated faction of 
the Socialists, which finally formed Concertación, accepted these conditions, although they maintained 
informal relationships with the more radical faction of the Left. In practice, the need to defeat Pinochet 
caused these radical factions to end up supporting the NO in 1988 and Aylwin in 1989. Part of the 
renovated socialist faction also broke away from the Communist Party and MIR. As a leader of the 
Socialists and future Aylwin Minister argued:  
Nowadays, it is my opinion that the conditions do not exist for the Communist Party and MIR 
to be part of the government. I want to say that there are two organizations that I profoundly 
respect and which were brutally persecuted during the dictatorship. In the case of the 
Communist Party (a party that was extremely loyal to Allende), we, the Socialists, were their 
allies for 25 years. Given this background, I think that the Communists and MIR adopted the 
wrong policy in the last ten years. One of the results of this policy is that nowadays it is 
completely unrealistic for those two forces to be part of the government. A successful 
transition would not be possible if the Communists and MIR participate.
71
 
 
Also, we must not forget that the PDC was the biggest party, not only for historical reasons
72
 
but also because it was the least-repressed party in comparison to the Left, as well as not being 
persecuted. An important number of its leaders stayed in Chile and organized internal opposition to the 
dictatorship. In fact, a survey carried out by FLACSO-Chile in 1988 established that the party people 
                                                          
71Revista Análisis, April 30 to May 6, 1990, p. 26.  
 
72This was the only party in the twentieth century that governed alone. 
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felt they might vote for was the PDC (14.1% versus 4.1% for the PS, 2.1% for the PPD and 1% for the 
PR) (Garretón, 1988). 
  As we can see, the Concertación began to structure itself around the axis of the Christian 
Democrats, accepting the schedule imposed by the military.  
If we follow the literature on coalitions in parliamentary systems, we can argue that the 
Concertación was a MWC (minimum winning coalition) that was structured around certain ideological 
affinities based on opposition to the dictatorship. The value of democracy and human rights made up 
the ideological stance of the coalition. The answer to the question about why this coalition was not 
made up of all the opposition to Pinochet, as we saw before, is that different parties had different 
strategies to deal with the dictatorship. The most radical position, related to the Communists and MIR 
(and organizations like the MDP, Izquierda Unida and PAIS) did not accept Pinochet´s rules of the 
game. Although these groups were not part of the Concertación, they did, in practice, call to vote NO 
in the plebiscite and in favor of Aylwin in 1989.  
 
d) From Enemies to Partners: the Creation of the Concertación 
This section presents a general description of the Concertación‟s origins, with an emphasis on the 
process of change that political parties went through in the context of the dictatorship. The seventeen 
years from September 1973 to March 1990 can be divided into three periods: from 1973 to 1983, from 
1983 to 1988 and those of the last years of dictatorship, when the Concertación was created.  
 
1) The Dark Years (1973-1983)  
The military coup on September 11, 1973 ended democracy in Chile. This tragic day marked 
the end of the political and very lives of most of the UP leaders and followers. One of the most durable 
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and stable democracies in Latin America was replaced by a dictatorship that lasted for seventeen years 
and which changed both society and individual lives. 
In comparison to other Latin American dictatorships, the Chilean military regime had several 
particularities: firstly, the use of violence stood out as political order reached a certain stability; power 
was concentrated in the dictator, Pinochet; the military regime consolidated economic reforms and it 
ended on its own terms (Huneeus, 2002). Without a doubt, these specific aspects influenced the 
Chilean transition.
73
  
For the purpose of our investigation, what must be highlighted in this period is the catastrophe 
that the military coup meant for political life in Chile, the intensity of the change and the different 
strategies adopted by political actors as a consequence of all the above. These were years of survival 
and of the defense of human rights. During the rest of the seventies, there was practically no 
opposition to the dictatorship and only resistance to and survival from persecution existed (Garretón, 
1991).  
In addition to the systematic repression applied by the military from day one, any kind of  
democratic institution - whether Congress, political parties
74
 or the electoral register
75
 - was also 
repressed. By having “mando supremo de la nación” (superior control of the nation), the Junta Militar 
(Military Junta) concentrated Executive, Legislative and Constitutional powers. The Junta Militar 
chose all sub-national authorities. In November 1973, it closed the Constitutional Tribunal. It also 
                                                          
73The Chilean military dictatorship is classified as what Collier (1979) calls bureaucratic authoritarianism.  
 
74Decree 77 declared that: “The Junta de Gobierno de la República de Chile agreed to established the following: 1) The 
Radical, Socialist, Communist, USOPO, MAPU, IC and API parties, as well as any organization that sustains Marxist 
doctrines, are forbidden and will be considered illegal associations. 2) The previously mentioned illegal organizations are 
acting illegally simply by organizing or promoting their organization”. Decree 78 in 1973 established the repression of all 
parties and political organizations not considered in Decree 77. In 1980, another Decree (number 1,697) declared the 
dissolution of political parties not considered in Decree 77 and established the penalties to be applied if people organized 
meetings. 
75The Electoral Register was burnt. The Dirección del Registro Civil (Electoral Register Director)‟s excuse was that fraud 
existed and that a way of limiting it needed to be studied.  
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decided on the reorganization of public services and created a law that allowed it to choose public 
personnel. 
UP members and party leaders had to go into hiding or leave the country in exile. In Chile, the 
dictatorship created repression and organizations that implemented this repression (first DINA and 
then the CNI)
76
, selectively persecuting the Communists, MIR and the Socialist Party. The 
Communists and the Socialists had a small contingent with military training who did not accept 
military superiority. Both the Socialist and Communist parties suffered the loss of their heads of their 
organizations three times between 1973 and 1976.
77
 As a coalition, the UP lasted until the end of the 
seventies. Meanwhile, the leaders who survived, either underground or in exile, unsuccessfully 
dedicated themselves to organizing anti-dictatorship strategies, as well as analyzing the causes of the 
military coup and the defeat of UP.
78
  The UP proposed the creation of an anti-fascist alliance formed 
by the Liberal Democrats, Radicals and Christian groups but excluding the PDC.  
It has been noted that there were paradoxes of the Chilean Left during the dictatorship 
(Roberts, 1998). First, the Communists and the Socialists who, during the UP, promoted socialism but 
with varying intensity (the Socialists more radically and the Communists more carefully), would learn 
different lessons from the dictatorship that would lead them to choose different political and strategic 
options. Meanwhile, the Communists took a more radical path in the fight against Pinochet, which 
included armed struggles, while the Socialists went through a process of self-criticism and part of their 
militancy entered a process of ideological renovation. Through a long process of debate, this Left 
broke with its allies (the Communists) and entered a process that adopted a new perspective regarding 
                                                          
76DINA: Dirección Nacional de Informaciones (National Direction of Information). CNI: Central Nacional de Informaciones 
(National Center of Information). 
 
77Seven of the 47 members of the Socialist Party‟s Central Committee were killed or disappeared (Roberts, 1998).   
78Some leaders, such as Carlos Altamirano, a former Allende minister and one of the most radical members of the UP, argued 
that the failure of UP was basically military. 
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their relations with the Christian Democrats. This split translated into different strategies against 
Pinochet and, later, into the moderate Left becoming part of the transitional government. 
Secondly, another paradox resulted from the relative strength of the Socialists during the last 
part of the dictatorship versus that of the Communists, who were stronger during the first years of the 
dictatorship, with their capacity to operate in secret and their role in mobilizations at the beginning of 
the eighties.  
During these first years, the Communists, with their more moderate position, proposed a broad 
multiclass and anti-fascist front that would include the Christian Democrats. They believed that the 
military were fragile. This lasted until 1980. The Socialists took a different path that immediately 
began with self-criticism of their role in the UP. PS factionalism made this process of political 
learning decentralized. This factionalism impeded a unique position and favored the debate 
(Valenzuela, 1991). 
After 1973, the PS established two directorates, one in Chile and the other in exile. The former 
UP minister, Altamirano, headed up the office abroad and central committee members and youth 
leaders ran the one in Chile. In June 1975, the main leaders in Chile were detained and disappeared. 
Most of their replacements suffered the same fate in December of the same year. A third group began 
to organize the group in Chile in 1976 (Roberts, 1998) and the PS had several meetings to discuss the 
situation in the country and review the UP government.
79
 In 1979, the Socialists split into two main 
factions - one represented by Altamirano
80
 (one of the leaders of the most polarized factions during the 
UP), who favored the process of renovation based on the value of democracy and human rights and the 
                                                          
79
Abroad, they met in Havana, Cuba in 1975 and 1978. In Chile, they met in 1976, 1977 and 1979. 
 
80During the seventies, different groups were formed among the PS, especially those in exile. For example, in 1979, the 
Convergencia Socialista was created. This grouped revived groups like the XXIV Congreso (Altamirano- Núñez, Schnake, 
Arancibia, Alvarado, Jérez), the Socialists (Ampuero, Aniceto Rodríguez), MAPU (Eugenio Tironi, Oscar Guillermo 
Garretón, Ricardo Brodsky, Javier Martínez), MAPU-OC (Viera Gallo, Brunner, Moulian, Gazmuri, Juan Gabriel Valdés, 
Jaime Estévez, Jorge Molina, Marcelo Contreras) and the IC (Luis Maira, Sergio Bitar, Roberto Celedón). MIR and PC 
militants also joined. They criticized bureaucratic centralism from socialismos reales.   
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other represented by Almeyda, also a former Allende minister, who criticized this process of 
renovation.
81
 With the PS splitting up in 1979, the UP was finally weakened and eventually 
disappeared.
82
 
During the UP, the Christian Democrats were firmly opposed to the Allende government. 
Previously, although with some exceptions, they either tacitly or explicitly approved some kind of 
military intervention to stop Allende. After the coup, the PDC was split between those who welcomed 
the military and those who opposed it.
83
 Finally, by the end of 1974, the Christian Democrats had 
become opponents of military force (Garretón, 1991). The brutality of Pinochet‟s dictatorship and the 
consolidation of its regime soon made them realize the nature of this dictatorship (Garretón, 1991). 
The party continued functioning but with minimal organization (Aylwin, 1998).  
Soon, opposition to Pinochet began to be organized in several networks of politicians and 
academics, allowing for opinions and thoughts to be exchanged. One of the first was the so-called 
Grupo de los 24. Patricio Aylwin
84
 had the idea of creating a diverse a group as possible to discuss a 
new Constitution. This group was formed in 1978 with militants from the Radicals, Socialists and 
Christian Democrats. It functioned until 1982.
85
 
                                                          
81Altamirano was succeeded by several leaders who would later be important in the formation of the Concertación: Ricardo 
Núñez (in Berlin with Altamirano), Carlos Ominami and Gonzalo Martner (in Paris with Altamirano), Jorge Arrate in 
Holland, and Viera Gallo and Insulza in Rome, Italy. All of them would be part of the Concertación. Ominami, Arrate, Viera 
Gallo and Insulza would later become Concertación ministers. 
 
 
82One of its leaders was Enrique Correa, a MAPU member, who, during the Aylwin government, was Minister of 
Communications. 
 
83On September 13, in an open letter to the public, several PDC leaders condemned the military coup. This group was made 
up of Bernardo Leighton, Ignacio Palma, Radomiro Tomic, Renán Fuentealba, Fernando Sanhueza, Sergio Saavedra, Claudio 
Huepe, Andrés Aylwin, Mariano Ruiz Esquide, Waldemar Carrasco, Marino Penna, Jorge Cash, Jorge Donoso, Belisario 
Velasco, Ignacio Balbontín and Florencio Ceballos. They declared that they respected the constitutional government of 
Allende and that the government and the opposition were responsible for the tragedy (Aylwin, 1998). 
 
84 Aylwin was president of the PDC at the time of the military coup.  
 
85The members were Patricio Aylwin (the organizer), Eduardo Frei, Víctor Santa Cruz, Héctor Correa, Julio Subercauseaux, 
Manuel Sanhueza, Raúl Rettig, René Abeliuk, Eduardo Jara, Alberto Naudon, Edgardo Boeninger, Luis Izquierdo, Sergio 
Villalobos, Ignacio González, Joaquín Luco, Gonzalo Figueroa, Juan Agustín Figueroa, Ramón Silva Ulloa, Luis Fernando 
Luengo, Hugo Pereira, Eduardo Long, Jaime and Fernando Castillo Velasco.  
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Towards Strategic Collaboration (1983-1988) 
If the seventies was a time of fear and terror, the eighties was one of social and political organization. 
Although the military regime continued its policy of repression, this decade witnessed the efforts of 
parties and organizations to end the dictatorship.  
The decrease in censorship and military control allowed parties and their leaders to organize 
and demand the end of the dictatorship. At the beginning of the eighties, thanks to a succession of 
protests, some sectors of the opposition argued for the need to put pressure on the transition schedule. 
However, the secret arrival of arms, as discovered in the north of Chile, as well as Pinochet‟s 
attempted murder (both carried out by the FPMR, the armed faction of the PC) made this option 
unrealistic.  
The eighties began with a huge and profound economic crisis that affected the majority of the 
population and during which labor leaders organized the first of several protests against Pinochet. The 
first protest, in May 1983, almost paralyzed the country. Soon, civilian organizations (labor, local, 
university and political) had organized more than ten protests threatening the stability of the military 
regime. The government responded with repression and brutality. Organizations with civilian roots 
demonstrated their capacity to mobilize the people. These mobilizations, which lasted three years, had 
another consequence - an increase of optimism within the opposition and, at the same time, an increase 
in the fear of radicalization. In this context, political leaders faced the dilemma of exposing the 
population to an increasing climate of violence.
86
   
The eighties also witnessed opposition efforts to build a unified opposition to the military. In 
March 1983, the Manifiesto Democrático, one of the first acts towards unity, involving different 
                                                          
86
In the fourth protest, 25 people died (Cavallo et al, 1988).  
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political leaders, was signed.
87
 Also, in 1983, the Alianza Democrática (AD), formed by those who 
had signed the Manifiesto Democrático, as well as smaller parties from the Center and Left, the PDC, 
the Radicals and other socialist groups, was founded. This alliance issued a national agreement and 
demanded the resignation of Pinochet and the creation of a transitional government. Aylwin (for the 
PDC), Gabriel Valdés (for the PDC), Enrique Silva Cimma (for the PR), Fernando Luengo (for the 
PR), Hernán Vodanovic (for the PS) and other minor parties signed it. Other socialist groups, together 
with the Communists and MIR, founded the Movimiento Democrático Popular (MDP). In 1987, this 
MDP gave way to the Izquierda Unida (IU), which incorporated MAPU and the IC.  
As we said before, in the eighties, the 1980 Constitution was a topic of discussion for 
opposition leaders. The common opinion was that it should be rejected because it was unlawful, since 
it was created during the dictatorship. It was in 1984, in an academic seminar, that Aylwin proposed 
accepting the legality of the 1980 Constitution and concentrating efforts on changing it instead of 
demanding it be overturned. Although Aylwin was criticized, this was the option the future coalition 
accepted.  
The strategic alternative for defeating Pinochet divided the opposition. The more radical 
sectors refused to participate in the transition schedule imposed by Pinochet. Others, who in the end 
created the Concertación, accepted the rules of the game. An issue that was constantly debated in 
negotiations for political cooperation was whether to include the Communists or not. There were 
different opinions within the PDC, but, in the end, the one that rejected the incorporation of the 
Communists in any alliance prevailed. The PS, divided between more reformist and more radical 
involvement, was also divided regarding the Communists. In the end, the PS-Almeyda was a 
connection between the Concertación and the more radical Left. Smaller leftist parties, like the IC and 
MAPU, were also divided on this issue.  
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The Manifiesto was signed by the PDC, PR, USOPO, Socialists from both factions and right-wing parties. 
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The Catholic Church constantly tried to initiate negotiations between the government and the 
opposition. In August 1985, 21 politicians and eleven parties (including the right-wing National Union 
Party, founded by Allamand in 1984) created the Acuerdo Nacional para la Plena Transición a la 
Democracia, sponsored by Cardinal Fresno.
88
 In several meetings, three of the Cardinal‟s secretaries 
talked to different political figures from the Right (Bulnes and Allamand), from the Center (the PDC: 
Valdés and Aylwin) and from the Center-Left (the Radicals) and from the Left (the Socialist Carlos 
Briones). This agreement brought together important parties in support of the regime, as well as 
opposition parties, with the excepction of the Communists.
89
 The precariousness of right-wing 
participation, disagreements over ways to accelerate the transition process and the exclusion of the 
Communists turned this agreement into a symbolic rather than a concrete political strategy (Garretón, 
1991).  This agreement was criticized by Pinochet and the Communists. Another debate that 
influenced its failure was the disagreement between parties about the role of popular protest in 
exerting pressure over Pinochet. One side was in favor of it (the Socialists and the left-leaning 
Christian Democrats) and the other opposed it (the right-wing parties and the right-leaning Christian 
Democrats) (Constable and Valenzuela, 1991). 
In 1986, the Asamblea de la Civilidad was created, which tried to incorporate political and 
social actors, including Communist organizations.
90
 This organization had a large capacity for 
mobilization, which was demonstrated nationwide, as well as organizing a successful work-stoppage 
in 1986. Two things, however, weakened this organization: the predominance of organizations that 
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The National Agreement was signed by René Abeliuk (SD), Andrés Allamand (UN), Patricio Aylwin (PDC), Carlos 
Briones (PS-Altamirano), Francisco Bulnes (UN), Pedro Correa (PN), Armando Jaramillo (PR), Fernando Maturana (UN), 
Sergio Navarrate (PS-Mandujano), Darío Pavez (PS-Briones), Germán Pérez (PS-Mandujano), Patricio Phillips (PN), Mario 
Scharpe (SD), Enrique Silva Cimma (PR), Ramón Silva Ulloa (USOPO), Gastón Ureta (PC), Gabriel Valdés (PDC) and 
Hugo Zepeda (PR). Source: Avetikian (1986).   
 
89This agreement proposed an alternative schedule to the transitional one proposed by Pinochet. It demanded the end of the 
state of emergency, the legalization of political parties, the end of exile, free elections, an elected Congress and easier 
alternatives for constitutional reform. The Socialists agreed to respect private property (Valenzuela, 1991). 
 
90 Formed by the Federación de Colegios Profesionales, the Comando Nacional de Trabajadores, the Consejo de 
Federaciones Estudiantiles de Chile, the Comité Pro-Feses, the Coordinadora de Pobladores, CHDH, Grupo 24, Mujeres 
por la Vida, the Asociación Gremial Educadores de Chile and the Cámara de Comercio Detallista. 
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placed both  popular sectors and the Left as subordinates to political parties and the lack of a political 
strategy (Garretón, 1991).  
It has been argued that September 1986 was a turning point for Chile‟s political situation.91 As 
we said before, the discovery of weapons in Carrizal Bajo (a beach located in the north of Chile) and 
the attempt to murder Pinochet, both by the armed branch of the PC
92
 - the FPMR -  as well as the 
repression imposed by Pinochet as a result (including the state of siege that demobilized the 
opposition), made their leaders realize the nature of the transition.  As a former PS-Almeydista and 
future President Lagos minister, Osvaldo Puccio, said:  
[The Communists] never warned us they were preparing an assassination attempt. We felt 
angry and betrayed… The Communists were sure that if Pinochet died, there would be an 
outbreak of public jubilation … I was at the theater that night and a woman announced 
Pinochet had been killed. Nobody celebrated; everyone was terrified of the consequences 
(Constable and Valenzuela; 1991: 294). 
 
For the PDC and even for moderate Socialists, the Communists‟ strategy could not be 
considered. They realized that they must accept Pinochet‟s institutional schedule and try and reform it 
(Garretón, 1991). The more radical Left, MIR and the Communists rejected this idea. Meanwhile, 
PDC leaders promoted the need to register in the recently created new electoral register.
93
 In fact, the 
PDC was the first party to register and the first to call on the people to vote NO in the plebiscite 
announced by the military for Chileans to decide whether Pinochet should stay or not (afterwards, the 
same PDC would be the first to have a presidential candidate). In the end, in 1987, one year before the 
                                                          
91IC member Luis Maira, who participated in the MDP, the IU and in the 1989 senatorial elections (which he lost) sustained 
that “the military were unsuccessful in trying to limit social mobilization based on economic needs and human rights, but 
were successful in making the Left look evil. At the same time, we did not have much strength and were insensitive to 
society‟s demands. We made a mistake in 1986 because we did not understand that the option of a radical alternative no 
longer existed. The Left did not have the necessary strength to win strategic leadership. Change was an act of simple realism  
... the Left started to lose its capacity for analysis and lose opportunities … 1988 was dramatic because some parts of the 
Left, especially the Communists, lost time in becoming part of the NO and this was negative for us.” (Análisis January 1-7, 
1990, p.16). In February 1990, PAIS came to an end. 
92The Communists thought that if Pinochet was killed, a revolutionary process would immediately begin. 
93In March 1987, the new law for political parties was published.   
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plebiscite, the opposition parties (with the exception of the PC and MIR) accepted Pinochet‟s schedule 
and called on the people to vote NO in the October plebiscite. This strategy would be the basis of 
cooperation among the future coalition. Clearly, the PDC, with its party capacity and in the domain of 
a centralist policy and position, was the center of this coalition.  
After this, several political events helped make sense of the opposition‟s political organization. 
Firstly, in 1987, the Socialists - Núñez and smaller Left groups - formed the Party for Democracy 
(PPD in Spanish) in 1987 as a catch-all electoral instrument to field legislative candidates. Its founder, 
Ricardo Lagos, had belonged to the modern Center-Left, a moderate party more open to new ideas that 
the Socialist party. The Socialists and the PDC were skeptical of this non- ideological party. In 1988, 
MAPU as a whole decided to become a part of this party.  
Also, discussion about the need to create a coalition had already started. While small parties 
favored a coalition, PDC leaders, like Aylwin and Boeninger, argued it was too soon for one. In terms 
of size, Boeninger (who was also party negotiator in this matter) preferred a small coalition, going 
against the majority of the PDC, who wanted a broader one.
94
 In January 1988 (nine months before the 
plebiscite in October), the public was presented with the “Programa Básico de Gobierno para un 
Período de Transición de 4 años”. This proposal was signed by the PDC, the PS-Nuñez, the PR, the 
Partido Democrático Nacional, the Partido Humanista, the Partido Liberal Republicano, the Social 
Demócrata and the Union Socialista Popular. As part of this program, there were demands for 
elections, democracy, respect for human rights and the legalization of political parties.  
The following month, in February 1988, the Concertación de Partidos Por el NO was 
founded, calling on Chileans to vote NO in the plebiscite that was part of the transitional calendar 
established in the 1980 Constitution and which was to be held in October 1988. This Concertación 
                                                          
94The smaller coalition consisted of the Radicals and other small parties (USOPO, PL).  This group, plus the PDC, was called 
the “Concertación Chica” (Análisis, September 19-25, 1988). The broader one considered the right: the PDC also entered 
into dialogue with the right-wing party, the Partido Nacional. This party wanted a candidate from the right. 
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grouped together the PDC, the two PS factions, the PS-Núñez
95
 (the Moderates) and the PS-Almeyda 
(the Radicals), the Humanist Party, the Christian Left, MAPU, MAPU-OC, the Radical Party-Luengo 
(IU), the Radical Party-Silva Cimma (AD), the Social Democratic Party, PADENA and USOPO.
96
  
Concertación leaders were sensitive to issues regarding the representation of coalition party 
members (commonly called transversalismo) and political cooperation was fostered from the very 
beginning. Concern about fairness among partners was considered when creating the organization that 
would be responsible for the NO campaign and, after, for the presidential campaign. Firstly, a Council 
of Political Parties was created (representing all party members) with a spokesperson from the main 
party, the PDC (Aylwin). The highest level of decision-making was within the Comando for the NO, a 
smaller nucleus which involved the most important parties (both legal and illegal ones, like the PS). 
This structure ensured a single leadership that diminished conflicts among individual leaders. In this 
group, there were Socialists who had not became PPD members and were represented by the Comando 
Socialista.
97
 This formula allowed them to maintain the IU‟s98 organization, as well as an indirect 
relationship with the PC. In this way, the PC was persuaded to accept the Concertación.  
The Comando del NO was organized into political, executive and technical boards. Efforts 
were made to represent all party members. The Executive Committee was made up of Zaldívar
99
 
(PDC), Lagos
100
 (PPD), Silva Cimma
101
 (PR), Sáenz (PH) and Maira
102
 (IC). A Christian Democrat 
                                                          
95Generally, party factions were named after their leaders‟ last names. 
 
96 Among the first to sign were Patricio Aylwin (PDC) and Clodomiro Almeyda (PS-Almeyda). It was established that the 
signatures “would create the necessary agreements, respecting each party‟s identity, as well as their own political alliances, 
securing the participation of all political forces and social organizations in the duties of organizing the presidential 
campaigns. The Concertación would propose elections as soon as possible, justice and respect for the principles established 
in the Human Rights Declaration and in the International Pact of Civilian and Political Rights, the replacement of the 
Political Party Law, the elimination of the law that proscribed parties and the ending of exile” (Análisis, Febrary 1-7, 1988). 
97The 1980 Constitution proscribed Marxist parties. Leftist parties had to forgo registration or create a new party, like the 
PPD and PAIS.   
98An informal organization that consisted of leftist parties who were not in the Alianza Democrática.  
 
99
Future senator and Interior Minister during the Bachelet administration. 
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(Genaro Arriagada) was appointed as Executive Secretary.
103
 Aylwin, Belisario Velasco
104
 (PDC) and 
Silva Cimma (PR) were also chosen to negotiate the practical aspects of the upcoming plebiscite with 
the government.
105
 The spokesperson for this organization was the president of the PDC (the largest 
party), Patricio Aylwin.
106
 In the last few months of the NO campaign, its economic team was formed, 
with Alejandro Foxley in charge (Silva et al., 1989). In the end, the need to vote against Pinochet won 
out and the PC and the MIR called on the people to vote NO, even although they were not officially 
part of the Concertación de Partidos por el NO.  
One of the issues that Concertación leaders had to face was the military government and the 
Right‟s criticism of the incorporation of Socialists into a future Concertación administration. Pinochet 
and his allies used the idea that a socialist presence in the opposition would take it back to the days of 
the UP. On this matter, Lagos himself argued that the best way to defeat the dictatorship was to accept 
the rules of the game imposed by Pinochet: to sign up for the electoral register and organize political 
parties. Lagos added that it was necessary to accept the people‟s opinions if they thought that he or a 
Socialist was not the right person to defeat Pinochet. Allende´s project implied more freedom and 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
100
Future Education and Public Works Minister and President. 
 
101Future Foreign Relations Minister. 
 
102Future MIDEPLAN Minister and ambassador. 
 
103Future SEGPRES Minister. 
 
104Future undersecretary and Interior Minister. 
 
105 Análisis, June 20-26, 1988. 
106 A secretary who freely chose their team was in charge of the executive board. This secretary had an advisory committee 
formed by Carlos Figueroa (PDC), Enrique Correa (PS-Almeyda), Ricardo Solari (PS-Almeyda) and, towards the end, 
Heraldo Muñoz (PPD) and Belisario Velasco (PDC). This board existed before the Comando del NO was created, when an 
Executive Secretariate coordinated the different Free Elections Committees. They had created an advisory team for strategic 
ideas. Eugenio Tironi (PS), Patricio Silva (PDC), Gonzalo Martner (PS), Carlos Montes (PS), Carlos Huneeus (PDC), Angel 
Flisfisch (PPD), Ricardo Solari, Juan Gabriel Valdés (PS-Núñez), Isidro Solis (PR), Claudia Serrano (PS), Enrique Correa 
(PS-Almeyda), Ignacio Walker (PDC), Hugo Rivas (PS), Manuel Antonio Garretón (PS-Núñez) and Carlos Vergara (PS) 
were on this committee. 
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equality, the same as the Concertación, but Lagos sustained that nobody should think that these goals 
would mean a return to the UP program.
107
 
The Concertación‟s economic strategy was accepted by fifteen parties, including the 
Communist Party. This strategy was organized into 21 measures whose aim was to establish a 
responsible administration, balancing resources and expenses and respect for private property. It was 
emphasized that this was not a time for more radical reforms.  
On October 5, 1988, the NO option won 54% of the votes.
108
 This, according to the schedule 
established by the Constitution, meant that presidential elections should be held during the following 
year, in 1989. Although there was respect for the timing of the transition imposed by the Constitution, 
future President Aylwin sustained after the NO triumph that:  
The triumph of the NO option will be another step towards an ordered transition to 
democracy. When NO finally wins, we must call for free elections immediately … my 
generation lost the struggle for a fair society in this country in the relative society we had. 
There was no justice and we lost our freedom, so I feel that, for exactly that reason, our task 
and obligation is to try to recover what we lost.
109
 
 
This triumph meant that the Concertación had to prepare for presidential elections.
110
 In the 
end, the Center and Moderate Left were successful and entered a new stage in the struggle to win 
power. As Scully argues: 
The newfound capacity of the major Center and Left parties to cooperate and their eventual 
political alliance constitutes the most important transformation in the post-Pinochet party 
system (1985:123). 
                                                          
107Análisis, June 16-22, 1988. 
 
108Approximately 92% of the eligible population registered and voted (Scully, 1985).  
109Análisis, May 23-28, 1988. 
 
110Moulian‟s perspective is more critical (1994): “After the dramatic defeat of Pinochet in the plebiscite, Chile did not create 
a new Constitution, as Spain did.  What occurred was a superficial negotiation in which opposition negotiators accepted the 
mal menor (the lesser of two evils)” (Moulian, 1994: 36). 
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            After the plebiscite in October 1988, the more radical Left - grouped together in the Izquierda 
Unida (IU) - debated how to deal with the next presidential elections. Part of MAPU decided to enroll 
in the PPD. Others decided to create a new organization that would run for parliamentary elections. 
This was PAIS (Plataforma Amplia de la Izquierda Socialista), led by Luis Maira (IC).
111
 They 
proposed Bases para un Programa del PAIS.
112
 In general, among the Left there was debate on the 
acceptance of the rules imposed by the military in terms of the transition‟s timing and ways of trying 
to exert pressure with the aim of accelerating these changes. Maira argued: 
 The Left is interested in having a successful transition and consolidating democracy, but this 
success has nothing to do with exerting pressure at the price of weakening the entire 
transitional process. What we need to do first is to understand that the democracy-dictatorship 
contradiction has not been resolved. The only way to end this is to win the next presidential 
elections [in December 1989]. In some leftist groups, there was dissatisfaction because we 
were not able to transform all the power accumulated during the plebiscite campaign to our 
favor … we [the Left] were not capable of stopping the military coup of 1973; we were not 
capable of resolving things in favor of the social movement in the decisive year [1986] and we 
fell into an institutionalization process. The 1988 defeat was small and related to our 
incapacity to have a unique strategy. My position is realistic, not pessimistic. If we compare, 
we can say that the Left lost the 1986 election
113
 and the Right lost the 1988 one. The political 
Center survived. The Left will support a single candidate. 
114
  
 
Political cooperation against the dictatorship was consolidated and its timing was the one 
imposed by Pinochet´s schedule. From the beginning - and as opposed to pre-1973 coalitions - the 
moderate faction of Socialists opted to unite with the PDC with the aim of winning a government 
                                                          
111This consisted of the COSONO (Comité Ejecutivo por el NO. Remember that the Left was not in the Concertación at the 
beginning), Franscisco Rivas (PS-Almeyda), Manuel Riesco (pro PC), Humberto Martones (PRSD), Ricardo Solari (a PS-
Almeyda member who negotiated with the Christian Democrats inside the Comando del NO), Angela Jeria. (a pro-
Communist and mother of future President Bachelet), Jaime Tohá (PS-Almeyda), Humberto Díaz (pro-PS), Rafael Luis 
Gumucio (IC) and Fabiola Letelier (Independent).  Análisis, September 21-27, 1988. 
 
112In the group that drew up the program, Alvaro Díaz, Hugo Espinoza and Vivianne Blanlot would be future government 
appointees.  
 
113The year FPRM tried to murder Pinochet.  
 
114Análisis, June 19-25, 1989, p. 14. 
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majority. The integration of the more radical faction of the Socialists happened afterwards. This 
coalition was the one that assumed office in 1990.  
 
2) Building an Electoral Coalition (1989-1990) 
From the above, it can be observed that the decision of political parties and their leaders to 
cooperate in creating this coalition was the result of several interrelated factors: the superiority of the 
military regime, the institutional rules of the game imposed upon them and the strategic decisions 
made by the different opposition parties, which, at the same time, were based on ideological matters 
and a new authoritarian-democratic cleavage. After triumphing in the plebiscite of 1988, political 
leaders started to negotiate how the next challenge - the 1989 presidential elections – should be dealt 
with. The debate focused on the size of the coalition, who would be the presidential candidate and 
negotiations for parliamentary candidates. The  Concertación leaders successfully solved key 
problems like candidate selection and program and electoral strategy, among others.  As two 
Concertación intellectuals argued:  
In this sense and in hindsight, the strategic decision of the Concertación‟s political leaders to 
unite to defeat Pinochet in 1988 and, afterwards, gain power in 1989 was the beginning of 
collective leadership in the Concertación. This can be defined as political actors with a 
coalition perspective, who, when they acted strategically, did not consider their party origins. 
In other words, they were leaders who subordinated their own party‟s ideological stance in 
favor of a Center-Left political coalition (Flisfich, Solari, Villar, 2009: 104). 
 
In relation to candidate selection, three months after the NO option won in January 1989, the 
Concertación created a special commission to solve this issue. This was formed by Aylwin (PDC), 
Juan Gutiérrez from the socialist faction PS-Gutiérrez
115
, Ricardo Solari (PS-Almeyda) and Jorge 
Arrate (PS-Núñez), radical member Figueroa and Social Democrat, Abeliuk.  
                                                          
115
One of the Socialists‟ factions. 
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In the PDC, there were several potential candidates (Aylwin, Valdés, Zalvídar, Molina and 
Frei Ruiz Tagle). The presidential candidate was chosen by the Junta Nacional. In this election, the 
three runners up were Frei, Aylwin and Valdés. The problem was that the three of them gained 
different results in the vote. The electoral militants in charge of the votes of Frei and Valdés‟ 
candidacies accused Aylwin and his “maquinaria”116 of irregularities in the Junta Nacional election. 
Finally, in February 1989, Aylwin was chosen as the PDC candidate. Beyond the PDC, Aylwin was 
supported by the PS-Almeyda,
117
 IC, PAC, MAPU-MOC, PRSD and PADENA. Silva Cimma was 
supported by the PS-Núñez, PS-Mandujano, PH, PPD, USOPO and the PR.
118
  
The PS-Núñez agreed not to propose a socialist candidate for the presidency. Instead, they 
suggested a National Assembly to nominate the candidate, since responsibility should fall on the 
opposition as a whole and not only on the parties.
119
 The Socialists tended to relate their support of a 
presidential program with  human rights issues and the need to reform the economic model and change 
political institutions, among others. In the end, the Left supported PDC member Aylwin, because they 
thought (as Lagos had argued before) that a presidential candidate from the Left would generate more 
rejection than acceptance. In other words, the strategic option was the political Center, represented by 
the Christian Democrats.
120
 In June 1989, the PR, PS-Almeyda and Arrate
121
 and the PPD decided to 
support Aylwin. 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
116Maquinaria can be translated as machinery and is defined as informal groups within parties who follow a specific leader. 
 
117Patricio Aylwin and Clodomiro Almeyda had a long-lasting friendship.  
 
118The PS-Histórico promoted Alejandro Hales and the SD Eugenio Velasco. Análisis, March 27-April 2, 1989. 
 
119Análisis, November 2-27, 1988. 
120In the following two presidential elections, the Concertación presidential candidate was chosen in primaries. 
 
121The Socialists‟ updated faction was first led by Carlos Altamirano (who was in exile when the PS split in 1979), then by 
Ricardo Núñez (in Chile) and later by Jorge Arrate in 1989. Núñez became a senator (1990-2008) and Arrate became a 
minister in the Aylwin and Frei governments.  
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There were significiant variations in the different ways of selecting candidates (Morgenstern 
and Siavelis, 2008). These varied from more transparent ways (for example, primaries) to others 
carried out in secrecy and informality. The designation of the presidential candidate was a process that 
was carried out according to the context in which it was decided: it was a close, hermetic and 
exclusive procedure (Flisfisch, Solari, Villar, 2009). Afterwards, in the 1993 and 1999 elections, the 
Concertación set up primaries, which had different mechanisms. For the 2005 presidential elections, 
the Concertación had two pre-candidates (both women): one Socialist (the former Defense and Health 
Minister, Michelle Bachelet) and the other a Christian Democrat (the former Foreign Relations 
Minister, Soledad Alvear). The first became the presidential candidate when the latter dropped out.
122
  
Finally, the Concertación was formed by seventeen member parties: MAPU, MAPU-OC, PS-
Histórico, PS, Mandujano, PS-Núñez, PS-Almeyda, IC, PH, Los Verdes (The Greens), the Social 
Democrats, the PRSD, PPD, USOPO, PR, PDC, PADENA and PAC. 
In addition to the election of a presidential candidate, in 1989 the Concertación had to 
organize parliamentary elections. Concertación leaders and negotiators were able to agree on certain 
procedures among parties with no coalition experience. The debate centered on how to obtain the best 
electoral pacts to win Congress and how broad parliamentary agreements should be. The PDC rejected 
having a single list (of all the opposition) because they did not agree with being on a joint list with the 
Communists. Aylwin, the future candidate, was especially skeptical about having just one list. Again, 
Boeninger was the PDC‟s negotiator. The PS-Almeyda negotiated between the coalition and the 
Communists. During the first semester of 1989, all of the parties negotiated using technical studies 
(surveys) that measured a candidate‟s popularity. The numbers concluded that the best alternative was 
a single list, although the PDC rejected this. Former Frei minister and future Concertación senator, 
Andrés Zaldívar, argued that they were against the Communists because of the way this party opposed 
                                                          
122In the December 2009 elections, the Concertación also held primaries, though not in Santiago. In these primaries, former 
President Frei won. The other candidate was a Radical, José Antonio Gómez.  
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the dictatorship, because they had a different political aim and because an alliance would take votes 
away from them.  
Despite the above, Zaldívar secured the PDC‟s cooperation:  
We believe we must postpone the logic of the „camino propio‟ (own path). Any person that 
thinks of a single party government in a country where pluralism exists is making a mistake … 
the triumph of the NO made us think that the transitional government did not represent an 
alliance of parties, but a government that must rule over them and, at the same time, be 
supported by them. The most capable people in those parties will collaborate in government 
duties and must try and create the best possible relationships with other political and social 
actors. 
 
In July 1989, Aylwin was finally named the Concertación‟s presidential candidate. The same 
month, the Communists ended up supporting Aylwin‟s candidacy. After Aylwin officially registered 
his presidential candidacy, he became the arbitrator of the Concertación‟s parliamentary electoral 
negotiations (Navarrete, 2009).  In the end, the PDC negotiated abstaining from presenting candidates 
in fifteen electoral districts in exchange for support for Aylwin‟s presidential candidacy. Also, the 
PDC rejected the possibility of having a single electoral list, so political leaders had to make different 
electoral agreements. The Concertación was capable of reproducing national agreements (in Congress) 
at a local level (municipios).
123
 Finally, for the 1989 parliamentary elections, the Concertación pact 
included the PDC, PPD
124
, PR, the Humanists, the Greens and the Independents.
125
 Fundamentally, the 
basis for electoral negotiations was established in the Presidential and Parliamentary Agreement in 
1989, the Local Protocol in 1992 and the primaries in 1992 (Navarrete, 2009).  
Party negotiators drew up an agreement for local elections in 1992. The protocol established in 
1992 was an impressive example of electoral engineering that covered 90% of local governments and 
                                                          
123
Certain criteria have been created for inter-party negotiatations:  1) prepare the negotiation to the last detail; 2) be patient; 
3) pay attention to the relationship between negotiators; 4) know that negotiation is not ideological; 5) present clear demands, 
since language problems influence negotiations (interview with a SP electoral expert, Aleuy, 2008) (Navarrete, 2009). 
 
124The PS was forbidden, so Socialists were included in the PPD.  
 
125The Right also made an electoral agreement that included the National Renovation (Center-Right party), the UDI (right-
wing party) and the Independents.  
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which still exists. In terms of the Concertación‟s presidential program, the work of several NGOs 
during the military regime created the necessary technical and political capacity for the program‟s 
beginnings. Places like CIEPLAN, FLACSO and CED, among others, provided opportunities for 
building opposition, creating trust and generating knowledge. Several commissions were also 
established to create the program. Foxley and René Cortázar, future Aylwin Ministers of Finance and 
Labor respectively, were in CIEPLAN.
126
  
In terms of negotiations with the government, the Concertación established that Aylwin was 
the official negotiator. He negotiated a set of constitutional reforms with the military government that 
were approved by plebiscite in July 1989. Basically, these reforms implied a revised constitutional 
amendment procedure, the reduction of COSENA‟s power of veto, the shortening of the first 
presidential term to four years and an increased number of elected senators from 26 to 38  (Loveman, 
1995).  The Concertación rejected the military‟s offer, but Aylwin convinced them that there were not 
very many other possibilities left to negotiate. 
As happened with the organization of the NO campaign, the organization of the presidential 
campaign was made up of different parties that came together as part of the Concertación with the aim 
of enhancing representation. The director was Silva Cimma (PR), the executive secretary was Enrique 
Correa (PS-Almeyda) and Enrique Krauss (PDC) was operations manager. In the technical area were 
Solari (PS-Almeyda)
127
, Martner
128
 (PS-Núñez) and Ravinet (PDC)
129
. Two structures were created: 
one was the campaign team, led by Silva Cimma and the other was Program Development, led by 
Boeninger and supported by Enrique Correa.  
                                                          
126Both would also become ministers in Bachelet‟s administration. 
  
127Future Aylwin undersecretary and Labor Minister under the Lagos administration. 
 
128Future Lagos undersecretary. 
 
129Future Lagos Housing and Defense Minister. 
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In the committees created during the campaign, the organizers combined politicians and 
technicians. Correa maintained that the Concertación was preparing an administration that would be 
supported by coalition parties, without meaning that it would be divided based on cuoteo. Correa 
added that what the Concertación promoted was a pluralist administration.
130
 
The relationship between the President and the parties in the future Concertación administration 
was a constant topic of attention. In terms of the Concertación as a government coalition, when asked 
if, in the future administration, the President would appoint his collaborators or whether they would be 
appointed after negotiations between the Concertación and the President‟s party, PDC member Andrés 
Zaldívar said that: 
In any case, this is possible. In the political vote of my party, approved unanimously, it is 
expressed that the new administration will not be made up of Concertación parties but of support 
from the parties. This administration will not be the result of „cuoteo‟ because the President will 
have absolute freedom to choose their collaborators, within or outside of the Concertación. The 
main aim will be efficiency because we will be judged by the results … in any case, Patricio 
Aylwin - who I think will be the next President - may be conditioned by the political cuoteo 
demanded by his or any other coalition party. This is one of the reasons why I am assuming the 
position as president of my party [the PDC], because on the matter of appointments, we must lead 
by example.
131
 
  
e) Summing Up 
In Chapters 3 and 4, we have looked at Chilean coalition dynamics in a long-term context.  The 
Concertación‟s origins are found in the strategic decisions of the coalition‟s party leaders, especially 
those of the Socialists (first the renovated group and then the more radical) to accept becoming part of 
the coalition with Center parties like the PDC and the Radicals. This context, expressed in a 
democratic-dictatorship cleavage, fostered cooperation among future coalition parties.  
                                                          
 
130Enrique Correa spoke of a solid agreement based on the presidential program and on democratization, more than on 
structural reforms and on the gradual transference of power. The Concertación also promised total support for the candidate, 
formally agreeing to the President‟s freedom and autonomy. Análisis, November 6-12, 1989.  
131
Análisis, July 3 – 9, 1989. 
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In Chapters 3 and 4, we have characterized Chilean politics and the origins of the Concertación. 
Several important factors, characteristic of Chilean politics, must be considered as part of this analysis: 
they were unstable pre-1973 and have been stable post-1990 and we can see the strategic interaction 
that political actors developed in certain institutional and historical contexts. The Concertación was 
born from a new cleavage in Chilean politics, which came about as a result of the dictatorship and 
opposition to it.  
In the next chapter, we will present our dependent variables (cabinet stability, patterns of power 
sharing) in a general overview of the four Concertación administrations. Afterwards, in Chapters 6 
and  7we will describe each coalition administration.  
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5. Characterizing Coalition Dynamics in Post Authoritarian Chile (1990 – 2009) 
a) Introduction 
On March 11, 1990, the Concertación - the coalition born one year before - assumed office in 
the first democratic administration after seventeen years of dictatorship. The atmosphere was tense and 
emotional. Although this first democratic government had the voters‟ support, the shadow and power 
of the dictatorship was still present. Comparatively, the Chilean transition has been defined as a 
negotiated one, centered on elites.
132
 This transition gave armed forces and especially Pinochet an 
unbeatable position in terms of influence, resources and impunity. The challenge for the coalition was 
not simple, because this first democratic administration had to articulate the departure of the armed 
forces from the government (and of Pinochet himself), as well as the multiple postponed demands of a 
society that claimed justice, truth and better economic conditions. The challenge was not easy. In fact, 
few would have predicted its unprecedented success.  
As a result of the above, it is extremely attractive to study how a coalition made up of former 
political enemies governed together. In fact, the Concertación was in power for twenty years, facing 
five presidential elections and six parliamentary and local elections and developed policies that made 
it possible for Chile to turn into a country with successful economic growth, poverty reduction and 
stability.
133
 All of the above was made possible by the political cooperation developed among the 
Concertación parties, among other factors. Coalition cooperation was thus an asset and not a problem. 
                                                          
132As Linz and Stepan (1996) argue, the Chilean military went into the transition in a stronger position than their partners in 
Argentina or Uruguay.  For details about different types of transitions, see O‟Donnell and Schmitter (1986).  
 
133Indicators can be found at www.ine.cl  
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This is precisely what this dissertation analyzes: how this cooperation was achieved within the 
government coalition, especially in the areas key to all political coalitions - power sharing. Power 
sharing involves mainly cabinet appointments and policies. Our research focuses on the analysis of the 
cabinets in the four Concertación administrations, both generally and specifically. 
In this chapter, we present a general overview of our dependent variables to offer the reader 
the “big picture” about how this coalition governed. Cabinet membership is dynamic, because it is the 
expression of a combination of several factors. Cabinet change is an excellent opportunity to test and 
analyze how coalition parties cooperate, as well as the role of the President, among others things.  
This “big picture” also allows us to compare the different administrations and especially the 
Aylwin administration with the following three. We also add the study of undersecretaries, an aspect 
not considered before in a qualitative analysis like the one carried out in this dissertation.  
The study of cabinets is fundamental to understanding coalition politics in both parliamentary 
and presidential systems. This is confirmed by coalition literature, which, from different perspectives 
and methodological approaches, has dedicated an important amount of effort to studying cabinets 
(Laver and Shepsle, 1996; Muller and Strom, 2000; Huber and Martínez Gallardo, 2004, 2008).  The 
importance of cabinets in coalition politics was confirmed by one of those interviewed, who argued 
that they represent the coalition in the government. The same person added that public opinion looks 
at cabinets to see which party belongs to a particular government coalition.
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Therefore, in this dissertation, we developed a cabinet analysis of the four Concertación 
administrations, concentrating specifically on those aspects related to maintaining coalitions and 
cabinet stability. 
            First, we will show the party-level variable, which concerns maintaining coalitions and 
powersharing among parties. Secondly, we will analyze cabinet stability, which is an individual-level 
                                                          
134Interview with a former Concertación President. 
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variable. We expect the Concertación administrations to be more stable in comparison to pre-1973 
democracy (in terms of cabinets and portfolio experience).  
Why is cabinet stability in a presidential system a measure of coalition governability?  Cabinet 
stability is an expression of the President‟s capacity to administer the external and internal factors of 
government administration.  Their ability means exerting a leadership that allows them to coordinate 
multiple government activities, develop policies, efficiently manage inevitable conflicts, appoint 
personnel and manage coalition relations (power sharing in terms of quantity and quality).
135
 In this 
dissertation, we are particularly focusing on three factors that influence the way they make 
appointments: the relationship of Presidents with coalition parties (how autonomous they are); 
informal rules of power sharing and their combination of political and technical expertise, expressed 
through the political use of technocrats as important actors in charge of administering state resources 
and different policy areas. 
This chapter is organized as follows: we will use descriptive statistics to present our dependent 
variables and their operationalization. Subsequent chapters on the Aylwin and on the Frei, Lagos and 
Bachelet administrations will trace how causal mechanisms worked and help us understand the 
elements of continuity and change between administrations. 
b) Party Level Variable:  Maintaining Coalitions and Power Sharing 
              In this section, we will present our party-level variables - the maintaining of coalitions and 
patterns of power sharing. Our aim is to show stability in party membership and then how power was 
distributed among coalition partners.    
        
 
                                                          
135For example, Huber (1998) analyzes the influence of cabinet instability on political performance, analyzing health-cost 
containment.  
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1) Maintaining Coalitions and Power Sharing 
In this section, we will present the maintaining of coalitions and power sharing. 
a) Maintaining Coalitions 
As we have said before, our first definition of stability is related to coalition party 
membership. We expect, overall, the Concertación to have been stable since 1990. This means 
stability in coalition party composition.  
Table 1: Concertación Party Membership (1990-2009) 
President Party 
Aylwin* PDC, PS, PPD, PR, PAC, PH, IC, LV 
Frei PDC, PS, PPD, PR 
Lagos  PDC, PS, PPD, PR 
Bachelet PDC, PS, PPD, PR 
Source: own elaboration 
*Izquierda Cristiana (IC); Partido Alianza de Centro (PAC); Partido Humanista (PH); Los Verdes 
(LV). 
         As we see in Table 1, the four biggest parties that made up the coalition in 1989 - the PDC, the 
PS and the PR – stayed in it during the twenty years the Concertacion was in power. 136 Only smaller 
parties (in terms of votes and seats) left the coalition. The PH left the Aylwin administration in 1992. 
The PAC left after the government ended. IC members entered the PS or the PPD. The LV party also 
left the coalition during the Aylwin administration. Three of these parties held appointments: the PAC 
headed up the Public Works Ministry, the PH held the position of National Territory undersecretary 
and the IC obtained the position of Public Works undersecretary. These four parties had limited 
electoral support. In 1989, the PAC did not present candidates for parliament. The PH obtained 0.77% 
                                                          
136As we saw in previous chapters, the Socialists and Christian Democrats were the most important coalition partners. The PS 
was created in 1933 and the PDC in 1957. The PR was an important party in the mid-twentieth century, when it occupied the 
political center before the PDC. The PPD was founded by former President Lagos in 1987 as a catch-all party.  
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of the votes for deputies, winning one of the deputy positions from the three available. 
137
 The LV 
party obtained 0.22% of the votes for deputies and did not obtain any parliamentary positions. 
 
 
b)  Patterns of Power Sharing  
In a democracy, when a coalition wins power, this coalition governs 
with its coalition members. Whoever says that this is not the way 
things are done is lying. You can name it „cuoteo‟ or „repartija´, but I 
call it, more elegantly, representation equilibrium. 
Minister of Defense, Francisco Vidal
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One fundamental aspect analyzed by coalition literature is how power is distributed among 
coalition partners. As seen in Chapter 2, the literature on parliamentary and presidential systems has 
established several hypotheses and findings that we can use to analyze and test our dependent variable 
and confirm whether they exist in the Concertación administrations or not.  
This dissertation explains why the Concertación was successful in maintaining power during 
four consecutive administrations. Our explanations focus on the internal factors of coalition dynamics 
and, precisely, on the factors related to power sharing among party coalition members. Our argument 
is that the Concertación developed informal rules of power sharing that contributed to the 
administration of power, offering coalition governability and reducing potential conflicts.  
To develop this argument, we first need to define and operationalize what we are trying to 
explain - in other words, our dependent variables on stability in patterns of power sharing distribution. 
To explain events, we need first to characterize them. In this section, we will analyze cuoteo and  
proportionality. 
                                                          
 
137PH deputy, Laura Rodríguez, passed away in 1993, being replaced by someone who had run against her in the elections. 
138Vidal was also Interior Minister during the Lagos administration. La Segunda, 04/22/09 
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In this vein, we expect to find a certain constant distribution of power among the parties. We 
also expect to confirm the existence of proportionality and thus prove the application of 
proportionality rule in governmental and presidential coalitions like the Concertación.  
In the following sections, we will analyze our second dependent variable, which is the 
distribution of cabinet ministers and undersecretaries among coalition party members. First, we will 
show the distribution of appointments in the four Concertación administrations. Afterwards, we will 
show the relationship between this distribution of party appointments and the strength of each party in 
Congress.  
i) Quantity Matters: How Does The Concertación Divide Up Power? Cuoteo and 
Proportionality 
 
As we have already argued, the term cuoteo in Chile is normally used to describe a distribution 
of appointments based on the militancy of the appointees. The existence of this custom is criticized, 
because it is seen as the opposite of personnel appointments based on merit. Cuoteo is seen as the 
mechanism by which parties are favored through the appointment of one of their members to the state 
apparatus. Coalition theory calls this portfolio allocation.  
In this section, we will see portfolio allocation based exclusively on party criteria. What is 
interesting here is to observe how political representation was maintained or not when changes were 
introduced. Afterwards, we will relate party representation to the same in Congress.  
In relation to party quotas, we expect the four Concertación administrations to be stable, with 
variations in administrations due to each President‟s capacity to administrate coalition dynamics in 
terms of these quotas. 
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Table 2:  Concertación Administrations - Cabinets and Party Distribution, Ministers (1990-2009) 
Cab/ 
Party (%) 
PDC PS PPD PR PAC IND Total 
1 50 22.2 5.5 11.1 5.5 5.5 18 
2 47.3 15.8 10.5 10.5 5.3 10.5 19 
3 47.3 15.8 21.0 5.3 0 10.5 19 
4 52.6 15.8 21.0 5.3 0 5.3 19 
5 52.6 15.8 21.0 5.3 0 5.3 19 
6 57.9 15.8 10.5 5.3 0 10.5 19 
7 57.9 15.8 10.5 5.3 0 10.5 19 
8 47.3 21.0 10.5 10.5 0 10.5 19 
9 43.8 25 18.8 12.5 0 0 16 
10 43.8 12.5 25 12.5 0 6.3 16 
11 41.2 17.6 23.5 5.9 0 11.1 17 
12 38.9 16.7 27.8 5.5 0 11.1 18 
13 44.4 11.1 27.8 5.5 0 11.1 18 
14 50 11.1 22.2 5.5 0 11.1 18 
15 35 20 25 5 0 15 20 
16 40 20 25 5 0 15 20 
17 36.4 22.7 22.7 9 0 9 22 
18 36.4 22.7 22.7 9 0 9 22 
19 36.4 22.7 22.7 9 0 9 22 
20 36.4 22.7 22.7 9 0 9 22 
21 36.4 22.7 22.7 9 0 9 22 
          Source: own elaboration 
In Table 2, we present the twenty cabinets appointed by the four Concertación Presidents 
since 1990 and the percentage of each party‟s representation. Each row represents one of the twenty 
cabinets and the columns represent the percentage of ministries (ministers) each party had in each 
cabinet.
139
  The aim of this table is to visualize the “big picture” and see how the equilibrium of party 
representation was maintained during cabinet changes. The same will be done for changes in 
undersecretaries. In this case, the aim is to measure the relationship between appointments and 
militancy and not a particular person, meaning that a single person can be counted twice or more.  
In Table 2, we can also see that the PDC‟s participation in the cabinets decreased compared to 
the center-left parties, the PS and the PPD.  
                                                          
139In the following chapter, we will go into details on cabinet changes in terms of party affiliation.  
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In Table 3, we will present the averages of party representation by administration (this 
considers all ministers by administration). 
Table 3: Concertación Administration: Party Representation, Ministers (1990-2009)  
Administration 
/Party (%) 
PDC PS PPD PR IND PAC Total  
(N=)* 
Aylwin 48.6 19 8 10.8 8 5.4 25 
Frei 51 20.04 16.3 6.12 6.12 - 49 
Lagos 46.5 16 20.9 4.65 9.2 - 43 
Bachelet 33.3 22.2 28.8 6.66 8.88 - 45 
Source: own elaboration 
 Table 3 shows that, during the Concertación administrations, party representation 
varied. The PDC occupied more positions during the Frei administraton and the PS and the PPD 
occupied more during the Bachelet administration. The percentage of independents seems to be stable. 
The PDC was less represented in the cabinet, especially during the last two Concertación 
administrations.  
 We will carry out the same analysis for the undersecretaries. This analysis is different 
to the one for the ministers because we will count all the undersecretaries for each administration, 
instead of counting cabinets. We expect to find certain patterns of party distribution.  
Table 4: Concertación Administrations - Party Representation, Undersecretaries (1990-2009) 
Administration/ 
Party (%) 
PDC PS PPD PR IND PAC PH IC N= 
Aylwin 46.1 17.9 8.9 13.2 3.8 3.8 2.1 3.8 35 
Frei 48.4 19 20.2 7.5 4 0 0 0 59 
Lagos 36.6 23.3 17.6 17. 5.6 0 0 0 67 
Bachelet 39.2 19 20.2 14.5 6.8 0 0 0 55 
Source: own elaboration 
The data from Table 4 shows a different pattern of power sharing than that of the ministers. 
The Christian Democrats‟ presence went down less than in the case of the ministers. As in the case of 
the ministers, the PDC was better represented during the Frei administration. As opposed to the case of 
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the ministers, during the Lagos administration, the PS and the PPD were better represented than during 
the Bachelet administration. The Independents were more numerous in the Bachelet administration. It 
is interesting to note that when the PPD and the PS had a militant as President, their percentage of 
representation at this level did increase.  
Moving on, we will now analyze how this cabinet representation is related to party 
representation in Congress. A lot of effort has been dedicated to the analysis of proportionality in the 
distribution of appointments among coalition party members in parliamentary and in presidential 
regimes. Proportionality can be defined, in relative terms, as the relation between party representation 
in Congress and party representation in cabinets (Gamson, 1961; Brown and Franklin, 1973; Warwick, 
2001). Literature has also proved that there are certain deviations from proportionality related to 
formateur party under-representation and small party over-representation (small party bias) (Warwick, 
2001).  It is worth remembering that proportionality rule in presidential democracies is used as a proxy 
because party representation in government is the responsibility of the President and not established by 
negotiations between parties in Congress, as in parliamentary systems. In fact, Amorim Neto (2003, 
2006) maintains that proportionality in presidential systems is used as a proxy when the underlying 
strategy is to implement policies by statutes (and not by decree). 
 
Table 5 Concertación Administrations - Proportionality Index, Ministers (1990-2009)
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Year/Party PDC PS PPD PR PAC 
1990 -9.2 3.9 0 1.9 5.7 
1991 -4.3 2.0 0 1.0 5.2 
1992 -7.3 1.0 0 1.0 5.2 
1993 -10.3 -2.0 0 1.0 5.2 
1994 -2.4 -4.2 0 0.2 - 
1995 0 -4.2 0 0.2 - 
1996 0 -4.2 0 0.2 - 
1997 -2.4 -4.2 0 0.2 - 
                                                          
140 The years underlined are the years that a new Congress was elected (and the whole Chamber of Deputies and half the 
Senate was renewed).  
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1998 -1.5 -2.6 0 -0.4 - 
1999 -4.9 0 0 0.9 - 
2000 -12 9.3 0 3.8 - 
2001 -12 9.3 0 3.8 - 
2002 -1.8 -1.7 0 2.0 - 
2003 -2.8 -2.2 0 -2.6 - 
2004 -3.8 -2.7 0 -2.8 - 
2005 0.9 2.5 0 -2.8 - 
2006 1.3 -2.5 0 0 - 
2007 -2.4 -4.4 0 0.3 - 
2008 -6.7 -3.1 0 0 - 
2009 -3.0 -0.9 0 0 - 
Source: own elaboration 
From the analysis of the data presented in Table 5, we can conclude that the hypothesis 
established by literature in terms of proportionality, formateur under-representation and small party 
bias is confirmed, but with certain peculiarities. First, the PDC appears to be under-represented most 
of the time, including the years when it was not the party of the President (between 2000 and 2009). 
The Socialists appear to be under-represented most of the time, with the exception of the first 
Concertación administration. Since 1990 and including the Lagos and Bachelet administrations, the 
PS was the most under-represented. During the Bachelet administration, the PS became the formateur 
party and was under-represented. Even during the Lagos administration, what highlighted the perfect 
proportionality of the PPD is when this party was the formateur one. In relation to small party bias, we 
expected the PR to be the beneficiary, which, in practice, happened in fourteen of the nineteen years 
that the Concertación was in power. Small party bias for the PAC party during the Aylwin 
administration is also confirmed.  
Before we continue with our analysis of proportionality, we need to consider two 
methodological points: first, we need to remember that we are discussing general trends and not 
making claims of statistical significance.
141
 Secondly, it is worth noting that the n we are working with 
                                                          
141Quantitative research about proportionality tends to confirm this. For example, the correlation coefficient over the whole 
universe of 324 in Brown and Frankin‟s work obtains a value of 0.926. This means that 85.5% of the variance in ministries is 
explained by the variations (in %) in the percentage of seats contributed (1973: 460)  
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is small, so, although the percentage variation is small in real terms, this means one or two ministers or 
undersecretaries more or less for each member party.  
Now we will turn to the analysis of the proportionality index for undersecretaries. 
Table 6: Concertación Administrations - Proportionality Index, Undersecretaries (1990-2009).  
Year/Party 
(%) 
PDC PS PPD PR PAC PH IC 
1990 -10.7 0 0 2.3 3.9 2.4 4 
1991 -10.8 0 0 2.0 3.8 2.3 4 
1992 -11.2 -0.9 0 2.0 3.8 3.8 4 
1993 -17.3 -3.0 0 5.9 3.8 0 4 
1994 0 -6.5 0 2.7 - - - 
1995 -1.0 -4.6 0 2.7 - - - 
1996 -4.0 -2.3 0 2.7 - - - 
1997 -6.0 -0.4 0 2.7 - - - 
1998 -9.6 0 0 0 - - - 
1999 -12.2 2.6 0 -0.9 - - - 
2000 -13.4 0 0 2.8 - - - 
2001 -13.1 0.5 0 2.4 - - - 
2002 -1.9 2.8 0 3.3 - - - 
2003 0 0 0 8.8 - - -- 
2004 -1.2 -0.8 0 8.8 - - - 
2005 -4.9 5.5 0 11.7 - - - 
2006 5.3 -2.5 0 0 - - - 
2007 1.6 -4.4 0 0.3 - - - 
2008 0 -1.7 0 0 - - - 
2009 -0.4 -0.4 0 0 - - - 
Source: own elaboration 
The data from Table 6 shows that, in the case of the undersecretaries, a certain pattern of 
proportionality emerges. The PDC was mostly under-represented, both when it was the formateur 
party and when it was not (from 2000 to 2009). In the Bachelet administration, we can see that, in 
general, the PDC was over-represented or had perfect proportionality. The Socialists were mostly 
under-represented, even in the administration when they were the formateur party - in 2006 under 
President Bachelet. Again, the PPD was perfectly represented in the Executive in relation to its weight 
in Congress. This means that formateur party under-representation is not confimed in the case of the 
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Lagos administration. Small party bias was confirmed in the case of the PR and also for the other 
small parties (the PH, the IC and the PAC).  
 
ii) Quality Matters: How the Concertación Divided Up Power 
Although the number of ministries that each coalition party obtains in cabinet provides 
important information on how the distribution of payoffs was made within the Concertación, it is also 
true that not all ministries had the same weight or importance (Budge and Kenan, 1990; Laver and 
Hunt, 1992; Laver, 1998; Warwick and Druckman, 2001). The difference is based on how each 
ministry was conceived as being a reward for the parties (in terms of political influence and policies). 
Thus, to include this qualitative dimension, we will combine the dimensions of quantity and quality in 
our analysis. According to this logic, we expect the formateur party to obtain the most valued 
ministries.  
Table 7: Concertación Administrations - Party Distribution among Most Important Ministries (1990- 
2009) 
Administration/Ministry The Interior Finance Foreign Relations 
Aylwin (PDC) PDC PDC PR 
Frei (PDC) PS, PDC PDC PDC, PS 
Lagos (PPD) PS, PPD PPD PDC 
Bachelet (PS) PDC IND PDC 
Source: own elaboration 
         The data in Table 7 shows that, in terms of the quality of portfolios, there was no visible pattern 
relating one party to specific ministries. As we can see in the case of the most important cabinets as 
defined by literature (Laver and Hunt, 1992), there was no visible pattern in these ministries. The 
expectation that the President‟s party would occupy the majority of the posts was not met in these 
ministries. A good example of the above is the Bachelet administration, where the President‟s party 
did not participate in the most important ministries as defined by literature.  
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         Cabinet analysis did not show a relationship between specific parties and ministries. Social 
ministries were mostly shared by the PDC and the PS. Party size seems to be the factor that explains 
portfolio allocation in the case of the Concertación. 
         With this last data, we conclude our study of the party-level variable. Now we will turn to the 
analysis of our individual-level variable - cabinet change and portfolio experience.  
 
c) Analyzing Cabinets 
As we argued in Chapter 2, from a general perspective, cabinets can be defined as a “set of 
politically appointed Executive officers involved in top-level national policy-making” (Muller and 
Strom, 2000: 11).  
Since our aim is to analyze how the Concertación has governed in terms of coalition dynamics 
since 1990, we will analyze two things: cabinet changes in order to study stability and the continuity 
of individual ministers.  
As we argued in Chapter 2, we will work with two different definitions of cabinet change with the 
aim of: 1) advancing in our knowledge and analysis of cabinet changes and how these changes test the 
president´s capacity to manage the coalition and; 2) facilitating the comparison of cases, in other 
words, the Concertación administrations. Along these lines, we will work with two definitions of 
cabinet change between presidential elections (in other words, within administrations). One of these 
definitions is taken from the literature about parliamentary democracies and the second one has been 
created specially for the analysis of the Concertación in particular and Chilean politics in general. The 
two definitions are the following: 
1) Changes in any of the most important ministers as defined by literature (the Interior, Finance 
and Foreign Relations) (Laver and Hunt, 1992) 
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2) Changes in at least one political minister (the Interior, SEGEGOB and/or SEGPRES) and/or 
any change in two or more ministers.  
 
The first definition - changes in any of the most important ministers - will facilitate comparison 
with further research. The most important ministers are those on the list proposed by Laver and Hunt 
(1992) in a comparative study edited by Muller and Strom (2000). The Prime Minister also appears on 
this list, but, since this position does not exist in the Chilean government, we have not considered it. 
We have replaced the Prime Minister with the Interior Minister. Although we know it is not the same, 
in Chile the Interior Minister has a different status because they are designed Vice-President when the 
President is out of the country. 
Our second definition is the one that, in our opinion, is most suitable for Chilean politics and 
government administration. Let us explain why. First, in Chile, apart from the Ministry of the Interior, 
there are two other ministries considered “political” by parties and public opinion in general alike: the 
Ministerio Secretaría General de la Presidencia (SEGPRES) and the Ministerio Secretaría General 
de Gobierno (SEGEGOB). The first is in charge of government coordination, which includes the 
coordination of the legislative agenda. The second is in charge of government communications.
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These ministries are very valuable to parties because they are responsible for the political aspects of 
government administration, as well as having a close relationship with the President because of the 
different areas of coordination they are in charge of. The three of them have residence in the 
presidential building, the Palacio de La Moneda. The Concertación administrations have been very 
rigorous in the political distribution of these ministries. In addition, in our definition we will include 
the numerical aspect of this distribution.  
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SEGEGOB was officially established as a ministry in 1976. Before that, it was only a service in charge of 
communications and cabinet coordination. SEGPRES was created in 1990 from the previous group established 
during the dictatorship, the Ballerino Committee (Ballerino was the name of the general in charge of this 
committee). Its aim was to coordinate the government agenda.   
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We think that the change of only one minister can be the consequence of a particular, causal event 
and that a single change influences a particular range of policies and a specific party more than 
coalition relations in general. On the contrary, if the President decides to change more than two 
ministers, this implies that they are introducing a different political design which will necessarily 
consider intra-coalition relations and political equilibrium among the coalition party‟s members. More 
changes of ministers are, from our perspective, where coalition dynamics and President-party relations 
and intra-party relations are tested. In cabinet changes, the president‟s political capacity is also tested. 
In this definition, we combine quantitative and qualitative criterion. The rest of the changes will be 
considered adjustments (Valenzuela, 1984). 
In this chapter we also include changes in the Interior Minister, not as a definition of cabinet 
change in itself, but as a way of generating comparable data. We agree with Valenzuela (1984), who 
mentions this change but does not define cabinet change through changes in this ministry. Although, 
in the case of the Concertación in particular and in Chile in general, the position of Interior Minister is 
one of the most important and recognized ones, it is not the same in parliamentary democracies. In 
Chile, the Interior Minister has important legal attributions like replacing the President when they are 
out of the country. In these cases, the Interior Minister is appointed Vice-President. Traditionally, the 
political system has recognized this position as one of the most important for politicians. Before the 
other two political ministers were created, the Interior Minister was the only one specifically 
“political”.  Nowadays, the Interior Minister controls the administration of the country, public security 
and the relationship between the central government and government at sub-national levels (regions 
and local governments). This minister administers an important budget and policies (for example, 
migration policies).  
Moreover, this dissertation does not only consider cabinet and minister analysis, but also studies 
the lower, undersecretary level. Firstly, a qualitative analysis of undersecretaries has never been 
carried out. Secondly, this study is important for several reasons: to allow us to establish whether 
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patterns do or do not exist in terms of power distribution at this second level; also to test other 
informal rules of power sharing and also the political-technocratic balance. Up to now, this has been 
assumed rather than determined. Thirdly, we will analyze the existence of pattern changes that relate 
to changes in undersecretaries in cabinet changes.   
Many analyses of coalition dynamics refer exclusively to cabinet formation. We will also examine 
the evolution of coalition dynamics at undersecretary level because it is evident that key strategies 
regarding coalitional dynamics may be implemented at this level. Are ministries controlled by 
individual parties or are checks and balances instituted by ensuring that vice-ministers from other 
parties are named?  Are inequalities of partisan balance at the ministry level potentially corrected at 
the undersecretary level?  These, among others, are questions that we will answer in this research.  
From the discussions in prior chapters regarding Chilean political history prior to and after 1973, 
we would expect cabinet data to show a greater number of unstable government coalitions, cabinet 
instability, ministerial rotation, a much less careful method of limiting party control of ministries and a 
more unstable technocratic presence. In the first section, we will, in fact, provide data that shows 
precisely the opposite: the maintaining of coalitions, cabinet stability and a continuous technocratic 
presence.  We will show that the first democratic administration after the Pinochet dictatorship was 
outstanding in terms of stability.  
Our previous analysis  has focused on cabinets from a collective perspective. This analysis does 
not consider the individual perspective - in other words, how adjustments influence stability. As we 
argued in Chapter 2, we go along with Huber and Martínez Gallardo‟s (2004) argument that portfolio 
experience is the assumption that tenure in a specific post will allow the minister to gain expertise in 
that area of policy and build better relations with the other cabinet members and the ministry‟s 
bureaucracy. This will make them more effective in pursuing policy objectives. On the other hand, 
political experience measures cumulative experience in the government, whether they switch from one 
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portfolio to another.  In our view, portfolio experience is also an expression of the stability of the 
cabinet itself. Our hypothesis is that the Concertación administrations had certain patterns of portfolio 
experience, especially during the first administration.  
In the next section, we will present the “big picture” of the cabinets in the four Concertación 
administrations.  
1)  The Concertación‟s Cabinets in a Comparative Perspective   
Our first way of operationalizing stability is analyzing the cabinets from the perspective of change. 
As we mentioned before, we will present two definitions of cabinet change.  
Our first definition of cabinet change is based on the most important ministries: the Interior, 
Finance and Foreign Relations. According to this definition, we will present the following data:   
Table 8: Number of Interior, Finance and Foreign Relations Ministers (1990-2009) 
Administration/Number 
Of Ministers 
The Interior Foreign Relations Finance 
Aylwin 1 1 1 
Frei 3 3 2 
Lagos 2 2 1 
Bachelet 3 2 1 
Source: own elaboration 
From Table 8, we can conclude that the Aylwin administration was the most stable.  The scant 
number of changes in the Ministry of Finance highlights macroeconomic policy stability. Three of the 
four Finance Ministers (from the Aylwin, Lagos and Bachelet administrations) stayed in their post 
during the whole presidential term. During the Frei administration, one left the government two 
months before the end of the presidential term because he received the offer of a post at the World 
Bank.  
If we analyze cabinet change according to our second definition, we can see both cabinet 
changes and adjustments. We expect the Concertación to have stable governments (measured by the 
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number of cabinet changes) in comparison to previous administrations, with the Aylwin administration 
standing out as the most stable.  
Table 9: Concertación Administrations - Cabinet Stability (1990-2009) 
President Number of 
Cabinet 
Changes 
Number of 
Adjustments* 
Total  
Changes 
Number 
Of Cabinets 
Average 
Months 
without 
Changes 
Average 
Months 
without 
Cabinet 
Changes  
Aylwin 1 3 4 2 12 24 
Frei 5 7 12 6 6 12 
Lagos 5 6 11 6 6.5 12 
Bachelet 6 6 12 7 4.0 6.8 
Source: own elaboration 
*A change in any ministry that is not political. 
 The data from Table 9 shows that, in terms of cabinet stability, the Aylwin administration was   
different from the other three. According to these measurements, the Bachelet administration was the 
most unstable.  
As we said before, another common indicator used by literature to measure stability is the 
number of Interior Ministers (and changes) an administration has. The Interior Minister is considered 
one of the most important of all ministers (Valenzuela, 1984).  
Table 10: Concertación Administrations - Changes in Interior 
(1990-2009) 
Ministers 
 President Number of Interior Ministers Average Ministers/Months 
Aylwin 1 48 
Frei 3 24 
Lagos 2 36 
Bachelet 3 16 
Source: own elaboration 
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The data from Table 10 shows that the Concertación administrations varied in terms of the 
numbers of changes made to Interior Ministers. Again, the Aylwin administration was the most and 
Bachelet‟s the least stable.  
Table 11: Cabinet Stability (1932-2009) 
President Number of 
Interior 
Ministers 
Administration  
Duration (Months) 
Average  
Ministers/Month 
Alessandri P (1932-38) 6 72 12 
Aguirre Cerda (1938-1942) 7 38 5.4 
Ríos (1942-1948) 7 53 7.5 
González V. (1948-1952) 7 72 10.2 
Ibáñez (1952-1958) 16 72 4.5 
Alessandri R (1958-1964) 2 72 36 
Frei M (1964-1970) 3 72 24 
Allende (1970-1973) 9 34 3.7 
Aylwin (1990-1994) 1 48 48 
Frei RT (1994-2000) 3 72 24 
Lagos (2000-2006) 2 72 36 
Bachelet (2006-2009) 3 48 16 
Source: own elaboration 
The data from Table 11 shows that, compared to previous administrations, the Concertación 
seemed to be more stable. If we compare Concertación cabinet performance in terms of stability with 
previous coalition government administrations (between 1932 and 1973) and with one single party 
administration (the Frei Montalva administration from 1964 to 1970), we can conclude that the 
Concertación was the most stable adminsitration in Chile in the twentieth century.  
As we can see in Table 11, the Concertación administrations were stable in comparison to pre-
1973 democracies. As expected, the Aylwin administration was outstanding in terms of stability, with 
two cabinets in four years.  The Aylwin and Bachelet administrations had presidential terms of four 
years (48 months), while Frei and Lagos‟ lasted six years (72 months). The column on the right is the 
average number of months without any change. According to this measurement, the Aylwin 
administration is again the most stable.  
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Now we will turn to analyzing changes in the undersecretaries. We expect the Aylwin 
administration to follow a similar pattern. We also expect more changes at this level than at the 
ministerial level. The undersecretaries‟ duties are mostly administrative and their posts are less visible, 
so, in general, being an undersecretary is not considered part of a politician‟s career. 
Table 12: Concertación Administrations: Changes in Undersecretaries (1990-2009) 
Administration Total Number of 
Undersecretaries 
Number of Changes Month/Changes 
Aylwin * 35 8 6 
Frei * 59 19 3.7 
Lagos ** 67 25 2.8 
Bachelet ** 55 11 4.3 
Total (N=) 216 63 3.4 
Source: own elaboration 
*Posts: 26 
**Posts: 28 
 
As Table 12 shows, in the case of the undersecretaries, the number of changes was higher that 
those seen for ministers. In terms of changes, the Aylwin administration was again outstanding in 
comparison to the other administrations.  
It can be concluded that, compared to previous coalitions, the Concertación administration 
was more stable in terms of cabinet change. Also, we can conclude that different definitions influence 
the measurements taken and their results, especially concerning the first definition of the most 
important ministers. This first definition also concluded that the Aylwin administration was extremely 
stable. Finally, we can conclude the same for the second definition.  
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2) Portfolio Experience 
         In the previous section, we analyzed the stability of the Concertación cabinets from the 
perspective of change. In this section, we will do the opposite and analyze stability from the 
perspective of ministerial continuity.  
We will use an analysis of the individual changes in ministers based on the idea that stability 
is achieved the more time ministers spend with each portfolio. As Huber and Martínez Gallardo (2004, 
2008) maintain, less ministerial turnover implies more portfolio experience, which translates into more 
expertise in policy management and into relations with other cabinet members.  
We have developed a Permanence Index (of portfolio experience), which was obtained by 
dividing the number of months each minister stayed in office by the total number of months each 
administration lasted. In this chapter, we will present an average for each administration. Afterwards, 
the measurement per minister for each administration will be presented. The above gives us a number 
between 0 and 1, which is the proportion of continuance by administration, with 0 being that they 
stayed less than one month and 1 being that they stayed for the duration of the administration.  
If we compare the averages of the Permanence Index with those from pre-1973 
administrations, there should be more permanence in the Concertación administrations than in pre-
1973 ones.  
Table 13: Ministry Permanence Index (1938-1973) 
President Number of Ministers Ministers‟ Permanence Index 
(Average %) 
Aguirre Cerda 43 0.16 
Ríos 66 0.18 
González Videla 87 0.13 
Ibáñez 141 0.08 
Alessandri R 49 0.25 
Frei M 38 0.36 
Allende 67 0.19 
Aylwin 25 0.76 
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Frei RT 49 0.39 
Lagos 43 0.38 
Bachelet * 45 0.48 
Source: own elaboration 
*The Bachelet administration is considered up to 12/31/2009: 46 months 
The data from Table 14 shows that the average permanence in pre-1973 administrations is less 
than that in Concertación administrations.  
In Table 14, we can see that the Aylwin administration was clearly outstanding, because it had 
an average ministers‟ continuance of 0.76 or, in other words, 76% of ministers on average stayed in 
their posts for the duration of the administration. In other words, the ministers stayed in office for an 
average of 36 (75%) of the 48 months that the Aylwin government lasted. 
            Some conclusions need to be drawn from our second dependent variable. First, in comparison 
to previous administrations, the data shows that the Concertación was more stable in terms of cabinet 
dynamics than previous administrations. Secondly, within the Concertación, the Aylwin 
administration was outstanding in terms of stability. Thirdly, ministers were more stable than 
undersecretaries.  
 
d)  Conclusions 
To conclude, we would like to comment on the Concertación as a government coalition. As a 
result of the analysis of cabinets, some common characteristics of this coalition can be highlighted.  
Firstly, in comparison to previous administrations, the Concertación was more stable in terms of 
cabinet stability. Also, variation was observed within the four coalition administrations. The first 
Concertación government was outstanding in terms of stability. 
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Secondly, the Concertación generally maintained the same party composition from 1989 
onwards. Stability was also expressed in cabinet performance. Contrary to what is expected from a 
transitional administration, the Aylwin administration was outstanding, being the most stable 
administration. President Aylwin took extreme care when administering the government in a context 
of fear about the return of authoritarianism. This was a strategic decision, not foretold.  Elsewhere, the 
divisions in the governing party led authoritarian parties to regain influence (e.g. the Domincan 
Republic from 1978-82).  
Thirdly, power-sharing patterns are seen in the four Concertación administrations. Literature‟s 
expectations about proportionality were confirmed as a general rule, but with certain deviations. We 
found formateur party under-representation, small party bias and medium-sized party proportionality. 
The power sharing patterns demonstrated stability in the assignment of power within the Concertación 
administrations. The Christian Democrats went from being under-represented to being over-
represented. This demonstrates the special care taken to preserve the role of the PDC, traditionally the 
biggest party, within this coalition.  
This chapter presented a general quantitative and qualititative picture of the Concertación 
government administrations. Our data give us the “big picture”. This has allowed us to understand 
how this coalition, formed by former political enemies, governed together. It is not obvious that these 
parties and its leaders should have successfully governed during all these years.   
This research deals with the question of why the Concertación has become one of the most 
successful government coalitions in Chilean history. The most common explanations are related 
mainly to external factors: the transitional context and, fundamentally, a change in the rules of the 
game, like the constitution and the binominal electoral system. In other words, the explanations are 
centered on historical and institutional arguments and not on a single actor‟s strategic interaction. 
Although some have reinforced the government developed by the Concertación administrations, they 
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have not carried out a more thorough analysis of coalition dynamics, nor extended it to the four 
Concertación administrations. 
This dissertation examines the complementary arguments related, firstly, to the need to 
maintain coalition and government governability, as opposed to the UP experience and, secondly, to 
use technocrats politically with the purpose of combining both technical and political expertise. An 
unwillingness to repeat Allende‟s UP experience of government instability made political coalition 
leaders develop several informal rules that favored coalition governability by enhancing power sharing 
arrangements and inter-party checks, translating into a capacity to administer power efficiently 
(Siavelis, 2006). To these informal rules oriented towards increasing government coalition 
cooperation, we add a new balance in the relationship between the Executive, the President and the 
coalition parties, in which the former won the the autonomy to appoint cabinet members and develop 
policies in relation to the latter. What is most important is that this new relationship did not lead to a 
rupture, since parties continued, at least formally, to control government posts, one of the most 
important rewards in government coalitions. Also, the political use of technocrats by the Concertación 
allowed for proper economic and financial administration, without breaking with political control of 
these appointments because these technocrats belonged to these same parties. The Concertación‟s 
success seems to be based on a balance of political and technocratical expertise and not on 
technocratical management of state affairs.  
Now we will analyze the four administrations individually, starting with the Aylwin 
administration. 
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6. In the Name of Stability: The Aylwin Administration (1990-1994) 
“Institutions provide the opportunity, but if actors do not 
behave, things do not work out.” 
 
“Politics is an art” 
An Aylwin minister  
a) Introduction 
Few singular events in the history of nations have both a symbolical and a real effect. The 
ceremony in which Aylwin was sworn in as President at the Congress in Valparaíso on March 11, 
1990, had this rare quality. With this democratic ritual, the first administration of the center-left 
coalition, created two years previously to challenge the dictatorship in the 1988 plebiscite and, 
afterwards, in the 1989 presidential elections, started.  This chapter deals with the question of how the 
Concertación governed in the first of the four periods that it was in power and how it became one of 
the most successful government coalitions in Chilean contemporary politics.  
We know from Chapters 4 and 5 that certain key characteristics have been confirmed: the 
maintaining of coalitions and cabinet stability. Chapter 5 also provided some initial data suggesting 
that the Aylwin administration was among the most stable of the coalition governments in Chilean 
contemporary political history. In this chapter, we will address the Aylwin administration in detail; we 
will provide additional data and explore the precise mechanisms used in it. We will fully explain our 
contextual variables, legacies, political and more proximate learning, suprapartidismo, the informal 
rules of power sharing and the political use of technocrats.   
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When a coalition wins power in a presidential system like the one in Chile, the President is 
responsible for articulating the complicated balance between being the Chief of State (which means 
responsibility over state and government administration)
143
 and, at the same time, being the leader of 
the coalition that brought them to power. In this sense, different incentives and restrictions operate. 
From this perspective, the President has to combine the goals of running the administration and, at the 
same time, maintaining the coalition sufficiently united so that coalition relations do not become a 
problem. Having good coalition relations must be an asset for the President and not a cost. At the same 
time, for the parties that are part of the coalition, government posts and policies are a reward in terms 
of access to power. Government quality is, at the same time, a factor that influences future elections 
and, in this way, a means of retaining power in the future. 
In this chapter, we will analyze how the Concertación administered power between March 11, 
1990 and March 11, 1994, the day when President Aylwin handed over to the next elected President, 
the other concertacionista,  Eduardo Frei Ruiz Tagle. With this act, the coalition achieved one of the 
most clear and concrete measures of government success:  transferring power to a member of the same 
coalition.   
As we have said in previous chapters, the most common explanations for Concertación stability 
have been its institutional and historical factors. This investigation centers on complementary 
arguments related to politicians‟ strategic decisions regarding the administration of power. In other 
words, it analyzes government coalition dynamics. We argue that part of the explanation for the 
coalition‟s capacity to produce stability was the Concertación‟s own ability to share power among 
coalition members (appointments).  
How can we explain our party level variable of maintaining the coalition and our second 
dependent variable of cabinet stability? As we have said before, we have concentrated on the internal 
factors of coalition dynamics. In previous chapters, we analyzed long-term contextual variables, 
                                                          
1431980 constitution. 
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specifically political legacies and political learning. In Chapters 6 and 7, we will focus on more short-
term variables. These short-term variables are suprapartidismo - the expanded presidential autonomy 
of the President in relation to coalition party members (in comparison to the relationship between the 
President and the parties before 1973). 
Our second independent variable has to do with the informal rules of power sharing implemented 
during this first administration and which helped control and diminish potential coalition conflicts 
related to power sharing and cabinet appointments (Siavelis, 2006; Garretón, 1992). Particularly 
relevant is the informal rule of transversalidad (inter–party checks), whose aim was to increase 
coalition governability by sharing posts in a way that guaranteed the presence of different party 
members within the ministries. This is also related to political learning from the pre-Pinochet period. 
Finally, we turn to our third independent variable. As we have already said, we named this variable the 
political use of technocrats because technical expertise did not weaken political control of key areas. 
Technocrats belonged to coalition parties, which decreased the chance of the potential conflict that 
would occur if technocrats were strangers to political parties. Moreover, the Concertación leaders 
were especially aware of the need for a good financial administration, proving their capacity to 
provide not only social and political but also economic stability. This is true for the Aylwin 
administration.  
As analyzed in Chapter 5, a certain singularity can be observed in this first Concertación 
administration. In this vein, we argue that the Aylwin administration, as the first Concertación 
coalition in power, established a certain model of coalition governability that, since it was successful, 
created a path for the next administrations to follow.  
Patricio Aylwin was elected with 55.17% of the votes in the December 1989 elections. His closest 
rival, the right-wing candidate, Hernán Buchi (Finance Minister during the Pinochet dictatorship), 
obtained 29.4% of the votes and the independent businessman, Francisco Javier Errázuriz, got 15.43%. 
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In Congress, the Concertación won more than 50% of the votes in both chambers (54.6% of the votes 
for Senators and 51.4% for deputies, electing 22 out of 42 senators and 69 out of 120 deputies).
144
 
During the Aylwin administration, there were also local elections in 1992 (the Concertación won 
53.3% of the votes). 
Although the Aylwin administration has been the most analyzed of the four Concertación 
administrations
145
, our research provides additional knowledge about it because it analyzes 
appointments in terms of party membership, inter-party checks and, especially, cabinet stability and 
change in detail. We have also added a qualitative analysis at undersecretary level. We have included 
the operationalization of transversalidad and applied our technocratic and political scale. Generally, 
literature mentions these concepts but does not operationalize them, so they cannot be measured 
(Huneeus, 1998; Montecinos, 1998). With this operationalization, we can make more comparisons, 
analyzing different administrations through time. Finally, a detailed analysis of cabinet change is 
useful to understand coalition dynamics and how they are tested when these changes are produced. 
Cabinet stability is an expression of coalition governability.  
In conclusion, we can say that data analysis of our dependent variables confirms that the first 
Concertación administration was notably stable, that informal rules of power sharing that facilitated 
power administration were developed within it and that a technocratical presence can be seen, 
especially in economic state areas, which are more important qualitatively than quantitatively. This 
chapter is structured as follows: we will first present our dependent and then our independent 
variables.  
 
 
                                                          
144www.elecciones.gov.cl  
 
 
145For example, Cavallo (1988), Garretón (1992), Siavelis (1997) and Aylwin (1998). 
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b) Administering Power in Presidential Coalitions 
In this section, we will analyze stability according to our two dependent variables: maintaining 
coalitions and cabinet stability.  
 
1) Maintaining Coalitions and Patterns of Power Sharing 
As in Chapter 5, our first dependent variable is maintaining coalitions and patterns of power 
sharing. Our hypothesis is that party composition did not change during this administration. Also, we 
expect to find patterns of power sharing or cabinet appointments. We will show ministers and 
undersecretaries‟ distribution by party affiliation. Afterwards, we will show the relationship between 
the cabinet‟s and undersecretaries‟ party representation and the representation of each party in 
Congress (through seats).  
We will analyze two things: firstly, how President Aylwin distributed the two most important 
posts among coalition members - the famous cuoteo. Then, we will develop a measurement that will 
allow us to test proportionality. Following the ideas of Amorim Neto (2002, 2003), who developed a 
proportionality indicator for congressional representation and cabinets for Latin America, we will 
develop an coalescence (perfect proportionality) indicator for the Aylwin administration. 
We expect a transitional administration to be especially careful about distributing posts among 
coalition partners so as to avoid intra-coalition conflict. Also, along the same lines, Presidents will try 
to use proportionality to ensure that coalition partners do not oppose cabinet appointments.  
Table 14: The Aylwin Administration: Cabinet Party Composition (1990-1994) 
Party/Cabinet Composition (%) Cabinet 1 Cabinet 2 
PDC 50 52.6 
PS 22.2 21 
PPD 5.5 5.3 
PR 11.1 10.5 
PAC 5.5 5.3 
Indep 5.5 5.3 
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N= 18 19 
Source: own elaboration 
As can be seen in Table 16, the hypothesis stated in Chapter 2 that Concertación Presidents 
were especially careful about maintaining political representation is confirmed. Similar party 
representation was maintained during cabinet changes and adjustments. The PDC was the party that 
received the most votes. Half of the ministrial positions were occupied by PDC members. Next, we 
present the undersecretaries‟ party distribution.  
Table 15: The Aylwin Administration: Party Composition, Undersecretaries (1990-1994) 
Party/Cabinet 
Composition 
Cab 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
PDC 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1 42.3 46.1 46.1 50 
PS 15.4 15.4 15.4 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 
PPD 11.5 11.5 11.5 7.7 7.7 11.5 7.7 7.7 3.8 
PAC 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 15.3 15.3 15.3 15.3 
PH 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 
IC 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 0 0 0 0 
LV 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 
IND 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 
N= 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Source: own elaboration 
In Table 15, we can generally find the same patterns that appear in Table 16. Political 
equilibrium was maintained when changes were introduced. In this case, portfolio allocation for the 
parties with the most votes was reduced to favor smaller parties. A change in the maintaining of the 
coalition is observed. The IC, for their part, left the government in the second half of the Aylwin 
administration.  
We have just analyzed cabinets and undersecretaries quantitatively. On analyzing cabinet 
distribution qualitatively, we did not find any patterns to confirm the hypothesis developed in 
literature that argues that certain parties prefer certain ministries (Budge and Kenan, 1990). The same 
is true if we group ministries by area (either economic or social). In other words, coalition party 
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members were present in all state areas. The most important ministries were occupied by two PDC and 
one PR member. The PDC did not monopolize appointments.  
One of the first characteristics of government coalitions analyzed by literature and which 
tested positively is the one that says that coalition payoffs in Europe are distributed according to the 
size of parties in the Legislature (Browne and Franklin, 1973; Schofield and Laver, 1985). Literature 
also highlights that, in presidential systems, proportionality can be used as a proxy more than as an 
exact rule because, in these regimes, Presidents are the ones in charge of forming cabinets and 
balancing political representation. Despite the above, Presidents in presidential systems like the 
Concertación should consider the electoral weight of parties for cabinet appointments. 
146
 This was 
important for the coalition.  
We recently showed how President Aylwin divided up power (through ministers and 
undersecretaries) among coalition partners. As we did for the four Concertación administrations in 
Chapter 5, we developed the same measurement to establish whether, during this first Concertación 
government, this division was congruent with a proportionality based on electoral performance (seats).  
Based on the literature that examines coalitional behavior, we will examine the following 
hypothesis: the main aim of this first administration was stability, which could be attained by having 
good coalitional relations, among other things. As we saw in Chapter 3, the process of political 
learning made coalition party leaders especially prone to fostering participation and equality among 
coalition members. In this sense, we expect that 1) although proportionality operates in general terms; 
2) the formateur party, the PDC, will be under-represented and 3) there will be small party bias.  
 
                                                          
146Interview with an undersecretary.  
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Table 16: The Aylwin Administration - Proportionality Index, Ministers (1990-1994)
147
 
Year/Party 
(%) 
PDC PS PPD PR PAC 
1990 
-9.2 3.8 0 1.9 
5.7 
1991 
-4.3 2.0 0 1 
5.2 
1992 
-7.3 1 0 1 
5.2 
1993 
-10.3 2.0 0 1 
5.2 
Source: own elaboration 
As we saw in Table 18, the data confirms the expectations expressed in literature. 
Proportionality rule was observed with some deviations. We also saw formateur party under-
representation and small party bias, especially if we analyze the PAC. The PPD was within 
proportionality expectations.   
We obtained similar results in the case of the undersecretaries (Table 19) 
Table 17: The Aylwin Administration - Proportionality Index, Undersecretaries (1990-1994) 
Year/Party  
(%) 
PDC PS PPD PR PAC PH IC 
 
1990 -10.7 0 0 2.4 
 
3.9 
 
2.4 
 
4 
1991 -10.8 0 0 2.3 3.8 2.3 4 
1992 -11.2 -0.9 0 2.3 3.8 3.8 4 
1993 -17.8 3.0 0 5.8 3.8 0 4 
Source: own elaboration 
Finally, in Table 20, we present an average of our Proportionality Index for the Aylwin 
administration.  
Table 18: The Aylwin Administration - Proportionality Index Average by Party (1990-1994) 
Level/Party PDC PS PPD PR PAC PH IC 
                                                          
147In the chapter‟s appendix, there is detailed information about proportionality. 
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Average (%) 
Ministries 
-7.8 2.2  0  1.2  
 
5.3 
 
-  
 
-  
Undersecretaries 
-12.6 0.5  0  3.2 
 
3.8 
 
2.1 
 
4 
Source: own elaboration 
As we can see in Table 20, the PDC was once again under-represented. The PS and the PPD 
had proportional cabinet representation and the smaller parties were over-represented. Now, we will 
turn to analyzing other power sharing patterns in this first Concertación administration.  
2) Cabinet Stability 
In this section, we will analyze two individual-level variables: cabinet changes and portfolio 
experience. 
i) Cabinet Change 
Our second dependent variable is an individual-level variable that concentrates on cabinet 
stability. In Chapter 5, we argued that there is no single definition of cabinet change, so, with the 
purpose of improving our comparison, we will use two definitions of this - changes in the most 
important ministries (Finance, the Interior and Foreign Relations) and the definition that we think best 
applies for the Chilean case - change in any of the three political ministries (the Interior, SEGEGOB 
and SEGPRES) or more than two changes in any other ministry.  
According to Chapter 5, in terms of the most important ministries - the Interior, Foreign 
Relations and Finance - there were no ministerial changes in any of them during the Aylwin 
administration.  
Also, using Valenzuela (1984), we have distinguished two types of change: cabinet change as 
we recently defined it and cabinet adjustment, which is any single change in a ministerial position that 
is not the Interior, SEGEGOB or SEGPRES. The author makes no distinction between the two, so the 
definition used here is ours. We think it is useful because it provides two dimensions - cabinet and 
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adjustments - which may help us distinguish the impact of change in terms of the quantity and quality 
of ministerial positions, which, at the same time, have a different impact on the government coalition 
and politics in general.    
President Aylwin made only one cabinet change (a year and a half after he assumed office and 
foruteen months before the next presidential and parliamentary elections). The four ministers to leave 
office did it of their own free will because they decided to run for other elections: Ominami and 
Hamilton were candidates for the Senate 
148
, Molina a candidate for deputy
149
 and Lagos a presidential 
candidate.
150
 In 1989, in the parliamentary elections, the founder of the PPD, Ricardo Lagos, lost his 
Senate candidacy. 
Regarding the reasons for changing ministers, out of six changes four were related to 
elections, one to policy management and one to personnel.  
President Aylwin also introduced two adjustments in October, 1992 and December, 1993, two 
months before finishing his mandate. According to our typology of cabinet change, none of these was 
caused by political management. The first adjustment was due to a policy management conflict and the 
second to a minister being appointed as an advisor to the Central Bank. The conflict emerged from an  
ER doctor strike to demand more resources. The Health Ministry did not obtain the necessary 
resources from SEGPRES and the Finance Ministry. Afterwards, the government gave the doctors the 
resources they asked for. Jiménez was a personal friend of Aylwin‟s.151   
As we have said before, this dissertation also analyzes the second level of appointments and 
one of the posts most coveted by politicians. Following our hypothesis for the Aylwin administration, 
                                                          
148Ominami and Hamilton won seats in the Senate. 
 
149Molina lost this election. 
 
 
150The Concertación introduced primarias to choose their presidential candidate. On that occasion, the PDC candidate, 
Eduardo Frei Ruiz Tagle, beat Ricardo Lagos, a former candidate for the Senate and a minister.  
 
151El Mercurio, 10/31/1992. 
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we would expect to find similar stability in terms of the number of changes at the undersecretary level. 
In the case of the undersecretaries, we do not differentiate between cabinet changes and adjustments. 
What we will do is tolerate changes in undersecretaries to changes at the ministerial level. If the 
change is introduced together with cabinet changes, this implies a major overhaul, as opposed to when 
the change only occurs at undersecreatry level. 
Data shows that during the Aylwin administration, the President introduced eight changes to 
the undersecretaries. The majority were done separately and not at the same time as a cabinet change. 
In half of the changes, the undersecretaries‟ militancy was not affected. Of eight changes, as in the 
case of the ministries, three were caused by elections and personnel, one for policy and the last one for 
other reasons. 
Another way of examining coalition stability is to analyze which ministries underwent 
changes. As Table 21 shows, fourteen out of nineteen cabinet posts experienced no changes at all 
during Aylwin‟s four years as President;  four changed once and only one, Economy, changed twice.  
 
Table 19: The Aylwin Administration: Number of Changes by Ministry (1990-1994) 
Number of Ministers Ministry 
1 The Interior, Foreign Relations, Finance, Justice, Defense, Public Works, 
Nat. Terr., Agriculture, Labor, Housing, SEGPRES, SEGEGOB, 
MIDEPLAN, SERNAM     
2 Education, Health, Mining, Transportation 
3 Economy 
Source: own elaboration 
To sum up, extraordinary stability can be observed. Now we will turn to ministerial turnover, 
which is the other way we are going to measure stability.  
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ii) Portfolio Experience 
            In the previous section, our unit of analysis was cabinets and the changes in them.  In this 
section, our unit of analysis is ministers, because we are looking at another dimension of stability - the 
permanence of individual ministers in government administration.   
We expect that highly successful transitional coalitional governments like the Aylwin 
administration will have a high score in portfolio experience, which implies stability and, at the same 
time, experience in administering policies. Portfolio stability is a measure of government stability and 
also the cause of policy experience, which positively influences government capacity. Also, in terms 
of political experience and after seventeen years of dictatorship, we expect this to not be as intense in 
quantitative terms but important in terms of political cooperation within the coalition. We expect 
parties to be able to draw upon figures with extensive past experience in order to secure certain things, 
such as party coalition expectations of placing the most traditional leaders and secondly incorporating 
political and ministerial expertise.  
For the first type of experience, we have developed a Portfolio Experience Index, obtained by 
dividing the number of months each minister stayed in office and the total number of months that each 
administration lasted, which in this case was 48 months. The result is a number between 0 and 1, 
proportional to the total number of months that each administration lasted, with 0 being that they 
stayed less than a month and 1 being that they were a minister for the duration of  the administration.  
During the Aylwin administration, the average portfolio experience of ministers was 0.75 - in 
other words, on average, ministers stayed in office for 75% of the total duration of the administration. 
Of the 24 ministers in the Aylwin administration, 54.1% stayed in their posts for the duration of the 
administration. The most important ministries according to Laver and Hunt, 1992, were the Interior, 
Finance and Foreign Relations and these did not change, nor did the ministers defined as political for 
Chile (the Interior, SEGEGOB and SEGPRES). On the other hand, only 16.6% of ministers stayed for 
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one third of the presidential period. If we compare this score with the ones prior to 1973, we can see 
that the highest permanence index was during Frei Montalva‟s administration, with 0.36 or 36%. 
There is a difference in ministerial turnover among parties that are part of the government 
coalition and the turnover within each party. The second alternative is easier than the first because 
Presidents do not have to change other ministers in order to maintain the same party representation in 
government. In this first Concertación administration, the majority of changes were made by replacing 
a minister from one party with one from another (83.4%). The minority of these changes were made 
between ministers of the same party (16.6%).  
With portfolio experience, we finish our section on dependent variables. Now we will analyze 
our independent variables and what, from our point of view, explains the maintaining of coalitions and 
cabinet stability in this first Concertación administration.  
 
C) Explaining Government Coalition Politics 
The first democratic government was something epic. 
We had the perception of an historical mission. 
Former minister and PS Senator 
The most important conflict during my administration 
was not internal but external. It was Pinochet. This external 
factor helped me, because there was support for the 
President... 
Former President Aylwin 
Now we will turn to analyze the factors that help explain the Concertación‟s ability to develop 
coalitional governability during this first administration. We have demonstrated that this first 
government was very stable and that it paid careful attention to proportionality, slightly discriminating 
against the President‟s own majority party in favor of junior party coalition partners.  
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As we have already mentioned, we have two sets of independent variables: historical and 
contextual variables which we have already presented in Chapter 4 (legacies and political learning) 
and three more proximate independent variables, centered on coalition dynamics, namely the 
relationship between the President and the parties, informal rules of power sharing and the political 
use of technocratic expertise.  All these factors worked together as insurance that helped coalition 
governability in a context of risk for the whole coalition, where the costs of inadequate coalition 
relations could be translated not only into losing the next elections but into political and regime 
instability too.  
 
1) Suprapartidismo (Expanded Presidential Autonomy) 
One of the fundamental aspects of a government coalition is the relationship between the President 
and their coalition parties.  
From a coalition perspective, this relationship implies that political partners collaborate with the 
President to implement policies and, in return, the President includes coalition party members in the 
posts that are their direct responsibility. In other words, this relationship has a direct influence on how 
power is divided up.  
In this sense, the first factor we think explains the capacity of President Aylwin to administer the 
first Concertación administration properly was the agreement among coalition party leaders to redefine 
this relationship. Their main incentive was to guarantee coalition governability and, in this way, good 
relations. This implied a more autonomous relationship between President Aylwin and the 
Concertación parties in terms of appoiontments and policies. At the same time, parties kept an eye on 
this decision and supported it. In this case, the new relationship (in comparison to the Allende 
government) between the President and their coalition partners helps to explain coalition governability 
in this first Concertación administration. In comparison to the Allende administration, President 
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Aylwin had more autonomy from political parties. This autonomy was expressed through 
independence in portfolio allocation and policies.  
If coalition parties gave the President the autonomy to decide appointments, at the same time the 
President had certain restrictions on using this autonomy freely. These restrictions emerged from the 
need to maintain the coalition‟s and party members‟ cooperation. These restrictions implied sharing 
power (appointments) in such a way so as to prevent coalition partner complaints and so as to establish 
certain rules to divide power and enhance inter-party checks. We will analyze this in the next section. 
The nature of this change compared to pre-1973 democratic governments, in which parties had 
much more control over appointments and policies, was defined by an interviewee as a new type of 
presidentialism. Two factors led to this change: firstly, the political learning related to the UP 
experience and the influence of parties in the state and government that was qualified as negative by 
political leaders and, secondly, the people‟s own perception about the Concertación‟s inability to 
provide governability.  
In relation to the process of political learning, an interviewee maintained,  
In the UP, there was an exacerbated „cuoteo‟ by political parties. Parties were the owners of 
the appointments. Today, instead, parties have limited interference in upper-level government 
appointments (ministers and undersecretaries). At the lower levels - three and four (service 
directors) - parties have more influence and mistakes are made.
152
 
 
In this sense, political learning implied, as an interviewee said, a “wicked party-government 
relationship during the Allende administration.”153 Some of party leaders‟ criticism of the UP 
government involved the unclear roles of the parties and government. This influence can be solidly 
                                                          
152El Mercurio, 10/31/1992. 
 
153This process was particularly complicated for the left. As Roberts (1998) argues: “The Chilean left provides an example of 
„catastrophic‟ political learning that has few parallels in the modern world. The lessons derived from the experience of 
winning, losing and trying to regain power profoundly influenced the evolution of political roles and strategies in the post-
1973 period” (1998:169). 
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exemplified: when a minister was changed and a new one named by the President, the minister first 
had to go to the party‟s Political Commission to ask for authorization to accept the President´s offer. In 
this way, as an interviewee said, the “trauma of the UP” 154 made Concertación party leaders explicitly 
agree not to repeat the UP experience in terms of excessive “cuoteo” and party influence over the 
state.
155
 
An interviewee attributed the close, even confused, relationship between parties and the state to 
the culture of Marxism-Lenism. During the UP, the general belief was that the party dominated the 
state apparatus. For example, if the President asked the general manager of CODELCO
 156
 for policy 
advice, this manager first had to consult with his party, the Communists; the Ministry of Labor had to 
ask the CUT
157
 about certain policies, etc. In fact, parties did not only control the state through the 
placement of party members but also by directly controlling policy options. Moreover, in each public 
service, there was a UP member who controlled policies directly. As an interviewee said, due to the 
pressure exerted by political parties, President Allende had to replace former President Frei 
Montalva‟s administration officials who had no technical expertise. 
Also, as was mentioned in Chapter 4, during the UP the state was not only “captured” by political 
parties and their political projects but President Allende himself also had problems managing his own 
coalition. This happened not only because the decision-making process was overrun by coalition 
partners but also because, within the UP coalition, there were different political strategies on how to 
deal with policy and political changes. The tension between the Communists and the Socialists about 
the pace of policy and political changes influenced government coalition dynamics and the 
government as well. There was a context of radical changes and polarization. 
                                                          
154Interview with a former Aylwin minister. 
 
155Several of the people interviewed gave examples of how parties (and especially central committees) controlled the 
government.  
 
156Corporación del Cobre. The Copper Corporation is a state-owned copper firm and the most important source of national 
income.  
 
157Central Unitaria de Trabajadores: Unified Labor Organization.  
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Disputes between the Communists and the Socialists affected government administration. Several 
of those interviewed agreed that the UP administration was in a state of permanent tension as a result 
of disputes within the coalition. During the Aylwin administration, the SEGEGOB Minister, Enrique 
Correa, said that:  
The UP coalition was constantly in a state of tension due to a strategic contradiction among those 
who believed that having Allende and the UP in the government was the final step and those 
whobelieved that gaining power was only a step towards more changes within current institutions. 
This tension does not exist in today‟s scenario. We all are clear about the scenario and what our 
fundamental tasks are.
158
 
 
Changes in President - party relations were also related to ideological and strategic ones.  As an 
interviewee told us,  
In the case of the Concertación, the process of approximation started with ideological changes. 
Socialists moved from Leninism to a Social Democrat Socialist party and ended up accepting 
capitalism. Simultaneously, the Christian Democrats went from a utopian approach to politics, 
from the “own road” (camino propio) strategy, from comunitarismo and their rejection of profit to 
accepting a changing world.  In regards to the ideological changes suffered during the dictatorship, 
we could not continue believing in utopia. We realized that we needed to have a majority and that 
for this, we needed partners. This is related to a certain way of doing politics: the need to build 
personal confidence among political partners and solidarity based on presenting habeas corpus. 
For example, 95% of the lawyers who defended human rights during the dictatorship were 
Christian Democrats. Among them, a great deal of complicity and confidence was generated.
159
 
 
In addition to the above, politicians reassessed the value of democracy as an irreplaceable system. 
This implied a change in the perspective of some UP militants, who considered democracy a political 
system that was not enough to face diminished social inequality. As we will see afterwards, the 
dictatorship changed this opinion, understanding that democracy was fundamental to respecting 
human rights. The Christian Democrats also valued democracy after analyzing the development and 
end of the UP experience. 
                                                          
 
158Revista Análisis, January 15-21, 1990, p. 14. 
 
159Interview with a former Aylwin minister.  
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The second ideological factor that favored political cooperation among coalition party members 
was the acceptance of the market economy model and the left‟s criticism of the experience of real 
socialism in Easter Europe and the USSR. As we will see later, technocrats had a role in this 
process.
160
  
In relation to the process of political learning in terms of strategies, the left‟s analysis of the UP 
and the dictatorship helped them realize the importance of incrementalism and how unfeasible radical 
changes were. The renovated left accepted that democracy was the political rule of the game for 
change. For the Christian Democrats, the process involved accepting the need for forming and 
maintaining a coalition. Another interviewee claimed that President Allende used cabinet 
appointments to give signals to coalition party central committees. President Aylwin, on the other 
hand, had more autonomy from political parties.  
President Aylwin himself said in an interview that, during his administration, no cuoteo was 
agreed with political parties because the Concertación leaders rejected the way President Allende had 
related to the coalition parties during the UP. “In my administration, parties supported the government 
but they did not manage it.” In President Aylwin‟s opinion, Allende‟s principal weakness and the 
cause of his failure was that he abdicated in favor of party leadership. President Aylwin exemplified 
this by saying that, during the UP, there were UP committee members in each ministry and in the 
management of each service.  
We can see that, for the Concertación center and left, the experience of the UP was that parties 
helped the crisis. Emerging from this common vision of the UP experience is that the Concertación 
party leaders agreed to protect the President and government authorities from party influence in terms 
of appointments and policies. Along these lines, President Aylwin and his closest collaborators 
defended presidential autonomy in terms of the appointment of ministers and undersecretaries at least, 
                                                          
160Although acceptance of the market economy model during the dictatorship covered every party (with the exception of the 
Communists), acceptance was not homogenous within these parties.Non-elite activists were critical of it.  
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but, at the same time, party leaders showed constraint and were a barrier to party demands for 
appointments.
161
  
Party demands for appointments continued, but, during the Aylwin administration, a decision was 
made to control them and use certain criteria for personnel selection. In general, parties accepted this 
presidential autonomy. An interviewee sustained that:  
The paradigm (of the way of working) was Foxley, Boeninger, Correa
162
and Tironi
163
 in 
Communications. Parties accepted this style. Contents were socialized with several seminars. 
They were convinced of the need to accept the model.
164
 President Aylwin supported this model. 
The worst enemy of this model was the parties‟ belief that the state was an employment agency, 
especially the PDC. For example, an important PDC leader came to my office because the post of 
Regional Treasurer was vacant.  He told me that I had to appoint someone from his party. I told 
him that the PDC did not have the right to make those kinds of demand and that the job was for 
the most qualified person. He told me that he would talk to the Finance Minister and PDC member 
Foxley. I myself told Foxley. This politician went to talk with President Aylwin and the President 
supported Foxley´s and my decision. Between 1993 and 1994, 25% of regional socialist leaders 
were unemployed. This was recognized by a socialist Senator. We were very clear that we did not 
want to repeat the UP experience, so we very demanding regarding our decision to be rigorous in 
terms of appointments.
165
 
 
The second factor that helped reinforce the need to make a distinction with the Allende 
administration was the people‟s negative opinion about the same issue - President - party relations. On 
analyzing surveys carried out during the 1989 presidential campaign by the Concertación‟s 
presidential committees, political leaders concluded that people had the same negative opinion about 
the Allende administration in relation to state - party relations. 
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161
Interview with a former Allende minister, president of the PPD and a Lagos and Bachelet minister.  
 
 
162
Finance (PDC), SEGPRES (PDC) and SEGEGOB (PS-almeydista) Ministers respectively. 
 
163Tironi was Communitations Director, a public service that was part of the SEGEGOB Ministry. He was a PPD member. 
He came from the MAPU, a faction of the PDC that broke away at the end of the sixties. Tironi become one of the 
Concertación‟s intellectuals and an expert in strategic communications. He was advisor of both Presidents Lagos and 
Bachelet. 
 
164Economic models and policies that will not generate incertainty or instability. 
 
165Interview with a former undersecretary from the Frei administration.  
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These surveys were mostly applied by FLACSO-Chile. Data from one of them showed that public 
support for Patricio Aylwin went down to less than 50%. According to these surveys, people were 
worried about governability in a possible Concertación administration.
167
 In other words, people were 
afraid that the UP experience would be repeated and that, from their perspective, the government woud 
be overrun with coalition parties.
168
  
An interviewee maintained that this perception was reinforced by the military and their political 
allies, the right, who promoted an image of the Concertación as being incapable to govern. For 
example, a poll carried out by CEP-Chile in May 1988 in Santiago asked: 
Could you tell me how much you agree with the following sentence: after 1989, if the opposition 
comes to power, there will be several strikes and disturbances.  
 
40% said they agreed with the sentence, 26.8% disagreed and 13.5% said they neither agreed 
or disagreed.  Another poll carried out by CEP-Chile in December 1989, two months before the 
Pinochet government officially ended, asked, 
...please read the following list and say, if the next President was Patricio Aylwin, what in your 
opinion would be your two most important risks or concerns about the next government?  
 
The four main risks or concerns people mentioned were conflict with the armed forces (38.8%), 
the excessive influence of the Communist Party (34.1%), protests and public disorder (29.1%) and, 
finally, inflation and price increases (27.5%) 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
166Interview with a former Aylwin minister. This survey was mentioned by several of those interviewed.  
167For more information, see www.cepchile.cl   
   
 
168 Interview with a former member of SEGPRES and Frei undersecretary.  
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In this context, the Concertación parties signed an agreement called suprapartidismo. This was 
understood as a way of administering the state, characterized by President Aylwin‟s autonomy from 
the parties. As the future SEGEGOB Minister, Enrique Correa, said in November 1989, 
Another aspect that is important (for coalition unity) is unlimited recognition of candidate 
leadership. Moreover, an agreement was signed in which the parties agreed to give autonomy to 
the President.
169
 
 
Party coalition members signed an agreement named the “Compromiso del Tupahue,”170 which, 
among other things, established the President‟s autonomy to govern. The Concertación promised to 
respect this agreement and President‟s Aylwin‟s decisions regarding appointments. The coalition 
parties rejected the famous cuoteo and the pase partidario. On the other hand, President Aylwin 
promised to act independently. As an interviewee argued, the Concertación parties transferred that 
right to Patricio Aylwin. Another interviewee said that this agreement was an instrument that President 
Aylwin himself used to answer the parties‟ demands for any particular appointment.  
According to an interviewee, the concept of suprapartdismo, which was created by Germán 
Correa, functioned during the four years of the Aylwin administration.  Proof of this was that there 
were few demands made by coalition parties. Another interviewee (who directly participated in 
portfolio allocation) told of the 1973 breakup with an absence of coalition logic and the need, in this 
new context, to create such a logic.  
The interviewee agreed that, in the Aylwin administration, this process was characterized by a 
certain formality. President Aylwin communicated with parties through their presidents; he explained 
clearly the criteria that he would use to appoint cabinet members, undersecretaries and the rest of the 
personnel in his confidence. By using this strategy, he reduced uncertainty about the process and, 
                                                          
 
169Análisis, November 6-12, 1989.   
 
170This agreement was signed for its communicational impact rather than any other, because the agreement had already been 
accepted by party leaders. An interview with one of President Aylwin‟s undersecretaries, which appeared under the title: 
“The Concertación agrees to respect Aylwin‟s decisions” in El Mercurio, 10/31/1989.  
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ultimately, the result was that party presidents supported his decisions.  The interviewee agreed that, at 
least for key positions, parties did not question presidential decisions.
171
 
The interviewee agreed that President Aylwin had plenty of autonomy to structure his cabinet. The 
mechanism through which the President and the parties function in terms of appointments is that party 
leaders (generally the president or a specific leader appointed especially for this purpose) propose lists 
with several names on for each appointment and the President chooses from them according to 
different criteria. This standard procedure changes from administration to administration, depending 
on how the President relates to coalition parties and how formal or informal the procedure is. As an 
interviewed scholar argued, appointments come from a group of people close to the President and the 
final result is casuistic. Several of those interviewed said that they were President Aylwin‟s second 
choice for a ministerial or undersecretary position.  Presidents did have some constraints placed on 
them regarding political equilibrium and their technical and political expertise, among others.  
Another interviewee also directly involved in the process of portfolio allocation maintained that, in 
general, this process was opaque and not transparent. In the Aylwin administration, the process was 
not as transparent as it usually was, although it was well done. Some parties presented lists of party 
members for appointments with inacceptable candidates on them and they accepted their rejection. 
Nobody questioned presidential decisions regarding appointments. This is explained by the fact that 
they respected the agreement on presidential autonomy made by the coalition parties. With Aylwin, 
the system was much more ordered and systematized. Party comments and demands were channelled 
through party presidents. Presidential decisions regarding appointments were accepted by the parties. 
Those interviewed agreed that there were little pressure from parties. 
                                                          
 
171An example of this subordination to the President is that parties did not question the appointment of the radical, Silva 
Cimma, as Foreign Minister, an important post within state administration, considering that the RP was not a majority party. 
In fact, it was the smallest one.  
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Also, several of those interviewed agreed that the relationship between the President and the 
parties was different in this first Concertación administration.  President Aylwin had the autonomy to 
make appointments and design policies. There are two aspects worth mentioning: firstly, the party 
members called upon by the President to participate in the administration also chose to be loyal to the 
President and the government and not to their party. As an interviewee maintained, being in the 
government was like being in an asylum. Ministers responded to the President, not to their party. 
Another interviewee argued that when he joined the government in 1990, he specifically had to forget 
about his party (the PDC). This was seen as negative by the same person interviewed and especially 
negative for parties.
172
 A third interviewee said that people in government had a kind of double 
militancy: one in their party and another in the government.
173
 
In this first Concertación administration, suprapartidismo or expanded presidential autonomy was 
also a characteristic of President Aylwin‟s leadership style and of the strategy followed by the 
President and his closest advisors.  
This new relationship between the President and his coalition partners was characterized by the 
independence of the former from the latter, making presidential leadership especially important, 
because responsibility to structure their government and decide its strategy and policies, among other 
things, was focused on the President (Rehren, 1993, 1998). This leadership and the respect the parties 
and their leaders had for him helped to maintain coalition cooperation. It was especially helpful for 
relations between the Christian Democrats and the Socialists. 
  As an interviewee claimed:  
The Concertación was not completely accepted during the NO campaign and before the 
presidential election of December 1989. It was not easy to form this coalition. For some 
Socialists, is was not easy to vote for Aylwin…. what united them was not love but 
                                                          
172Interview with an undersecretary in the Aylwin and Frei administrations.  
 
173Interview with a former socialist minister.  
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horror...this changed with Aylwin...magical things…Aylwin went to the socialist congress and 
he was applauded: reconciliation occurred during the Aylwin administration…174 
 
The same interviewee argued that: 
…what helped the union of this coalition was that these groups knew each other previously.  
 
The result was that parties accepted Aylwin‟s leadership and his decision-making style. The 
SEGPRES Minister, Boeninger and the SEGEGOB Minister, Correa, were in charge of government 
coordination within the state and with the armed forces, other political parties and parliamentaries, etc. 
Coalition parties, showing “self-discipline”, accepted this model, demonstrating, as an interviewee 
argued, “total support and total generosity.” 
If ministers were appointed directly by President Aylwin, there were two mechanisms used in 
the case of the undersecretaries. One was their direct appointment by President Aylwin, as in the case 
of the ministers. An example of this was the appointment of the Foreign Minister. The other way was 
for the undersecretary to be proposed by the minister and accepted (or rejected) by the President. The 
explicit, informal rule was to select candidates from a different party to the minister 
(transversalidad).
175 
The other appointments that were the resort of the President (which are not the 
object of our study but are worth noting) were responsibility (with presidential approval) of the 
SEGPRES‟ Ministers, Edgardo Boeninger (PDC) and his undersecretary, Ricardo Solari (PS).176  The 
criteria used combined political militancy and capacity.
177
 The observed characteristic of the 
appointment process coincides with the argument of another interviewee who sustained that cuoteo 
during the UP was messy. 
                                                          
 
174Interior Minister for the Concertación governments. 
 
175Interview with former Aylwin ministers.  
 
176President Aylwin appointed people to 556 posts, including ministers and undersecretaries. El Mercurio, 01/10/1990  
 
177Some of those interviewed mentioned “una sábana” (a sheet) as a way to describe the organizational chart that Minister 
Boeninger had to use to complete all the appointments that were the resort of the President. 
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As we said before, although parties respected presidential autonomy to appoint cabinet 
members, this did not mean that they did not exert pressure over the President and his closest 
collaborators. One of the ministers interviewed told us that politicians came to his office and proposed 
people for different posts. In his opinion, parties had more influence over sub-national 
appointments.
178
 The same interviewee mentioned, as an example, that President Aylwin himself gave 
him a list with the names of socialists on it for undersecretary appointments but that, if he preferred a 
different person with more experience, President Aylwin would defer to his decision.  
As an interviewee said, the Concertación parties were extremely loyal to President Aylwin. 
This loyalty existed because things were done properly and there were therefore few things for parties 
to criticize. President Aylwin himself told us that relations with the parties were good. He highlighted 
the weekly coordination meeting with the Interior and SEGEGOB Ministers. Part of the decision-
making process during this administration implied a system of conflict resolution. An interviewee told 
us that, according to the conflict resolution system, if there was a conflict between two ministers,  they 
had to talk with the SEGPRES Minister, Edgardo Boeninger. If the conflict could not be resolved, then 
they talked to President Aylwin. At that point, the President was the one to decide if it was necessary 
to remove these ministers. The interviewee said that he personally went and talked with the President 
three times. On one of those occasions, the President chose to support the other minister‟s point of 
view and the interviewee decided to stay on in the cabinet.   
One of the interviewees summarized the Aylwin administration from the perspective of the 
coalition in this way:  
I don‟t remember any specific conflict during the Aylwin administration. I don‟t remember 
political conflicts caused by government performance or management. The Executive - party 
relationship was well led by the government. Boenigner and Correa were key. They put the 
decision of President Aylwin to govern in a “Florentine” style, in a “Renaissance” style to the 
test. Correa or Boeninger said to me, „Look, the President is thinking of making this decision‟. 
                                                          
 
178Sub-national entities below the central level are called regiones. This political-administrative divide was introduced by 
Pinochet in 1976. For details, see www.bcn.cl, Comisión Nacional de Regionalización (CONARA). 
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This was a procedure that had a double purpose: it was a way of communicating presidential 
decisions and, at the same time, testing what parties thought. It was a sophisticated 
relationship of the art of politics. This was possible because the government and those who 
made up the party: 1) belonged to the same political class. We were politicians-politicians. We 
had an esprit de corps. We sympathized amongt ourselves. 2) We had mystic. The enthusiasm 
for a democratic recovery was intense. The return to government animated us. 3) The third 
element was a certain amount of fear. We did not know what part of that fear was real or not. 
Pinochet was very astute. He also knew that. He played with that. It was a shared mystic, 
within the government and with the people. 
 
Stability was achieved because the autonomy given the President by the political parties 
allowed him to adopt a strategy that emphasized stability, which was a government strategy they 
accepted. Policy and political options depended on this priority goal an the strategy was to subordinate 
policies and politics to this goal. The greatest fear of the Aylwin administration was not only that the 
military would return to power using force, but also that they would return by winning votes. The fear 
was that Pinochet would be a presidential candidate in 1993 and the worst scenario was that he would 
win.  Moreover, the right launched a fierce media campaign against the Concertación, the return of the 
left (saying that the UP would come back) and their incapacity to manage the government.  
The aim then was to achieve economic, social and political stability. As an interviewee said, 
We studied the other transition processes and concluded that the most important thing to these 
was stability.  We learned by analyzing the transitions in Argentina and Brazil. Stability was 
the most valuable principle. Alejandro Foxley [Minister of Finance] was obsessed with 
political and economic stability. Aylwin, Boeninger and Lagos supported Foxley. The desire 
for stability made government leaders realize that they needed to make peace and not develop 
an attitude of ideological and cultural criticism of the enemy. That was pragmatism. Aylwin‟s 
transitional model was based on the achievement of stability.
179
 
 
Another interviewee added: 
We knew that the success of the Aylwin administration would be measured by whether 
Pinochet won the 1993 presidential elections or not.  People measure success by social and 
                                                          
179Interview with a former Frei undersecretary 
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economic success. In this context, our priority was firstly the socioeconomic axis and stability 
rather than human rights.
180
  
 
A third interviewee sustained that, 
It is difficult to reproduce the conditions of weakness we had in those days. We were very 
strong politically, but we also had to deal with a military led by a dictator that, if one of his 
interests was unsafe, was capable of threatening to win power again. 
181
 
 
In an interview last year, President Aylwin himself compared the Concertación‟s current 
situation to the one during his administration, arguing that, 
The Concertación is now discredited; it has not made an effort to act united as it did during 
my government. Without a doubt, parties do not have the same mystic and committment that 
they had during my government. In those days, we had a certain amount of fear. I very often 
met with congressmen and party leaders. If someone tended to act independently, without 
discipline, I would talk to them and gently remind them to be disciplined and coordinated. 
Now, with so much time in power and having lost that fear, things have changed. Perhaps 
because the shadow of Pinochet and the military was so present, the fear of going backwards 
helped me. To a certain extent, fear helped me.
182
 
 
Stabiliy was expressed through few cabinet changes. Although transitional issues (civilian - 
military relations and human rights) dominated the government agenda during the four years of the 
Aylwin administration, there was only one cabinet change in state areas related to civilian - military 
relationships, which was a change in the army undersecretary position. For example, the difficult and 
tense relationship that the Minister of Defense, Patricio Rojas (PDC) had with Pinochet‟s Advisory 
Council and Pinochet himself is well-known. However, President Aylwin, instead of removing the 
Minister of Defense, opted for establishing informal negotiations between the military and the 
SEGEGOB Minister, Enrique Correa (PS).  
                                                          
 
180Interview with an Aylwin minister.  
 
181Interview with Enrique Correa. Qué Pasa. 10/29/2008. 
 
182Interview with Patricio Aylwin. Cosas, 05/25/2007. 
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The two great crises of this transition administration did not lead to cabinet changes. The first 
was the case of the payment that the army made to one of Pinochet´s sons, which was investigated by 
the Chamber of Deputies. On December 20, 1990, the army carried out an “acuartelamiento” or 
“Ejercicio de Enlace” a euphemism for putting troops onto the streets of Santiago. Through this 
demonstration of force, Pinochet wanted to exert pressure and stop this investigation. He succeeded.  
The second crisis concerned the “cheques” for Pinochet‟s son, whose consequence was the 
“boinazo,” a similar demonstration of force to the first deployment of troops.183 This second crisis 
began in April 1993, when the Consejo de Defensa del Estado
184
 decided to participate in the 
investigation into the “Caso Cheques”. President Aylwin was in Europe. The government‟s 
negotiators were Minister Correa and the Interior Minister, Krauss. The Minister of Defense, Patricio 
Rojas, was not involved in the negotiations with the military because Pinochet told the government 
straight out that he would not  negotiate with him. Thus, the negotiations held were between Pinochet, 
General Ballerino and the ministers Correa and Krauss (Cavallo, 1988).  
As an interviewee implied, during the Aylwin administration, the Defense Minister had a 
difficult relationship with the military:  
“[these tense relations] almost destroyed the transition. Rojas started to negotiate the 
retirement of Pinochet from the army with Pinochet´s advisor, General Ballerino. In the 
meantime, President Aylwin was in Europe. Rojas though he could harm Pinochet, so the 
military reacted. With this demonstration of force, Pinochet wanted to enter into negotiations 
regarding the case of his son‟s checks and his retirement”.  
 
As an interviewee said, when Aylwin came back to Chile, he asked one of his ministers his 
opinion about asking Rojas to leave the government. The interviewee told us that, “I told him that it 
                                                          
183The army returned to their facilities and locked themselves in.  
 
184An institution that is, by law, in charge of protecting state patrimony. 
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was a bad idea to remove him, because the military might get scared and it would not be a good idea to 
frighten them. Aylwin calmed Pinochet.
 185
 
The same happened in May 1991, when a group of ten deputies from the right-wing UDI 
lodged a constitutional accusation against the Transportation and Telecommunications Minister, the 
Socialist Germán Correa. Their argument was that this minister was not obeying the law because he 
was not sanctioning the numerous illegal radios.
 186
 The accusation was rejected by the Chamber of 
Deputies‟ Commission, formed by three Concertación members and two members of the right. It was 
also rejected by the Chamber of Deputies by 77 votes (from the Concertación and UDI) against 33 in 
favor (from the RN).
187  
Although the requirements for making constitutional accusations were more 
stringent than in previous constitutions, approval of these accusations depended on political 
representation and the majorities in Congress. 
Cabinet stability reflected President Aylwin‟s decision to pursue stability. During his 
administration, only one cabinet change was caused by the need to let ministers go so they could run 
for parliament or the presidency, among others. There was only one adjustment related to a policy 
management crisis, when, in October 1992, the Health Minister, Jorge Jiménez of the PDC, argued 
with the SEGPRES Minister over resources for health policies. 
                                                          
185Interview with a former Aylwin minister.  
 
186The1980 constitution established that  the acceptance or rejection of constitutional accusations presented by no fewer than 
ten and no more than twenty deputies against the President, ministers, judges, the Controller General, generals and admirals, 
armed forces, intendentes and gobernadores is an exclusive right of the Chamber of Deputies. The Chamber of Deputies will 
decide whether to accept or deny these acusations after a hearing in which the accused presents their defense. If the 
accusatation is accepted, three randomly chosen deputies (excluding the ones in the commission) will prepare the accusation 
that will be presented to the Senate. Accusations against the President must have a majority vote. In the rest of the cases, the 
majority vote of the deputies present in the Chamber is needed and the accused will be suspended until the Chamber of 
Deputies votes and approves or rejects (by a majority) the accusation. The Senate has the right decide upon the constitutional 
accusations accepted by the Chamber of Deputies. The Senate will decide if the accused is guilty or innocent. This 
decision should have the support of two-thirds of the Senate when the accused is the President and the support of 
the majority when it refers to the authorities. If the accused is declared guilty, they will be dismissed and may 
not hold any public position in the next five years. www.bcn.cl  
187El Mercurio, 06/12/1991.  
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Elections were also the main reason for undersecretaries being removed. Also, one of 
undersecretaries (for the economy) was appointed minister. As in the case of ministers, there was a 
problem with the army undersecretary, due to the tense relations between Minister Rojas and Pinochet. 
The undersecretary was removed in an effort to improve civilian - military relations. As an interviewee 
maintained, Minister Rojas developed a policy towards the military and Pinochet especially that was 
characterized by tension and hostility. These kinds of policies in themselves became an issue.  
  In the opinion of one of those interviewed,  it was recognized that democracy needed to be 
preserved and a good government required during the Aylwin administration. This implied a certain 
style of managing conflict and of acting with special care. This was true for all the conflicts that could 
damage stability: conflict with the armed forces, parties, the entrepreneurs, etc.
 188
 
If the President had independence to govern (regarding appointments and policies), he was careful 
to balance the coalition‟s presence in the government. President Aywin‟s extended presidential 
autonomy was combined with the application of informal rules of power sharing, our next independent 
variable.  
 
2)  Informal Rules of Power Sharing 
As we argued in Chapter 2, informal institutions help governability (Helmke and Levitsky, 2006). 
In the case of this first Concertación administration, President Aylwin developed and maintained 
several criteria that helped him diminish the number of potential conflicts due to party dissatisfaction 
over cabinet appointments. The purpose of these informal rules was to share power, based on some of 
the criteria that increased this sharing of power among political parties.  
Firstly, the Concertación administration had rules on the division of power that were established 
to divide up power among coalition party members in the cabinet and at the second, undersecretary 
                                                          
188Interview with a former Aylwin and Frei minister.  
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level.  This was established for the first cabinet and maintained when President Aylwin decided to 
introduce changes in 1992.
189
 This power sharing was based on proportionality, an almost universal 
rule used to divide up power among coalition partners in government.  The second rule introduced by 
President Aylwin was transversalidad, a method explained by an informal rule whose purpose was to 
keep tabs on the party and limit control of state areas by any specific party. We understand 
transversalidad as an alternative way of distributing appointments among party members. The logic of 
transversalidad was highlighted by the majority of thse interviewed from the Aylwin administration. 
As in parliamentary and other presidential coalitions, President Aylwin proceeded to divide up 
power using proportionality. Using this criterion, President Aylwin allocated ministers and 
undersecretaries. In terms of proportionality, the criterion used was the “electoral weight” of each 
party, with the exception of the smallest, which were over-compensated, like the PAC, the PH and the 
IC, the first of which received a ministry and the others an undersecretary position. 
According to an interview with President Aylwin, he decided to allocate the portfolio of ministers 
and undersecretaries based on the “corrected electoral weight” of each party, with the aim of 
diminishing potential conflicts in a newly-formed government coalition. The aim was to reflect the 
electoral weight of each party, without leaving anybody out. The smallest groups, such as the PH and 
the IC, were incorporated at the undersecretary level. According to the same people interviewed, the 
smallest parties had little participation in this first administration and, in the end, were absorbed into 
other parties.
190
  
Proportionality as an informal rule was combined with another rule, created with the purpose of 
increasing coalition cooperation and inter-party checks. The criteria for personnel recruitment were 
militancy, expertise and confidence. Ministers were directly appointed by President Aylwin and his 
                                                          
189In Chapter 5, we saw that the Aylwin administration was the base line or starting point of a style of administering coalition 
dynamics in this coalition. 
 
190As we will observe later, these groups will not be present in the following Concertación administrations.  
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closest collaborators. The SEGPRES Minister and undersecretary, Edgardo Boeninger and Ricardo 
Solari respectively, were in charge of appointments between the undersecretary level and the 
SEREMIs.
191
 
According to several of those interviewed, what distinguished this first Concertación 
administration was not cuoteo as a way of dividing power among coalition partners, but rather its 
quality. As usual, the parties presented lists of candidates for several posts.  
To measure transversalidad, we counted the minister - undersecretary relationships as units in 
terms of the militancy of each one. In this way, a particular undersecretary could have several 
relationships if the minister changed or, on the contrary, the minister could have as many relationships 
with undersecretaries as their ministry had undersecretaries.  
In Chaper 2, we suggested a hypothesis that the Concertación, in addition to the power sharing 
patterns related to proportionality, had developed other criteria for power sharing related to the need to 
favor coalition cooperation and increase governability. In the first Concertación administration, we 
expect to find a high degree of transversalidad as a way of increasing governability in a transitional 
context.  
We counted a total of 41 relations,
192
 of which 32 were between a minister and an undersecretary 
with a different party affiliation. This means that in 78% of relationships, we found transversalidad  
 
Table 20: The Aylwin Administration - Interior Ministers‟ Party (1990-1994) 
Cabinet/Ministry The Interior SEGPRES SEGEGOB 
                                                          
 
191An abbreviation used for ministerial regional secretaries. These posts are located in regions at a sub-national level and are 
the representatives of ministries in these regions.  
192The total relationships are the number of times a minister and undersecretary work together for a certain amount of time. 
Based on this total, we counted the number of times the political affiliation of the minister was different from that of the 
undersecretary (or that one of them was independent). 
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Cab 1 PDC PDC PS 
Cab 2 PDC PDC PS 
Source: own elaboration 
The data from Table 21 shows that another criterion for the political ministries (the Interior, 
SEGEGOB and SEGPRES) that have offices in the presidential building, the Palacio de la Moneda, 
can be seen: in this first administration, there was two ministers from the PDC (the Interior and 
SEGPRES) and one Socialist (SEGEGOB). What we expect to find in future administrations is that no 
party will provide all three political ministers.  
 
Table 21: The Aylwin Administration - Ministry of the Interior Partisanship (1990-1994) 
Cabinet The Interior The Interior 
Undersecretary 
SUBDERE 
Undersecretary 
Cab 1 PDC PDC PS 
Cab 2 PDC PDC PS 
Source: own elaboration 
Transversalidad is also observed within specific ministries, like the Interior Ministry. This 
ministry has two undersecretaries (one for the Interior and the other for Regional Development), so  
there cannot be more than two officials of the same party at the same time and the undersecretaries 
must not be from the same party. This means that if a minister was from party A, only one of the 
undersecretaries could be from the same party. 
The first show of this was the transversal allocation of ministerial and undersecretary posts with 
the purpose of preventing a monopoly of control of state areas by any specific party. This was 
especially created to avoid the cuoteo of ministries and the state introduced during the UP. The only 
exceptions to this informal rule were economic ministries like those of Finance and the Economy. This 
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was at the request of the future Finance and Economy Ministers, Alejandro Foxley and Carlos 
Ominami respectively. As an interviewee said, 
During the Aylwin administration, there was little pressure from parties. The Concertación‟s 
informal rule was to avoid giving two political posts to militants from the same party.
193
  
 
The same interviewee maintained that this worked perfectly. Finally, another custom that was 
inaugurated in this administration was that of the Minister of Finance coming from the same party as 
the President and the technocrats.   
It is possible to say that power sharing during the Aylwin administration was based on a 
combination of partisanship representation, transversalidad and bonds of confidence.
194
 
Another thing that is worth noting is that there was no Socialist veto in any government post. 
Filters operated not by party affiliation but terms of confidence. An interviewee said that President 
Aylwin incorporated the Socialists with no veto of any kind. President Aylwin did not exclude any 
party from the social, economic and sectorial areas of the state. He integrated the two main factions of 
Chilean socialism, the almeydistas (followers of Clodomiro Almeyda, a more radical faction) and 
renewed socialism (a more moderate faction of socialism). Both factions had become part of the 
Socialist Party when it united in December 1989.
195
 This clearly explains the inexistence of any pattern 
relating party membership with ministries, as was observed in our section on dependent variables.  
What is interesting about these informal rules is that they came into effect when a cabinet change 
was introduced. Secondly, the success of the Aylwin administration in terms of government capacity 
and coalition management provided a powerful argument for continuing to use these informal rules in 
                                                          
 
193Interview with one of Aylwin‟s ministers.  
 
194Interview with one of Aylwin‟s undersecretaries.  
 
195The Transportation and Telecomunications Minister, Germán Correa, was PS-almeyda and the rest were updated 
Socialists.  
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future administrations. Now we will turn to the analysis of our last independent variable, the political 
use of technocrats.  
 
3) Political Use of Technocrats 
 
“Technocracy improves the model.”  
Former minister during the Aylwin government 
If President Aylwin was autonomous when it came to defining his collaborators and used 
informal rules of power sharing that favored coalitional governability, we must add that there was a 
technocratical presence in the key areas of state administration to explain this governability. This 
technocratical influence, that we named the political use of technocrats, did not interrupt political 
control of the upper-level of state apparatus, an interruption that might have caused conflict with 
coalition party members. On the contrary, technocrats were present in this first administration, 
although they were not outsiders, but rather members of the Concertación parties. Political control of 
the state was guaranteed, but with expertise. The technocratical presence allowed President Aylwin to 
have both political and technical expertise in his cabinet: in effect, he had the political resources to 
administer the complexities of transition, to manage coalition relations and to maintain political 
control of important areas of the state, but, at the same time, he especially introduced technical 
expertise into the administration of resources.  
As presented in Chapter 2, we have developed a typology of technocrats and politicians. The 
purpose of this typology is to distinguish these two types of decision-makers. We built our 
technocratic scale based on academic records (the PhDs of PhD in economics candidates), political 
trajectory in militancy and participation in elections and in leadership posts within politics.  
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We expect to obtain 1) a technocratical and political profile and that 2) the majority of 
technocrats have some kind of relationship with politics (a political affiliation at least) and to see that 
3) their influence is based more on their position within the upper-levels of the state apparatus rather 
than their quantity; 4) and that their influence was seen in a greater technocratical presence among 
ministers than undersecretaries.  
      The data shows that, in the Aylwin administration, different types of decision-makers can be 
distinguished at the ministerial and undersecretary levels. Our hypothesis that their influence is more 
qualitative than quantitative was confirmed, because they were reduced in number. From a total of 25 
(with N being the total number of ministries in the Aylwin administration), 16% can be classified, 
according to our definition, as political technocrats (5 on the technocratical scale and 1 on the political 
scale). The technocratical presence goes down if we consider undersecretaries. Of the 34 
undersecretaries (with N being the total number of undersecretaries during this administration), only 
2.9% were political technocrats. Of the total number, this percentage meant that only one 
undersecretary was a political technocrat during the Aylwin administration. There were no pure 
technocrats. 
On the other hand, if we analyze technocratical distribution, these decision-makers are located 
within the Ministries of Finance, Labor, Economy and Public Works. In the same vein, the only 
undersecretary that was a (political) technocrat was in the Ministry of the Economy.   
During the Aylwin administration and concerning the political parties, the PDC, the PS, the 
PPD and the PAC had political technocrats among their members. The PR party had no technocrats 
among its party members.
196
  
Technocratical presence in this first Concertación administration was, without exception, 
related to politics. All the technocrats were party members and militants at least. Secondly, 
                                                          
196We counted posts and not people, so individuals may be repeated. Lagos was considered a member of the PPD.  
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technocratical expertise was present in the majority of parties, like the Socialists, the PPD and the 
PDC. Thirdly, the influence of technocratical expertise was more qualitative than quantitative. 
Technocrats were not numerous, but they were strategically positioned, especially in economic areas, 
like Finance. Fourthly, technocratical presence in Aylwin‟s administration was related to the network 
to which these technocrats belonged. The technocrats during Aylwin‟s government came directly from 
think tanks like CIEPLAN
197
, for example the Minister of Finance, Alejandro Foxley and the Minister 
of Labor, René Cortázar. Networks were also built during the „No‟ and Aylwin presidential 
campaigns.  In terms of institutions, there was a technocratical presence in the Ministries of Finance, 
Economics, Education, Labor and Public Works.  However, as we will see later, the only ministry that 
continuously involved technocrats was Finance. As an interviewee said: 
It was a coincidence that the Minister of Finance was from the same party as the President. 
This had not been previously agreed upon. Presidents looked for recognized economists. We 
had the ghost of Buchi, who had been a good minister.
198
  
 
The third technocrat appointed minister was Hurtado in Public Works. This can be explained 
by the close relationship between Hurtado, who was from a small party (the PAC) and President 
Aylwin. 
It is interesting to note that the Finance Minister, Alejandro Foxley was very influential in 
President Aylwin‟s inner circle. The role of the Finance Minister in decisions is constant during the 
Concertación administrations. Assuming their positions at the same time as Aylwin, these ministers 
are generally members of the Comité Político (Political Committee), one of the most important groups 
for presidential decision-making, in which weekly political analysis was carried out.   
                                                          
197Corporación de Estudios para Latinoamérica. This NGO was created in 1976.  
 
198Pinochet‟s Finance Minister.  
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Comparatively, the presence of technocrats in economic ministries, especially Finance and, to 
a certain extent, Economy (two out of three of the Ministers of Economy were technocrats during the 
Aylwin administration), reveals a generalized idea about the need for efficiency in administering the 
state and its policies. However, comparative literature maintains that this efficiency sometimes 
undermines party influence, a situation that does not appear to occur in Chile. 
This tension seems to be present in Chile but is resolved within the political parties. The 
critical view of technocrats is upheld by politicians with no technical expertise, who underestimate the 
technical component of decision-making. As the Socialist, Enrique Correa, said: 
I have the impression that technocrats and politicians learnt to live in peace during the Aylwin 
administration period.  A lot of distrust was overcome.
199
 
 
 Along these lines, the argument is that technocrats underestimate congressmen. As another 
politician said, 
Some people fell in love with technocracy. Something was inherited from the Pinochet 
administration - the rejection of congressmen. We need to have technocrats in government, but 
they must not invade it.
200
 
 
This last sentence is what defines and explains the technocratical presence in the Aylwin 
administration. Technocrats came to manage key state areas like Finance, the Economy and Public 
Works, but this did not interfere with politicians‟ control of other important areas in terms of policies 
and resources.  
It is argued that the alleged tension between technocracy and politics has been created by 
politicians demanding access to office and policies. Congressmen and politicians criticize technocrats 
because they have access to posts that regular politicians do not because they do not have the 
                                                          
199Análisis, January 15-21, 1990. 
 
200Socialist. 
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necessary expertise. In this sense, the Aylwin administration established that certain posts needed 
certain skills. The Executive had the capacity to administer the state, because the elite had certain 
capacities.  
 
f) Conclusions 
To conclude Chapter 6 and before we move on, we must mention some of the  key aspects of the 
Aylwin administration.  
We are analyzing coalition dynamics and how these explain the coalition‟s success in terms of 
maintaining the coalition and cabinet stability. General literature calls on external factors, like 
institutions and context, to explain the Concertación and, especially, its formation. We have analyzed 
complementary arguments that help explain how different factors, both internal and external, have 
helped the stability of this government coalition. An unwillingness to repeat the UP experience when 
there was an absence of governability made coalition leaders especially prone to fostering stability. 
The informal rules of power sharing (appointments) and the need to secure the financial administration 
of the state made coalition leaders appoint technocrats to key financial posts. This was also possible 
because the Presidents developed more autonomous relationships with the parties in terms of 
appointments and policies.  
Firstly, we can observe that the Aylwin administration was extraordinarily stable. President 
Aylwin made only two cabinet changes. Stability was also expressed in the maintaining of the 
coalition and portfolio experience. Secondly, the presence of informal rules was confirmed: an 
informal rule oriented towards portfolio allocation based on political representation was confirmed 
(cuoteo, proportionality and its deviations), as well as one whose aim was to increase inter-party 
checks (what we have called transversalidad).  
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In terms of proportionality, the formateur and biggest party, the PDC, was under-represented. The 
medium-sized party, the PPD, had perfect proportionality and the smallest parties - the RP and others 
like the PH, the IC and the PAC - were also over-represented.  
Technocrats were present in the Ministry of Finance and in other portfolios. There was more 
technocratical presence among ministers than undersecretaries.  
Our independent variables, suprapartidismo, the informal rules of power sharing and the political 
use of technocrats allow us to explain why our dependent variables were created. Presidential 
autonomy gave President Aylwin the capacity to organize his cabinet independent of the parties, but 
considering the necessary party equilibrium. The informal rules or power sharing used by President 
Aylwin allowed him to share his portfolio according to rules that were accepted by the coalition and to 
use technocrats politically, giving him the opportunity to count on expert advice without breaking with 
his allies, the parties.  
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7. Governing Normality: The Frei, Lagos and Bachelet Administrations (1994-2009) 
“We have recovered political and social peace, which are part of 
democratic life, but, at the same time, politics has lost its heroic and 
prominent nature.” 
Former President Eduardo Frei Ruiz Tagle (1994-2000)
201
 
 
 “Cabinets represent the coalition. The country looks at 
cabinets to find out who is in the coalition.”202 
 
Former President Lagos (2000-2006) 
 
a) Introduction 
In previous chapters, we provided the “big picture” of the Concertación administrations through 
an analysis of our dependent variables (Chapter 5) and a detailed analysis of the Aylwin 
administration (Chapter 6). Chapter 7 is about the other three Concertación administrations between 
1994 and 2009; one led by the Christian Democrat, Eduardo Frei Ruiz Tagle (1994-2000) and the 
other two led by the center-left Presidents, Ricardo Lagos (PPD) between 2000 and 2006 and the first 
woman to win the presidency, the socialist Michelle Bachelet (2006-2009).  The Concertación seemed 
to solve complicated issues common to all political coalitions, disputes over candidate selection and 
power sharing extremely well. The Aylwin administration, the first after seventeen years of 
dictatorship, seemed to be extremely stable.  
                                                          
201Speech at the National Congress, 05/21/1995. www.archivochile.com  
 
202Interview with a member of the Lagos administration. 
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In this chapter, we address the differences in our dependent variables between the Aylwin and the 
Frei, Lagos and Bachelet administrations, as well as within these last three. We maintain that the 
Aylwin administration was outstandingly stable and that this can be explained by President Aylwin‟s 
autonomy to appoint personnel and govern, the existence of informal rules of power sharing and the 
appointment of technocrats to key financial state areas.  
Changes in these independent and in the more long-term variables (both contextual and historical) 
explain the changes in the three Concertación administrations. In terms of short-term variables, 
presidential autonomy meant different ways for Presidents to lead government administration. We will 
prove that the Aylwin administration was the starting point for a way of administering coalition 
dynamics that was exceptionally stable, since it was the first transitional administration after seventeen 
years of dictatorship. This stability will be maintained, with certain variations, depending on the 
political factors related to the long-term, for example the learning process of the political leaders who 
initially created the Concertación.  
First, we will present some general aspects of the Frei, Lagos and Bachelet administrations. Then 
we will present our dependent variables (the maintaining of coalitions and cabinet stability) and focus 
on our three more proximate independent variables: suprapartidismo, the informal rules of power 
sharing and the political use of technocrats.  
The next three Concertación Presidents had different political backgrounds. Eduardo Frei Ruiz 
Tagle, the second Concertación President, belonged to a traditional political family. He was the son of 
former President Eduardo Frei Montalva, the PDC President between 1964 and 1970. Frei‟s 
administration faced transitional issues (like Pinochet‟s arrest in London in 1998) and a huge 
economic crisis (the Asian Crisis in 1997-1998).  
In 2000, Ricardo Lagos assumed office after the coalition won the presidency for the third time. In 
several ways, his administration represented a change for the coalition. For the first time in ten years, 
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the coalition was led by a left-wing militant. When Lagos came to power, all the ghosts and prejudices 
related to the political left and its UP past came to light. This was used by the right as a political issue 
(Flisfisch, Solari, Villar; 2009). Secondly, Lagos was not from the coalition‟s main party, the Christian 
Democrats, which posed an additional challenge for internal coalition dynamics, since the President 
had to articulate this new relationship.
203
 Thirdly, for the first time, the Concertación presidential 
candidate faced a ballotage. In effect, Lagos did not get the majority he needed to win the presidency 
outright in December 1999, so he had to face a ballotage in January 2000. Finally, although he had 
been a recognized leader since the end of eighties, when he opposed Pinochet and helped found the 
PPD, his leadership was based more on his personal skills than on a traditional party career.
204
 
Moreover, President Lagos had an unusual relationship with formal politics. His trajectory included 
the Radical Party (in his youth). In 1987, he founded the PPD, but, at the same time, he had an 
informal relationship with socialism and was considered one of its militants.
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Moreover, on March 2, 2000, nine days before Lagos assumed office, Pinochet was released from 
imprisonment in London, arriving in Chile the next day. It was not, then, so unexpected that when 
President Lagos gave his first public speech on one of the balconies of La Moneda on March 11, 2000, 
people demanded “juicio a Pinochet” (a trial for Pinochet).206 In this context, President Lagos had to 
deal with the pending issues of the transition: demands to put Pinochet on trial and truth, responsibility 
and justice regarding human rights violations. President Lagos gave new validity to the Mesa de 
                                                          
203As we argued before, part of the process of political learning that the PDC had to go through was acceptance of the need to 
be in the coalition. Remember that, in the sixties, the Christian Democrats had won the presidency without being in a 
coalition. 
 
204For a review of social policies, see Castiglioni, Rossana. 2006. “Cambios y Continuidad en Política Social: Educación, 
Pensiones y Salud”  and for a review of economic policies, see Meller, Patricio. 2008. “Consideracones Económicas en 
Torno al Gobierno del Presidente Lagos”.  Both in: Funk, Robert, ed. (2008).   
 
205In other words, Lagos represented both political left cultures, the PPD and the Socialists. In practical terms and for the 
purpose of our analysis, we will consider Lagos as a militant of the PPD. As the formateur party, we will consider the PPD. 
 
206El Mercurio, 03/12/2000. 
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Diálogo, 
207
 a commission created by President Frei with the purpose of obtaining information about 
the location of the remains of the disappeared. President Lagos also created the Comisión Nacional de 
Prisión Política y Tortura (the National Commission of Political Prison and Torture), whose aim was 
to register every case of torture documented and carried out during the dictatorship.  
On the other hand, in 2003, President Lagos faced a crisis when an alleged corruption scandal 
involving one of his closest ministers broke out. This crisis provided a window of opportunity for 
several state reforms to be passed
208
, oriented towards the improvement of civil service careers. 
Finally, Michelle Bachelet assumed office in 2006. Bachelet was the first woman to win the 
presidency in Chilean history. This fact in itself meant a dramatic change in society and politics. Her 
arrival at the Palacio de La Moneda also meant other things for government coalition politics. Like 
her predecessor, Bachelet belonged to the Concertación‟s left-wing, as she was a Socialist. She had 
been involved with the PS since her days as a medical student. Also, like Lagos, Bachelet won the 
presidency in the ballotage. The difference was in her leadership: first, it was successfully short. 
Bachelet became a public figure when she was appointed Health Minister in 2000 and then when she 
was appointed by President Lagos as Minister of Defense in 2002, only three years before she ran for 
President. Secondly, she was an outsider and did not belong to the Concertacón‟s founding elite 
(Flisfisch et al., 2009).  
This fourth Concertación administration faced three important crises: a few months after the 
beginning of Bachelet‟s term, high school students held massive protests demanding better public 
education. The so-called “Revolución Pinguina” (Penguin Revolution) created a huge crisis for an 
administration that was just getting started. These protests ended with the replacement of the Minister 
of Education. The government reacted by creating a special Commission of Education. Secondly, in 
                                                          
207The Mesa de Diálogo was created by the former Defense Ministry, Edmundo Pérez Yoma, during the Frei administration 
so that the armed forces could provide information about the location of the remains of the disappeared.  This commission 
generated public debate. Some organizations made up of the relatives of the disappeared refused to form part, arguing that the 
armed forces would not tell the truth.  
 
208For more details, see www.serviciocivil.cl  
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February 2007, a new crisis affected the government. In that month, the new public transport system, 
the Transantiago, was implemented, creating chaos in the city. Finally, from the second semester of 
2008 onwards, a  worldwide economic crisis dramatically affected employment and economic growth. 
Notably, the people‟s support for President Bachelet did not diminish as a result of these issues and 
she ended her administration with an apporval rate of over 70%.
209
 
 
b) A Few Facts About the Coalition  
In this section, we will give a general overview of the coalition‟s candidate selection, as well as of 
its electoral performance and that of its parties, which are two fundamental aspects of coalition 
politics.  
1) Candidate Selection 
One of the most crucial things for political coalitions is candidate selection (Altman, 2008). Since 
1993, the Concertación has used different ways of selecting its presidential candidates. Primaries are 
the most common, but with different levels of formality. 
As opposed to 1989, when the Concertación‟s presidential candidate was chosen by political 
leaders in a close and hermetic process, the Concertación held open primaries to choose their 
candidates in 1993.
210
 This was not officially part of established regulations, but was an informally 
reached agreement by party leaders. The idea was proposed by the PPD leader, Ricardo Lagos and 
accepted by the Christian Democrats. The PDC had chosen Eduardo Frei Ruiz Tagle as their pre-
presidential candidate.
211
 The Concertación created a commission (called the Teplizky Commission 
after the name of its director) to come up with a way of selecting the Concertación‟s presidential 
candidate. This Commission was made up of Arriagada (from the PDC), Schnake (PPD), Teplizky 
                                                          
209See www.cepchile.cl. 
 
210For details of how Aylwin was chosen as a presidential candidate, see page 84. 
 
211Frei Ruiz Tagle was elected Senator in 1989. He was president of the PDC between 1991 and 1993. 
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(PR) and Vodanovic (PS). This group carried out a comparative and legal analysis of the different 
ways of selecting candidates. Finally, the Concertación parties, after a great deal of debate, reached 
several agreements based on three principles: proportionality, an increase in citizen participation and 
democratic profundity. A convention was held on May 30, 1993. 60% of the delegates who attended 
were chosen directly by the Concertación from a list of every person registered in the party (50% of 
whom were party members and 50% normal citizens). The rest of the delegates (40%) were chosen by 
the Frei and Lagos presidential comandos,
212
 based on the strength of parties‟ electoral support in the 
municipal elections of 1992. The electoral register was created by the National Electoral Office using 
the list they were given by the comandos (Navarrete, 2005). 
The primaries were held on May 23, 1993 in 311 locations throughout the country. The results 
favored Eduardo Frei. In the militants‟ vote, Frei obtained 60.78% of the votes and, in the adherents‟ 
vote, 60.65%. The other pre-candidate, Ricardo Lagos, obtained 42.24% of the votes from party 
members and 35.87% from the adherents. The adherents voted more than militants (292,798 versus 
92,935). As a result of this procedure, on May 30, 1993, Eduardo Frei earned the right to invite a total 
of 1,124 people (547 party members and 577 followers) to vote. Meanwhile, Ricardo Lagos invited 
676 delegates (353 party members and 323 followers). Of the other 1,800 delegates, 900 were 
militants and the other half adherents. Frei had 1,924 delegates and Lagos 1,076 (Navarrete, 2005). In 
this complicated way, the Concertación chose its second presidential candidate, Eduardo Frei. As with 
other Concertación presidential campaigns, there was multiparty integration.  
                                                          
 
212The name given to the groups responsible for organizing the elections. 
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Finally, in the December presidential elections, the Concertación candidate was elected with 
57.98% of the votes, an historical amount for Chilean democracy (Garretón, 2002).
213
 The Aylwin 
administration finished with an important amount of electoral support.  
For the next presidential elections in December 1999, leaders chose to select the Concertación‟s 
third presidential candidate in the same way as they had Frei, through primaries. However, these were 
different from the ones held in 1993 (Navarrete, 2009). Compared to the 1993 primaries, candidate 
selection for 1999 was agreed uopn in the first semester of 1998, more than a year before the 
presidential election. The holding of the primaries was much simpler than in 1993. In the 1999 
primaries, any citizen on the electoral register and not a registered as a member of non-Concertación 
parties could vote. In these primaries, 1,403,070 people voted throughout the country, a significant 
number considering that the process was voluntary. Lagos won with 71.4% of the votes, compared to 
28.6% for the PDC candidate, Andrés Zaldívar (Auth, 2005).  
As we said, this was the first time the Concertación did not win in the first election. Lagos only 
just won with 47.96% of the votes, compared to the right-wing candidate, Joaquín Lavín, who 
obtained 47.51%.
214
 The other candidates shared the rest of the votes between them: Frei Bolívar 
obtained 0.38%,
215
 Sara Larraín 0.44%
216
, Gladys Marín 3.19%
217
 and Tomás Hirsch 0.51%
218
. In the 
ballotage, Lagos obtained 51.31% against Lavín‟s 48.69%.219   
                                                          
213The other candidates were right-wing - Arturo Alessandri (24.4%) and José Piñera (6.1%). The leftist candidate was a 
priest, Eugenio Pizarro (4.7%). The last candidate was Manfred Max Neef (5.5%), a defender of the environment. 
www.elecciones.gov.cl   
 
214This small difference meant that Lagos had to change his team. The former minister and PDC member, Soledad Alvear, 
accepted Lagos‟ invitation to form a part of his commando presidencial (presidential team). 
 
215Independent candidate and a former PDC member. 
 
216Candidate whose agenda centered on environmental protection. 
 
217Communist candidate. 
 
218HP candidate.  
 
219www.elecciones.gov.cl  
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As opposed to the two previous administrations, in December 2005, Michelle Bachelet was not 
chosen as a presidential candidate in the primaries. In this case, Bachelet‟s candidacy emerged when 
the other pre-presidential candidate, the PDC member and another woman, Soledad Alvear, decided to 
quit.
220
 In the December elections, Bachelet obtained 45.9% of the votes when she stood against two 
right-wing candidates: Sebastián Piñera, who obtained 25.41% and Joaquín Lavín, who obtained 
23.2%.
221
 A fourth candidate was Tomás Hirsch, from the Humanist Party, who obtained 5.4%. In the 
ballotage, held in January 2006, Bachelet was chosen President with 53.5% of the votes, against 
Piñera‟s 46.5%.222 
Although the way of chosing candidates was different, this did not cause conflict that threatened 
the coalition. The first two candidates were from the PDC and the other two from the left. Now, we 
will move on to presenting the evolution of the coalition‟s electoral support between 1989 and 2009. 
 
2) Coalition Electoral Support 
       During the sixteen years between 1994 and 2010, the Concertación administrations faced five 
parliamentary elections and five local ones. In general, the Concertación gained electoral support. This 
allowed the coalition to obtain important support in Congress.  
       The Frei administration had two parliamentary periods (from 1994 to 1997 and from 1998 to the 
end of the administration in March 2000). In December 1993, the Concertación retained a majority 
with 55.4% of the votes, electing 70 out of a possible 120 deputies in the deputy elections.
223
 In the 
Senate, the Concertación won the I, III, VII and IX regions and were defeated in the XI region. In 
                                                          
 
220Both Bachelet and Alvear were appointed ministers by President Lagos - Bachelet as Health and Defense Minister and 
Alvear as Foreign Relations Minister. 
 
221As I am finishing writing this dissertation in January 2010, Piñera was in the ballotage for second time. He won 52% of 
the votes, compared to former President Frei‟s 48%.  
 
222www.elecciones.gov.cl  
 
223The right obtained 36.6% of the votes. www.elecciones.gov.cl 
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total, the Concertación obtained 55.4% of the votes.
224
 The Concertación obtained 21 Senators.
225
 In 
1997, new parliamentary elections were held, meaning that the Concertación administration had a new 
Congress for the rest of the presidential period. On that occasion, the Senate changed half of its 
members.
226
 In these elections, the coalition obtained 50.5% of the deputy votes (69 out of a possible 
120 deputies) and 49.9% of the votes in the seven regions where the Senate was renewed. The 
Concertación retained nineteen senators.
227
  
          We must remember that up to March 2006, the Chilean Senate had designated, „for-life‟ 
Senators. A constitutional reform approved in 2005 during the Lagos administration eliminated nine of 
the appointed designated Senators.
228
 Since then, the Chilean Senate has been composed of 38 
democratically-elected members. 
In terms of party representation in Congress, the PDC obtained 27.12% of the votes for the 
Chamber of Deputies in the 1993 elections, obtaining 37 seats. The PS got 11.93% of the votes and 
fifteen deputies. The PPD had almost the same number of votes as the PS, with 11.84% and fifteen 
deputies. In the Senate, it was the turn of the odd regions (I, III, V, VII, IX and XI). The PDC obtained 
23.4% of the votes in the five regions where it had candidates and retained, on average, 35.5% of the 
votes, which meant a total percentage of 29.4%. The PS obtained 19.9% of the votes and the PPD 
obtained 19.7%. In the 1989 Senate elections, the PPD had obtained 12.7% of the votes in the odd 
regions, which, together with the percentage average of the new vote of 1993, gave a final average of 
16.2%. The PR obtained 14.2% in the Senate elections in 1993, which, together with the percentage 
average of 12.2%, gave a total percentage of 13.3%. 
                                                          
 
224Odd regions:  I, III, V, VII, IX, XI.  
 
225This was the equivalent to 55.2% of the Senators (considering the ones who were not reelected in this election). 
 
226Even regions: II, IV, VI, VIII, X, XII and the Metropolitan Region. 
 
227In percentages, this was 50% of the Senate. 
 
228Four Senators were appointed by the National Security Council from former Commanders-in-Chief. Three Senators were 
appointed by the Supreme Court and chosen from former Supreme Court presidents (two) and former Controller Generals. 
Four for-life senators were former Presidents (in this case, Pinochet). www.bcn.cl  
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In the 1997 elections, the PDC lost votes, getting 22.78%. The PS obtained 11.05% and 
maintained their voting average. The PPD obtained 12.55%, showing a slight increase. The PR 
obtained 3.13%. In the Senate, the PDC obtained 28.46% and its share went down. The PS obtained 
19.16%, while the PPD gained 15.46% and the RP 16.44% (these figures are obtained by adding the 
new percentages gained in the odd regions in the 1993 vote). 
Like President Frei, Lagos had two parliamentary periods: from March 2000 to March of 2002 
and from that date to the end of his term. In both elections, the Chamber of Deputies was completely 
renewed and the Senate partially renewed. President Lagos started his term with a Concertación 
majority in both chambers. In the 1997 elections, the Concertación obtained 50.5% of the deputy votes 
and 59 of the 120 seats.
229
 In the Senate elections (for the odd regions), the Concertación obtained 
49.9% of the votes, gaining nineteen senators. In the 2001 elections, the Concertación won 47.7% of 
the votes and 62 out of a possible 120 deputies. In the Senate, the Concertación obtained 51.3% of the 
votes in the odd regions (I, III, V, VII, IX and XI). The Concertación had twenty senators. 
230
In terms 
of party balance, in the 1997 elections for deputies, the PDC lost votes, obtaining 22.78%.
231
 The PS 
obtained 11.05% and maintained its share and the PPD obtained 12.55% and slightly increased its 
share. The radicals obtained 3.13% of the votes. In the Senate, the PDC gained 28.46% and its share 
went down. The Socialists obtained 19.16%, the PPD 15.46% and the PR 16.44%.  
In the December 2001 elections for the parliamentary period between 2002-2006, the PDC 
obtained 18.92% of the votes and its share went down slightly, the PPD obtained 12.73% and 
maintained its share and the PR obtained 4%, increasing its share in the Chamber of Deputies.
232
 In the 
Senate, the PDC obtained 27.48% and its share went down. The PS obtained 22.82% of the votes, 
                                                          
229www.servel.cl  
 
230www.elecciones.gov.cl  
 
231The PDC obtained 22.7% of the votes in the 1997 elections.  
 
232In the December 1997 elections, the PS obtained 11%, the PPD 11.8% and the PR 2.9% of the votes respectively. 
www.elecciones.gov.cl 
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while the PPD obtained 17.25% and both increased their shares compared to their results in the 1998 
elections. Both also registered an increase in their shares compared to the 1997 elections. The drop in 
the electoral weight of the PDC is worth noting. We will see if this influenced cabinet appointments or 
not.  
In comparison to the Frei and Lagos administrations, which each had two parliamentary 
periods, President Bachelet had only one parliament, elected in December 2005 at the same time as the 
presidential elections. On that occasion, the Chamber of Deputies and half of the Senate (for the even 
regions) was completely renewed. In the deputy elections, the Concertación obtained 51.7% of the 
votes and 65 deputies. In the partial renewal of Senate, the Concertación obtained 55.7% of the votes 
and eleven senators. Including the Senators who were not re-elected, the Concertación had a total of 
twenty senators. 
233
  
In terms of party votes, the PDC obtained 40% of the coalition votes, 30% of the seats and 
twenty deputies in the Chamber of Deputies.
234
 The Socialists obtained 19% of the coalition votes, 
23% of the seats and fifteen seats out of the 65 that the Concertación won.
235
 The PPD gained 30% of 
the coalition votes, 32.3% of the Concertación seats and 21 deputies.
236
 The radicals obtained 7% of 
the Concertación votes, 10.7% of the coalition seats and seven deputies.
237
 We should highlight that 
the PDC suffered an important drop in its number of congressmen because, in addition to its electoral 
losses, several of its activists quit.
238
 The PDC number of Senators was reduced from thirteen in 1989 
to five in 2005.  
                                                          
233www.elecciones.gov.cl 
 
234Compared to 1990, the PDC went from having 50.4% of the coalition to 40% in 2005. This meant a drop from 38 to 
twenty deputies.  
 
235Between 1993 (the first elections in which the PS particpated – because, in 1989, its existence was still forbidden by the 
dictatorship) and 2009, the PS maintained its share of the votes, with 21.5% in 1993 and 19% in the 2005 elections. 
 
236The PR‟s trajectory is similar to that of the PS, with 7.6% of the votes in 1989 and 7% in 2005.  
 
237www.elecciones.gov.cl  
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In summary, it can be seen that the Concertación had important electoral support during its twenty 
years as a government coalition. Next, we will begin the analysis of our dependent variables: the 
maintaining of coalitions and cabinet change. 
 
c) Administering Power in Presidential Coalitions 
As with the Aylwin administration, our dependent variables are maintaining coalitions and cabinet 
stability. Maintaining coalitions is a party-level variable and cabinet stability is an individual-level 
one. We expect to find that coalitions were maintained but that there was more cabinet instability than 
during the Aylwin administration.  
 
1) Maintaining Coalitions and Power Sharing 
One of the fundamental ways of measuring stability in a government coalition is the 
maintaining of coalitions; in other words, the continuity of party composition. In the case of the 
Concertación administrations between 1994 and 2010, the four biggest parties stayed in office. The 
Concertación grouped together the Christian Democrats, Socialists, the PPD and the Radicals.
239
  
 
Despite the above, in comparison to the Aylwin administration, there was a change regarding 
party membership, with small parties like the PAC, the Humanists (PH), the Christian Left (IC) and 
Los Verdes leaving the coalition. The PH left the Aylwin administration a few months before the end 
its presidential period; the PH made an alliance with Los Verdes and other, smaller groups and created 
the Nueva Izquierda (New Left). They put forward an independent presidential candidate in the 1993 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
238One of the most important PDC members to resign was Adolfo Zaldívar, the former PDC president.  
 
239
During the second Concertación administration, the Radicals (a combination of the Social Democrats and Radicals) ended 
their unification process.  
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elections.
240
 Part of the IC joined the PPD or the PS. The PAC (a party that grouped together different 
center-right organizations like the National Party for „No‟, the Liberal Movement and the Republican 
Right) ended up breaking up due to its scant electoral weight. Its militants joined other parties. For 
example, the only PAC deputy elected in parliamentary elections in 1990 joined the PDC in 1992.  
Since we have said that the same parties stayed in the coalition during the last three 
administrations, it is interesting to see how they were represented in the Concertación cabinets. We 
already know about the present cabinet distribution by party in each administration and  
proportionality to congressional party representation. Proportionality allows us to understand party 
representation and its changes. We will present this data by administration as a way of highlighting the 
effect of the passing of time.  
 
Table 22: The Frei Administration – Cabinet Party Composition, Ministers (1994-2000) 
Party/Cabinet 
Composition (%) Cab 1 Cab 2 Cab 3 Cab 4 Cab 5 Cab 6 
PDC 47.3 52.6 52.6 57.9 57.9 47.3 
PS 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8 15.8 21 
PPD 21 21 21 10.5 10.5 10.5 
PR 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 10.5 
Indep 10.5 5.3 5.3 10.5 10.5 10.5 
N=  19 19 19 19 19 19 
Source: own elaboration 
As we can see in Table 22, party representation changed during the Frei administration. This 
change was not dramatic (the changes in percentages in reality only meant changes in one minister). 
The PDC quota was important and higher than that of Aylwin‟s administration. Its presence increased 
after the parliamentary elections in December 1997. The PS‟s presence was almost constant, while the 
                                                          
240In the1989 elections, the Humanist Party put forward, as part of the Concertación, five candidates for deputy and one for 
Senate, with only one deputy being elected. In the 1992 local elections, the PH, through the Concertación, put forward 16 
concejales. In the 1996 local elections, the PH stood independently from the Concertación and had three concejales elected. 
www.partidohumanista.cl  
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PPD lost some of its presence after the December elections. The PR‟s presence remained almost the 
same.   
Party representation was not created in a vacuum, but rather according to party representation 
in Congress. As in other cases, this representation was not exactly proportional. Based on the literature 
examining coalitional behavior, we will examine the following hypothesis: that the main aim of this 
first administration was stability, which could be attained by having good coalitional relations, among 
other things. As we saw in Chapter 3, the process of political learning made coalition party leaders 
especially prone to fostering participation and equality among coalition members. In this sense, we 
expect 1) proportionality to operate in general terms; 2) the formateur party, the PDC, to be under-
represented; 3) small party bias and 4) medium-sized proportionality.  
Table 23:  The Frei Administration – Proportionality Index, Ministers (1994-2000) 
Year/Party PDC PS PPD PR 
1994 -2.4 -4.2 0 0.3 
1995 0 -4.2 0 0.3 
1996 0 -4.2 0 0.3 
1997 -2.4 -4.2 0 0.3 
1998 -1.5 -1.5 0 -0.4 
1999 -4.9 -4.9 0 0.9 
Source: own elaboration 
As we see in Table 23, the proportionality rule seemed to operate in the Frei administration, 
but with slight deviations. In comparison to the Aylwin administration, we can see that the formateur 
party was less affected than during the Aylwin administration, with ministerial representation being 
proportional to that of Congress for two years. As opposed to the previous administration, the 
Socialists were under-represented and, once again, the PPD was proportionally represented and the PR 
slightly over-represented. Later, in our section on independent variables, we will explain why the PS 
was under-represented and why this diminished position did not necessarily translate into conflict in 
the coalition.  
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Now we will analyze party representation at the undersecretary level.  
Table 24: The Frei Administration – Party Composition,  Undersecretaries (1994-2000) 
Party/ 
Change 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 
PDC 57.7 53.8 53.8 50 50 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1 46 46 46 46.1 46.1 46.1 50 53.8 
PS 11.5 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 19.2 19.2 23 23 23 23 19.2 19.5 19.5 19.5 19.2 19.2 23 19.2 
PPD 15.4 15.4 15.4 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 15.4 19.2 19.2 19.2 23 23 23 23 23 23 19.2 19.2 
PR 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 
Ind 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 7.7 3.8 3.8 0 0 
N=  26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Source: own elaboration 
As can be seen in Table 24, the PDC had almost half of the undersecretaries. The PS and 
PPD‟s presence through undersecretaries varied and the PR‟s stayed almost the same.  
The same pattern of qualitative portfolio allocation as in the Aylwin administration was 
confirmed. In other words, we did not find a pattern relating parties with certain ministries.  It is worth 
noting that, in the original cabinet, a Socialist was appointed Minister of the Interior, which was a sign 
that there were no vetoes against them. 
Now we will analyze undersecretaries‟ proportionality. We expect to find a similar pattern to 
that of the ministers.  
Table 25: The Frei Administration - Proportionality Index, Undersecretaries (1994-2000) 
Year/Party PDC PS PPD PR 
1994 0 -6.5 0 2.7 
1995 -1 -4.6 0 2.7 
1996 -4 -2.3 0 2.7 
1997 -6 -0.4 0 2.7 
1998 -9.6 0 0 0 
1999 -12.2 2.6 0 -0.9 
Source: own elaboration 
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In Table 25, we can see that the PDC was once again under-represented, as well as the PS. The 
PPD continued to be proportionally represented in relation to its electoral strength in Congress and the 
PR was over-represented during the majority of the Frei administration. With this data, we can 
conclude the existence of formateur party under-representation and small party bias. In the following 
table, we will present the average Proportionality Index for the Frei administration.  
 
Table 26:  The Frei Administration - Proportionality Index Average (1994-1999) 
Level/Party 
Average PDC PS PPD PR 
Ministers -1.9 -3.9 0 0.3 
Undersecretaries -5.4 -1.8 0 1.6 
Source: own elaboration 
As we can see, during the Frei administration, there were generally differences between 
coalition party members‟ representation in Congress and their holding of ministerial positions. The 
PDC and the PS were under-represented.  The PPD was represented proportionally and the PR was 
slightly over-represented.  Now we will look at portfolio allocation by party during the Lagos 
administration.  
 
Table 27: The Lagos Administration – Cabinet Party Composition, Ministers (2000-2006) 
Party/Cabinet Cab 1 Cab 2 Cab 3 Cab 4 Cab 5 Cab 6 
PDC 43.8 43.8 41.2 38.9 44.4 50 
PS 25 12.5 17.6 16.7 11.1 11.1 
PPD 18.8 25 23.5 27.8 27.8 22.2 
PR 12.5 12.5 5.9 5.5 5.5 5.5 
Indep 0 6.3 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 
N=  16 16 17 18 18 18 
Source: own elaboration 
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As we can see in Table 27, the PDC‟s presence in President Lagos‟ cabinets dropped 
compared to the Frei administration. The percentage of independents continued to be small. It is 
interesting to note, though, that the PS and the PPD - in other words, the center-left - made up half or 
nearly half of the cabinet. This is different to the Aylwin and Frei administrations, where this number 
were Christian Democrats.  
 
Table 28:  The Lagos Administration - Proportionality Index, Ministers (2000-2006) 
Year/Party (%) PDC PS PPD PR 
2000 -12 9.3 0 3.8 
2001 -12 9.3 0 2.4 
2002 -1.8 -1.7 0 2.0 
2003 -2.8 -2.2 0 -2.6 
2004 -3.8 -2.7 0 -2.8 
2005 0.9 -2.7 0 -2.8 
Source: own elaboration 
As we can see in Table 28, the data shows that the PDC is again under-represented in relation 
to the number of seats they obtained in the 1997 and 2001 elections. The PS was over-represented (in 
the 1997 elections) and, after the ones in 2001, they were under-represented. Small party bias was 
partially confirmed. Contrary to what was published in literature, the PPD - in this case the formateur 
party - was not under-represented, but had perfect proportional representation.  
Table 29: The Lagos Administration - Party Composition, Undersecretaries (2000-2006) 
Number of 
Changes/Party 
PDC PS PPD PR IND  N= 
Cab 1 42.3 19.2 19.2 11.5 7.7 26 
Change 1 40.7 18.5 18.5 11.1 11.1 27 
Change 2 40.7 22.2 14.8 11.1 11.1 27 
Change 3 40.7 22.2 14.8 11.1 11.1 27 
Change 4 44.4 22.2 14.8 11.1 7.4 27 
Change 5 44.4 22.2 14.8 11.1 7.4 27 
Change 6 37 25.9 18.5 11.1 7.4 27 
Change 7 37 25.9 18.5 11.1 7.4 27 
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Change 8 33.3 25.9 18.5 14.8 7.4 27 
Change 9 37 25.9 18.5 11.1 7.4 27 
Change 10 37 25.9 18.5 11.1 7.4 27 
Change 11 37 25.9 18.5 11.1 7.4 27 
Change 12 37 25.9 18.5 11.1 7.4 27 
Change 13 37 22.2 14.8 22.2 3.7 27 
Change 14 37 22.2 14.8 22.2 3.7 27 
Change 15 37 18.5 18.5 22.5 3.7 27 
Change 16 37 18.5 18.5 22.2 3.7 27 
Change 17 37 18.5 18.5 22.2 3.7 27 
Change 18 37 18.5 18.5 22.2 3.7 27 
Change 19 35.7 21.4 17.8 21.4 3.7 27 
Change 20 39.3 17.9 17.9 17.9 3.7 28 
Change 21 39.3 17.9 17.9 17.9 3.6 28 
Change 22 32.1 28.5 17.8 21.4 0 28 
Change 23 35.7 25 17.9 17.9 0 28 
Change 24 25.7 25 17.9 17.9 0 28 
Change 25 28.6 28.5 21.4 21.4 0 28 
Source: own elaboration 
As we can see in Table 29, PDC representation was the greatest. PS and PPD representation 
was mostly similar or slightly inferior to that of the PDC. As in previous administrations, the 
qualitative distribution of the parties in ministries did not lead to a pattern relating any single party to a 
certain ministry.  
Table 30: The Lagos Administration - Proportionality Index, Undersecretaries (2000-2006) 
Year/Party (%) PDC PS PPD PR 
2000 -13.4 0 0 2.8 
2001 -13.1 0.5 0 2.4 
2002 -1.9 2.8 0 3.3 
2003 0 0 0 8.8 
2004 -2 -0.8 0 8.8 
2005 -4.9 5.5 0 11.7 
Source: own elaboration 
Our expectations are confirmed in Table 30. The PDC was, with the exception of 2003, under-
represented. The Socialists tended to be over-represented and, once again, the PPD had perfect 
proportionality. At this level, small party bias was confirmed in the case of the PR.  
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Table 31: The Lagos Administration - Proportionality Index, Average (2000-2006)  
Level/Party 
(Average) 
PDC (%) PS PPD PR 
Ministers -5.2 1.5 0 0 
Undersecretaries -6.0 1.3 0 6.3 
 
As we can see in Table 31, the data confirms that the PDC was once again under-represented 
and the Socialists slightly over-represented. As has been the norm, the PPD had proportionality and 
the PR was over-represented. Finally, we will detail portfolio allocation by party during the Bachelet 
administration.  
Table 32: The Bachelet Administration – Cabinet Party Composition, Ministers (2006-2009) 
Party/Changes Cab 1 Cab 2 Cab 3 Cab 4 Cab 5 Cab 6 Cab 7 
PDC 35 40 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 36.4 
PS 20 20 22.7 22.7 22.7 22.7 22.7 
PPD 25 25 22.7 22.7 22.7 22.7 22.7 
PR 5 10 9 9 9 9 9 
Indep 15 5 9 9 9 9 9 
N= 20 20 20 22 22 22 22 
Source: own elaboration 
In Table 32, we can see that the PDC maintained its representation, with between 35% and 
40% of the cabinet. What was different from the previous administrations was that, together with the 
PS and the PPD, this added up to more more than the percentage of portfolio allocation obtained by 
the PDC.  
Table 33: The Bachelet Administration - Proportionality Index, Ministers (2006-2009) 
Year/Party PDC PS PPD PR 
2006 1.3 -3.2 0 -10 
2007 -2.4 -0.7 0 -11.7 
2008 -6.7 -3.2 0 -3.0 
2009 -3.0 -0.9 0 -3.2 
Source: own elaboration 
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As we saw in Table 33, during President Bachelet‟s first cabinet, the PDC was under-
represented.  As was the norm in Concertación administrations, the PPD was perfectly represented. A 
difference was noted in the case of the PR, which was, for the first time, under-represented. 
 
Table 34: The Bachelet Administration - Changes in Undersecretaries (2006-2009) 
Party/ 
Change 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
PDC 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 
PS 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 14.2 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 17.8 
PPD 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 21.4 21.4 
PR 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 17.8 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 
Ind 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 3.5 3.5 
N= 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 
Source: own elaboration 
The data from Table 34 shows the changes that President Bachelet introduced at 
undersecretary level. As with ministers, the PS-PPD axis was higher than that of the PDC.  
From a qualitative perspective, the data confirms that, as in previous administrations, there 
were no visible patterns relating specific parties to specific ministries.  Our premonition that leftist 
parties would hold social ministries was not confirmed. The major difference compared to previous 
administrations was the presence of Independents in the Ministry of Finance. It is also worth noting 
that President Bachelet appointed a member of the PDC as Interior Minister, instead of a Socialist as 
President Lagos had done. Now we will present the changes in undersecretaries. 
Table 35: The Bachelet Administration - Proportionality Index, Undersecretaries (2006-2009) 
Year/Party PDC PS PPD PR 
2006 5.4 -2.6 0 0 
2007 1.7 -4.5 0 0.3 
2008 0 -1.7 0 0 
2009 -0.4 -0.4 0 0 
Source: own elaboration 
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The data in Table 35 shows that the PDC was over-represented. This is different to previous 
administrations. The PS, as the formateur party, continued to be under-represented. As usual, the PPD 
was perfectly represented. Also, as opposed to previous administrations, the PR had perfect 
proportionality.  
Table 36: The Bachelet Administration - Proportionality Index, Average (2006-2009) 
Level/Party 
Average 
PDC PS PPD PR 
Ministers - 2.7 -2.0 0 -7.0 
Undersecretaries 1.7 -2.3 0 0 
Source: own elaboration 
The data in Table 36 shows that the PDC was over-represented at the undersecreatry level. 
The PS - the President‟s party - was under-represented. Once again, the PPD had proportionality and 
the PR was under-represented in ministers and proportional in undersecretaries.  
With this data about proportionality between party representation in Congress and portfolio 
allocation, we conclude the study of our first dependent variable. We will now go on with the analysis 
of our second dependent variable - cabinet stability.  
Coalitions were maintained during these sixteen years. It is important to note the 
compensation the PDC was given when its electoral weight dropped. The PDC ended up being over-
represented at the undersecretary level (combined with its qualitative participation in the Bachelet 
administration, as part of the Interior Ministry). In general, there was no change in party representation 
when the presidential party changed.  
 
2) Cabinet Stability  
In this section, we will analyze our second dependent variable - cabinet stability. Cabinet 
stability measures the Presidents‟ capacity to administer, among other things, coalition relations. In 
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terms of coalition dynamics, cabinet stability is useful for understanding two things: the administration 
of internal coalition equilibrium and the President‟s capacity to allocate portfolios according to the 
needs of coalition dynamics and policies. Through this, cabinet stability shows how coalition 
dynamics operate during these changes. As we saw in the previous chapter, the Concertación 
administration was extremely stable in its first four years of government. In the three Concertación 
administrations analyzed in this chapter, we expect that, although it was maintained in comparison to 
previous 1973 governments, there was less stability than during the Aylwin administration.  
 
In this chapter, we will define cabinet change as any change in the political ministers (the 
Interior, SEGPRES and SEGEGOB) and/or more than two changes in any other ministers. Our aim is 
to measure stability and to find out about coalition dynamics when Presidents introduce cabinet 
changes. 
As before, we will define two types of changes: cabinet change (according to our third 
definition) and adjustments. This classification was taken from Valenzuela (1984), who made a 
distinction based in the number of changes in ministers, without defining the numbers of changes in 
each category. This distinction is useful because a cabinet change has a different impact on the 
government and the coalition than an adjustment. 
 
i) Ministers  
In comparison to the Aylwin administration, in which the President only introduced one 
cabinet change, the other Concertación administrations had several cabinet changes, although not as 
many as in pre-1973 Chilean democracy.  
During the second Concertación administration, President Frei introduced five cabinet 
changes and seven adjustments. In other words, this second administration had a total of six cabinets. 
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The average cabinet duration was twelve months, half the length of the Aylwin administration. The 
average duration of a minister was six months, less than in the Aylwin administration, where the 
average was sixteen months.
241
 In terms of the reasons for change, political, policy and personnel 
reasons were the three most common.  
The Frei administration had more cabinet instability than the first Concertación 
administration, especially regarding the time when the first cabinet change was introduced, only six 
months after the beginning of President‟s Frei term. At that time, President Frei changed two political 
ministers, which amounted to a major overhaul.  
It is important to consider the different durations of the administrations. The Aylwin 
administration lasted 48 months (the same as Bachelet‟s), while the Frei and Lagos administrations 
lasted 72 months. If we cut off the Frei administration at 48 months (to match the administrations in 
terms of duration), we can see that President Frei introduced three cabinet changes and five 
adjustments (compared to the single cabinet change and two adjustments of President Aylwin).  
President Lagos introduced five cabinet changes and seven adjustments during his presidential 
term. He governed with six different cabinets. The average duration of each cabinet was twelve 
months, half the average of the Aylwin administration. The most common reasons why President 
Lagos introduced changes in his cabinet were personnel, followed by elections and political and policy 
management. In this third Concertación administration, we have seen that, in terms of the number of 
cabinet changes, the pattern is similar to the Frei administration. The nature of these changes was 
different though. An analysis of cabinet changes during the Lagos administration shows that there was 
some order to the way in which the cabinet changes were introduced. Moreover, Lagos kept the same 
Interior Minister for an important part of his term. In comparison, President Frei introduced his first 
cabinet change only six months after assuming office and changed the Minister of Interior because his 
                                                          
241This is higher than in pre-1973 administrations. 
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initial political plan was not working. President Lagos changed his Interior Minister sixty months after 
he assumed office. We will refer to this later in detail in our section on independent variables. 
If, as we did for the Frei administration, we cut off Lagos‟ presidential term at month 48 (the 
number of months that the first Concertación administration lasted), we can count three cabinet 
changes and three adjustments (compared to only one cabinet change and two adjustments during the 
Aylwin administration). This was similar to President Frei‟s term. 
Finally, President Bachelet introduced seven changes. There were also differences in the 
timing of the first cabinet change.
242
 President Bachelet made her first cabinet change only three 
months after she assumed office in March 2006, making significant changes to the cabinet in June 
2006. In comparison, President Aylwin made his first cabinet change two years after he assumed 
office, Frei after six months and President Lagos 22 months after he assumed office.   
In comparative terms, if we consider the first 48 months of every administration, we can see 
that the Aylwin administration continued to be the most stable, with only one cabinet change. The 
administrations of Presidents Frei and Lagos follow, with three cabinet changes each and President 
Bachelet‟s is last, with five changes in 48 months.  
 
Table 37: Number of Cabinet Changes and Adjustments by Administration (1994 and 2009) 
President 
Number of 
Cabinets 
Number of 
Cabinet 
Changes 
Number of 
Adjustments 
Duration of 
Period 
(months) Total 
Frei 6 5 7 72 12 
Lagos 6 5 7 72 12 
Bachelet 7 6 6 48 6.8 
Source: own information 
 
                                                          
242 President Bachelet introduced her last cabinet change in December. 
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ii) Undersecretaries 
As is seen in the next table (Table 38), undersecretaries changed more than ministers. 
President Bachelet introduced 27 changes in undersecretaries (compared to the ten changes made by 
President Aylwin, the 33 made by President Frei and President Lagos‟ 39).  
 
Table 38: Number of Changes in Undersecretaries (1994-2009) 
President 
Total of 
Undersecretaries 
Number of 
Changes 
Duration of 
Period 
(months) 
Average 
(months/changes) 
Frei 30 59 72 1.2 
Lagos 38 67 72 1.0 
Bachelet 22 55 48 0.8 
Total 90 181 192 1.0 
Source: own elaboration 
There is a difference in ministerial changes in terms of inter-party and intra-party changes. In 
the second Concertación administration, 36.6% of the ministerial changes was inter-party and 63.3% 
were intra-party. This is the opposite to the Aylwin administration.  
 
iii) Portfolio Experience  
        In the previous section, our unit of analysis was cabinets. Like Huber and Martínez Gallardo 
(2004, 2008), we maintain that a smaller ministerial turnover implies more ministerial experience in 
management policies and inter-cabinet relations. We used the concepts of portfolio experience and 
political experience as another way of measuring our dependent variable of stability. As we said in 
Chapter 5, we have taken on the analysis of ministerial turnover in terms of portfolio experience, 
which translates into more expertise in policy management and relations with the other cabinet 
members (Huber and Martínez; 2004, 2008). In this vein, we expect less ministerial turnover to imply 
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an increase in experience and, therefore, government capacity. At the same time, this is a way of 
visualizing the President‟s capacity and decision to maintain cabinets. Secondly, political experience is 
considered as experience in any portfolio, but we have also extended this experience to previous 
administrations. This is important for two reasons: firstly, it is assumed that past government 
experience will increase ministers‟ capacity to deal with state affairs and, at the same time, that these 
types of minister have more political capital in terms of political relations. Also, this past experience 
can show the position of the party leader of this type of minister.   
We expect the three Concertación administrations analyzed in this chapter to have a lower 
portfolio experience score than that of the Aylwin administration.  
As we did for the Aylwin administration, we applied our Portfolio Experience Index, which is 
obtained by dividing the number of months each minister stayed in office by the total number of 
months that each administration lasted, which, in this case, is 48 months. The result is a number 
between 0 and 1, which shows the proportion of the total number of months each minister lasted, with 
0 being that the person stayed for less than a month and 1 being that they stayed for the duration of the 
administration.  
As we said in Chapter 5, we will analyze ministerial turnover from two different perspectives: 
less ministerial turnover equaling more cabinet stability and more cabinet stability implying more 
government stability. As Huber and Martínez (2004, 2008) argue, less ministerial turnover implies 
more portfolio experience, which is translated into more expertise in policy management and in 
dealings with other cabinet members.  
During the Frei administration, the average permanence of ministers (portfolio experience) 
was 0.39. In other words, ministers stayed for 39% of the entire administration. This is less than the 
average duration of ministers during the Aylwin administration (75%). If we compare this percentage 
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with the ones previous to 1973, we find that the highest score was during Frei Montalva‟s 
administration (1964 – 1970), which had an average of 0.36.  
During the Lagos administration, average portfolio experience was 0.39. In other words, on 
average, ministers stayed in office for 39% of the total time. The hypothesis that this indicator is 
similar to the one observed in former administrations and lower to the one for the Aylwin 
administration is proved. If we compare this average with the averages from pre-1973 democracy, we 
find that the highest score was 0.36 during Frei Montalva‟s term.  
During the Bachelet administration, the average duration of ministers was 0.47. In other 
words, on average, ministers stayed for 47% of the total time.  This is slightly higher than the Frei and 
Lagos administrations and much lower than the Aylwin administration‟s average.  
 
iv) Change and Institutionality 
Something different is seen if we analyze changes in ministers. The aim of this measurement 
is to show whether there is a pattern that relates changes to a specific ministry.  
Table 39: Changes in Ministries by Administration (1994-2009) 
Number of 
Changes 
Frei Administration Lagos Administration Bachelet Administration 
0 SERNAM Finance, Agriculture, 
Mining, Culture** 
Finance, Housing and 
National Territory and 
Energy 
1 Finance, Justice, 
Public Works, Labor, 
Health, Economy, 
Mining, Housing, 
Transportation and 
Telecommunications 
Interior, Foreign Relations, 
Justice, Labor, Economy and 
Mining*, SERNAM 
Foreign Relations, Justice, 
Public Works, Agriculture, 
Labor, Health, Mining, 
Transportation and 
Telecommunications, 
SEGPRES, MIDEPLAN, 
SERNAM 
2 Interior, Foreign 
Relations, Education, 
National Territory, 
Agriculture, 
Education, Defense, Public 
Works, Transportation and 
Telecommunications, Health, 
Housing and National 
The Interior, Education, 
Defense, Economy 
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MIDEPLAN Territory 
3 Defense, SEGPRES, 
SEGEGOB 
SEGPRES, SEGEGOB, 
MIDEPLAN 
SEGEGOB 
Source: own elaboration 
* Mining was separated from the Ministry of Economy in June 2002. 
**The Consejo Nacional de la Cultura (National Council of Culture) was created in 2003 with the 
purpose of promoting cultural policies. Its director had the legal attributes of a minister and was 
appointed from August 2003 to the end of the presidential term. 
 
From the above table, we can see that there is no visible pattern in the most stable ministries. 
The ones with the most changes are political (SEGEGOB and SEGPRES).  
Of the 49 ministers appointed by President Frei, only one (SERNAM) lasted the entire presidential 
period. As oppsoed to the Aylwin administration, the most important ministers – of the Interior, 
Foreign Relations and Finance - suffered changes: the Interior and Foreign Relations had three 
ministers each and Finance two (Laver and Hunt, 1992).
243
 Interior ministers lasted 8%, 65% and 25% 
of the administration‟s total duration respectively. Foreign Relations ministers stayed for 8%, 79% and 
11% of the 72 months that the administration lasted. The political ministers defined for Chile – the 
Interior, SEGEGOB and SEGPRES - also changed. As we have said, the Interior had three and the 
other two four changes respectively. The SEGPRES ministers stayed for 42%, 32%, 14% and 11% of 
the total duration respectively, while the SEGEGOB ministers stayed for 8%, 65%, 14% and 11% 
respectively. 
Of the 43 ministers in this presidential term,
244
 four (Finance, Agriculture, Mining and 
Culture) stayed for the entire administration. Two of the three ministries classified by Laver and Hunt 
(1992) as the most important showed ministerial rotation. The exception was Finance. The Interior and 
Foreign Relations had two ministers each. This makes the Lagos administration more stable than that 
                                                          
243In terms of policy stability, the Finance Minister changed in December 1999, two months before President Frei‟s 
presidential term ended.  
 
244President Lagos had fewer ministers than President Frei (42 versus 48).  
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of Frei, because the latter had two changes in the Interior and Foreign Relations ministers (and three 
ministries each). In relation to the Interior Minister, the first stayed for 86% of the time, while the 
Minister for Foreign Relations stayed for 75% of the presidential term.  
Of the 46 ministers appointed in the almost four years that Bachelet‟s administration lasted,245 
five (Finance, Housing, Environment, Energy and Culture) stayed for the duration of the presidential 
term.
246
 Two of the three ministries defined as the most important by Laver and Hunt (1992) showed 
ministerial rotation.  The exception, as in the previous administrations, was the Minister of Finance.  
With this data, we complete our presentation on dependent variables. We can see that the 
maintaining of the coalition was achieved during the sixteen years of the Concertación 
administrations. Our second dependent variable - cabinet stability - changed in comparison to the 
Aylwin administration, showing differences in terms of the number and timing of the changes that 
occurred. It can also be seen that the Bachelet administration was the most unstable of the last three 
and of all the Concertación administrations because, although it had the same amount of cabinet 
changes, her presidential period lasted 48 months, instead of the 72 months of the Frei and Lagos 
administrations.  Now we will present our independent variables.  
 
d)  Explaining Government Coalition Politics 
 
 “Personal relations in politics are fundamental, they are everything.” 
A Frei minister
247
 
                                                          
 
245President Aylwin had 25 ministers in the 48 months his presidential term lasted; Frei had 43 and President Lagos 42. 
 
246Environment and Energy had formal ministers since March 2007. 
 
247Interview with a former Frei minister. 
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 “What made maintaining coalitions possible? Was it the possibility of dictatorship?” 
“In my case, it was the possiblity of extreme experiences. With Frei Montalva, we 
leaned over the precipice. With Allende, we fell. During the dictatorship, we lived on 
the precipice. With Aylwin, Frei and Lagos, we shared the knowledge of how to get off 
the precipice, without hate, with originality, with effort. We got clean off the 
precipice.” 
A Frei minister
248
 
 “With Bachelet, different people joined [the government].”249 
 
In this last section, we will analyze the independent variables that explain continuity and 
change within the Concertación administrations.  
With the data from our two dependent variables, we demonstrated two things: firstly, these 
administrations differ from Aylwin‟s in terms of maintaining the coalition and cabinet stability. 
Coalition size was reduced in terms of party composition in comparison to the Aylwin administration, 
but remained stable during the three administrations (going down to four parties - the PDC, the PS, the 
PPD and the PR).
250
 The patterns of power sharing were maintained, especially regarding 
proportionality. However, a drop in the presence of the PDC is seen, corresponding, at the same time, 
to a drop in electoral support. This did not influence the PDC‟s representation in political ministries. In 
other words, there was a quantitative but not qualitative drop in the PDC‟s importance within the 
cabinet.  
Secondly, although a certain pattern in terms of the maintaining of coalitions and cabinet 
stability was observed, there were differences in cabinet stability between the second and third 
Concertación administrations (Frei and Lagos) and the Bachelet administration, since the latter had 
                                                          
248Interview with a former Frei minister. 
 
249Interview with a member of the Bachelet administration.  
 
250Original parties like the PH and Los Verdes left the coalition during the Aylwin government. Small, leftist factions became 
part of the PS or the PPD.  
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more cabinet changes in a shorter period of time (48 months against the 72 of Frei and Lagos). Also, 
there was a qualitative difference in terms of when the first cabinet change was introduced.  
Frei and Bachelet introduced their first cabinet change only a few months after assuming 
office, while President Lagos (like President Aylwin) introduced his first cabinet change almost two 
years after he came to office.
251
  The importance of the timing of the first cabinet change is a new 
element that we did not consider at the beginning of this research and adds a new complexity to the 
analysis of cabinet change and its relation to stability. When the first cabinet change was introduced is 
important because, as soon as it occurrs, it affects the perception of the administration‟s stability.  
As we already mentioned, we have two sets of independent variables. There are long-term 
ones related to the context and legacies of the past in terms of coalition politics during the UP and the 
ways in which political leaders learnt from the past and decided to increase coalition and government 
governability. Secondly, there are three different, more proximate variables related to the President‟s 
relationship with coalition parties, informal rules of power sharing and the political use of technocratic 
expertise. We will analyze whether these factors that, during the Aylwin government, worked as an 
insurance policy to help guarantee coalition governability in a context of high external risk (where the 
cost of inadequate coalition relations could be translated into the return of the military), were still 
present during the other three administrations and how they helped or hindered the coalition‟s internal 
dynamics.  
In this chapter, we will see whether the context, in terms of moving away from the transition, 
diminished the effects of our long-term variables or not and whether Presidents and party leaders 
lightened the burden of transition and changed their orientation to government stability and coalition 
                                                          
251
President Bachelet started her first speech in Congress in May 2006 by promising that a new era had arrived - a time for 
renovation: renovation regarding the presence of women in government, how power would be exercised and the importance 
of citizens in politics and decision-making. Less than one month later, she made her first major cabinet change, replacing 
three ministers, including the Interior Minister and appointing old-fashioned politicians like the Minister of the Interior, 
Belisario Velasco. She faced an external crisis that evidenced a serious deficit in political management. A massive high 
school student protest (called the Revolución Pinguina – the Penguin Revolution) shook President‟s Bachelet cabinet and the 
government in general.  
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governability. If democracy turned out to be the only game in town (with other national and political 
issues arising from transitional ones), transitional issues were still only present during the Frei 
administration (Pinochet was still Commander–in-Chief of the army; the process of leaving behind the 
dictatorship, his arrest in London and human rights issues like justice disappeared, among others). As 
time went on, Lagos had to face Pinochet‟s release, his arrival from London and his retirement from 
public life. Lagos algo achieved his most important constitutional reform in 2005.
252
 Finally, Bachelet 
took over La Moneda as a woman who was also the daughter of General Bachelet, a high-ranking air 
force official who was tortured to death after the military coup in September 1973.
253
 Now we will 
turn to our independent variables 
 
1) Expanded Presidential Autonomy (Suprapartidismo) 
 
“The suprapartidismo variable is sacred.”254 
 
“In presidential systems, parties hope that the President will act with 
a logic adequate for a government coalition.”  
Former President Ricardo Lagos 
 “The glue of the coalition until London [when Pinochet was arrested] 
was fear. When fear is lost, el caciquismo [caudillism] appears.”255 
 
It is important to consider that this expanded presidential autonomy (or suprapartidismo) 
meant two things compared to pre-1973 government coalitions: first, an increase in presidential 
autonomy for the appointing of cabinets (and other posts) and deciding on policies and, secondly, a 
                                                          
252 For details, see www.bcn.cl (the Chilean Congress Library). 
 
253 For details, see www.memoriaviva.com and www.museodelamemoria.cl  
 
254Interview with a party leader. 
 
255Interview with a member of the Lagos administration. 
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drop in party influence over appointments and policies, which implied that Presidents had to create 
political equilibrium and administer the government, deciding more by themselves than before.  
In this section, we will present the three independent variables for the three administrations 
analyzed in the following order: first Frei, then Lagos and finally Bachelet. Within each 
administration, we will analyze cabinet change and how political equilibrium was resolved. This 
allows us to explain how Presidents managed this equilibrium and whether the decisions made using 
presidential autonomy generated conflict or not.  
In general terms, expanded presidential autonomy was maintained during these three 
administrations, with variations in the ways the Presidents decided to create political equilibrium 
within the coalition and how they faced certain critical events.  
 
i) The Frei Administration 
During this administration, suprapartidismo was maintained (in terms of the autonomy of 
President Frei to decide portfolio allocation and policies). What changed in comparison to the Aylwin 
administration was how President Frei decided to manage coalition representation in the cabinet and  
in the selection of appointees.  
Presidential autonomy over cabinet appointments was maintained. In other words, the parties‟ 
capacity to influence the appointments of ministers and undersecretaries was subject to President 
Frei‟s final decision. As an interviewee said, suprapartidismo was applied during this administration. 
The same interviewee added that this informal agreement allowed the President to set aside a 
percentage (two out of ten) of the appointments that parties could not question.
256
 
                                                          
256Interview with a member of the Frei administration. 
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As often happens when a cabinet is formed, there were formal and informal mechanisms 
employed. The level of institutionalization (the formality of the relationship between the President, 
their closest collaborators and party presidents) varies from government to government. The President 
received proposals from parties (lists with specific names for specific appointments or simply names), 
considered the specific weight of each party and then initiated a process of consultation. People invited 
to take up a post by the President could accept or not. Political technical criteria and party demands are 
combined in these new negotiations. In some cases, Presidents designate a close collaborator (a 
minister) to search for possible candidates within a party. As an interviewee said, Presidents have 
great influence over the formation of their cabinet.
257
  
The interviewe agreed that the process of cabinet appointments (ministers and 
undersecretaries) was different to that of the Aylwin administration. As we said, the person 
responsible for structuring the first cabinet was Arriagada (from the PDC), a member of the previously 
mentioned Círculo de Hierro ((the Iron Circle, a closed group formed by Christian Democrat friends 
of President Frei‟s father: Genaro Arriagada, Edmundo Pérez Yoma and Carlos Figueroa).   258  
As an interviewee argued, President Frei had total confidence in Arriagada in terms of him 
organizing his cabinet. Another interviewee said that the process of articulating the government in 
general and the cabinet in particular was not as rigorous or systematic as it had been in the Aylwin 
administration under the SEGPRES Minister, Edgardo Boeninger.  Also, the process of portfolio 
allocation was less institutionalized because Arriagada did not negotiate with party leaders as Aylwin 
                                                          
 
257Interview with a member of the Frei administration. 
 
258Interview with a member of the Frei administration.  An interviewee maintained that, more than having formal powers, the 
members of this circle were influential regardless of the post to which they were appointed. 
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did, but rather with party factions and their leaders.
259
 This implied that it was the government and not 
the party leaders who created the balance between different party factions.  
As we will see later, the initial cabinet designed by President Frei failed. As a result, he 
decided to introduce his first cabinet change only six months after he assumed office. This change 
created the first conflict among the two most important Concertación partners - the Christian 
Democrats and the Socialists. After this cabinet change, the central nucleus of government decision-
making was centered on the Círculo de Hierro. 
 The above shows the weaker political capacity of President Frei compared to Aylwin. As an 
interviewee maintained, a good coalition implies leadership. President Frei had less political and 
leadership trajectory than President Aylwin. In addition, he was not from the group that founded the 
Concertación back in 1989 (Garretón, 2002).  
Moreover, if the aim of the former administration was stability, this second administration had 
a different agenda: modernization and transition. The modernization agenda focused on economic 
aspects and educational reform (España, 2002). If the aim of the first Concertación administration was 
to achieve stability and, as a consequence, governability, this was not the only aim the Frei 
administration wanted to achieve. President Frei also centered on modernization (Flisfisch, Solari, 
Villar; 2009). This implied a focus on portfolios and the policy areas in charge of education and health 
among others and less concern for stability and its consequences. 
For example, negotiations to appoint a Socialist to the Ministry of the Interior were not only 
carried out with the president of the PS but also with the party faction to which the future minister 
belonged - the terceristas. As an interviewee said, negotiating with factions de-institutionalized 
parties. Aylwin negotiated with the parties‟ presidents, who were official negotiators, compared to the 
                                                          
259Presdient Frei negotiated appointments with Martínez (a PDC member and leader of the aylwinista faction), Germán Corra 
(a Socialist, from the tercerista faction) and the PPD through Sergio Bitar. 
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second administration, which did not allow party institutions to create a balance but rather let this be 
done by the government. As an interviewee said, this helped cause the crisis of the parties.
260
 
President‟s Frei concept of modernization was based on economic growth and social inclusion and 
his strategy to achieve these was threatened by two important crises: one economic, known as the 
Asian Crisis (1997) and the arrest of Pinochet in London at the end of 1998 (España, 2002).  An 
interviewee said that the arrest of Pinochet in London was the worst crisis for the government and that 
the Asian Economic Crisis was the worst for the country.
261
 These external events tested presidential 
leadership and government coalitions. We will now turn to the analysis of our independent variables.  
Presidential capacity to administer a coalition is tested when the President decides to introduce 
cabinet changes, because they must combine the need to introduce changes to their team with the need 
to maintain incentives for parties to stay in the coalition. Cabinet changes are important in terms of 
quantity and also in terms of quality. As we saw in the analysis of our dependent variables, there were 
five changes and six cabinets during the Frei administration. Four of the changes were major political 
ones, because they included the most important ministerial positions.  
A crucial aspect of the Concertación as a coalition was the relationship between the two most 
important forces - the Christian Democrats and the Socialists. As analyzed in Chapter 6, President 
Aylwin incorporated the Socialists without imposing any kind of veto. During the Frei administration, 
the above was also an expression of presidential autonomy in terms of cabinet appointments and was 
exemplified by the appointment of a Socialist as Interior Minister. This decision was not questioned by 
the president‟s party, the PDC. Despite this, the Frei administration concentrated more on the PDC. 
This was shown through the slight over-representation of the PDC in the cabinet compared to the 
Aylwin administration. This meant that the PDC had one more ministry than in the previous 
administration. The Socialists did not complain. In this second coalition administration, we can see 
                                                          
260Inteview with a Frei undersecretary. 
 
261Interview with a member of Frei‟s administration.  
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two things about this relationship: firstly, the incorporation of a Socialist as Interior Minister was the 
first cabinet appointment made by President Frei. This meant that the Christian Democrats (the 
President and the party) did not monopolize this post for one of their party members. Let us not forget 
that one thing the PDC had learnt was to abandon the one party logic (partido único) that 
characterized it during the sixties.  
On the other hand, relations between the Christian Democratic nucleus of the government 
(Círculo de Hierro) and the Socialists were tense on several occasions: first, as seen by the sudden 
removal of Minister Correa in September 1994. Secondly, Pinochet‟s arrest in London in 1998 and the 
argument upheld by the government that Pinochet must be released and brought back to Chile to be 
tried increased tension because it was very hard for the Socialists to accept this. Thirdly, with the 
arrest of Eric Honecker, the leader of East Germany who, because of his exile in West Germany had a 
special loyalty to the President and lived in Chile, relations with the Socialists once again became 
tense, although this issue was discussed and solved internally, without causing more problems for the 
administration.
262
 The Socialist Party, due to its historical trajectory during the last few decades (the 
breakdown of the UP; the military government) had several incentives for cooperating with the 
coalition and demonstrating its commitment towards governability and responsibility, including the 
internal solving of disputes that this generated for the party. Moreover, one of its militants, José 
Miguel Insulza, would become influential in the Frei Administration (he was appointed Minister of 
Foreign Relations first and SEGPRES Minister afterwards). 
The interviewee emphasized two things about the Christian Democrats and the Socialists 
during this administration: first, the Christian Democrats at La Moneda with President Frei did not 
belong to Aylwin‟s inner circle (some of those interviewed said that they were “anti-aylwinistas”).  
From our point of view, the capacity to structure this coalition in 1989 was based exactly on the close 
relationship between Aylwin and Almeyda, the leader of one of the most important factions, as well as 
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with other renovated Socialists (like the Economy Minister, Ominami). Secondly, several of those 
interviewed agreed that the primaries of 1993 to choose the Concertación´s presidential candidate 
between Ricardo Lagos and Eduardo Frei were more formal than real and that a faction of the PPD, 
led by Schaulsohn and Rebolledo, supported the Frei candidacy (against Lagos). These two PPD 
members were influential in personnel appointments. This influence was facilitated by the fact that the 
process of power assignation was more opaque and discretional (in terms of party institutions) than 
during the Aylwin administration. Rebolledo (PPD) was appointed SEGEGOB Minister but soon left 
the government and was replaced by Brunner (PPD) in the first cabinet change in September 1994.  
The first cabinet change was a variation on the above. In addition, this first change meant an 
important modification in the political team and also caused the first intra-coalition conflict in terms of 
appointments and party representation in cabinet. The original cabinet included important party leaders 
(like Rebolledo from the PPD, Arriagada from the PDC and Correa from the Socialists) as political 
ministers. In the opinion of one of those interviewed, this first model of political relationships among 
coalition party members designed by President Frei quickly failed because the Interior Minister did not 
have the relationship with the President that this post required.
263
 The new cabinet was headed up by 
two members of the Círculo de Hierro - Figueroa as Interior Minister and Arriagada as SEGPRES 
Minister. As we said before, with this cabinet change, the Socialists were kept out of the political team 
of the SEGEGOB, SEGPRES and the Interior Ministries until August 1998.  
The major criticism of this cabinet change by the coalition partners, especially the Socialists 
and the PPD, was the way that it occurred. The PS‟s Political Commission said that the party criticized 
President Frei‟s decision to ask Minister Correa to leave the cabinet. It also added that the Socialists 
accepted this decision but were worried about decision-making mechanisms and the pluralist nature of 
the coalition.
264
 Senator and PS vice-president, Ricardo Núñez, also criticized the decision, arguing 
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that if the political command failed, then President Frei should remove every political minister and not 
just a Socialist and a member of the PPD. The PS commented on the way Minister Correa was told 
that he had to leave office only a few hours before it was announced publicly. The PPD also criticized 
President‟s Frei leadership style because he did not take into consideration coalition loyalty.265 In its 
Political Declaration, the PS expressed their concern about the reason and way Correa was removed 
from cabinet. The party called for the role of parties in government strategy to be given more 
importance.
266
 
The Concertación party presidents, Foxley (PDC) and Escalona (PS), agreed that this cabinet 
change was a breaking-point for coalition relations, especially because President Frei communicated 
this decision to the party presidents only a few minutes before he announced the change in a press 
conference. In a public signal of loyalty, the president of the PDC and ex-Finance Minister, Foxley, 
went to see the PS president. An interviewee agreed that the main reason for the change was the 
Correa‟s weak leadership as Interior Minister. The SEGEGOB Minister, Rebolledo, also had to leave 
office to avoid a scandal over corruption.
267
 
The PS asked for a meeting of Concertación leaders. The Socialists argued that they were 
worried about the need for clear rules in terms of coalition relations and the political regime in itself. 
The president of the PS, Escalona, qualified the situation as a consequence of disproportionate 
presidentialism. The Socialists demanded a clear way of receiving advice, with the government 
establishing how and when political parties would be consulted. Also, the Socialists regreted that there 
was no Socialist in the political team (SEGEGOB, the Interior and SEGPRES).
268 
The Interior 
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267An interviewee said that Rebolledo‟s power was the result of an  “operación” (negotiations) within the PPD and between 
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Minister, Carlos Figueroa (part of the Círclo de Hierro) reminded the meeting that ministers were 
chosen by the President, not the parties.
269
 
This cabinet change was the main crisis that occurred regarding appointment issues in terms of 
coalition relations (the other was Pinochet‟s arrest in London).270 The magnitude of the crisis was such 
that President Frei called for a public and formal meeting with the Concertación party presidents. In 
that meeting, it was agreed that communication would be improved.  
In August 1996, the first cabinet adjustment was made, the only one between the first two 
major cabinet changes. The Health Minister, Carlos Massad (PDC), was appointed to the Central Bank 
and was replaced by another PDC member, the doctor Alex Figueroa, former Governer of the 
Metropolitan Region.
271
 
The second cabinet change was made by President Frei in September 1996, two years after the 
first one. He changed five ministers, including a political one, SEGPRES.
272
 The others were 
MIDEPLAN, Agriculture, Transportation and Education. This change meant that several long-
standing leaders of the PDC left the government.
273
 Arriagada also left the government in this cabinet 
change. 
As opposed to the first one, the Socialists did not question this cabinet change because they 
did not lose any positions. The majority of the changes were intra-party ones. As we will see in the 
next section, the five ministers who joined the cabinet were economists, the majority with graduate 
studies and all of them party members. In fact, the new Education Minister, José Pablo Arellano 
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272From one interviewee‟s point of view, he had problems coordinating the government. 
 
273Like Minister Molina in Education, Correa in Agriculture and Irureta in Transportation and Telecommunications. 
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(PDC), had been Budget Director since 1990. President Frei gave Arellano the mission of improving 
management and efficiency.
274
 The new Minister of SEGPRES, Juan Villarzú (PDC), was a personal 
friend of Frei and had originally been named Finance Minister, but unsolved possible legal problems 
made Frei change his mind about this appointment.
275
 
The third cabinet change occurred in August 1998, more than four years after the 
administration began. A total of seven ministers were replaced, including three political ones (the 
Interior, SEGEGOB and SEGPRES). The others were Defense, Public Works, Economy and Labor. 
This cabinet change was initiated by the decision of the Interior Minister, Carlos Figueroa, to leave the 
government. He was followed by the other political ministers Brunner and Villarzú. Troncoso did not 
want to maintain the political team either.
276
 Lagos decided to anticipate his departure so close to the 
presidential campaign and he was followed by the Minister of Economy, Alvaro García. The Socialists 
and PPD members criticized the new Interior Ministry, as Troncoso was not part of the core group that 
founded the Concertación in 1989. Moreover, the Christian Democrats wanted Lagos to leave the 
cabinet because they argued that the Public Works Ministry gave him too much fame.
277
 
Troncoso, the new Interior Minister, was a personal friend and advisor of the Frei family. He 
had been the Interior undersecretary during the Frei Montalva administration. Troncoso, from the 
conservative wing of the PDC, was not popular with the left or even within his own party. John Biehl, 
the new minister of SEGPRES, was also a friend of Frei‟s and a specialist in negotiations.278  
In between these two cabinet changes, four cabinet adjustments were made for various 
reasons. First, the Housing Minister, Edmundo Hermosilla, resigned because he had received a horse 
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as a gift from Francisco Pérez Yoma, owner of the firm COPEVA, in charge of building social 
housing for the poor.
279
 In this case, it was the turn of the PDC to disagree with the designation of the 
new minister, Sergio Henríquez, who was pro-PDC but not a party member. The main criticism was 
that he did not have an active political life.
280
 The second adjustment was made because the Mining 
Minister died.  
The third adjustment, in January 1998, was the first institutional consequence of transitional 
issues. The Minister of Defense, Edmundo Pérez Yoma, resigned because of how the Pinochet issue 
was managed. During 1997, the government, represented by Pérez Yoma, negotiated with Pinochet 
and the army over the best time for Pinochet to resign as Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces. 
However, for several reasons and at the last minute, Pinochet decided to postpone his retirement until 
1998. Among the problems encountered was the government‟s refusal to promote army member Jaime 
Lepe (Pinochet‟s personal secretary and a DINA member), involved with the assassination of the 
Spaniard Carmelo Soria.
281
 President Frei rejected this promotion, proposed by Pérez Yoma. In 
practical terms, this meant that Lepe was left without a placement (he was not assigned to any specific 
position), which provoked new tensions between the army and the government. In this scenario, Pérez 
Yoma decided to leave the Ministry of Defense and President Frei appointed another friend, Raúl 
Troncoso, in his place. 
Finally, the fourth adjustment was made in May 1998 because of government management 
problems. The socialist MIDEPLAN Minister, Pizarro, resigned and was replaced by a PDC member, 
Germán Quintana. Pizarro had argued with the Finance Minister and President Frei supported the 
Finance Minister, so Pizarro decided to leave the cabinet.   
                                                          
 
279This situation was special because, weeks before, the same firm, COPEVA, had been involved in another scandal, when 
the poor quality of their housing was revealed after hundreds of houses they had built flooded. In Chile, there is no legislation 
that prohibits gifts being given to authorities. 07/23/1997. 
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281In January 2009, Lepe was tried by the judge investigating the death of the Spanish diplomat Carmelo Soria, killed during 
the dictatorship.  
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As with the first cabinet change, this second one involved changes in undersecretaries, but this 
time they were related to the appointment of the undersecretary for Transport as minister of 
Transportation and Telecommunications.  
Between August 1998 and the next cabinet change in June 1999, only one adjustment to the 
cabinet was made and, as on other occasions, this was for electoral reasons. The National Territory 
Minister, Adriana Delpiano, went to work for Lagos‟ presidential campaign.  
During his last year in office, President Frei made his fourth cabinet change, inaugurating his 
fifth cabinet. In June 1999, the President changed six ministers, two of them political - SEGPRES and 
SEGEGOB. Also, the Ministers of Defense, Foreign Relations and Agriculture were replaced. This 
cabinet change showed a change in the tradition of placing PDC members in the SEGPRES position, 
because José Miguel Insulza, a PS member who came from Foreign Relations, was appointed. Defense 
changed again, clearly demonstrating the weakness of President Frei‟s administration in managing 
civilian-military relations. Once again, political equilibrium was maintained, but the PDC lost one of 
its political appointments.  
In terms of government management, Pinochet‟s detention in London in December 1998 
created a huge problem for the Frei administration and clearly made government and coalition 
relations tense. One sector wanted to accept Pinochet‟s detention in London and the other (made up 
mainly of Socialists) claimed that Pinochet should be tried by Chileans in Chile. The PS was 
especially involved in the tension created because they had to respond to their constituants, who 
wanted Pinochet to be tried in Europe. This cabinet change was an expression of this crisis. Arrate, the 
PS member in charge of communications (SEGEGOB), was removed because he opposed the 
government‟s decision to bring Pinochet back. On the other hand, the former Foreign Minister, the 
socialist José Miguel Insulza, was responsible for the official policy position on this issue which, as a 
consequence, meant criticizing his party as part of his job as SEGPRES Minister. In general, those 
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interviewed coincided that the PS was very loyal to President Frei. As a Socialist and government 
member argued: 
[The Socialists] have been extraordinarily disciplined and loyal to the government of 
President Frei. 
 
Defense changed because the former minister was not able to manage the crisis.
282
 The new 
minister was Pérez Yoma, a former minister with experience in the area and good relations with the 
military. With this cabinet change, Frei reinforced the government‟s capacity for negotiation, 
expressed through Insulza, Pérez Yoma and Mladinic.  This new cabinet was like a “group of friends”. 
The PS welcomed the arrival of Pérez Yoma to Defense. The Interior Minister maintained that there 
were coordination problems that would be resolved by this change.
283
 
The cabinet change made by President Frei in December 1999, two months before the end of 
his government, was the fifth and last cabinet change in his administration. This was not related to 
management problems but to external factors. Firstly, the Minister of Justice, Soledad Alvear (PDC), 
accepted Lagos‟ offer to be part of his campaign for the ballotage in January 2000.284  In the case of 
the Finance Minister, Aninat (PDC) accepted a post at the World Bank. In both cases, the ministries‟ 
undersecretaries were appointed to the post of minister, a decision which was different compared to 
what had occurred in the other administrations. 
In the opinion of one of those interviewed, cabinet changes were normalized during the Frei 
administration. The Aylwin administration was not normal in terms of stability. The interviewee 
maintained that with Frei and then Lagos, cabinet changes were produced normally. In the case of the 
Aylwin administration, there was only one conflict that ended with a change - that of the Health 
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284In the presidential elections, Lagos did not obtain a majority. As a result, he made changes to his presidential campaign 
team, reinforcing the presence of the Christian Democrats with Soledad Alvear. 
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Minister. Allende was the opposite and his administration was not normal in terms of stability, due to 
instability.
285
  
 
ii) The Lagos Administration 
In comparison to the Frei administration, the Lagos one presented elements of continuity as 
well as change.  There was continuity in the general aspects of the previous administrations and 
qualitative variation in terms of cabinet change dynamics, as well as in patterns of power distribution 
related to the different partisanship of the President and in the different balance of power that this 
change implied (technocratic presence seemed to be a constant), although there were changes in the 
number and placement of technocrats. Moreover, in terms of general politics, the arrival of Ricardo 
Lagos to La Moneda meant the return of the left and all the ghosts and prejudices that this return could 
awaken.  
In terms of coalition dynamics, we see that there is a difference in the way that President 
Lagos introduced cabinet changes. These changes seemed to have a certain rhythm to them, compared 
to President Frei‟s administration, in which these changes responded more to political crises, for 
example the failure of the first cabinet or the change he had to make in September 1994, only six 
months after his arrival at La Moneda.  
President Lagos arrived at La Moneda with the ghosts of the UP on his back. As an 
interviewee argued, Lagos had this on his mind and was worried about governing well and not 
repeating the UP experience.
286
 The center party, the Renovación Nacional (National Renovation) 
maintained that the greatest challenge the Lagos administration faced was avoiding historical 
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mistakes, that his challenge had to be better that that of the other Concertación governments and that 
he had to end the stigma associated with the Socialist Party in Chile.
287
 
In this vein, President Lagos had the incentives to maintain his autonomy, as well as to take 
care of coalition relations, especially with the PDC. At the same time, the left - the Socialists - 
respected President Lagos‟ autonomy and did not demand special treatment, unlike the PPD.  
In this third Concertación administration, suprapartidismo was maintained and reinforced. It 
was maintained by the President and by the parties, even the Christian Democrats who, during the first 
administration, did not have a party member in the presidency. Suprapartismo was even reinforced 
during the presidential campaign. On August 14, 1999, when Lagos registered his presidential 
candidacy, the Concertación parties signed an agreement in which they promised to maintain the 
government‟s suprapartidismo. The President of the PPD, Sergio Bitar, declared that: 
There is no „cuoteo‟, so we will not be fighting for positions or percentages. 288 
The PS said the same.
289
 The PS president, Ricardo Núñez, declared that his party gave Lagos 
total autonomy to appoint cabinet members. Núñez also called on the Socialists to be very responsible 
when governing, thus avoiding difficulties like those faced by President Allende. They said daily 
government tasks should be carried out by public personnel and that the Socialists should support the 
government.
290
 The PS‟s Central Committee reinforced the validity of the Concertación‟s 
suprapartidismo. Núñez defined suprapartidismo as the capacity for governments to “creatively” 
relate with parties and to listen to them without necessarily having to accept their demands. The PS 
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announced that it was leaving the President free to decide upon and uphold the concepts of efficiency, 
honesty and transparency.
291
 
As we argued elsewhere, Presidents have different ways of organizing cabinets and dealing 
with appointments. These vary depending on how centralized and rigorous the process is. For 
example, during the Aylwin administration, appointments were coordinated by the SEGPRES 
Minister, Edgardo Boeninger, as well as by Alywin. President Lagos used a different kind of decision-
making to structure his cabinet. As well as the formal and more institutionalized way in which party 
presidents proposed lists of names, President Lagos alos added informal consultation with different 
party sources. As an interviewee claimed, parties proposed ministers and undersecretaries but the 
government functioned with relative autonomy. The government had autonomy from the parties to 
appoint personnel.
292
 
The appointment of the first cabinet was not questioned by the Concertación parties. It was 
emphasized that different party factions were also represented. For example, in the PDC, the factions 
named “colorina,”293  “chascona”294  (Huepe), aylwinista o gutismo (Aylwin, Mariana, Alvear or 
Mario Fernandez), G-80 (Orrego),
295 
as well as other factions of the PDC were satisfied.
296
 The 
president of the PR, Anselmo Sule, agreed that President Lagos respected the internal coalition‟s 
balance of forces. He said the Radicals were satisfied with the Ministries of Agriculture and Justice.  
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In relation to coalition governability, the risk was that, for the first time, the leftist sector of the 
coalition would be in the presidency and, moreover, that the PS and PPD had a similar weighting to 
the PDC, the biggest party. As an interviewee said, 
We thought that, as the President was from the left, the PDC would demand several things, 
many appointments, but this was not the case. The PDC gave a blank check to Lagos. They 
did not demand anything special.
297
  
 
          This clearly allowed President Lagos to organize his cabinet autonomously, but, at the same 
time, parties expected the President to be “fair” in the distribution of appointments. As an interviewee 
claimed, 
 A strong coalition existed in the Concertación, with a big project like this coalition. The 
President knew he had absolute power, but he was limited, because he did not want the 
coalition to break up, so he made cabinet appointments integrating party members, but only 
those that were efficient.
298
 
 
If President Lagos was autonomous in appointing his cabinet, this independence could be seen 
in the fact that this process was maintained during the duration of his administration. As several of 
those interviewed maintained, President Lagos did not form a government to get close to parties. As 
two former ministers argued,  
Lagos disregarded the coalition parties, sometimes excessively so. It was a combination of 
leadership and autonomy, sometimes exceeded but justifiable because of the short-term 
perspective and the electoral interests of parties (Flisfisch, Solari and Villar, 2009; 120).  
 
This did not stop President Lagos from including strong party leaders with presidential 
potential in the cabinet, for example Foreign Relations Minister, Soledad Alvear and Housing 
Minister, Jaime Ravinet, both from the PDC (Flisfich, Solari and Villar, 2009). Instead, he developed 
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a government managerial style (for policies and politics) that combined autonomy from political 
parties but, at the same time, included discipline when it came to approving Executive bills.
299
 An 
interviewee maintained that parties were not a problem because there were formal and informal links 
with coalition parties.
300
 Another one said that special care was taken with relations with the 
parliamentaries.
301
 An interviewee put this Executive - parties relationship into a broader perspective. 
He argued that the main defect of the Concertación governments, including the Lagos one, was their 
abandonment of coalition parties. The same interviewee added that the Lagos administration had other 
priorities and, as a consequence, only the sectors or factions that were less concertacionista were left 
in the parties.
302
  
In the opinion of another of those interviewed, this relationship was not institutional but based 
on networks.
303
 Parties proposed appointments but not policies. The government had to negotiate 
certain issues with specific party members. The role of the parties was to put people in the state 
because they did not have their own specialist teams.
304
 
Another interviewee sustained that under President Aylwin and his SEGPRES Minister, 
Edgardo Boeninger, the government was almost “Stalinist” with parties in terms of maintaining tight 
control over who was appointed. This control logic changed as time went by and only evenutally only 
remained for posts that demanded the highest levels of confidence, such as minister and 
undersecretary. During the Lagos administration, this logic changed to less control at lower levels.
 305
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In terms of decision-making, President Lagos gave special decision-making powers to the 
office of the President (the Presidencia). This office, popularly called the Segundo Piso (the Second 
Floor, because the offices of its members were on the second floor of La Moneda) was fundamental to 
decision-making.  The Segundo Piso was formed by two teams, one for Strategic Planning and the 
other for Public Policies. These were technical–political teams. Secondly, President Lagos exerted a 
strong leadership that combined coordination by this Second Floor and his capacity to be involved at 
every state level. An interviewee argued that relations with the coalition were in the hands of Interior 
Minister, Insulza (PS) and Lagos himself.
306  
 
With time, the dispute over controlling decision-making (between the SEGPRES Minister, 
Alvaro García of the PPD and the Second Floor) ended up favoring the latter and a strong Second 
Floor was consolidated. Decision-making was centralized in the presidency and incorporated the 
Finance Minister, Nicolás Eyzaguirre (PPD). As an interviewee maintained, President Lagos was 
extremely rigorous in this process.
307
 This coincided with another interviewee‟s opinion that President 
Lagos‟ leadership tended to concentrate on problem resolution, without much delegation.  
Lagos‟ political capacity for organizing and coordinating his decision-making style explained 
the way in which this President conducted the dynamics of government, expressed through cabinet 
changes. This dissertation has argued before that the best way or situation in which to analyze 
coalition dynamics is when Presidents decide to introduce cabinet changes. As we saw in our section 
on dependent variables, stability - measured in cabinet changes as well as ministers‟ portfolio 
experience - was similar to that seen during the Frei administration. Despite the above, a different 
dynamic in the way President Lagos introduced his cabinet changes can be seen. These had a certain 
periodicity, with the Interior Minister staying for longer and being removed when he was nominated 
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by President Lagos for OAS Director. In the case of the Frei administration, the Interior Minister was 
changed six months after Frei arrived at La Moneda.  
Before President Lagos introduced his first cabinet change in January 2002, he made two 
adjustments. The first was in December 2000, with the removal of the Housing and National Territory 
Minister, Claudio Orrego, the youngest minister in the cabinet and one of the new faces Lagos had 
promised. This adjustment caused conflict with the PDC, Orrego‟s party. The PDC criticized President 
Lagos, saying he did not seek the advice of the Christian Democrats and that he had communicated 
this change only a few hours before it was made public. The PDC‟s second criticism was that Ravinet 
was appointed to this ministry. He was one of the figures the party was considering as candidate for 
the Senate and he did not belong to a faction. Ravinet supported the President and responded that he 
did not have to consult with his party over his appointment.
308
 Party representation did not change, 
since Orrego and Ravinet were both PDC members.
 
The second adjustment made by President Lagos 
was in June 2001, when the Minister for Economy, Mining and Energy, José de Gregorio, was 
nominated to the Senate as an advisory candidate to the Central Bank.
309
 Again, this nomination 
caused surprise among coalition party leaders because it had not been discussed with them (the other 
people named had been commented on by party leaders).
310
  
Christian Democrat congressmen questioned why President Lagos had not let them know 
about his decision first. The same criticism was made by the PDC president, Ricardo Hormazábal. 
Parties pointed out that this situation repeated itself when Orrego was removed.
311
 These party claims 
did not translate into any other kind of action. 
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In January 2002, almost two years after President Lagos arrived at La Moneda, he made his 
first major cabinet change.
312
 The reasons for this change were several. For example, the SEGPRES 
Minister and one of Lagos‟ closest advisors, Alvaro García, was removed because of a dispute about 
the decision-making process between García and the Second Floor.
313
 President Lagos decided in 
favor of the latter. In the words of an interviewee, García was a party man.
314
 This was a radical 
change that included seven of the twenty cabinet members, including two political ones (SEGEGOB 
and SEGPRES). The other ministers changed were Defense, Health, MIDEPLAN, Economy and 
Mining.
315
 The SEGEGOB Minister, Claudio Huepe (PDC), had less political weight in comparison to 
other political ministers and less support from his party.  
In the case of social ministries like Health and MIDEPLAN, the reasons for change were 
policy management. In particular, in the case of MIDEPLAN, Minister Krauss‟ (from the PDC) 
decision to first consider indigenous policy and the lukewarm support she got from her party were 
among the causes for her removal.
316
 The replacement of the Public Works Minister, Carlos Cruz (PS), 
another of Lagos‟ closest collaborators, was caused by problems in the administration of resources.317 
Political ministries were kept in the hands of the socialist PPD and PDC. There were two “enroques” 
(changes from one ministry to other): the Minister of Defense went to SEGPRES and that of Health to 
Defense. All were inter-party changes and the Socialists lost two ministers.  
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presidency and former President Aylwin assumed this position temporarily. With him, President Lagos analyzed the results 
of parliamentary elections and the next cabinet change he was thinking of introducing. The result of the December 2001 
elections was disastrous for the PDC because they lost fourteen deputies, going from 38 to 24.  
313Interview with a member of the Lagos administration.  
 
314Interview with a member of the Lagos administration. 
 
315The Mining Ministry was separated from that of the Economy, returning to its original state. 
 
316 Interview with Minister Krauss of MIDEPLAN. 
 
317The case known as MOP-GATE came about from a long and difficult investigation that ended in 2010. 
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Cabinet change was also related to changes in parties‟ executive committees. As an 
interviewee argued, a change in PDC leadership meant the President decided to introduce changes that 
reflected this. For example, in the case of the PDC, President Lagos removed Minister Huepe from 
SEGEGOB. He was replaced by former minister Fernández (PDC) from the “aylwinista” faction. This 
move was not rejected by the new PDC president, Adolfo Zaldívar (a “colorín” leader).318 This change 
was also characterized by the efforts of the PPD president, Guido Girardi, to appoint a member of his 
party to La Moneda.
319
 The PPD had more power because it increased its number of deputies in the 
2001 parliamentary elections. This party kept SEGEGOB. The PR also applied pressure to get more 
appointments, but President Lagos himself answered their demands saying, 
…I will say the following: if a party exerts pressure to obtain appointments, the result will be 
the opposite and  it will lose them.
 320
 
 
 One year later, in February 2003, President Lagos made his second cabinet change. This 
change was drastic. President Lagos changed six ministers, among whom two were political. 
Simultaneously, the SEGPRES undersecretary, Gonzalo Martner (PS), resigned so he could stand as a 
candidate for the presidency of the PS. Other ministerial changes were in Justice and the social 
positions of  Education, MIDEPLAN, Health and SERNAM. An “enroque” was produced when the 
SERNAM Minister, Delpiano (PPD), was appointed SUBDERE undersecretary. In SEGPRES, 
President Lagos appointed Huenchumilla (PDC) from the aylwinista PDC faction, proposed by PDC 
president, Zaldívar (a “colorín”). President Lagos elaborated a proposal for cabinet change and 
discussed it with the party presidents. In the Ministry of Health, another PDC “colorín” (Pedro García) 
was appointed. The PPD supported cabinet change because it obtained the appointment of Vidal to the 
SEGEGOB, Bitar to Education and Delpiano to SUBDERE.  The Socialists did not demand any 
                                                          
318 Interview with a member of the Lagos administration.  
 
  
319 El Mercurio, 01/08/2002. 
 
320 El Mercurio 01/09/2002. 
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particular ministry because they had three important leaders in the cabinet (Insulza in the Interior, 
Bachelet in Defense and Solari in Labor).  
 The Interior Minister, Insulza, commented on this cabinet change and said that,  
This cabinet change looked to renew personnel after an unexpectedly difficult period. When 
the cabinet change happened last year, the government assumed that it would be without 
changes until 2004, but last year was complicated, tense, even before the corruption cases 
emerged. There were also changes in parties and all these produced the erosion of the cabinet, 
more than was initially thought….nobody is happy after cabinet changes, because there are not 
enough ministries and undersecretaries for everyone to be satisfied. Parties have much more 
capable personnel than appointments in the state apparatus…I understand that the PR is hurt 
and we should see what we can do. In these changes, there is no intention of attacking anyone; 
the President simply exercises his perogative. As this is a presidential government, it should be 
suprapartiario and this is the way he organized his cabinet.
 321
 
 
Afterwards, in June 2004, President Lagos made his third cabinet change. He replaced the 
SEGPRES Minister, Huenchumilla (PDC), with another PDC member, Dockendorff. Huenchumilla 
ran for election as mayor.  
The fourth cabinet change was made in September 2004. This change was made more than a 
year and a half after the third one and was designed for the last part of Lagos‟ presidential term. In this 
change, four ministers were replaced, none of them political: Foreign Relations, Defense, Housing and 
MIDEPLAN. The Minister of Housing took over in Defense. The reason for this change was the pre-
presidential candidacy of the Foreign Minister, Alvear and the Defense Minister, Bachelet. This fourth 
cabinet change was accompanied by changes in three undersecretaries. In the air force, Mining and 
SERNAM, the positions held by the PR, PR and PDC were changed for someone from the same party 
respectively. The Interior Minister asked the PR president, Silva Cimma, to give him a list of names of 
candidates for the positions. These changes surprised the parties, because they thought that they would 
occur after the local elections in October 2004. The PDC president, Adolfo Zaldívar, said that he 
hoped that these changes would not complicate electoral timing or parliamentary negotiations.   
                                                          
321El Mercurio, 03/02/2003. 
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Afterwards, in April 2005, President Lagos made an adjustment because the Labor Minister, 
Ricardo Solari (PS), resigned and went to work for Bachelet‟s presidential campaign. Solari was 
replaced by the Labor undersecretary, Lubjetic (PDC). Simultaneously, President Lagos made three 
changes to undersecretaries: in Public Works, Piñera (PDC) replaced Pérez (PDC), who resigned to be 
a deputy candidate; Zepeda (PS) replaced Miranda in Investigations and Pascal (PS) replaced Lubjetic 
(PDC) in Labor. The week before, the Education undersecretary had resigned and gone to work for the 
Alvear presidential campaign. 
In May 2005, President Lagos made his fifth and last cabinet change. On this occasion, the 
Interior Minister, Insulza, resigned because he was named OAS director. The SEGEGOB Minister, 
Vidal, took over as Minister of the Interior. The socialist Puccio took over as SEGEGOB Minister. 
The PDC supported this cabinet change and party representation was maintained. The last adjustment 
was made in December 2005, two months before the end of the presidential term. The Education 
Minister, Bitar (PPD), went to work for Bachelet‟s presidential campaign for the ballotage.  
 
iii) The Bachelet Administration 
As in the previous administrations, the fourth Concertación administration maintained 
suprapartidismo. An interviewee claimed that parties had the liberty to propose names and the 
President was free to choose.
322
 Variations were observed in how President Bachelet administered her 
relationship with parties and how she designed her first cabinet, which, like President Frei, she had to 
change only a few months after she took office. 
As usual, once President Bachelet won the ballotage in January 2006, she asked the 
Concertación party leaders to give her lists with names on for appointments. She was explicit in her 
criteria that parties should consider two things: gender parity (an equal number of women and men) 
                                                          
322Interview with a member of the Bachelet administration.  
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and expertise (those proposed by parties must have certain professional skills)
323
 and she asked a 
former minister, Senator and future Foreign Minister, Alejandro Foxley (PDC) to communicate these 
criteria to party leaders. As opposed to the Aylwin administration, an interviewee said that President 
Bachelet was less involved in undersecretaries‟ appointments and lower-level administration (sub-
national appointments). National party leaders negotiated with regional leaders and this negatively 
influenced the quality of appointments.  
As opposed to previous administrations, President Bachelet did not deal personally with 
important party leaders. According to Bachelet‟s approach to party relations, party factions opposed to 
her leadership were not considered.
324
 She did not make personal or simultaneous contact with the 
different factions to test how she was structuring her cabinet.
325
  
In terms of President - party relations, an interviewee maintained that, in comparison to 
previous administrations, these were more difficult. This was a consequence of a more disorderly 
relationship between the government and Congress and, on the other hand, because there was what 
was called a “government ideology”. At the same time, this “ideology” was born from the increasing 
technical expertise needed for managing government that parties did not have, since they did not have 
capable personnel. As an interviewee claimed,  
The government asks for people from the parties and parties propose unqualified militants, so 
the government decides to look for candidates among its own personnel, among party 
members, then appoints them and parties end up accepting.
326
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One of those interviewed agreed that, in terms of coalition dynamics, this was the most 
difficult of the Concertación‟s four administrations. Also, the interviewee agreed that President 
Bachelet broke away from the Concertación‟s roots in the Concertación‟s smallest elite group. 
Another interviewee maintained that President Bachelet‟s first cabinet appointed party members 
independent of internal factions and traditional leaderships. In other words, President Bachelet 
appointed activists, but not from the party elite or, in the words of the interviewee, from the 
Concertación‟s grassroots. The interviewee said that her name was one of the last ones on the list her 
party sent, so she was surprised when she was appointed minister. One interviewee in particular 
argued that political management in this administration was less disciplined and did not apply some of 
the rituals of presidentialism.
327
 
President Bachelet carried on using the presidential structure created by President Lagos called 
the Segundo Piso (Second Floor), although this was made up of personnel with different expertise to 
that of the Lagos administration.  
The first cabinet was a complete shock to the Concertación parties in terms of renovation and 
gender parity. The parties also criticized the final political balance. This generated criticism from the 
Concertación parties.
328
 In a public declaration, the PPD criticized that, in the first cabinet, there were 
no “historical” party leaders.329 The PS supported this first cabinet.330 The PDC declared itself satisfied 
with the seven ministers it obtained.
331
 The PS and PPD - the leftist Concertación parties - agreed that 
                                                          
 
327Interview with a member of the Bachelet administration. 
 
328In general, the Concertación parties criticized the way the first cabinet was made up. The PPD criticized its drop in 
participation and the PR said that it was not represented among the political ministers. The cabinet appointment process was 
mostly questioned by the PDC.  The PDC president, Adolfo Zaldívar, created a special party commission (in which all party 
factions were present) to resolve appointment issues. Party dissidents (mainly alvearistas and freístas) were critical and said 
that the process was too slow. La Nación, 02/01/2006.  
329The president of the PPD, Víctor Barrueto, was the first political leader to declare Bachelet a presidential candidate, one of 
the “historical” leaders of the PPD and the former president of this party. He left the Lagos administration to go and work on 
Bachelet‟s ballotage.  
 
330Interview with socialist Senator Ricardo Núñez, La Nación, 02/06/2009.  
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the PDC had to be well-represented, although this decreased their party electoral support in Congress, 
introducing redistribution criteria. Finally, all of the Concertación parties ended up approving 
President‟s Bachelet first cabinet appointments.332 
As we said before, President Bachelet made her first cabinet change only three months after 
she came to office. This cabinet change showed the failure of the original one based on complete 
autonomy from party elites.
333 
This change also showed an inability to consolidate a leadership style 
that could control the government agenda.
334
 In this first cabinet change, President Bachelet removed 
the Interior Minister, Andrés Zaldívar (PDC) and one of the oldest party members, the Education 
Minister, Martín Zilic (PDC), as well as the Economy Minister, Ingrid Antonijevic (PPD). Zaldívar 
was not a political coordinator within the cabinet; Zilic could not deal with the conflict caused by the 
Revolución Pinguina and Antonijevic did not have government experience, so she was unable to 
manage policies adequately.
335
 Antonijevic (who was not from the party elite) criticized the lack of 
support from her party (the PPD). She said, 
Parties do not defend ministers, ministers are appointed by the President. The PPD had 
elections and its President changed, so they were absent. 
 
Bitar, the new party president, maintained that the PPD proposed Antonijevic as a 
candidate.
336
 The three newly appointed ministers were members of the PDC (all from the faction 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
331La Nación, 02/06/2006.  
 
332Despite the above, President Bachelet left out the Socialists who had been favorites for appointments, for example, former 
Budget Director, Mario Marcel, who had been the most likely candidate for Finance Minister and Ricardo Solari, who had 
left the cabinet during the Lagos administration to work on Bachelet´s presidential campaign. La Nación, 01/31/2009. 
 
333La Nación, 02/05/2009.  www.lanación.cl  
 
334Before President Bachelet created her first cabinet, there was some criticim regarding how she was administering the 
government. For example, in an interview, the political scientist, Carlos Huneeus, maintained that the government was just 
starting out when the Revolución Pinguina broke out, saying that this was a political, not a policy problem. La Nación. 
06/15/2009.   
 
335Although Antonijevic was a member of the PPD, she had no party experience, since she came from the private sector.  
 
336La Nación, 06/17/2006. 
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called alvearistas) and had been on the initial list of the PDC president, Adolfo Zaldívar. The PS 
approved the changes and the PPD did not comment.
337
  
In general, cabinet changes and adjustments were more publicly debated than in previous 
administrations and much more so than in the Aylwin administration.  
Between the first and second cabinet changes, President Bachelet introduced changes at a 
secondary level, that of the undersecretaries. In June 2006, the undersecreatry for the Carabineros 
(police), dependent on the Ministry of Defense, was replaced by someone from the same party, the 
PDC, due to a scandal that occurred when the undersecretary sent a party letter with the logo of the 
ministry. The second change was made in November 2006, when an independent replaced a PDC 
member. 
The second cabinet change was introduced only nine months after the first one, in March 
2007. President Bachelet made changes to the Ministries of Justice, Defense, Transportation and 
Communications and one political ministry, SEGPRES. The party affiliation of the former ministers 
was with the PR, PPD, PDC and PS and they were replaced by militants of the same party 
respectively. This second cabinet change arose from the need to replace the Transportation and 
Telecommunications Minister, Sergio Espejo (PDC). In February 2007, the government implemented 
a change to the public transportation system in Santiago, called the Transantiago. The 
implementation‟s failure caused chaos for Santiago‟s public transport, almost paralyzing important 
areas of the most important city in Chile.
338
  
The modifications of this second cabinet change were communicated to party presidents.
339
  
The original criterion of gender parity was not maintained (the SEGPRES and Defense Ministers had 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
337La Nación, 06/17/2009. 
 
338President Bachelet herself gave a public speech (transmitted on TV) in which she explained the failure of the Transantiago 
system and presented the policies that the new minister would develop. La Nación, 03/26/2007. 
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been women and were replaced by men). President Bachelet appointed PDC member René Cortázar as 
Transport and Telecommunications Minister. Cortázar had been Labor Minister during the Aylwin 
administration, was a member of CIEPLAN and a technocrat. She also appointed another socialist and 
former Senator, José Antonio Viera Gallo to SEGPRES and ministers to the newly created 
Environment and Energy positions (Energy was separated from the Mining Ministry).  
This cabinet change generated tension with the minority party, the Radicals. The former 
Justice Minister, the Radical Isidro Solís, criticized his removal and argued that his resignation was 
due to the demands of the PDC, who wanted to remove one minister from each party.
340
 The new 
SEGPRES Minister, Viera Gallo, criticized Solís.
341
 
To the change in ministers, President Bachelet added changes to the undersecretaries. The 
Justice undersecretary (a Radical) took over as minister of the same. In the Economy Ministry, the 
socialist undersecretary was replaced by a Radical.  
In December 2007, President Bachelet introduced her third cabinet change. The reason for this 
was that the SEGEGOB Minister, Ricardo Lagos Weber, resigned to run as a candidate for Senate in 
last December‟s parliamentary and presidential elections.342  
In December 2007, one of the most critical events to occur to one of Concertación parties 
happened. The PDC executive committee (leaded by Soledad Alvear) expelled its former president, 
Adolfo Zaldívar. 
343
This party decision meant the Concertación lost its majority in the Chamber of 
Deputies, because five PDC members resigned together with this Christian Democrat leader.
344
 This 
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340La Nación, 03/27/2007. 
 
341La Nación, 03/30/2007. 
 
342The son of former President Lagos was elected Senator.  
 
343The reason Adolfo Zaldívar was expelled from the PDC was because he voted against a bill giving public financing to the 
Transantiago. El Mercurio, 01/27/2008. 
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breakdown within the PDC did not mean that this party lost its role in the cabinet. Intra-coalition 
cooperation mechanisms meant the PDC kept its role in both quantitative and qualitative terms. The 
Christian Democrats continued heading up the Interior Ministry. 
A fourth cabinet change was made by President Bachelet in January 2008. It was different 
from the previous cabinet changes because it was done in two stages. It started with the resignation of 
the Interior Minister, Belisario Velasco (PDC). Escalona, a Senator and president of the PS 
commented that,  
This was not the right moment because the Interior Minister should be replaced when the 
President decides to do so. In addition to this formal procedure, I understood Velasco‟s 
position. If he believed he had to resign, he had to do it.
345
  
 
Velasco disagreed with President Bachelet‟s decision to implement the Transantigo and he 
was excluded from the political committee, the nucleus of polical decision-making. President Bachelet 
appointed Edmundo Pérez Yoma as Interior Minister, a member of the PDC, former Defense Minister 
during the Frei administration and close to Alvear.
346
 The resignation of Velasco made the President 
initiate a period of consultation in order to organize the second part of her administration.
347
 
A few days later, President Bachelet carried out the second part of this cabinet change. She 
removed another five ministers: Public Works, MIDEPLAN, Agriculture, Mining and Economy. From 
Public Works, a technocrat from the PPD related to an ONG called Expansiva was removed and one 
of the historical leaders of the PPD and former Education Minister, Sergio Bitar,
348
 was appointed. 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
344Interview with Carlos Huneeus, El Mostrador, 06/29/2009.  
 
345La Nación, 01/03/2008. 
 
346Pérez Yoma said “Well, I am one of Soledad Alvear‟s men; I am a man of the PDC. ". La Nación, 01/09/2008. 
 
347La Nación, 01/05/2008. 
 
348 Bitar was one of the Concertación‟s leaders who left the Lagos administration to go and work on Bachelet‟s presidential 
campaign, although he was not called upon to form part of the first cabinet, going against an informal rule that said that if a 
political leader participated in a presidential campaign, they would probably be appointed to a ministry. For example, this 
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Two PDC members left Agriculture and Economy and were replaced by another two very close to 
Alvear (Horhnkol in Agriculture and Lavados in Economy).
349
 A socialist left MIDEPLAN and was 
replaced by another socialist.  
Also, a few days after the resignation of the Interior Minister, President Bachelet decided to 
change twelve undersecretaries (almost half of them). In addition to the change in the Transportation 
undersecretary, Danilo Núñez (as a result of the implementation of the Transantiago system), 
President Bachelet replaced those of Justice, Economy, Agriculture, Mining, Social Insurance, Public 
Health, MIDEPLAN, Education, National Territory, Culture and Labor.
350
 
In April 2008, an adjustment was made because the Education Minister, the Christian 
Democrat Yasna Provoste, was constitutionally accused. The right accused her of wrongly 
implementing a policy related to public educational resources for private schools that received funds 
from the state (colegios subvencionados). This political conflict grew in intensity and the government 
did not prevent this situation by making her resign before. This was the first successful constitutional 
accusation since 1990, which demonstrates that if there is enough political support, accusations can be 
made. 
The fifth cabinet change was made in March 2009 and implied changes in three ministries: 
Foreign Relations, Defense and SEGEGOB. The SEGEGOB Minister, Vidal (PPD), was appointed 
Defense Minister. The Foreign Minister, Alejandro Foxley, a member of the PDC and former Finance 
Minister and Senator resigned and another PDC member, Mariano Fernández, took over. In 
SEGEGOB, Carolina Tohá (from the PPD and a deputy) took office (she had to leave Congress).  
                                                                                                                                                                                     
happened when Minister Soledad Alvear went to work for Lagos‟ presidential campaign and was later appointed Foreign 
Relations Minister. 
 
349El Mercurio, 02/10/2008. 
 
350La Nación, 01/11/2008. 
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The Concertación‟s presidential campaign was the reason for another adjustment and the final 
cabinet change. In October of last year, President Bachelet accepted the resignation of the SERNAM 
Minister, Laura Albornoz (PDC-“colorina”), who went to work for Frei‟s presidential campaign. 
Finally, the sixth and last cabinet change happened after the December presidential elections. The 
SEGEGOB Minister went to work on former President Frei‟s ballotage. 
With the Bachelet administration, we end this section. We have seen variations in how Presidents 
applied their presidential autonomy. President Aylwin applied expanded presidential autonomy in a 
different way to President Bachelet, who did not control all the appointments in detail or include 
traditional party leaders. Next, we will refer to our second independent variable, the informal rules of 
power sharing. These rules complemented the autonomy that Presidents had and gave certainty to 
parties. 
 
2) Informal Rules of Power Sharing 
“There would be no cuoteo.” 
        President Elect Frei
351
 
“It is not „cuoteo‟. Party balances are important in the coalition. 
There are many appointments to be made and I have made them with absolute 
disregard for the parties. Another thing is that I am leader of a coalition and I 
have to look for an adequate equilibrium.” 352 
President Elect Ricardo Lagos 
 
The success of the Aylwin administration in terms of stability created strong incentives for the 
continuity of the informal rules of power sharing. The Concertación‟s political leaders maintained the 
use of these rules to divide up power among the coalition parties. Several informal rules were used to 
                                                          
351El Mercurio, 12/14/1993. 
 
352El Mercurio, 01/30/2000. 
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reinforce coalition governability. Proportionality and transversalidad were used by the three 
Concertación Presidents, showing continuity with the Aylwin administration. What changed was the 
degree of party representation related to changes in electoral support and to the relationship between 
coalition partners, the Socialists and the Christian Democrats.  
If Presidents had the autonomy to define portfolio allocation and policies, they were, at the 
same time, self-constrained by the need to maintain coalition relations. These implied two things: the 
capacity to divide power according to the expectations of coalition party members and, secondly, the 
presence of informal agreements to reduce uncertainty.  
 
i) The Frei Administration 
What literature argued about parliamentary systems is confirmed. Although the PDC held an 
important number of posts at both levels (in terms of quantity and quality), the PDC, in terms of 
proportionality and as the formateur party, was under-represented. Also, the smallest party tended to 
be over-represented (the Radicals). Those interviewed claimed that appointments during the Frei 
administration were a reasonable cuoteo, because there were few complaints from party leaders. In the 
case of the Aylwin administration, the complaints were presented by party presidents and resolved by 
Boeninger. In the case of the Frei administration, the complaints came from different sources. An 
interviewee gave the opinion that this was more a problem of personal style than a problem of 
transitional context.
353
 This interviewee maintained that the process of appointments is always the 
same and that it is the criteria and quality of the appointments that change. There is a combination of 
political learning, incentives and personal relations.
354
  
                                                          
353Interview with a Frei minister. 
 
354Interview with a Frei undersecretary. 
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At cabinet level, the interviewee agreed that cuoteo considered technical abilities, with the 
exception of some state areas with clear political advantages, such as Chile Deportes (the service in 
charge of sports policies). There was growing concern that professionals had to be appointed.
355
 
Another interviewee claimed that, under Frei, cuoteo increased because party proposals for 
appointments were accepted with less strictness, especially for lower-level administration positions.
356
 
He added that more rigorous analysis probably would have put an end to these appointments. Several 
of those interviewed agreed that parties did not always censure themselves when proposing names for 
appointments, but, at the same time, these parties‟ capacity to appoint people is relative because they 
are subject to the final decision of the President. As another interviewee argued, the government has to 
defend their autonomy and party leaders are barriers to the parties‟ demands for appointments.357 
If we analyze proportionality rule in relation to the PS, what we said before is confirmed - that 
the Socialists were damaged in comparison to the former administration. In our opinion, this is 
explained by the different relations between the two main coalition parties, the Socialists and the 
Christian Democrats. This PS under-representation favored a smaller PDC under-representation. The 
long-term and contextual variables discussed in Chapter 4 explain the socialist disposition towards 
maintaining coalitions.   
In relation to the power divisions created to limit party monopolies in state areas, which we 
have named transversalidad, we saw that President Frei continued applying them. During the Frei 
administration, we counted 80 relationships, of which 57 were inter-party checks or transversalidad. 
In other words, 71.2% of the total number of relationships between ministers and undersecretaries 
were between militants of different parties. This percentage is slightly lower than the one in the 
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Aylwin administration, where 78% of these relationships were transversales. The data confirms our 
hypothesis that, in this second administration, there were patterns of power distribution that can be 
identified as transversalidad. 
An interviewee argued that the logical idea was to limit one-color ministries. He added that, in 
the Concertación, transversalidad was an unwritten rule that was almost completely obeyed.
358
 
Another interviewee sustained that during the Aylwin and Frei administrations, there were two PDC 
members in political ministries and one from the PS or the PPD, while, under President Lagos, this 
was changed and there was one member of the PS, one from the PPD and a third from the PDC. We 
will see if this is evident in the following sections. 
The fulfillment of this informal rule was so rigorous that, in some cases, the President even 
made changes to undersecretaries, arguing that transversalidad must be observed. For example, during 
the first cabinet change, in September 1994, President Frei removed the SUBDERE undersecretary, a 
member of the PDC and appointed Marcelo Schilling, from the PS, because, in the cabinet change, a 
Socialist (Correa) was replaced by a PDC member (Figueroa). The same occurred with the Education 
undersecretary and when President Frei replaced a PDC with a PS member, because the change of 
minister implied the replacement of an independent for a member of the PDC. As an interviewee 
maintained, the criterion of transversalidad was applied by President Frei even when he wanted to 
maintain the appointment.
359
  
As we said before, the need to emphasize inter-party checks meant that there was no one party 
that monopolized political ministries (the Interior, SEGEGOB or SEGPRES). As in the Aylwin 
administration, the same happened in the Ministry of Interior and with its undersecretaries.  In the case 
of political ministries, five out of six of the cabinets appointed by President Frei had two Christian 
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Democrats and one person from the PS or the PPD. The only exception was the first cabinet that 
included Socialists, members of the PPD and one Christian Democrat. The PR was the only party that 
did not have members in political ministries. This can be explained by its minor party status. The same 
pattern as in the former administration was confirmed. Even the PDC, the formateur and biggest 
coalition party, did not monopolize political ministries. After the sudden cabinet change in September 
1994, the Socialists were removed from the political nucleus until the fourth cabinet (August 1998).  
Transversalidad was also seen in the Interior Ministry.
360
 Of the cabinets, five had two PDC 
members and one Socialist.  In this case, the members of the PPD were not considered part of the 
Interior Ministry. As with political ministries, the exception was the first cabinet, which had two 
Socialists and one PDC member.  
From those interviewed and the previously presented data, we can conclude that this second 
Concertación administration maintained its criterion of power distribution (cabinet appointments). 
Although the Socialists were not considered as political ministries in some cabinets, this party 
controlled the SUBDERE, the undersecretary in charge of regional resources (both political and 
economic).  
 
ii) President Lagos  
President Lagos was careful to distribute posts among coalition partners to avoid intra-
coalition conflict. Along the same lines, he used proportionality. President Lagos specified the criteria 
for appointing his collaborators: new faces and women. As he maintained, the idea was to renew the 
appointments of those who had been in positions of trust for more than ten years.
361
 In relation to 
women‟s presence in the Lagos administration, of the total number of ministers appointed by President 
                                                          
360 As opposed to other ministries, the Interior has two undersecretaries, one for the Interior and one for Regional 
Development.  
 
361El Mercurio, 01/27/ 2000.  
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Lagos in the first cabinet, four were women (25%). This is higher than the number of women 
appointed by President Frei (15.8%) and President Aylwin (only 5%).
362
 This number was combined 
with ministers with previous experience. Almost half of the ministers appointed in the first cabinet had 
political experience (Insulza, Huepe, García, Alvear, Fernández, Solari and Delpiano).  
 
As we argued elsewhere, the formateur party is defined as the party of the President. In this 
case, it was officially the PPD because Lagos was PPD, but, since he also belonged to the socialist 
world, to a certain extent he was from both parties. The PDC continued to be the biggest party and was 
under-represented. The same happens when we look at PDC representation, both quantitatively and 
qualitatively, although the PDC lost electoral weighting (in the December 2001 parliamentary 
elections) and was not the party of the President. As in previous administrations, the parliamentary 
elections in 2001 changed party representation in Congress and, thus, proportionality representation in 
cabinet. As with cabinet changes in previous administrations, these did not necessarily change the 
distribution of power in government. Extreme care was taken in maintaining party balance, especially 
considering that the PDC did not have any militants in the presidency. In fact, Christian Democratic 
representation in the Lagos administration did not change after the December 2001 parlamentary 
elections.  
As in the Frei administration, President Lagos himself used transversalidad and explicit 
criteria. President Lagos specified these criteria to Concertación party leaders so they would bear them 
in mind when proposing party members for appointments.
363
 The first cabinet change was 
accompanied by changes in undersecretaries. The SEGPRES and Health undersecretaries presented 
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their resignations because of the party affiliation of the ministers appointed recently to their 
ministries.
364
  
The data confirms that in this third Concertación administration, there were 85 relationships, 
in which 74 were between ministers from a different party to their undersecretaries. This means that 
87% of the time, transversalidad was confirmed. This average is higher than in previous 
administrations. 
As an interviewee maintained, this informal rule continued to be applied in the third 
Concertación administration. The rule, as another interviewee said, was to appoint a minister from one 
party and a undersecretary from another, with no more than three service directors (the third line of 
importance in state structure) from the same party and/or two party members from the same party in 
two important services.
365
 
As with President Frei‟s first cabinet, Lagos divided political ministerial positions among the 
most important parties - the PDC, the PS and the PPD. The six cabinets appointed by President Lagos 
had the same party membership (see Appendix X).  In fact, in these ministries, the three most 
important Concertación parties were represented, varying in comparison to the previous 
administration in which, in the majority of the cabinets, there were two PDC members. 
 The same transversalidad or inter-party checks were observed in the Interior Ministry. 
President Lagos appointed one PPD, one PDC and one PS member to this ministry. In his 
administration as a whole, he appointed one of the Socialists as Interior Minister, a PDC member as 
Interior undersecretary and a PPD member as SUBDERE undersecretary (see Appendix). We see the 
same pattern of party distribution in the Interior Ministry. There was no one party that monopolized 
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this important political ministry. The SUBDERE, one of the most important undersecretaries in charge 
of administering regional resources, was given to a PPD member, the party of the President.  
 
iii) The Bachelet Administration 
Informal rules of power sharing were also applied by President Bachelet in the last 
Concertación administration. In relation to the proportionality rule, this fourth Concertación 
administration was different from the previous administrations because the PDC, traditionally the 
biggest party, was under-represented at a ministerial level but slightly over-represented at an 
undersecretary level. This represents a change of direction in relation to previous administrations and 
was caused by a drop in electoral support for the Christian Democrats. For example, in the elections 
for deputies in December 1989, the PDC obtained 27.12% of the votes, gaining 37 of the 48 deputies 
that ran for Congress. In the 2005 elections, the PDC obtained 20.76% of the votes, gaining twenty of 
the 56 deputies that ran for Congress.
366
 
This drop in electoral support was a change for this government coalition. As an interviewee 
claimed, the PDC was originally the main party and it demanded that this be reflected in appointments. 
However, with this drop in electoral support, the world of the center-left started to get tired.
367
 As a 
way of maintaining coalition relations, President Bachelet gave the PDC the Interior Ministry, one of 
the most important political ministries. She kept this ministry in the hands of the Christian Democratis 
during the different cabinet changes.  
The formateur party, the Socialists, were also under-represented. In this case, the position of 
the PS was not only explained by its status as formateur party but also because the Socialists were 
commonly under-represented in quantitative terms.  
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President Bachelet, like the previous Concertación‟s Presidents, applied transversalidad as an 
informal rule of power sharing. In this fourth Concertación administration, we counted 75 
relationships between the party of the minister and the party of the undersecretary. Of those, 72 were 
transversales or between authorities of different parties, corresponding to 96% of the total. In 
comparison to the previous administrations, the Bachelet administration was the one with the highest 
score for this topic. As we argued elsewhere, the need to emphasize inter-party checks and limit party 
control of state areas made this President particularly concerned about the distribution of political 
ministries. 
As an interviewee mentioned, the political ministers were divided among the three most 
important coalition parties: the PDC, the PS and the PPD. This division was maintained in the seven 
cabinets that President Bachelet presided over.  
The interviewee‟s opinion on transversalidad (inter-party checks) was also confirmed when 
we analyzed the party membership of political ministries and the Interior Ministers and 
undersecretaries as well. 
In the seven cabinets President Bachelet appointed between March 2006 and March 2010, she 
distributed the Interior, SEGEGOB and SEGPRES Ministries among the three most important 
coalition parties, the PDC, the PPD and the PS. This distribution was maintained during the six 
changes. Party membership was maintained exactly the same (the Interior Minister was a PDC 
member, SEGPRES a Socialist and SEGEGOB a PPD member).  
The same party distribution was observed in the Interior Ministry. The Christian Democrats 
occupied the Interior Ministry throughout the Bachelet administration, the PPD the Interior 
undersecretary position and the PS the SUBDERE undersecretary position). 
We can conclude that this fourth Concertación maintained the same patterns of power 
distribution as observed before. Without a doubt, the informal rule of power sharing created during the 
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Aylwin administration was applied during the twenty years of Concertación government 
administration.  
Another informal rule that functioned during the Concertación administrations was the so-
called insurance for under-winners. This can be defined as the appointment of coalition party 
members who ran for Congress and lost to the Executive. There was one case of an appointed 
undersecretary who lost an election. Mario Fernández, a PDC member, was deputy candidate in the 
1993 parliamentary elections, lost and was appointed army undersecretary in March 1994. If we 
analyze the insurance for under-winners argument, it is worth noting that the appointment of 
candidates who had lost an election can also be seen as a matter of availability.  In other words, 
parliamentary candidates who lost can also be seen as available party resources. This happens with 
parliamentary candidates who lost their seat sometime before. For example, the navy undersecretary 
appointed at the end of 1999 had lost the parliamentary elections in 1997. In the same vein, the 
Economy undersecretary, Luis Sánchez Castellón, appointed in November 1998, had lost the deputy 
elections in 1997.   
In relation to ministers who had run for an elected post and lost, the Minister of SEGPRES, 
Francisco Huenchumilla, appointed in February 2003, was deputy between 1990 and 2002 and the 
Education Minister, Sergio Bitar, also appointed in February of 2003, had been a Senator between 
1994 and 2002. The MIDEPLAN Minister, like the others appointed in February 2003, had been a 
deputy between 1990 and 2001, losing the 2001 parliamentary elections. The Foreign Minister, 
Ignacio Walker, who was appointed in February 2004, had been a deputy between 1994 and 2002 and 
ran for Senate in the 2001 elections, although he lost his seat.
368
 The cases mentioned before opened 
the door for the inverse logic of under-winner insurance described by Siavelis. 
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3) The Political Use of Technocrat 
Our third and last independent variable is what we have called the political use of technocrats. 
With this, we want to highlight that, contrary to what literature has argued about the alleged tension 
between politics and technocracy, in the case of the Concertación administration, technocratical 
presence was part of the political party control of the state. Politicians allowed a technocratical 
presence at the upper-level of the state in areas that favored financial administration. An interviewee 
agreed that in the Frei administration in particular and in the Concertación in general, technocrats were 
few but very influential, in comparison to the many other politicians that existed.
369
 The technocratical 
presence was more qualitative than quantitative. In Chapter 5, we saw that, in general, politicians 
seemed to co-exist with technocrats.  
We have defined technocrats and politicians with the aim of describing this phenomenon 
empirically. In ideal terms, it is possible to distinguish two types of decision-makers: technocrats and 
politicians. Technocrats are decision-makers who base their influence on expert knowledge and 
politicians are decision-makers who base their power on their political trajectory. The nature of their 
influence is different. While the influence of the technocrats is based on expert knowledge, politicians 
base their influence on party leadership or citizen support. Technocrats have graduate studies (PhDs in 
economics or they are PhD candidates in economics) and politicians have their party trajectory (party 
leadership like president, vice-president or general secretary or any elected post). 
As we argued before, we have developed a typology of technocrats and politicians whose 
purpose is to empirically establish the technocratical phenomenon in these administrations. We 
assigned each minister and undersecretary a score on the technocratical and political scale.   
Technocratical presence in the three administrations analyzed in this chapter was similar to 
that found in the Aylwin administration: it was more important in qualitative than in quantitative 
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terms. In terms of their role in providing macroeconomic stability, technocrats were appointed to the 
Ministry of Finance and to other ministries where there was policy tension. The technocratical 
presence brought technical capacities to government administration and, indirectly, stability. In terms 
of coalition dynamics, the technocratical presence did not affect political control or coalition power 
sharing. 
 
a) The Frei Administration 
The data for the Frei administration confirms that it is possible to distinguish politicians from 
technocrats. Technocratical presence was reduced. Of 49 ministries (with N being the number of 
ministers), 14.3% can be classified according to our scale as technocratical-political. In the case of the 
undersecretaries, we see the same phenomenon. Of 59 undersecretaries (with N being the total number 
of undersecretaries), only 5% can be classified as technocrats. If we analyze qualitative distribution, 
we can confirm that they were appointed to the Ministry of Finance and Economy and in social 
ministries like MIDEPLAN, Education, Health and Agriculture. At the undersecretary level, 
technocrats were only present in the ministries of Finance and Economy. From a party perspective, the 
majority of technocrats in this administration were Christian Democrats. As in the Aylwin 
administration, the PR was the only party that did not have technocrats.   
We concluded that although President Frei appointed technocrats, like other Concertación 
Presidents, they were no more present than in the Aylwin administration. If we analyze the 
technocratical presence in both administrations, it is emphasized that, in absolute terms, President Frei 
appointed more technocrats than President Aylwin. However, if we consider these numbers in relative 
terms, in other words the percentage of technocrats in the universe of all the ministers from each 
administration, the percentage of technocrats is similar (16% in Aylwin‟s and 14.3% in Frei‟s). In 
terms of cabinets, it is also similar. During the Aylwin administration, technocrats made up 12% and 
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16% of the cabinet, while, during the Frei administration, the average percentage was 15.7%. In other 
words, they are similar in quantitative terms. In qualitative terms, technocrats were found in the 
Ministry of Finance. 
It can be said that the presence of technocrats in the Ministry of Finance was repeated. Clearly, 
this coalition seemed to accept the presence of these experts in the administration of public resources. 
As an interviewee said, 
Economists are mostly technocrats. Politicians tolerate them…in economic and financial 
management, the criteria of „cuoteo‟ has not been used and the total influence of parties even 
less. Economic ministers [for Finance and Economy] are not appointed according to party 
trajectory but because they studied at Harvard.
370
 
 
The same happens if we analyze technocratical presence in cabinets. Apart from Finance, 
technocratical presence during the Frei administration did not respond to any particular pattern. In the 
Ministry of Education, which was one of his priorities, President Frei opted to appoint ministers with a 
certain technical trajectory instead of the more traditional politicians. The aim was to implement an 
important educational reform, so a more technical minister, who would be more efficient and better 
able to handle its implementation, was preferred. Two of the three ministers during this administration 
had technical trajectories. The first minister, Ernesto Schifelbein, an expert in education policies, was 
removed in the first cabinet change in September 1994. The second minister was a well-known 
economist from the PDC and had helped found the Concertación. He was also removed by President 
Frei because policy reform was being implemented too slowly. Finally, the third Minister of Education 
was a well-known technocrat from the PDC. José Pablo Arellano was appointed by President Frei to 
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improve the implementation of education policy reform. The same interviewee claimed that President 
Frei was interested in efficiency and in quickly managing policies.
371
 
The change of the Education Minister, Ernesto Schifelbein, in September 1994 is worth 
mentioning. Schifelbein was appointed by President Frei not because he was a technocrat but because 
he was an expert in education. He was independent. His expertise was not enough to manage a 
difficult area like education. This area is complicated because, in addition to its size and budget, 
education has strong related associations (like the Colegio de Profesores – the teachers‟ association). 
Regarding a question about the weakest part of his management, Schifelbein said that: 
 ….Without a doubt, the weakest part was political relations…in general, with politicians. 372  
This exemplifies that the relationship between expertise and politics is fundamental. In the 
case of the technocrats, this potential conflict is diminished because the large majority are party 
members. Political membership is an insurance against politicians‟ criticism of giving appointments to 
people not belonging to political parties. 
During the Frei administration, as in the one before it, the only ministers that had a certain, 
defined profile for the post were the Finance and Economy ministers. Finance was different from the 
Economy because, at both its levels, there were technocrats, a minister and undersecretaries, while in 
Economy, these were not always present.
373
 In the other ministries, as in previous administrations, 
there was a tendency to appoint technocrats who were not related to any particular ministry. The 
technocrats appointed by President Frei did not come from the Aylwin administration. There was also 
variation in comparison to the Aylwin administration in terms of the presence of technocrats in social 
ministries (Education, Health and MIDEPLAN). As several of those interviewed argued, this 
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technocratical presence in social policies could be explained by President Frei‟s aim of developing an 
efficient administration and implementing policies with agility. 
We can conclude that, in the second Concertación administration, the technocratical presence 
was resolved in the political world without conflict. On the contrary, technocrats were placed in the 
key area of Finance, which controls not only state resources but is also in charge of macroeconomic 
policies. On the other hand, politicians had control of the majority of the state and key ministries, in 
terms of political influence like the political positions.  
 
 
b) The Lagos Administration 
During the Lagos administration, technocratical presence accounted for less than 10% of the 
total number of ministers in that administration (7.1%). Technocratic presence among undersecretaries 
was lesser still. They were re-allocated to the Finance or Economy Ministries and one to SEGPRES. 
As with the other two Concertación administrations, President Lagos appointed a technocrat to the 
Ministry of Finance. The parties accepted the appointment of a technocrat to this post and, as a result, 
the management of state resources was in the hands of experts. Technocrats were also placed in the 
Ministry of Economy, but not consecutively. As an interviewee argued, “hard” technocracy was only 
observed in the Ministry of Finance.
374
 The presence of a technocrat (Etcheberry, PPD) in Public 
Works was interesting. Etcheberry was appointed in January 2002, replacing former Minister Cruz 
(PS), who was removed for being involved in legal actions regarding the use of public resources (the 
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MOP-GATE case we mentioned before). The appointment of Etcheberry was a sign of the technical 
emphasis in resource administration.
375
 
As an interviewee said, there was tension between technocrats and politicians. Technocrats 
were reduced in number but placed strategically. In the Lagos administration, both logics were united. 
This was seen at the upper-level of decision-making in the Second Floor, through the Interior Minister, 
Insulza (PS) and through the Finance Minister, Nicolás Eyzaguirre (PPD), a technocrat.
376
 
On the other hand, it can be argued that a smaller technocratical presence was related to the 
absence of a relationship between the President and technocratical networks - as observed during the 
Aylwin administration - and the influence of CIEPLAN, a think tank related to Christian Democratic 
members or, as we will see in the case of the Bachelet administration, to Expansiva. President Frei 
also appointed a CIEPLAN member to Education, Juan Pablo Arellano. President Frei had a 
perspective of modernization that was more efficient than that of President Lagos, whose emphasis 
was more political.  
Also, the Finance Minister had a role in President Lagos‟ inner circle. Eyzaguirre participated 
in the Comité Político (Political Committee), the most important arena for coordination between the 
President and his most important collaborators (in President Lagos‟ administration, the Interior 
Minister, SEGPRES Minister, Finance Minister and Ernesto Ottone, President Lagos‟s Second Floor 
adviser, participated).  
In qualitative terms, we have confirmed technocratical presence in the Ministry of Finance. 
President Lagos also introduced technocrats to the Ministries of Economy (they did not last the whole 
presidential term though) and Public Works. In this administration, technocrats were mostly from the 
PPD.  
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c) The Bachelet Administration 
As in previous administrations, President Bachelet appointed technocrats to her cabinets 
because she needed expert knowledge for the administration of specific policy areas, particularly 
financial ones. Data from the Bachelet administration confirms the presence of technocrats. As in 
previous admistrations, technocracy seemed to be more influential in terms of where technocrats were 
placed, as opposed to how many positions they occupied. Of a total of 45 ministers, 13.3% of them 
could be classified as technocrats.  
The majority of technocrats were party members, with the exception of the Finance Minister, 
who was independent. In other words, Velasco was a pure technocrat. Velasco‟s appointment did not 
create conflict among coalition members, not even among the Socialists, whose member, another 
technocrat (Mario Marcel), had been among the favorites for Finance Minister. Marcel was a former 
Bugdet Director and highly valued among the Concertación‟s elite. The Socialists, the party of the 
President and especially their president, Senator Camilo Escalona, opted (as they did during the twenty 
years of the Concertación administrations) for a strategy of unconditionally supporting President 
Bachelet, although this meant sacrificing one of the most important appointments. 
As in previous administrations, the number of technocrats was smaller at undersecretary level. 
Of the 55 undersecretaries appointed by President Bachelet in her four years of government, only 
5.4% were technocrats. As opposed to other administrations, technocrats were present in Agriculture, 
Education and MIDEPLAN.  It is worth noting that, in comparison to President Lagos‟ administration, 
President Bachelet governed with more support from technocrats. In fact, she also appointed 
technocrats to the Ministries of Finance, Economy, Public Works, SEGEGOB, Transportation and 
Telecomunications and Energy.  
As we observed in the relationship between think tanks, like CIEPLAN and technocrats within 
the Aylwin administration, in the Bachelet administration, the majority of technocrats were related to 
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Expansiva, a think tank that grouped together professionals with clear liberal views and which was 
created in 2002. Three members of President Bachelet‟s first cabinet were from that network: the 
Finance Minister himself and the Public Works and Defense Ministers.
377
 Two of them were from the 
PPD. Later, when the Energy Agency obtained ministerial rank, its Minister, Marcelo Tokman, was 
also an Expansiva member and a PPD militant.  
The origin of this think tank is not clear. It has been related to networks organized by the 
Finance Minister, Andrés Velasco, at Harvard University. Political scientist Patricio Navia, a member 
of Expansiva, defined it as a “corporation that promotes the liberal ideas of good government and 
social justice.”378 In terms of militancy, the technocrats belonged to the PPD and the PDC. An 
interviewee maintained that there were more differences between politicians and technocrats in the 
PPD than in its counterpart in the USA. This difference was less obvious in the PS, where technocrats 
were more related to politics.
379
 
As we have already argued, in the case of the Concertación administrations, technocracy was 
present but not independent from politics. The Concertación, as a government coalition, combined 
expert technical knowledge, especially in the administration of resources (the Ministry of Finance), 
with political expertise (the rest of the ministries).  
With this last set of data about technocratical presence, we end our presentation of the 
dependent variables. Summing up, we have tried to explain how the Concertación, as a government 
coalition, maintained power and was stable. We proved stability and the maintaining of coalitions 
through the description of our dependent variables.  
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e) Conclusions 
To finish this chapter, we need to review certain elements of these administrations. Firstly, a 
simple measure of the success of the second and third Concertación administrations is that their 
Presidents were succeeded by a President from the same coalition. In this respect, President Bachelet 
failed because she was succeeded by a President from another coalition. 
Secondly, we can conclude that, in these administrations, there are elements of continuity and 
change. There were variations in terms of stability, the maintaining of coalitions and cabinet stability. 
These variations were observed between the Aylwin administration and the other three, as well as 
among these three. The variations can be explained by our first independent variable, suprapartidismo 
or extended presidential autonomy. 
The coalition continued united, although it was reduced in size to the four most important 
member parties. In comparison to the Aylwin administration, there was more cabinet instability. The 
Concertación dealt with an important conflict during the first years of the Frei administration: the 
removal of the Interior Minister, the Socialist Germán Correa. This generated the first coalition 
conflict in terms of appointments. The other conflict was external:  the arrest of Pinochet in London in 
1998. Both tested the Socialists‟ disposition towards cooperation and accepting situations that clearly 
did not favor them. Informal rules continued to explain portfolio allocation in terms of quantity and 
quality. President Frei governed for more than half of his term with the so-called Iron Circle, made up 
mostly of Christian Democrats.  
One of the things that must be highlighted is the different position the Socialists had in 
comparison to that of previous administrations. This was especially difficult for them. Firstly, there 
was the failure of the first cabinet, secondly the abrupt removal of the Interior Minister, Germán 
Correa and finally an absence of Socialists from political minister positions until 1998.  
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The other informal rule - which we have called transversalidad - was also seen in this second 
Concertación administration, in terms of the party affiliation of ministers and undersecretaries, as well 
as in the division of political ministries. This last division continued to favor the Christian Democrats, 
who had two ministers - one in the Interior and the other in SEGPRES.  
Technocratic presence was also observed, although it was not as important in terms of 
quantity. Technocrats were appointed to policy areas that required greater efficiency, for example 
education policies under Arellano.  
As we saw in Chapter 8, President Lagos administrated the third Concertación administration 
with both similarities and differences to the previous ones. The coalition continued to be formed by 
the four parties that made up the Frei administration (the PDC, the PS, the PPD and the PR). Although 
he introduced the same number of changes as President Frei, the timing and way in which cabinet 
changes were introduced were different. As in previous administrations, there were fewer cabinet 
changes than changes in undersecretaries.  
Power distribution among coalition party members was similar to that of previous 
administrations. President Lagos applied the proportionality rule to the distribution of appointments. 
Formateur under-representation was not observed. In fact, as in previous administrations, the PPD - 
the party of the President - continued to have perfect proportionality.  
President Lagos also applied other informal rules of power sharing that were created to 
increase inter-party cooperation: the ones that distributed political ministers and limited party control 
of state areas (transversalidad).  
Technocratic presence was lower than in previous administrations. This was explained by the 
lack of a relationship between President Lagos and the special think tanks belonging to technocratical 
networks. However, technocratical influence remained important because the Finance Minister, a 
technocrat, belonged to the Comité Político, one of the most important decision-making bodies in this 
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administration. For the rest of the policy areas, President Lagos generally appointed politicians and 
also included more women than before.  
In terms of cabinet dynamics, President Lagos‟ decision to introduce cabinet changes with 
some kind of periodicity and order had results. As part of these changes, several ministers were 
replaced. A rotation of undersecretaries could be seen, confirming that policies were designed by 
ministers in close coordination with the President. President Lagos developed a strong presidential 
style that made him a participant in several decision-making opportunities.  
The fourth Concertación administration was different from the previous administrations in 
several ways. Firstly, for the first time, a woman occupied La Moneda. Secondly, President Bachelet 
was not part of the Concertación‟s original network. Thirdly, she had to face two crises in her first two 
years of administration: the Revolución Pinguina and the crisis caused by the implementation of  
Transantiago, the worst faced by the Concertación administrations. Fourthly, the internal power 
balance within the coalition was different, because the PDC had less electoral weight, which meant 
changes in proportionality rule and in representation in cabinet.  
See comment below refers to section from here: 
In relation to our dependent variables, we saw all of them vary. Firstly, although President 
Bachelet made the same number of cabinet changes as former Presidents Frei and Lagos, the timing of 
the first change was different. President Bachelet changed her first cabinet only three months after she 
assumed office. Also, in terms of cabinet stability, this administration was more unstable than the rest, 
because President Bachelet introduced the same number of cabinet changes but in less time.  This can 
be explained because our first independent variable, suprapartidismo, made possible President 
Bachelet to be independent from parties and made her own decision in terms of cabinet appointments, 
choosing to select people that was not from the original Concertación network.  
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Secondly, in relation to power sharing, President Bachelet also applied informal rules of power 
sharing, proportionaliy and transversalidad. In terms of proportionality, there was a change in terms of 
the balance of power within the coalition parties: the PDC had less representation in Congress, which 
was expressed in less party under-representation in cabinet and over-representation in 
undersecretaries. This over-representation can be explained by the need to preserve the PDC‟s role 
within the coalition. At the same time, the PPD and the PS concentrated more on cabinet appointments 
than the PDC. In other words,  informal rules of power sharing operated to protect the PDC from an 
important decrease in cabinet representation. Tranversalidad continued to be the most constant 
informal rule applied by the Concertación administrations. 
President Bachelet also included more technocrats in  her cabinets,  with  variation in relation 
to technocrats and their links to politics. As before, in this administration, the President appointed a 
technocrat as Finance Minister, but he was independent from political parties, in other words a pure 
technocrat. This represented an important change compared to previous administrations, because 
Minister Velasco did not represent any particular party or faction within that party, so was immune to  
their political demands. He had a strong commitment to President Bachelet and became one of her 
closest advisors.  
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8. Conclusions 
This dissertation analyzed Concertación administrations between 1990 and 2009. We focused on 
explaining how and why the Concertación achieved stability as a government coalition.  Our analysis 
centered in cabinets and, specifically, on power distribution arrangements, or, in other words, cabinet 
appointments. Generally, coalition literature considers office (appointments) and policies as the two 
most important aspects politicians seek to obtaine when they win power.  
We defined stability through two dependent variables: coalition maintenance (party level variable) 
and cabinet stability (individual level variable). We had two sets of explanations: long-term contextual 
and historical variables, related to political learning and legacies from the past, and more proximate or 
short-term variables, related to suprapartidismo or extended presidential autonomy, informal rules of 
power sharing, and the political use of technocrats.  
From a general perspective, this coalition seemed to be very stable in comparison to previous 
government coalitions in Chilean politics during the twentieth century. Our first dependent variable, 
coalition maintenance, showed that the four most important parties remained the whole time as 
coalition members. Small parties left Concertación during the Aylwin administration. Party 
representation in cabinet and undersecretaries was stable during Concertación administrations and this 
translated into party equilibria within the coalition. This coalition was formed by a majoritarian center 
party, the Christian Democrats, and the left (mainly Socialists). The Christian Democrats were 
quantitatively and qualitatively favored by cabinet appointments. Informal rules of proportionality 
functioned to favored also smaller parties like the Radicals, which if no rules of this type were applied, 
would have stayed outside the cabinet. As time went by and Christian Democrats lost votes, 
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Concertación leaders protected their majoritarian status within the coalition and over represented 
during Bachelet administration and qualitatively favored in this last Concertación administration.  
Since the Frei administration, the coalition has remained stable. Secondly, in general terms, the 
Concertación administrations were more stable than the pre-1973 ones.  It is also worth noting that, 
within these four administrations, President Aylwin‟s was notably the most stable. In effect, the data 
confirms the extraordinary stability of this first Concertación administration. The other three 
administrations had similar patterns of cabinet stability, with the Bachelet administration being the 
most unstable because it had the same number of cabinet changes but in a shorter presidential term.  
Some variation was observed across administrations. Socialists were less favored during the Frei 
administration, especially after the first cabinet change of September 1994, that ended an unsuccessful 
cabinet design by President Frei.  
From the analysis of our second dependent variable we can conclude that Concertación 
administrations achieved much more stability in terms of cabinet and individual turnover than the 
coalition that governed Chile before the military breakdown of 1973. Second, the Aylwin 
administration was extremely stable in terms of cabinet stability in comparison to all administrations 
analyzed.  There was more stability in the cabinet than at the undersecretary level.  
 In terms of variation of our dependent variables, first, it can be observed that Concertación 
administrations had a different pattern of stability in terms of coalition maintenance and cabinet 
change. In this sense, we can observe certain way of administering government developed by 
Concertación governments. As our interviewees sustained, Concertación leaders tried and suceeded in 
creating stability in terms of coalition and government administration.  
In terms of variation across the four Concertación administrations, data show the notable 
difference between the Aylwin administration and the other three. This first coalition government had 
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only two cabinet changes. According to our interviews, the independent variable that best explain 
variation within Concertación administration is  suprapartidismo or Extended Presidential Autonomy . 
However, the other two variables were also important. Informal rules of power sharing were 
created to preserve coalition relations. Proportionality rule and its deviations guaranteed power 
distribution and transversalidad, inter-party checks. In relation to patterns of power distribution, we 
saw that, in general, the Concertación Presidents distributed appointments among coalition party 
members according to a certain pattern of distribution: proportionality and another rule we called 
transversalidad, whose purpose was to increase cooperation among coalition parties. The PDC, the 
biggest party, occupied the majority of the appointments in both quantitative and qualitative terms. 
The Socialists and the members of the PPD have been similar in terms of portfolio allocation. The 
Radicals, the smallest party, have generally been over-represented.  
The analysis of the Concertación administration confirms general coalition theory‟s findings in 
relation to proportionality and its deviations, like formateur under-representation, medium-sized 
parties in medium-sized coalitions, perfect proportionality and small party bias. The position of the 
Socialists seems to be different compared to the Christian Democrats and the PPDs. The Socialists 
were commonly under-represented, especially in the second Concertación administration (from 1994-
2000). Proportionality is influenced by the coalition‟s inner balance between the parties. During the 
first administration, the Christian Democrats were the biggest party and held a large share of the 
appointments in terms of quantity and quality. This seemed to change during the Bachelet 
administration, where the drop in votes for the PDC meant their over-representation at the 
undersecretary level.The Concertación seems to protect its biggest, most traditional center party, 
although the center-left part of the coalition, the Socialists and the PPD seem to have increased their 
share of cabinet portfolios. 
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Transversalidad was one of the informal rules that Concertación Presidents constantly applied. 
President Aylwin tried to increase coalition governability by fostering coalition cooperation and 
limiting the monopoly of parties over specific state areas. The respect for this informal rule was 
successful, meaning that the other three Concertación Presidents applied it too. This informal rule 
created certainty among party leaders.  
Initially, other  long term variables related to the process of political learning and the need to 
increase coalition governability and limit internal conflict were also important. As time went by, the 
initial disposition for political cooperation generated by these variables and evident in the Aylwin 
administration diminished. Then, the other variables,presidential capacity to manage the coalition and 
party discipline, became more important.  
The Concertación was founded mainly by former enemies, the Christian Democrats and the 
Socialists (in other words, the center and the left) with the aim of preventing the return of the 
dictatorship. The nature of the military coup and the process of political learning that political leaders 
went through generated the necessary incentives to create political cooperation. This confirms the role 
of ideology in coalition formation. Although the Concertación was similar to other coalitions 
developed in a context of transition, its specificity relied on the nature of the first administration and 
how Concertación political leaders decided to face up to it. In this case, their goal was to achieve both 
general stability and stability in government and, in wider terms, economic administration. This 
implied the management of coalition relations as coalition rule needed to be an asset, not a liability. 
The autonomy of the President in terms of portfolio allocation and policies (which is not the subject of 
our dissertation), informal rules of power sharing, and technocratic appointments in macroeconomic 
policies helped to achieve this stability.  
Our third independent variable, political use of technocrats, explains certain patterns of 
government administration, particularly with regard to technocratic control of state finances. This was 
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observed as a constant during the four Concertación administrations. The major difference over time 
revolved around the number of technocrats and their relationships to the parties. The last Finance 
Minister, during Bachelet administration, was an independent.  
Technocrats were not independent from politics. There were no technocratical or populist parties 
or governments. The three most important parties - the PDC, the PS and the PPD - had technocrats as 
party members. Technocratical presence was constant, especially in the Ministry of Finance. Their 
influence is more quanitative than qualitative. Technocratic appointments are not related to any other 
state area. It seems that presidential decisions and priorities explain technocratical appointments in 
other areas. Some technocratical appointments were seen when there was a policy crisis and a more 
technical administration was needed (for example, the Transantiago crisis during the Bachelet 
administration). Variations are seen in other ministries, depending on the President´s decisions. 
Technocrats do not question poltical control and were more present in ministries than undersecretaries. 
The Concertación used technocratical expertise to administer the state, but not all of it. Chile is not a 
technocratical state. The parties trusted technocrats in areas such as the financial administration of 
resources, macroeconomic policies and state modernization based on economics and efficient 
paradigms. After twenty years of Concertación administration, Ministers of Finance have become key 
decision-makers, not only in economic but also in political terms. This is supported by the importance 
of the Ministry of Finance in state administration.  
As we said before at the beginning of this dissertation, Concertación lost the last presidential 
elections of January 2010. On March 11th 2010 President Bachelet (with an approval rate of more 
than 80%) finished her four year period at Palacio La Moneda and a right wing President, Sebastián 
Piñera, assumed office. This means the end of the Concertación administrations. We will see if these 
former enemies - the Christian Democrats and the Socialists (plus the PPD and the Radicals) will carry 
on united now that they will become the opposition. Only after this process of change we will know if 
this center-left coalition will carry on working together or not.  
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To conclude this investigation, a few words on coalitions under presidentialism. Concertación 
experience as a government coalitions shows that under certain conditions coalition in presidential 
systems can be successful. Although it is clear that particular contexts do not repeat, coalitions in 
presidential systems are more likely to survive when they have strong incentives to stay united, that in 
the case of Concertación, was dictatorship and the need to recover democracy and the value of human 
rights. Second, a coalition can be successful it it develops certain rules of power sharing that are 
recognized and applied by political leaders.  
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Appendix A: Chapter 6 
Table 1: Aylwin Administration - Cabinet Changes (1990-1994) 
Year Ministry Left Office Entered Office Cause Cabinet 
Change 
Adjustment 
Sept. 
1992 Education 
Lagos 
(PPD) Arrate (PS)*
 
 Elections    
Sept. 
1992 
Transportation 
and 
Telecomunicati
ons 
Correa G. 
(PS) Molina (PPD) Elections    
Sept. 
1992 Economy 
Ominami 
(PS) Marshall (PPD) Elections    
Sept. 
1992 Mining 
Hamilton 
(PDC) Hales (Ind.) Elections    
Oct. 
1992 
Health 
Jiménez 
(PDC) Montt (PDC) 
Policy 
manageme
nt    
Dec. 
1993 Economy 
Marshall 
(PPD) Tohá (PS) Personnel    
Source: own elaboration 
*PS president, Ricardo Núñez, suggested three people to President Aylwin for the Ministry of Education: Isabel 
Allende (President Allende‟s daughter), Jorge Arrate and Luis Maira. Former Minister Lagos had suggested 
another two people, Angel Flisfisch and José Joaquín Brunner.  El Mercurio, September 27, 1992. 
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Aylwin Administration - Changes in Undersecretaries (1990-1994)  
Year Ministry Left Office Entered 
Office 
Cause Cabinet 
Change 
1991 
Finance 
Piñera P. 
(PDC) 
Rodríguez 
Grossi 
(PDC) Personnel  
Jul. 1992 Social 
Insurance 
(Labor)  
Manterola 
(PR) 
Orlandini 
(PR) Personnel  
Sept. 1992 
Economy 
Marshall 
(PPD) 
Briones 
(PS) Personnel   
1993 
Education 
Allard 
(PDC) 
Valladares 
(PDC)  Other *   
Apr. 1993 Air Force 
(Defence) 
FernándezM. 
(PDC) 
Heine 
(PPD) Elections  
Apr. 1993 National 
Territory 
Figueroa 
(PH) Jara (PR) Elections  
Jul. 1993 
Justice 
Worner 
(PPD) 
Sánchez 
(PDC) Elections  
Jul. 1993 Army 
(Defense) 
Sánchez 
(PDC) 
Burgos 
(PDC) 
Policy 
management  
Source: own elaboration 
* Unknown. No information available. 
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Appendix B: Chapter 7 
Cabinet Changes 
Table 1: Frei Administration - Cabinet Changes (1994-2000)  
Year Ministry Left Office Entered 
Office 
Cause Cabinet 
Change 
Adjustment 
Sept. 
1994 Interior 
Correa G. 
(PS) 
Figueroa 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Sept. 
1994 
Foreign 
Relations 
Figueroa 
(PDC) 
Insulza 
(PS) Personnel   
 
Sept. 
1994 SEGEGOB 
Rebolledo 
(PPD) 
Brunner 
(PPD) Scandal/corruption   
 
Sept. 
1994 Education 
Schefelbein 
(Ind.) 
Molina 
(PDC) Policy management   
 
Aug. 
1996 Health 
Massad 
(PDC) 
Figueroa, 
A. (PDC) Personnel  
  
Sept. 
1996 SEGPRES 
Arriagada 
(PDC) 
Villarzú 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Sept. 
1996 Education 
Molina 
(PDC) 
Arellano 
(PDC) Policy management   
 
Sept. 
1996 MIDEPLAN Maira (PS) 
Pizarro 
(PS) Policy management   
 
Sept. 
1996 Transport 
Irureta 
(PDC) 
Hohman 
(PDC) Policy management   
 
Sept. Agriculture Correa E. Mladinic Policy management    
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1996 (PDC) (PDC) 
Jul. 1997 
Housing  
Hermosilla 
(PDC) 
Henríquez 
(PDC) Scandal/corruption  
  
Aug. 
1997 Mining 
Teplizky 
(RP) 
Jiménez 
(RP) 
Other (minister 
died)  
  
Jan. 1998 
Defense 
Pérez 
Yoma 
(PDC) 
Troncoso 
(PDC) Policy management  
  
May 
1998 MIDEPLAN 
Pizarro 
(PS) 
Quintana 
(PDC) Policy management  
  
Aug. 
1998 Interior 
Figueroa 
(PDC) 
Troncoso 
(PDC) Other (resignation)   
 
Aug. 
1998 SEGPRES 
Villarzú 
(PDC) 
Biehl 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Aug. 
1998 SEGEGOB 
Brunner 
(PPD) 
Arrate 
(PS) 
Political 
management   
 
Aug. 
1998 Defense 
Troncoso 
(PDC) 
Guzmán 
(PDC) Personnel   
 
Aug. 
1998 Economy 
García 
(PPD) 
Leiva 
(PPD) Elections   
 
Aug. 
1998 
Public 
Works 
Lagos 
(PPD) Tohá (PS) Elections    
 
Aug. 
1998 Labor Arrate (PS) 
Molina G. 
(PPD) Personnel   
 
Apr. Nat. Terr. Delpiano Heine Elections     
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1999 (PPD) (PPD) 
Jun. 1999 
SEGPRES 
Biehl 
(PDC) 
Insulza 
(PS) 
Political 
management   
 
Jun. 1999 
SEGEGOB Arrate (PS) 
Mladinic 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Jun. 1999 
Agriculture 
Mladinic 
(PDC) 
Sartori 
(PDC) Personnel   
 
Jun. 1999 Foreign 
Relations 
Insulza 
(PS) 
Valdés 
(PS) Personnel    
 
Jun. 1999 
Defense 
Guzmán 
(PDC) 
Pérez 
Yoma 
(PDC) Policy management    
 
Jul. 1999 
Nat. Terr. 
Heine 
(PPD) 
Galilea 
(PPD) Scandal/corruption  
  
Dec. 
1999 Justice 
Alvear 
(DP) 
Gómez 
(RP) Elections   
 
Dec. 
1999 Finance 
Aninat 
(PDC) 
Marfán 
(PS) Personnel    
 
Source: own elaboration 
Table 2: Lagos Administration - Cabinet Changes (2000-2006) 
Year Ministry Left Office Entered 
Office 
Cause Cabinet 
change 
Adjust. 
Dec. 
2000 
Housing and 
Nat. 
Orrego 
(PDC) 
Ravinet 
(PDC) Policy management   
  
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Territory* 
Jun. 
2001 Economy 
and Mining 
De Gregorio 
(PDC) 
Rodríguez 
Grossi (PDC) 
Personnel (appointed 
as Central Bank 
advisor)  
  
Jan. 
2002 SEGPRES García (PPD) 
Fernández 
Mario (PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Jan. 
2002 SEGEGOB Huepe (PDC) Muñoz (PPD) 
Political 
management   
 
Jan. 
2002 Defense 
Fernández 
Mario (PDC) Bachelet (PS) 
Personnel (appointed 
SEGPRES Minister)    
 
Jan. 
2002 Health Bachelet (PS) Artaza (PDC) 
Personnel (appointed 
Defense Minister)   
 
Jan. 
2002 MIDEPLAN Krauss (PDC) Pérez (Ind.) Policy management   
 
Jan. 
2002 
Public 
Works and 
Transport Cruz (PS) 
Etcheberry 
(PPD) Scandal/corruption**    
 
Jan. 
2002 Mining 
Rodríguez 
Grossi (PDC) 
Dulanto 
(Ind.) Other ***   
 
Feb. 
2003 SEGPRES 
Fernández, 
Mario (PDC) 
Huenchumilla 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Feb. 
2003 SEGEGOB Muñoz (PPD) Vidal (PPD) 
Political 
management   
 
Feb. 
2003 Justice Gómez (RP) Bates (Ind.) 
Elections (candidate 
for Senate)    
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Feb. 
2003 Education 
Aylwin, M. 
(PDC) **** Bitar (PPD) Policy management   
 
Feb. 
2003 
MIDEPLAN Pérez (Ind.) Palma (PDC) 
Personnel (appointed 
SERNAM Minister) 
   
 
Feb. 
2003 
SERNAM 
Delpiano 
(PPD) Pérez (Ind.) 
Personnel (appointed 
SUBDERE 
undersecretary)    
 
Feb. 
2003 Health Artaza (PDC) García (PDC) Policy management   
 
Jun. 
2004 SEGPRES 
Huenchumilla 
(PDC) 
Dockendorff 
(PDC) 
Elections (candidate 
for Mayor)  
  
Sept. 
2004 
Foreign 
Relations Alvear (PDC) 
Walker 
(PDC) Elections   
 
Sept. 
2004 
Defense Bachelet (PS) 
Ravinet 
(PDC) 
Elections 
(presidencial 
candidate)   
 
Sept. 
2004 
Housing and 
Nat. 
Territory 
Ravinet 
(PDC) 
Tschorne 
(PS) 
Personnel (appointed 
Defense Minister)    
 
Sept. 
2004 MIDEPLAN Palma (PDC) 
Provoste 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Apr. 
2005 
Labor Solari (PS) 
Lubjetic 
(PDC) 
Elections (Bachelet‟s 
presidential 
campaign)  
  
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May 
2005 
Interior 
 Insulza (PS) Vidal (PPD) 
Personnel (named 
OAS director)   
 
Dec. 
2005 SEGEGOB Vidal (PPD) Puccio (PS) 
Personnel (appointed 
Interior Minister)   
 
Dec. 
2005 
Education Bitar (PPD) 
Hornkhol 
(PDC) 
Elections (Bachelet‟s 
presidential 
campaign)  
  
Source: own elaboration 
*As a way of improving cabinet management and policies, President Lagos decided to create 
Biministros (ministers in charge of two ministries) and Triministros (ministers in charge of three 
ministries). President Lagos united the Ministry of Housing and National Territory with Public Works, 
Transportation with Telecommunications and Economy with Mining and Energy. This cabinet design 
failed and ultimately President Lagos separated Mining from the Economy. Energy was later 
established as a separate Ministry. 
  
**Minister Carlos Cruz was involved in a corruption scandal called MOP-GATE. This case is still 
been investigated by the courts. 
 
*** The ministries of  Economy, Mining and Energy were separated. A new minister was appointed 
for Mining. 
 
**** President Aylwin‟s daughter. 
 
Table 3: Bachelet Administration - Cabinet Changes (2006-2009) 
Year Ministry Left office Entered 
office 
Cause Cabinet 
Change 
Adjust. 
Jun. 2006 
Interior 
Zaldívar 
(PDC) 
Velasco 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Jun. 2006 
Education Zilic (PDC) 
Provoste 
(PDC) 
Policy 
management*    
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Jun. 2006 
Economy 
Antonijevic 
(PPD) 
Ferreiro 
(PDC) 
Policy 
Management   
 
Mar. 
2007 Justice Solís (PR) 
Maldonado 
(PR) 
Policy 
management   
 
Mar. 
2007  Defense 
Blanlot 
(PPD) 
Goñi 
(PPD) 
Policy 
management   
 
Mar. 
2007 
Transportation 
and Telec. 
Espejo 
(PDC) 
Cortázar 
(PDC) 
Policy 
management**    
 
Mar. 
2007 SEGPRES 
Veloso 
(PS) 
Viera Gallo 
(PS) 
Political 
management   
 
Dec. 
2007 
SEGEGOB 
Lagos 
(PPD) 
Vidal 
(PPD) 
Elections 
(candidate for 
Senate)  
  
Jan. 2008 
Interior 
Velasco 
(PDC) 
Pérez 
Yoma 
(PDC) 
Policy 
management***   
 
Jan. 2008 
Public Works 
Bitrán 
(PPD) 
Bitar 
(PPD) 
Policy 
management   
 
Jan. 2008 
Agriculture 
Rojas 
(PDC) 
Hornkhol 
(PDC) 
Policy 
management   
 
Jan. 2008 
Economy 
Ferreiro 
(PDC) 
Lavados 
(PDC) 
Political 
management   
 
Jan. 2008 
Mining 
Poniachik 
(Ind.) 
González 
(RP) 
Policy 
management   
 
Jan. 2008 MIDEPLAN Hardy Quintana Policy    
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(PPD) (PS) management 
Apr. 2008 
Education 
Provoste 
(PDC 
 
Jiménez 
(PDC)  
Other 
(constitutionally 
accused)  
  
Nov. 
2008 
Health Barría (PS) Erazo (PS) 
Policy 
management 
*****  
  
Dec. 
2008 
Labor 
Andrade 
(PS) 
Serrano 
(PS) 
Elections 
(candidate for 
deputy)  
  
Mar. 
2009 Foreign Rel. 
Foxley 
(PDC) 
Fernández 
(PDC) Other (resigned)   
 
Mar. 
2009 
Defense Goñi (PPD) 
Vidal 
(PPD) 
Personnel 
(named 
ambassador)   
 
Mar. 
2009 
SEGEGOB 
Vidal 
(PPD) 
Tohá 
(PPD) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Defense 
Minister)   
 
Oct. 2009 
SERNAM 
Albornoz 
(PDC) 
Andrade 
(PS) 
Elections 
(Frei‟s 
presidential 
campaign)  
  
   
Dec. 
2009 SEGEGOB 
Tohá 
(PPD) 
Armanet 
(PPD) 
Elections 
(Frei‟s   
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presidential 
campaign. 
Ballotage) 
Source: own elaboration 
* “Penguin Crisis.” 
** Transantiago: A public transportation system introduced in February 2007, which created huge 
problems because of its terrible implementation. The city was paralyzed on the first day of this new 
system.   
*** Velasco disagreed with the timing of Transantiago‟s implementation.  
**** Bitar and his party were surprised that President Bachelet did not include him in the first cabinet. 
In the Lagos administration, he had been Education Minister and he had resigned from this post to 
become part of Bachelet‟s presidential campaign in 2005. Bitar was considered a “potencial 
presidencial candidate.” The Concertación administrations have always had this type of politician in 
their cabinets: Lagos and Foxley in the Aylwin administration; Lagos in the Frei administration and 
Alvear, Bachelet and Insulza in the Lagos administration.  
***** Minister Barría assumed responsibility for a scandal that involved the incorrect notification of 
AIDS results to people who had been tested in Iquique, a city located in the north of Chile.  
 
Changes in Undersecretaries 
Table 4: Frei Administration - Changes in Undersecretaries (1994-2000) 
Year Ministry Left Office Entered Office Cause Cabinet 
Change 
Adjust 
Sept. 
1994 SUBDERE 
(Interior) 
Rodríguez 
(PDC) 
Schilling 
(PS) 
Personnel 
(maintaining 
proportionality)   
 
Sept. 
1994 
Foreign 
Relations Insulza (PS) 
Fernández 
M. (PDC) Personnel   
 
Sept. 
1994 Education 
Undurraga 
(PDC) 
Pérez Arce 
(PS) 
Personnel 
(maintaining   
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proportionality) 
Apr. 1995 
Economy 
Mladinic 
(PDC) 
Maulén 
(PDC) Personnel   
 
Nov. 
1995 SEGPRES 
Flisfisch 
(PPD) 
Rosenblut 
(PPD) 
Policy 
management  
 
Nov. 
1995 
Air Force 
(Defense) 
Fernández 
M. 
Flisfisch 
(PPD) Other*  
 
Nov. 
1995 
Trans. and 
Telec. 
Rosenblut 
(PPD) 
San Martin 
(Ind.) Personnel   
 
Sec. 
Sem. 
1995 
Navy 
(Defense) Mena (PDC) 
Cabrera 
(PDC) 
Personnel 
(appointed to the 
United Nations)**  
 
Jun. 
1995 
Fishing 
(Econ.) 
Couve 
(PDC) 
Bernal 
(PDC) 
 Policy 
management  
 
Apr. 1996 Justice Jara (RP) Gómez (RP) Other (unknown)   
Sept. 
1996 Economy 
Maulén 
(PDC) 
Landerretche 
(PS)  Personnel    
 
Sept. 
1996 
Public Works  
Quintana 
(PDC) 
Latorre 
(PDC) 
Personnel (named 
Regional 
Delegate)   
 
Sept. 
1996 
Transportation 
and Telec.   
Hohman 
(PDC) 
Wallis 
(PDC) Personnel    
 
Nov. 
1996 SEGPRES 
Rosenblut 
(PPD) 
Galilea 
(PPD) 
 
Political  
 
Nov. Housing Galilea Cortínez  Personnel     
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1996 (PPD) 
Nov. 
1996 MIDEPLAN Goic (PDC) Lara (PDC) Personnel***  
 
Nov. 
1996 Agriculture 
Gutiérrez 
(PPD) 
Duhart 
(PPD) Personnel   
 
Dec. 
1996 
Army 
(Defense) 
Burgos 
(PDC) 
Fernández, 
Ma (PDC) Other (resigned)  
 
Jul. 1997 
SEGEGOB 
Riveros 
(PDC) 
Huepe 
(PDC) Elections  
 
Oct. 1997 
Labor 
Pérez de 
Arce (PS) 
Valladares 
(PDC) Other (resigned)  
 
1997 
Housing 
Cortinez 
(PS) 
Belmar 
(PPD) 
 Policy 
management   
 
Feb. 
1998 Health Muñoz (PS) Erazo (PS) Other (unknown)   
 
Nov. 
1998 
Economy 
Landerretche 
(PS) 
Sánchez 
Castellón 
(PS) Personnel   
 
Mar. 
1999 Interior 
Velasco 
(PDC) 
Pickering 
(PDC) Other (resigned)  
 
May. 
1999 
Army 
(Defense) 
Fernández 
M. 
Mackenney 
(PDC) Other (resigned)  
 
Jun. 
1999 Mining 
Hernández 
(PDC) 
Muñoz C. 
(PPD)  Other (unknown)   
 
Jul. 1999 Navy Cabrera Fuentealba Personnel    
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(Defense) (PDC
 
 (PDC) 
Aug. 
1999 Nat. Terr. 
Vergara 
(Ind.) Saball (PS) Scandal/corruption   
 
Aug. 
1999 SEGPRES 
Galilea 
(PPD) 
Carmona 
(PDC) Personnel    
 
Dec. 
1999 Finance Marfán (PS) 
Clarke 
(PDC) Personnel    
 
Source: own elaboration 
*Fernández was named director of La Epoca, a newspaper related to the Christian Democrats. 
**Appointed to the UN. Mena and Cabrera were ambassadors.  
*** Goic announced he would run for deputy, although in the end he did not. El Mercurio, November 
20, 1996. 
 
 
Table 5: Lagos Administration – Changes in Undersecretaries (2000-2006) 
Year Ministry Left Office Entered 
Office 
Cause Cabinet 
Change 
Adjust 
May 
2001 
SEGEGOB Tohá (PPD) Arntz (PS) 
Elections 
(candidate for 
deputy)  
 
Jul. 2001 
Interior 
Burgos 
(PDC) Correa (PDC) 
Elections 
(candidate for 
deputy)   
 
Aug. 
2001 Fishing 
Albarrán 
(Ind.) 
Sandoval 
(PDC) Other*   
 
Nov. MIDEPLAN  Vega (PS) Andrade (PS) Policy   
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2001 management  
Jan. 2002 
Health 
Navarrete 
(PPD) Infante (PPD) 
Policy 
management 
   
 
March 
2002 SEGPRES 
Dockendorff 
(PDC) Martner (PS) Personnel **  
 
March 
2002 
Navy 
(Defense) 
Flisfisch 
(PPD) Morales (RP) Personnel   
 
March 
2002 
Carabineros 
(Police) 
Harboe 
(PPD) 
Carabantes 
(RP) 
Personnel 
(appointed as 
Navy 
undersecretary)   
 
May 
2002 Foreign Rel. Muñoz (PPD) Barros (PPD) 
 Other 
(unkown)  
 
Jun.2002 
Mining 
Saintard 
(PDC) Solís (RP) Personnel**  
 
Jul. 2002 
Transportation 
and Telec. 
Tombolini 
(RP) Díaz (PDC) 
Elections (RP 
presidential 
candidate)  
 
Sept. 
2002 
Navy Morales (RP) 
Huenchumilla 
(PDC) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Mining 
undersecretary)   
 
Sept. 
2002 Mining Solís (RP) Morales (RP) 
Personnel 
(appointed Air  
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Force 
undersecretary)  
Sept. 
2002 Air Force  
Haddad 
(PDC) Solís (RP) 
Policy 
management  
 
Feb. 
2003 
SUBDERE 
(Interior) Vidal (PPD) 
Delpiano 
(PPD) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
SEGEGOB 
Minister)    
 
Feb. 
2003 
SEGPRES Martner (PS) Egaña (PS) 
Elections (PS 
presidential 
candidate)   
 
Mar. 
2003 Education 
Wenstein 
(PPD) 
Hornhkol 
(PDC) Personnel**   
 
Mar. 
2003 
Navy 
Huenchumilla 
(PDC) 
Mackenney 
(PDC) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Navy 
undersecretary)  
 
Mar. 
2003 Social 
Insurance 
(Labor) 
Hornkhol 
(PDC) Carvallo (PR) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Education 
undersecretary)   
 
Mar. 
2003 
Sports*** 
(SEGEGOB) Salah (Ind.) Velasco (PR) Personnel****   
 
Mar. 
2003 SEGEGOB Arntz (PS) 
Santa María 
(PDC) 
Other 
(resigned)  
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Aug. 
2003 MIDEPLAN Andrade (PS) Carvallo (PS) 
Policy 
management  
 
Feb. 
2004 
Nat. Terr. Saball (PS) 
Weinstein 
(PPD) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Executive 
Director of 
CONAMA)  
 
 
 
Jun. 
2004 
Economy Díaz (PS) Alvarez (PS) 
Other 
(personal 
reasons)  
 
Sept. 
2004 
Air Force 
(Defense) Solís (PR) Parra (PR) 
Personnel 
*****   
 
Sept. 
2004 Mining Morales (PR) Cabezas (PR) Personnel    
 
Oct. 
2004 
Housing 
Tschorne 
(PS) López (PS) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Minister of 
Housing and 
Nat. Territory)  
 
Jan. 2005 
Social 
Insurance 
(Labor) Carvallo (PR) Aravena (Pr) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Sports 
undersecretary)   
 
Feb. 
2005 
Sports 
(SEGEGOB) Velasco (PR) Carvallo (PR) 
 Policy 
management  
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Apr. 
2005 
Education 
Hornkhol 
(PDC) Montt (PDC) 
 Elections 
(Alvear‟s 
presidential 
campaign)  
 
Apr. 
2005 
Investigaciones 
(Defense) 
Miranda 
(ind.) Zepeda (PS) Personnel  
 
Apr. 
2005 
Labor 
Ljubetic 
(PDC) Pascal (PS) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Labor 
Minister)  
 
Mar. 
2005 Health Infante (PPD) 
Villavicencio 
(PPD) 
Policy 
management  
 
Aug. 
2005 
SEGEGOB 
Santa María 
(PDC) 
Navarrete 
(PDC) 
Elections 
(Bachelet‟s 
presidential 
campaign)  
 
Oct. 
2005 
Navy 
(Defense) 
Mackenney 
(PDC) García (PDC) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Counselor for 
State Defense)   
 
Oct. 
2005 
Public Works Pérez (PDC) Piñera (PDC) 
Elections 
(Alvear´s 
presidential 
campaign)   
 
Jan. 2006 Interior Correa (PDC) Harboe Personnel   
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(PPD) (appointed 
member of the 
Constitutional 
Court)  
Jan. 2006 
Carabineros 
Harboe 
(PPD) 
Carabantes 
(RP) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
Interior 
undersecretary)   
 
Source: own elaboration 
* Resigned. The Controller General opened an investigation into a possible conflict of interests, since 
Albarrán had shares in the salmon industry. El Mercurio, 08/30/2001. 
 
** Transversalidad, when a minister of the same party is appointed.  
 
*** The position of Sports undersecretary was created as a response to corruption scandals in sports 
funds‟ administration. 
 
**** Compensation criteria were applied because the PR lost the Ministry of Justice 
 
*****This change of undersecretary, together with that of Mining, was part of a major cabinet change 
in which Alvear and Bachelet, the two Concertación‟s presidential candidates, left office. The 
government, through Insulza, asked the president of the PR to propose names for these two 
undersecretaries. El Mercurio, 09/29/2004. 
 
****** The changes to undersecretaries in April 2005 were part of a major government adjustment as 
a result of the upcoming presidential elections. President Lagos asked those involved in the campaign 
to leave government. El Mercurio. 
 
Table 6: Bachelet Administration - Changes in Undersecretaries (2006-2009) 
Year Ministry Left 
Ministry 
Entered 
Ministry 
Cause Cabinet 
Change 
Adjust 
Jun. 
2006 
Carabineros 
(Defense) 
Ortiz 
(PDC) 
Blanco 
(PDC) Scandal/corruption*   
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Nov. 
2006 Energy Serra (Ind.) 
Tokman 
(PPD) Policy management  
 
Jul. 2007 
SEGEGOB 
Maldonado 
(RP) Prado (RP) 
Personnel 
(appointed Justice 
Minister)   
 
Jul. 2007 
Economy  
Hernández 
(PS) 
Chocair 
(PR) Policy management   
 
Jan. 
2008 
Justice 
Barahona 
(PDC) Frei (PDC) 
Personnel 
(appointed Mining 
Undersec.)**   
 
Jan. 
2008 Education 
Romaguera 
(Ind.) 
Martínez 
(PS) 
Policy 
management    
 
Jan. 
2008 Nat. Terr 
Deloir 
(PR) Prado (PR) Policy management   
 
Jan. 
2008 Labor 
Luksic 
(PDC) 
Jelvez 
(PPD) Political adjustment   
 
Jan. 
2008 Pensions 
García 
(PDC) 
Ossandón 
(PPD) 
 Policy 
management   
 
Jan. 
2008 Health 
Amarales 
(PPD) 
Vega 
(PPD) 
 Policy 
management   
 
Jan. 
2008 Economy  
Correa 
(PDC) 
Duhart 
(PS)  Personnel***   
 
Jan. 
2008 Mining 
Aravena 
(PR) 
Barahona 
(PDC)  Personnel****    
 
Jan. Transportation Núñez (PS) Wolf (PS) Policy    
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2008 and Telec. management***** 
Jan. 
2008 MIDEPLAN 
Arenas 
(PDC) 
Abredapo 
(PDC)  Other (unknown)   
 
Mar. 
2008 Agriculture 
Leiva 
(PPD) Ruiz (PS)  Other (unknown)  
 
May. 
2008 Transportation  Wolf (PS) 
Erazo, 
Raúl (PS) Scandal/corruption   
 
Nov. 
2008 Redes 
asistenciales 
Fábrega 
(PDC) 
Montt 
(PDC) 
Elections 
(candidate for 
deputy)   
 
Dec. 
2008 
Interior 
Harboe 
(PPD) 
Rosende 
(PPD) 
Elections 
(candidate for 
deputy)   
 
Dec. 
2008 
SEGEGOB Prado (PR) 
Carabantes 
(PR) 
 Personnel 
(appointed    Nat. 
Terr. undersec)  
 
Dec. 
2008 
Nat Terr. 
Carabantes 
(PR) Prado (PR) 
Personnel 
(appointed 
SEGEGOB 
undersec.)  
 
Apr. 
2009 Pensions  
Ossandón 
(PS) 
 Garcés 
(PPD) 
Political 
management  
 
Dec. 
2009 
SUBDERE Aleuy (PS) 
Maldonado 
(PDC) 
Elections (Frei‟s 
presidential 
campaign.   
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Ballotage) 
Source: own elaboration 
*The undersecretary sent letters to militants from his party with the Ministry of Defense‟s logo. 
** In January 2008, President Bachelet introduced changes to her cabinet, undersecretaries and 
intendentes (the president‟s delegates in regions). www.emol.cl,  01/11/2008. 
 
***Transversalidad. A PDC member, Hugo Lavados, was appointed Economy Minister.  
**** A PR member, Santiago González, was appointed Minister. 
***** Transantiago crisis. La Nación, 01/08/2008. 
Party Representation 
Table 7: Frei Administration - Political Ministers‟ Militancy (1994-2000) 
Cab./Ministry Interior SEGPRES SEGEGOB 
Cab. 1 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 2 PDC PDC PPD 
Cab. 3 PDC PDC PPD 
Cab. 4 PDC PDC PS 
Cab. 5 PDC PS PDC 
Cab. 6 PDC PS PDC 
Source: own elaboration 
Table 8: Frei Administration - Interior Ministry Political Representation 
Cab./Ministry Interior Interior Undersecretary SUBDERE Undersecretary 
Cab. 1 PS PDC PS 
Cab. 2 PDC PDC PS 
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Cab. 3 PDC PDC PS 
Cab. 4 PDC PDC PS 
Cab. 5 PDC PDC PS 
Cab. 6 PDC PDC PS 
Source: own elaboration 
Table 9: Lagos Administration - Political Ministers‟ Militancy (2000-2006) 
Cab./Ministry Interior SEGPRES SEGEGOB 
Cab. 1 PS PPD PDC 
Cab. 2 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 3 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 4 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 5 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 6 PPD PDC PS 
Source: own elaboration 
Table 10: Lagos Administration - Ministry of Interior Party Affiliations 
Cab./Ministry Interior Interior Undersecretary SUBDERE 
Undersecretary 
Cab. 1 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 2 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 3 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 4 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 5 PS PDC PPD 
Cab. 6 PS PDC PPD 
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Table 11: Bachelet Administration - Political Ministers‟ Militancy (2006-2009) 
Cab./Ministry Interior SEGPRES SEGEGOB 
Cab. 1 PDC PS PPD 
Cab. 2 PDC PS PPD 
Cab. 3 PDC PS PPD 
Cab. 4 PDC PS PPD 
Cab. 5 PDC PS PPD 
Cab. 6 PDC PS PPD 
Source: own elaboration 
Table 12: Bachelet Administration - Interior Ministers and Undersecretaries‟ Militancy (2006-2009) 
Cab./Ministry Interior Interior Undersecretary SUBDERE Undersecretary 
Cab. 1 PDC PPD PS 
Cab. 2 PDC PPD PS 
Cab. 3 PDC PPD PS 
Cab. 4 PDC PPD PS 
Cab. 5 PDC PPD PS 
Cab. 6 PDC PPD PDC 
Source: own elaboration 
Appendix C: Methodological Appendix 
Sources Used to Code Ministerial Data 
The information used to code ministerial data was obtained from: a)   newspapers published between  
December 1989 and December 2009 (El Mercurio, El Mostrador, La Tercera, La Segunda, La 
Nación). The main source was El Mercurio. This revision was done electronically when possible and 
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when not, actual back editions were reviewed. Electronic availability was from 2003 onwards (La 
Nación). The Aylwin and Frei administrations were revised in actual back editions of newspapers; b) 
public and official web pages; c) official political party web pages.  
Interview Development  
A total of 35 interviews were carried out between March 2007 and October 2009. Because some of 
those interviewed held several positions during the Concertación administrations, they were 
considered in each different one. For example, former President Lagos was Education and Public 
Works Minister before becoming President. I particularly valued these interviews because these 
political leaders had in-depth experience of the different administrations and how they changed from 
one President to another.  
Only two books gave certain details about the names of ministers and undersecretaries during the 
Aylwin Administration: Cavallo (1988, 1998).  
 
Interviews: 
- Máximo Aguilera, member of UP. Director of INE during the Lagos administration. PS.  
 
- Luis Alvarado, Minister of National Territory during the Aylwin administration. PS. 
 
- María Eliana Arntz, SEGEGOB Undersecretary during the Lagos administration. PS. 
 
- Jorge Arrate, Minister of Education during the Aylwin Administration, Minister of 
SEGEGOB during the Frei administration. Socialist Party President. PS. 
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- Patricio Aylwin, President of Chile. PDC. 
 
- Víctor Barrueto, PPD party leader. Intendente of Santiago during the Lagos administration 
 
- Sergio Bitar, PPD party leader, Minister of Education during the Lagos administration, 
Minister of Public Works during the Bachelet administration. 
 
- Vivianne Blanlot, Minister of Defense during the Bachelet administration, Director of the 
CNE during the Lagos administration. PPD. 
 
- Edgardo Boeninger, Minister of SEGPRES during the Aylwin administration, designated 
Senator afterwards. PDC.  
 
- Jorge Burgos, Army Undersecretary during the Aylwin administration, Interior undersecretary 
during the Lagos administration, deputy PDC member. 
 
- Germán Correa, Interior Minister during the Frei administration, president of the Socialist 
Party. 
 
- Jorge Correa Sutil, Interior undersecretary during the Lagos administration. PDC. 
 
- Francisco Cumplido, Minister of Justice during the Aylwin administration. PDC.  
 
- Francisco Javier Díaz, President Bachelet‟s Second Floor advisor. PS.  
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- Eduardo Dockendorff,  SEGPRES undersecretary during the Lagos administration, Minister of 
SEGPRES during the Lagos administration. PDC.  
 
- Rodrigo Egaña, SEGPRES Undersecretary during the Lagos administration, Director of Public 
Policy during the Bachelet administration. PS.  
 
- Alvaro Erazo, Health Undersecretary during the Lagos administration, Minister of Health 
during the Bachelet administration. PS.  
 
- Mario Fernández, Navy undersecretary during the Aylwin administration, Air Force 
undersecretary during the Frei administration, Minister of Defense during the Lagos 
administration, Minister of SEGPRES during the Lagos administration. PDC.  
 
- Carlos Figueroa, Foreign Relations Minister during the Frei administration, Minister of the 
Interior during the Frei administration. PDC.  
 
- Angel Flisfisch, Air Force undersecretary during the Frei administration, SEGPRES 
undersecretary during the Frei administration. PPD.  
 
- José Miguel Insulza, Foreign Relations undersecretary during the Frei administration, Foreign 
Relations Minister during the Frei administration, Interior Minister during the Lagos 
administration, Director of OAS. PS.  
 
- Jorge Jiménez, Minister of Health during the Aylwin administration. PDC.  
 
- René Jofré,  PPD party leader.  
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- Enrique Krauss, Interior Minister during the Aylwin administration. PDC. 
 
- Alejandra Krauss, MIDEPLAN Minister during the Lagos administration. PDC. 
 
- Ricardo Lagos, Education Minister during the Aylwin administration, Public Works Minister 
during the Frei administration, President of Chile. PPD. 
 
- Eugenio Lahera, advisor to President Lagos and Minister Brunner during Frei administration 
PPD.  
 
- Carlos Mladinic, Economy undersecretary during the Frei administration, Minister of 
SEGEGOB during the Frei administration. PDC. 
 
- Sergio Molina, Minister of MIDEPLAN during the Aylwin administration, Minister of 
Education during the Frei administration. PDC. 
 
- Germán Molina, Minister of Transportation and Telecommunications during the Aylwin 
administration, Minister of Labor during the Frei administration. PPD.  
 
- Tomás Moulian, professor of sociology and political science.  
 
- Ricardo Núñez, president of the Socialist Party, senator. PS.  
 
- Carlos Ominami, Ministry of Economy during the Aylwin administration, Socialist Party 
leader, senator. PS.  
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- Ernesto Ottone, (Second Floor) advisor to President Lagos, advisor to President Bachelet. 
PPD.  
 
- Andrés Palma, Minister of MIDEPLAN during the Lagos administration, deputy. PDC.  
 
- Cecilia Pérez, Minister of MIDEPLAN during the Lagos administration, Minister of 
SERNAM during the Lagos administration. Independent  
 
- Edmundo Pérez Yoma, Minister of Defense during the Frei administration, Interior Minister 
during the Bachelet administration. PDC.  
 
- Alfredo Rehreh, professor at the Universidad Católica. 
 
- Romy Schmidt, Minister of National Territory during the Bachelet administration. PPD.  
 
- Enrique Silva Cimma, Minister of Foreign Relations during the Aylwin administration, 
Radical Party president. PR.  
 
- Ricardo Solari, Socialist Party leader, SEGPRES Minister during the Aylwin administration, 
Minister of Labor during the Lagos administration. PS.  
 
- Juan Vadell, member of the UP (Director of the Internal Revenue Service). PS. 
 
- Arturo Valenzuela, professor at Georgetown University. 
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- Humberto Vega, MIDEPLAN undersecretary during the Frei administration. PS 
 
- Belisario Velasco, Interior undersecretary during the Aylwin and Frei administrations. Interior 
Minister during Bachelet administration. PDC.  
 
- Mario Waissbluth, professor at the Universidad de Chile.  
 
Note: the interviews were confidencial so, on purpose, I have not related the featured quotes with the 
specific person interviewed.  
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